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Michel Parmentier does not like to be treated as important 
He needs to think he is forgotten
He is a painter
He has never done anything else

He paints on a few rare days each year
When he doesn’t paint, it’s the same weakness
It can go on for years

He needs a lot of time to find the strength to say even less

For him, indifference is the sine qua non for still being able to work

He hates journeys
Like crossing the Seine

The studio is in Brussels
It’s not his but a young painter’s
He lends it to him but that’s not a problem

The characterless hotel is outside the center

The studio is even further in a disused industrial building

You enter through a heavy, rusty door devoid of enigma

The freight elevator is blocked in a metal cage around which
A concrete-gray staircase leads to the 2 nd floor

Behind the door the walls are white

The light comes in through bays
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In this space you can walk without going back on your footsteps

Besides the central post, rolls of Herculene tracing paper imported from the 
United States via Brussels
On the label: drafting film, static free, polyester/matte one side

Nearby a measuring table is used to cut paper
Steel rulers fitted to the format hold and slide the tracing paper up to the
folding marks

They are indicated every 38 cm

Each band is 304 cm long and 77 cm wide
Bands marked with a horizontal fold at regular intervals of 38 cm are ready

They rest on a transparent protective film away from the walls

Michel Parmentier brought a few things with him

It all fits in a bag

White overalls

A stapler

Pincers

Gloves

White oil bars imported from the United States
The label says: oil bar antique white
A date stamp
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The morning of the first day the work starts 
He crosses the studio disappears comes back 
On the side wall raking light
The tracing of a horizontal line at a height of 3 meters serves as a guide
The upper part of the first band is applied against it
The smooth wall pounced beforehand 
Dull noise of the stepladder being moved
The first fold is repeated pinched stretched between the fingers in the
width of the paper
It is 19 cm from the start of the band
It is folded back against the wall

The top left corner of the band of tracing paper is stapled onto the wall 
The top right corner is stapled
Finally the middle
The staple is horizontal
The other 48 too

The second fold is iterated pinched stretched between the fingers 
It is twice 38 cm from the first staple

Stapled at three points it is folded back exactly in line with the first at 38 cm below

The actions are the same

For greater flatness one person’s hand presses the surface
Horizontally
The other person’s hand staples
One person’s hand holds the band at the left end while the other person
Holds it on the right

The work is divided up

Together they fold back they press the fold 
The paper bends the mark is linear
One staples on the right passes the stapler to the other who staples on the
left and in the middle 
Last fold that of folding back

It will be the same for the second band like the first
It takes its strictly adjusted place edge to edge to the right of the first band
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Monotony sets in

There is no room for surprise

The gestures are identical

There is no other exchange

Ascend the steps stretch adjust staple pinch stretch tense apply take smooth place staple extend descend fold 
give take regulate staple lower refold tense staple

It will be the same for the third band 
For the fourth too
We’ll see

Half the surface of the paper is hidden
It is between the wall and the external layer folded up inside

From top down a thickness alternates with three
Except for the start and the end

The color is a kind of white

Folding reduces the length of the bands in half 
The width doesn’t vary

The value of the white is different 
That of the addition of layers

The morning of the second day he crosses the studio 
Disappears and comes back
Near the windows the oil bars lie on a sheet of white paper 
He peels the paper sheath from each bar
With a penknife he cuts the first bar lengthways
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Into three roughly equal parts
Now he is starting on each cylindrical part 
The cut is clean
The flat side
Several meters from the work wall a piece of tracing paper is used for tests 
Moves the stepladder
He starts at the top of the first band to the left
Applying the cut face of the oil bar segment lengthways on the tracing paper
Always the same regular pressure
The gesture works from the top down
He goes down 19 cm without varying
Short 
Pause
Second application
Edge to edge on the right
Identical
The pressure is the same
The third application on the right of the second 
Like that another then another
Moves the stepladder 
77 applications in a line 
The first

Is repetition of the same trace 
The covering is heterogeneous
Homogenous patches and aggregates 
Granular and smooth zones
Always white

The gesture is the same 
In a word, from the top
He slides the oil bar 19 cm on the tracing paper
Vertically

One way with a beginning and end
And no return
And that starts again beside it 
Unvarying

Incidents

Rubbing
Extended repeated contact of the oil pigment solidified between the fingers generates heat
The white sticks too well or badly on the tracing paper 
Uncontrollable slide skid

Weighty
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Stepladder noises 
He crosses the studio
Cuts another segment of oil bar abandons the other
Crosses the studio tries the cut side on a sheet of tracing paper 
He crosses the studio and goes back to the work
Three times

The second horizontal band starts below the spot
where the first ends 
Exactly

The oil bar is getting thin
The tracing paper rustles under the pressure 
80 times more repetition of the same trace 
White on white

He applies what’s left takes another piece goes to the work applies it leaves it comes back and takes another

The work breaks off 
Starts again
The same trace again

Another band 
Below

The third band is made 60 uninterrupted times

The fourth receives 76 strokes

It looks like insensitivity

There are 8 like that one below another

Folded in two 
The last traces 
It’s the end
The monotony ceases
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4 bands of tracing paper 77 cm by 304 cm 
11 folds per band
44 folds in all
12 staples per band 48 staples in all
77 strokes with an oil bar 3 cm by 19 cm the first band
80 strokes the second 
78 the third
76 the fourth
80 the fifth
77 the sixth
78 the seventh
78 the eighth
624 in all

The piece may be destroyed
Wait for the paint to dry
Must check on the fifteenth day

“Painting blindly is an excess that I know I can deny by unfolding” 

The morning of the third day he leaves 
Brussels Gare du Midi
Paris Gare du Nord

Brussels fifteen days later
He crosses the studio disappears comes back

With gloves a screwdriver and pincers
He pulls the first staple from the lower left corner of the first band of tracing paper
Then on the right 
And in the middle

The tracing paper is not held
It unfolds

Dull stepladder noise

3 more staples pop out
The second fold comes undone
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One by one up to the top
Almost
The last three remain

Second band
The screwdriver slips between the staple and tracing paper 
The pressure pulls out part of the staple
The pincers free it from the wall and paper

The paper keeps a trace of two close micro-holes

The fold falls

He holds the fold when he removes the last staple 
He follows the fall with his hand

In order 
From the top

He pulls out 9 staples in the third band 
3 folds are undone
The marks remain

The holes to be as discreet as possible 
The tools leave no mark

The folds rustle as they unfold 
Muted
Shrill

An unbroken cascade 
Active
Without spectacle

For the fourth band too

One has to decide whether to keep or destroy
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Invisibility is what makes the difference

624 times the same trace 
White on white 
Indifferent
Alternating with nothing on the tracing paper

Maybe there is little enough to see 
To keep it

We must see

He crosses the studio disappears comes back 
He leaves

Another day he comes to the studio

For a few minutes

He applies a date stamp indicating the day the month the year in the lower right corner of the first band

The ink is black 
The line horizontal

The action is the same on the second

The third

Then the fourth

The day is the day painting ended
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Michel Parmentier

1 Michel Parmentier in Guy Massaux’s studio, 123, 
 Rue Marconi, Forest (Brussels), 16 photographs (15 black 

and white and 1 color), black-and-white reproduction 
from negatives and transparency, 6 × 6 cm each.

March 1994
 (see pp. 1-9) 

Agnès Foiret

Note by the author

Begun in 1993 and finished in 1994, this previously 
unpublished text is based on the working notes 
and observations made of Michel Parmentier at 
work in Guy Massaux’s studio in Brussels (Belgium) 
(fig. 129, p. 193). In the paintings made between 
March 27 and April 1, 1993 (see pp. 210-211), we see 
only one sign, repeated like an identical multiple, 
with the effect that it seems to erase all difference. 
What remains there, a white deposit on the tracing 
paper, is the trace of what took place, and thus 
the object of reediting,  a return of the same that 
guides the act of replication. With Parmentier, 
the notion of iteration [redite] is a de facto neces-
sity; what is imitated is not so much a gesture as the 
act of starting again, which is constantly asking to 
be repeated. The most literal expressive function 
of the trace is asserted here at the same time as its 
total absence of meaning. “Striking” [taper] with 
the oil bar is the essential principle that engenders 
the trace. The unity of his works is due not only to 
the regularity of the application of paint — it results 
from the unaccomplished intention of exactitude 
in the vertical movement of the gesture, with no 
reworking or corrections.
 The narrative of creation, whose flatness and 
absence of punctuation are deliberate, was the  
first element delivered to Bernard Bloch for the 
writing of the screenplay (fig. 130, p. 194)  of the film 
304×308 (Presque le silence [Almost silence]) 
(1995, pp. 194-198), shot in Massaux’s studio. It corre-
sponds to the tight economy required by the film-
maker, to a rigorous approach to image-writing 
recapturing as closely and as clearly as possible the 
legibility of an experience of painting; a film with 
no other sound than the synchronous sound of cold 
and unexplained noises. To observe Parmentier, 
the only option, in Bloch’s opinion, is a stationary 
approach. The narrative, endlessly revised, crossed 
out, and annotated by Parmentier, right down to 
the last doubts, is presented here in the ultimate 
version proposed to Bloch (fig. 134, p. 198). Each word, 
each interval, is calculated in relation to painting 
and cinema, in order to approximate a laying 
bare of sections and planes, an almost-nothing 
where, as Stéphane Mallarmé put it, “the blanks 
become important.”  [“1897 Preface” to Un Coup 
de dés jamais n'abolira le hasard (A throw of the 
dice will never abolish chance).] 

Translated by Charles Penwarden
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1  “Michel Parmentier, déc. 1965 – 20 nov. 1999, une  
rétrospective.” The exhibition was held at Villa Tamaris 
centre d’art, La Seyne-sur-Mer (France), June 7 –  
September 14, 2014. 

2  Archival works come primarily from the Michel Parmentier 
archives and the Association Michel Parmentier (AMP), 
Brussels, Belgium; the archives of the Musée national d’art 
moderne – Centre de création industrielle (Mnam-Cci), 
Centre Pompidou, Paris, and the Bibliothèque Kandinsky.

3  The text is now included in Michel Parmentier, Textes et 
entretiens (dont Daniel Buren, Michel Parmentier: Propos 
délibérés (1991)), ed. Aristide Bianchi (Paris: BlackJack 
Éditions, 2014), pp. 133-259. An English translation is 
forthcoming.

4  We would like to acknowledge the help and support of 
Daniel Buren in publishing the texts from the 

“Manifestations.”
5  See Michel Parmentier, exhibition catalogue,  

September 20 – October 31, 1988, Centre national des arts 
plastiques (rue Berryer), curated by Alfred Pacquement, 
Paris, France, pp. 24-37. 

Preface to the English Edition

This monograph follows the same format and contents as Michel  
Parmentier, décembre 1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective,  
edited by Guy Massaux and first published in French in October  
2016 by Éditions Loevenbruck, Paris (France). It is based on the Michel 
Parmentier retrospective Massaux curated at the Villa Tamaris  
centre d’art in La Seyne-sur-Mer (France) in 2014 1, as well as archival  
documents. 2 
 With the exception of Propos délibérés — the book-length  
interview Parmentier gave in 1990 with Daniel Buren 3 — the English  
edition includes all the texts published by Parmentier during his lifetime, 
translated from the French by Philip Armstrong.
 Documents and texts have been presented side by side in order  
to foreground the correspondence between archival material and the 
published texts. The monograph thus includes a number of texts  
published by other authors during Parmentier’s lifetime, texts that often 
include exchanges and debates in which Parmentier himself participated  
or to which he responded in his own writings. 
 The English edition includes updates and corrections to the  
captions and commentaries, as well as to material included in the  
appendices regarding exhibition histories and bibliographic information.  
Translator’s notes have also been added to Parmentier’s writings and  
the original commentaries in order to provide further context.  
 While already existing in partial or fragmentary forms in  
English, the texts signed by the group of protagonists associated with the 
series of four “Manifestations” in 1967 — BUREN, MOSSET, PARMENTIER,  
TORONI — have been translated in their entirety.4 
 Lastly, the English edition also includes several texts not included  
in the French edition: a brief exchange between Parmentier and Benjamin 
Buchloh from 1982 (p.90); a translation of “Dire, redire et bafouiller, me  
contredire, dévier en apparence, digresser, bref: rhizomer toujours. 
M’avouer,” the “notes” Parmentier published in the first monograph for  
his retrospective in 19885 (pp.  146; 152-155); and two essays — by Laura Lisbon  
and Molly Warnock — related to Parmentier’s work (pp. 219-227).

Guy Massaux
Philip Armstrong
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Michel Parmentier

December 1965 – November 20, 1999:
A Retrospective 

Guy Massaux
Association Michel Parmentier (AMP)
– Michel Parmentier Archives, Brussels

Ortuzar Projects
Editions Loevenbruck
MSU BROAD Museum
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Almost-Silence
Robert Bonaccorsi

To be paradoxical in order to assert one’s coher-
ence could be seen as a kind of project. But does 
that mean we should reduce Michel Parmentier’s 
life and work to an overarching plan? In the bio- 
graphical outline written with exemplary precision 
by Guy Massaux, 1 we discern a will, a tension, a 
way of thinking that underlies the artist’s refusals, 
contradictions, negations, and demands. His rad-
icalism. While obvious, it is important to stress his 
connection to an artistic and political generation 
that emerged in the early 1960s and came into its 
own after 1968, before it was drowned under the 
irrepressible wave of media culture. This historical 
association, which does not imply any notion of 
school, membership, or affiliation, is to be under-
stood in terms of, and above all through, its dif-
ferences, antagonisms, and even detestations. 
Parmentier’s on-and-off frequentation of Roger 
Chastel’s studio at the École Nationale des Beaux-
Arts in Paris, 2 the Prix Lefranc awarded to him in 
1963, and the presence of his works at the Bien-
nale de Paris (see pp. 30-31), at the Salon de la Jeune 
Peinture (in 1962, 1963, and 1966) (see pp. 32-33), 
at the Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui (1963 
and 1965) (see fig. 19, p. 32), and of course the Salon 
de Mai (1964) all bear witness to this contextual 
grounding. 3 His interventions at the Salon de la 
Jeune Peinture, one of the key spaces for artis-
tic effervescence at the time, began as a simple 
mode of presentation and then shifted to seces-
sion. Beginning in December 1965, Parmentier 
embarked on a new approach that would lead 
him to disown his earlier work. He now produced 
works based on reiteration by means of folding, 
a method inspired by Simon Hantaï: alternating 
horizontal bands of a single color, 38 cm wide, 
protected from subsequent applications of paint 
by a preliminary folding. Unfolding the support 
revealed in one piece the alternation of painted 
and unpainted bands. Parmentier repeated this 
procedure for three years, changing only the color 
using an arbitrary system (blue in 1966, gray in 
1967, red in 1968). In 1967, alongside Daniel 
Buren, Olivier Mosset, and Niele Toroni, he interve- 
ned at the eighteenth Salon de la Jeune Peinture  
(see pp. 54-55). Painting was challenged in the form 
of a triple refusal: of hanging (pp. 56-58), of the  
artist’s situation, and of painting itself: “NOUS NE 
SOMMES PAS PEINTRES” (We are not painters) 
(see fig. 35, p. 55). 4

 Parmentier stopped painting in 1968, and 
then, after fifteen years, not of silence, but of total 
cessation of pictorial practice, resumed it in Sep-
tember 1983, taking it up at the point where he 
appeared to have abandoned it. “If my work is 
itself theory, all theory (my absenting itself) must 
have recourse to words in order to be neither a 
dramatic stage exit, nor dubious disaffection, nor 

a badly motivated desertion by an artist who rein-
vents himself. This absence or cessation is the inti-
mate extension of my work, it is dictated directly 
by its objectively subversive quality” 5 (see pp. 96-99 

and fig. 66, p. 101). In this strategy of disappearance – 
“I thought I had effaced myself, but I realize that  
I must now efface myself even more. And that’s 
never finished”6 (see pp. 150-156) – the gloss becomes 
central. Parmentier’s recently published texts and 
interviews reveal this literary dimension as the 
polemicist competes with the theoretician. “I hate 
theoretical texts as I do justifications. But settling 
scores or totting up temporary accounts are loath-
some attitudes, which I nevertheless freely con-
fess, because with a bit of luck they are going to 
help with the transformation, the mutation of the 
‘painting’ function.” 7 The overt references of this 
painting of silence 8 run from Samuel Beckett to 
Maurice Blanchot and take in Emmanuel Levinas, 
Charles Juliet, and Louis-René des Forêts. Never-
theless, in his pronouncements, Parmentier culti-
vated a penchant and knack for epigram, humor, 
and ridicule, but never in an anecdotal way: “I’ve 
come to believe more in the spoken word than I 
do in painting.” 9 Paint/speak/reiterate/be silent. 

“In fact, what appeared stupid to me one day was 
that silence was extremely pretentious, of the 
type: ‘I’ve said everything, I’m pissing you off.’ It 
isn’t possible anymore. In fact, what’s interesting 
is not stopping to say what one cannot say… 
which was already in my previous work. The fold 
was the negative of the me who paints and then, 
when I was opening and unfolding, there was the 
non-said that appeared… but that gave me an 
artistic, aesthetic, a slightly impressive result. Too 
strong, too violent. Today, I’m more on the side of 
stuttering, the stuttering of a baby who paradoxi-
cally arrives late, with difficulty. But that’s not what 
is specific to painting.” 10 “Michel Parmentier, Pro-
fession Non-Painter,” an article by Jacques Vallet 
based on an interview, 11 (see pp. 110-111) revealed 
a lover of painting capable of “falling dumbstruck” 
in front of a Poussin. “Having myself provoked the 
entire avant-garde for the last fifteen years, I feel 
like seeing a Poussin… but nothing since Poussin, 
who died in 1665, and my first real paintings date 
from 1965.” 12 Speech also becomes the conflict-
ual place where contradiction is defined as a prin-
ciple, a motor. Everything may change, dwindle, 
be denied, abstracted, die, with the exception  
of movement, which is immutable by its very princi-
ple. The quest is a form of ascesis, of indecision, of 
searching for the specific, for pictorial specificity: 
 “… in taking painting that is neither mimetic nor 
even communicative but as given to an immedi-
ately literal reading — this is what I call specificity — 
one can finally paint in vain. Obviously, it is by 
finally breaking free of codes that one can hope 
to approach what is essential. Specificity annuls 
disciplinarity and categorization. And so, what 
then is specificity in painting? This is the place 
where the painted trace does not express the  
coded image in effect at the time when it is painted 
but what is given in addition, as a bonus, over 
and above the image and the communicator —
in spite of the artist, we might say. When painting 
escapes and paints itself”  (see pp. 132-133). 13

“Subverting precariousness, just there,” writes 
Bénédicte Victor-Pujebet. 14

 “Paint painting,” he says. 15 Never deny or 
betray yourself, never play the game. Michel  
Parmentier wants to be, exists, and is like a “painter 
of painting,” to borrow Yves Michaud’s felicitous 
expression. 16

 “See painting, think painting, erase painting, 
redo painting, erase painting again, etc. We will 
never have done (except of course when dead). 
This isn’t new? No, not really. And yet, in the final 
phase, perhaps yes, it is a bit: erasing oneself.” 17 In 
these notes, dated March – July 1988, Parmentier 
advises his imaginary interlocutor (who plays the 
role of the serving maid in Molière) to “think before 
talking. You. Yes you, unlike Kleist.” 18 As of 1978, 
in the flyer printed for the retrospective at Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert featuring three 
canvases from 1966-1968 (see p. 105), he quoted 
Heinrich von Kleist under the subtitle Allégation: 

“The idea does not pre-exist language, it is formed 
in it and by it.” 19 Movement, more than ever, the 
dialectic of saying and doing, of how it’s done, of 
speech, of presence, of absence, of withdrawal, 

“almost silence, but spoken.” 20 The vanity of soli-
tary thought, the need to express what we don’t 
know (yet) and want to know, it is all there in this 
gap, this tension. Kleist again, in “The Puppet 
Theatre” (1810), stating that a little articulated 
puppet had the advantage over a living dancer, 
because the puppet would be “incapable of affec-
tation.” 21 The mechanics of the repeated action 
as a way of escaping all affectation and (re)
gaining both a point of equilibrium and a point 
of uncertainty. Going for the essential, “turning 
around an unintelligible and finally transparent 
trace: not limpid like the water that flows at the 
bottom of your garden, no: transparent.” 22 For 
Parmentier, “If there is a moral dimension — or 
simply a moral approach — in any given work 
of a plastic nature, it can appear only in praxis, 
can be revealed only by that.” 23 A theoretical 
practice in which the ethical and the aesthetic go 
hand in hand. “Produce ‘to have done again.’” 24  
Parmentier’s itinerary (a traversal? 25)(see fig. 28, p. 44) 

unfolds like a life-work, a perpetual questioning in 
which methodically exercised doubt leads to a pro-
ductive aporia instituting the sensorial presence of 
the work. Recidivism, defection, “almost-silence” 26 
here institute the very conditions of painting’s un- 
predictable revenge.

May 2014
Translated by Charles Penwarden
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2 Poster for the exhibition Michel Parmentier, déc. 1965 – 20 nov. 
1999, une rétrospective, 2014, Villa Tamaris centre d’art, La 
Seyne-sur-Mer (France), June 7 – September 14, 2014. Printed 
by Vincent Carlier,  Atelier Vertical, Brussels, silkscreen print, 
limited edition of 70 copies of each color (blue, gray, red, black), 
10 not for sale and 10 numbered I to X, 100 × 70 cm each.

1 This document is available on the website of Villa Tamaris centre 
d’art: www.villatamaris.fr/page/communiques-de-presse-2014. I refer 
to it several times here.
2 This studio where Daniel Buren, François Rouan, Jacques Poli, Claude 
Viallat, Pierre Buraglio, and Vincent Bioulès all crossed paths warrants a 
more thorough study.
3  At the fourth Biennale de Paris (Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville 
de Paris, September 28 – November 3, 1965), Parmentier exhibited  
Peinture N° 8 (Painting N° 8) in the “Les jeunes artistes ont retenu” (Young 
artists’ choice) section. Galerie Jean Fournier exhibited his early works in 
a show titled “Avant les bandes, 1962-1965,” May 22 – June 21, 2014.
4  See Tract for “Manifestation 1” (see p. 54).
5  Michel Parmentier, “Open Letter to François Mathey,” published in 
Douze Ans d’art contemporain en France 1960-1972, Paris, Grand 
Palais, May – September 1972 (see pp. 98-99, translated p. 120).
6  Michel Parmentier, “Interview with Michel Nuridsany” 
(see pp. 150-151, translated pp. 155-156).
7  “Say, repeat and stutter, contradict myself, deviate in appearance, 
digress: in short, keep rhizoming. Self-avowal.” (see p. 146, translated 
pp. 152-155).
8  See the dissertation by Sabine Emptaz Collomb, Michel  
Parmentier, Le bruit du silence, Université Pierre-Mendès-France–Gre- 
noble II, 2007; and Michel Nuridsany refers to “a voice of fine silence” in 
his interview with Michel Parmentier (op.cit.).
9  “Interview with Michel Nuridsany” (op.cit.).
10  Ibid.
11  Jacques Vallet, “Michel Parmentier, Profession Non-Painter,”  
pp. 110-111.
12  Ibid.
13  “Interview with Bernard Blistène” (see pp. 132-133, translated  
p. 134).
14  See Bénédicte Victor-Pujebet’s text in Michel Parmentier, Paris, 
CNAP, September 20 – October 31, 1988, note 5, p. 39.
15  “B.M.T., Me, and the Others” (see pp. 112-113, translated  
p. 121-122).
16  Yves Michaud in Jacques Poli: Rétrospective (1966-2002), La 
Seyne-sur-Mer, Villa Tamaris, May 5 – June 27, 2012, La Nerthe – La Seyne-
sur-Mer, Villa Tamaris centre d’art, 2012, p. 19.
17  “Open Letter to François Mathey,” ibid.
18  Ibid.
19  This no doubt came from Ernst Cassirer’s Essais sur le langage 
(Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit, 1969). See Heinrich von Kleist, “On the Grad-
ual Production of Thoughts Whilst Speaking” in Selected Writings, ed. 
and trans. by David Constantine (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 
2004), pp. 405-409.
20  In “Open Letter to François Mathey,” ibid.
21  Heinrich von Kleist, “The Puppet Theatre,” in Selected Writings, 
op. cit., p. 413. (See also: “should we have to eat again of the Tree of 
Knowledge to fall back into the state of innocence,” p. 416).
22  “Open Letter to François Mathey,” ibid.
23  “Did You Say Ethics”? (see pp.208-209). 
24  Text for the Carré des Arts catalogue (see fig. 128, p. 192).
25  See Daniel Buren, Une traversée, peintures 1964-1999, in the 
Catalogue Raisonné published for the exhibition “Une traversée, 
peintures, 1964-1999,” Villeneuve-d’Ascq, Musée d’Art moderne Lille 
Métropole, 22 janvier – 14 mai 2000, Le Bourget et Villeneuve-d’Ascq, 
Musée d’Art moderne Lille Métropole, 2000 (see p. 44).
26  “The moment silence holds sway, it is imperialist. What interests me 
is the almost-silence when, in spite of it all, you can still speak silence”  
(Michel Parmentier, quoted in “Interview with Michel Nuridsany” (op.cit). 
See also the film by Bernard Bloch, 304 × 308, Michel Parmentier,  
presque le silence (Almost silence), 1999.
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“Michel Parmentier, déc. 1965 – 20 nov. 1999, une rétrospective.” is an 
exhibition organized around a chronological presentation of thirty-one 
works, starting in October/November 1965 and spanning nearly  
thirty-five years. Accompanying the work, a selection of 250 documents 
in display cases, mostly from the Michel Parmentier archives, helps  
reconstruct the emergence and specific contexts of the works. This  
presentation includes quite varied kinds of documentation.
 If the exhibition is organized around the figure of the loop,  
in which the first folded work (Décembre 1965) (December 1965) and 
the last (20 novembre 1999) (November 20, 1999) face each other,  
it nonetheless reveals aporias in which for long absences Parmentier 
remained silent, with the extreme vigilance that preoccupied him and 
the doubt that reassured him.
 The decision to include works with bands and without folds in  
the present retrospective — which precede the bands made with 
folds — results from recent exhibitions in which unfolded canvases have 
appeared alongside folded canvases. Ignoring this pretense, it 
seemed to us important to exhibit canvases with bands without folding 
in a different space, apart from the chronological presentation, thus 
situating these works in their historical moment. This serves to 
emphasize the problematics explored in Parmentier’s creative process.
 Likewise, the paintings that preceded the band paintings  
have not been included here. When he was alive, Parmentier categori-
cally opposed any idea that they might be revived.
 From Décembre 1965 (December 1965) (p. 24) onward, the 
epistemological rupture that Parmentier established with his earlier 
work informed a critical stance that he explained at length.

Michel Parmentier –   … what interests me in my work is what 
emerged in 1966 or at the end of ’65. 
It is true that what I did before paved 
the way for this work, but it only  
becomes significant — and I only claim  
it — from that moment on.

Anne Baldassari –  So you deliberately date the beginning 
of your work at that time?

M. P.  –  Yes.
A. B.  –  Does that mean that you disown the 

earlier works?
M. P.  –  No, I have no choice but to recognize 

them… but as garbage — useful, no 
doubt, but garbage.1 

Guy Massaux

Foreword 1

1 See Daniel Buren and Michel Parmentier, Propos délibérés, 
Daniel Buren Michel Parmentier, entretiens réalisés par 
Anne Baldassari les 11, 23 et 28 janvier, (Lyon: Art Édition 
and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), p. 33.
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Guy Massaux :   When did you meet Michel?
Pierrette Bloch1 :   I met him twice. When he was starting out, 

I think toward 1965, at the time of the 
bands, I don’t believe it was before that.  
I think I met him at the Fournier gallery.  
I hardly spoke to him at the time. I had 
quite a powerful memory of the painting. 
I believe it was pink bands. 

[…]
P. B. :    I remember that painting, I remember 

exactly where it was, facing the door, and 
very well placed, and that really struck 
me.

G. M. :    What struck you?
P. B. :    It’s hard to say. Perhaps something 
   abrasive [décapant].
[…]

Foreword 2

1 [Pierrette Bloch was a Swiss painter who was born in  
1928 and died in 2017. She worked in Paris.] Bloch inter-
viewed by Guy Massaux (Entretien avec Pierrette Bloch) 
and Noémie Goldberg, recorded October 26, 2001, in 
Paris. CD no. 1, from a recording of 58’0”. Transcription 
by Aurore de Montpellier, 2’50”, correction and second 
listening: Noémie Goldberg, 2 h, Brussels, AMP – Fonds 
Michel Parmentier, inv.: CD011026PB1
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1965 December – 
1999 November 20: 
A Retrospective.

During the month of December 1965, Michel 
Parmentier started using the folding method 
(pliage) that he borrowed from Simon Hantaï 
(1922-2008). This marked a radical change 
of direction, and from now on it would consti- 
tute the main focus of his work. 
 At once inaugural and unprecedented, the 
first pliage, Décembre 1965 (December 1965) 
(see p. 24), was a palimpsest. It began as a can-
vas painted pink (light magenta) and white, 
arranged on a stretcher. On the front, pink 
overflowed from under the blue on the edge 
of the unfolded folds; on the back, the pink 
had risen back to the surface of the canvas 
and left large faded areas. The canvas is a 
repaint, a pentimento, which bears the traces 
of old folds that have been transferred, the 
imprint of an initial stretcher. Drips in the blue 
surfaces indicate that the canvas was re-exe-
cuted, reused several times, painted uniformly 
white, folded horizontally, stapled all along 
the edges of the flattened folds, completely 
covered in paint (all-over) with “Lefranc’s 
medium blue,” unstapled, unfolded, and then 
presented vertically on a wall. 
 For Sittard (The Netherlands), the (4) strips 
of polyester calque are first pre-folded and 
fixed (folded and stapled) vertically on a panel. 
The polyester calque is translucent, smooth, 
and matte. The staples hold the folds, the  
four folded strips are aligned, one by one, 
edge to edge.
 November 20, 1999, in the morning: pain-
ting with oilstick (Winsor & Newton Artist’s Oil 
bar, ref.: Titanium White AA Series I Titanium 
Dioxide), random gestures.
 December 17, 1999, in the morning: un- 
staple, unfold, date stamp at the bottom of  
each strip and number in pencil from 1 to 4.
 In the rule notebook, with the date stamp: 

“20 NOV. 1999”; handwritten: “I piece 4 sq.  
oil bar.”
 December 18, 1999, 20 novembre 1999 
(November 20, 1999) (see p. 25), is pinned on 
the wall: “7 alternating horizontal bands: oil  
bar/blank, 38 cm wide (4+3), and, at the top 
and bottom, two 19cm partially blank bands,  
304 × 300 cm.”
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3

5

4

3 Peinture N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965), Daniel 
Buren’s studio, color photograph, reproduced from trans-
parency, 6 × 6 cm.

 This photograph was taken by Bernard Boyer between January 
and July 1966 during a single photo session in the studio used by  
Daniel Buren at La Cité des Fleurs in the 13th arrondissement of Paris 
(at bottom left of the photograph, a work by Buren can be seen 
leaning and facing against the wall). Other works by Parmentier 
photographed in the studio included a blue and white canvas  
that has yet to be identified (fig. 25, p. 42).

  The canvas photographed here is unstapled, removed from 
its stretcher, and presented flat on a wall in its original format  
(251 × 238.5 cm). We know that it was painted with an aerosol 
spray, and redone and retouched several times with a brush in the  
areas where the accumulation of paint had caused dripping.  
Peinture N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965) might be considered 
an initial version of Décembre 1965 (December 1965) (p. 24): 
 it is this same pink that was (re)discovered under the blue layer of 
Décembre 1965 (December 1965). 

  Simon Hantaï’s studio was also in the Cité des Fleurs. Buren 
introduced Parmentier to Hantaï in 1963. The latter had already 
been using his ‘folding as method” 1 since 1960.

1  Pliage comme méthode is a concept presented by Hantaï in 
the exhibition catalogue Simon Hantaï. Peintures 1960 -1967,  
Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris, June 22 – July 31, 1967, taken up  
by Molly Warnock in Penser la peinture: Simon Hantaï (Paris:  
Gallimard, 2012), p. 218.

4 Décembre 1965 (December 1965), Daniel Buren’s studio, 
photograph dated January 1966, black and white,

 22 × 18 cm.
 Décembre 1965 (December 1965) during the same photo  

session with Bernard Boyer in 1966, Daniel Buren’s studio in the Cité  
des Fleurs.

  At the time, the work had a white upper horizontal band and 
a blue lower band. A hole in the wall locates the studio floor in the 
middle at the bottom of the photo; it appears in other photo-
graphs taken on the same day (fig. 25, p. 42).

  Other photographs in black and white by André Morin taken 
for CNAP-FNAC (Centre national des arts plastiques-Fonds na-
tional d’art contemporain) depict Décembre 1965 (December 
1965) with the white band still at the top and do not show whether 
or not the canvas was fixed on a stretcher.

  As it is exhibited today, the canvas is no longer in its original 
position: it is pivoted and turned 180 degrees. However, the sig-
nature “Parmentier” and the date of the work — “Dec. 65” — on the 
back corroborate the hanging position that is now standard.

  The photograph shows us that the work is attached at the  
top (white band) on a batten and that two rings screwed to this 
were used to hang the ensemble from two bolts fixed to the wall. 
Parmentier later added a self-fixing strip to the back of the canvas, 
thereby choosing a new fixation system for the work.

5 Digital photomontage, 2014.
 In 1988, the Centre national des arts plastiques (which had acqui- 

red the canvas) revealed to Parmentier that it had taken the ini-
tiative of rehanging the canvas on a stretcher. Parmentier  threat-
ened the CNAP that he would cease to recognize it as one of his 
works. However, he did agree to the canvas being restored and re-
instated without a stretcher, although its four edges were reduced 
(fig. 7, p. 22). This digital montage superposes two stages of the 
canvas, before and after it was cut.
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6

6 Recto and verso of Peinture N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 
1965), October – November (?) 1965, glycerophtalic 
paint on canvas, 231 × 196 cm (partial size of the canvas 
mounted on stretcher), 251 × 238.5 cm (with the parts of 
the canvas folded down at the back), signed on the back, 
with the indication “245 × 205 cm” written in felt pen by 
Parmentier.

 In terms of its principle of production and elaboration, Peinture 
N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965) shares a certain number of 
characteristics with Décembre 1965 (December 1965), except 
that here the alternation of painted (pink) bands and unpainted 
(white) bands is obtained by unfolding the canvas and remov-
ing several lengths of masking tape (zip), previously used for other 
canvases and works on paper during October – November 1965.

  Peinture N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965), dating from 
October–November (?) 1965, came onto the art market recently 
in a sale at Sotheby’s, Paris, on December 4, 2014. Before that, its 
last public appearance was at the 17th Salon de la Jeune Pein- 
ture at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris (January 9 – 
February 1, 1966), where it was exhibited with Peinture N° 13 – 
1965 (Painting N° 13 – 1965) (p. 37).

  On the back, the surplus canvas is folded and stapled to the 
stretcher. We may suppose that for this exhibition Parmentier delib-
erately folded the excess canvas behind the stretcher, so that he 
was able to present two works of the same size, with identical band 
widths (+/- 50 cm), with two horizontal bands, one at the top and 
one at the bottom, (+/- 20 cm wide).
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7

8 A4 sheet folded/unfolded, model for folding and 
 conservation of work 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]).
 “To protect the canvas, it must never be rolled up but suspended. 

Before a new hanging, plan to refold the original folds (concerti-
naed) for a short time, in a way that the folds are visible in the new 
unfolding. Please see the attached photocopy”. The italics are by 
Parmentier himself (see fig. 66, p. 101).

  This folded/unfolded sheet is a mock-up of the work 1968 
[rouge] (1968 [red]), made using a photocopy and dated 1986. 
This was kept with 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]) (fig. 65, p. 100) 
and specified the conditions of its conservation in order to keep 
the folds visible. Retrospectively, and while many canvases had  
already been acquired by museums or collectors, Parmentier 
made it known and specified that when they were exhibited, these 
canvases should display the folds, free of all constraints (such as a 
frame or stretcher). The canvas, held at the top, hangs at a certain 
distance perpendicular to the wall. 

  The question of stretching, re-stretching, or not fixing the un-
folded canvas on a stretcher was resolved only much later. 

  In 1966, in a group show at the Jean Fournier gallery, Décem-
bre 1965 (December 1965) was exhibited fixed on a stretcher  
(fig. 27, p. 43).

  In 1967, in “Manifestation 3” and “Manifestation 4,” Parmentier 
backed his folds on a stretcher in order to show his works in associ-
ation with those of his fellow artists.

  One of the ongoing concerns in Parmentier’s work was em-
phasizing the fold/unfold: folds were essential. To do this, he per-
fected his hanging system by sticking a self-gripping strip (Velcro) 
between the back of the canvas at its upper edge and a batten 
fixed to the wall. The thickness of the batten (3 cm × 3 cm) meant 
that the canvas did not adhere to the wall. This system for hanging 
was perfected in 1978 in collaboration with Michel Durand-Dessert, 
who was his gallerist from 1978 to 1991.

7 Estimate no. 779 for restoration of the work Décembre 1965 
(December 1965) (p. 24).
[Paris, July 20, 1988: Florence HALF-WROBEL, Claude WROBEL, Resto-
ration-Conservation of Antique and Modern Paintings, 4, rue Mai-
son Dieu, 75104 Paris, Tel: 43 22 23 93 [to] Centre national des 
arts plastiques, 27,avenue de l’Opéra, 75001 Paris,

 Invoice # 779, OBJECT: Restoration of a work by PARMENTIER, Oil on 
canvas, 245 cm × 220 cm
—  trimming of 4 sides of the canvas, with agreement of the artist
—  cleaning
—  placement of pieces behind tears in the canvas
—  attenuation of folds created by the stretcher and distortions 

in the canvas
—  filling of cracks
—  final restoration of all surface areas
—  redefinition of original folds
Cost 4,500.00 frs, Tax @ 18.6 % 837.00 frs, Total TTC 5,337.00 frs, 
Estimated amount: Five thousand, three hundred and thirty seven 
francs. Certified to be true and accurate,…]
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 24Décembre 1965 (December 1965)



 2520 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999)
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9

10

9 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999), “JARS IV.  
Tegenvleug /à rebrousse-poil” exhibition, Sittard (The 
Netherlands), Kunstcentrum, December 19, 1999 –  
February 20, 2000. Color photograph, 11.5 × 18 cm.

 Rear left, Tabula 1982-1986 by Simon Hantaï.
10 Simon Hantaï, Tabula 1982-1986. Acrylic on canvas,
 300 × 482 cm.

11 Loan certificate concerning 20 novembre 1999 (November 
20, 1999), signed by Michel Parmentier on December 4, 
1999, for the exhibition “JARS IV. Tegenvleug /à rebrousse- 
poil,” Sittard (The Netherlands), Kunstcentrum, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [I the undersigned, Michel Parmentier, declare that I am lending a 
work from November 1999 (oil on paper vellum, 304 cm × 300 cm, 
bearing date stamps attesting to the exact date of its completion — 
which stands in for the title and signature) to be included in an  
exhibition whose curators are Luc Lambrecht and Guy Massaux, which  
will take place in the Sittard Cultural Center (Kunstcentrum, director 
Jos Clevers). This piece is valued at 130,000 FF (one hundred and 
thirty thousand French francs).

 Michel Parmentier (signature) Paris, December 4, 1999]

 In 1999, at the initiative of Jos Cleevers (director of the Kunstcen-
trum Sittard), and within the framework of “JARS IV,” Luk Lambrecht 
and Guy Massaux were chosen to curate an exhibition titled “Tegen-
vleug /à rebrousse-poil (Positie in de schilderkunst – Positions dans 
la peinture)” at the Kunstcentrum Sittard from December 19, 1999 
to February 20, 2000. Among the artists featured in this group show 
was Simon Hantaï, who lent Tabula 1982-1986, his latest painting.  
Parmentier, for his part, painted on site what would prove to be his 
last work.

  This work was acquired by Galerie Jean Fournier. In 2002 it 
entered the collection of the Centre Pompidou, Musée national 
d’art moderne, under inventory number AM 2002-114. AMP inventory: 
MP991120.
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14

14 Michel Parmentier’s personal notebook, 21 × 16 cm (folded).
 Starting with the work 29 septembre 1983 (September 29, 1983), 

which is when he began painting again after a hiatus of fifteen years, 
between 1968 and 1983, Parmentier noted down many of the works 
he had produced, together with brief details about the works. The last 
date stamp: 20 NOV. 1999.
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Antechamber 
(1965 October – November) 

Between October and November 1965, Michel 
Parmentier breaks with the kind of painting he  
has been producing up to that point, and for 
which he won the Prix Lefranc 1 in 1963.
 From now on, his rejection of expressive, 
signifying representation leads him into work 
that consists of horizontal bands of alternat-
ing color and different whites, their width/
height dimensions varying from one work to 
another, executed on large canvases fixed to 
stretchers. 2 Several works are done on smaller 
paper supports.
 Among the components used: glyceroph-
talic paint (industrial paint) spread with a 
house-painter’s or painter’s brush, masking 
tape 3 to delimit the zones to be painted, sta-
ples — successive staplings through the can-
vas onto its stretcher — to hold the masking 
tape applied during the covering of the canvas 
by successive layers of paint, thus ensuring a  
certain stability/workability of the apparatus/
work.
 The canvases/stretchers are painted/exe-
cuted horizontally on the floor and then raised 
up vertically on the wall. Then comes the action 
of removing the staples and peeling away  
the masking tape. The works on paper, first 
covered with a layer of white paint, are fixed 
to the wall. The orientation and traces left by 
the colors indicate that at first the paint some-
times overflows the masking tape and/or then 
enters the zone left blank by the tape, now 
removed (see pp. 36-40).
 A final phase consists in numbering (no. 1, I, 
2, II, etc.), dating (month/year), signing or put-
ting initials on the back, and marking arrows to 
indicate the direction of the works selected.
1 Prize awarded (in the painting category) by the jury to a 
promising young artist. This prize, which was significant at the 
time, also ensured that the winner would be given a solo exhibi-
tion in a gallery. Daniel Buren (b. 1938-) received the same prize  
in 1965.
2  The canvases are full of traces of their successive changes, 
including corrections and repetitions. Parmentier insists on his 
urge to designate (drips, overflows, etc.) in the effervescence of 
the working process.
 Parmentier executed his paintings a fresco, which meant 
accepting/espousing a series of unforeseen factors: traces left 
by adhesive tape, brush marks, the irregularity of the painted 
horizontal bands, stretcher marks visible through the canvas, etc.
3  Parmentier himself used the English terms “masking tape”  
or “tape.”
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15

15 Poster for the 4th Biennale de Paris: Manifestation  
Biennale et Internationale des Jeunes Artistes, 1965, 
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France),  
September 29 – November 3, 1965, lithograph. Imprim-
erie du Lion, Atelier Pierre Faucheux, Paris, 80 × 40 cm.

 In the 1960s, Paris was home to numerous competitions, painting 
prizes, salons, biennials, collective exhibitions, etc. In this context, in 
1966 Parmentier took part at the same time in the 7th Salon Grands 
et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de 
Paris and the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture at the Musée d’Art 
moderne de la Ville de Paris. In 1965, he participated in the 4th 
Biennale de Paris, held at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de 
Paris, and in the “Exposition inaugurale [50 Artistes / 50 oeuvres]” 
at Galerie Lutèce, Paris. In 1964, he was at the 20th Salon de Mai 
at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris; and at the 6th Salon 
Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui at the Musée d’Art moderne de 
la Ville de Paris; in 1963, at the 14th Salon de la Jeune Peinture at 
the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris; competing for the  
Lefranc Prix for young painters at Galerie Lefranc, Paris; at the 3rd 

Biennale de Paris at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris; 
and at the 5th Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui, also at the 
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris; in 1962, at the 13th Salon 
de la Jeune Peinture at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris.

  It is instructive to note here that, from the inaugural exhibi-
tion in 1959, the Paris Biennales were all titled “Manifestation.” The 
term was also used in the title of a series of exhibitions that André  
Breton curated at the Galerie Kléber in 1957 – “Manifestations de 
la Galerie Kléber,” commemorating the condemnation of Siger of 
Brabant by Thomas Aquinas – in which Simon Hantaï also exhibited. 
Galerie Kleber became the Galerie Jean Fournier.

16 Catalogue of the 4th Biennale de Paris, 1965, Musée d’Art 
moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France), Septem- 
ber 29 – November 3, 1965, Paris, Les Presses Artistiques, 
1965, cover and pp. 134-135, 21 × 10.5 cm.

 At the 4th Biennale de Paris, Parmentier exhibited Peinture N° 8 – 
1965 (Painting N° 8 – 1965), oil on canvas, 224 × 185 cm. This 
painting before his band works was selected in an open compe-
tition and reproduced in the catalogue. See “Les jeunes artistes 
ont retenu, N° 83, Michel Parmentier, né en 1938. Paris (France),  
Peinture N° 8 – 1965 (painting, 240 × 180).”
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17

17 Receipt from Galerie Lutèce, Paris (France), for seven 
works on loan by Michel Parmentier, December 4, 1965, 
26.9 × 21 cm.

 After Parmentier won the Prix Lefranc in 1963, several Parisian 
galleries contacted him, including the Galerie Lutèce.
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18 Invitation and insert for “Exposition inaugurale 
 [50 artistes/50 oeuvres],” Galerie Lutèce, Paris (France), 
 November 9 and 23, 1965, 10.7 × 13.9 cm (folded) and 

10.4 × 13.7 cm.
 [Sabine Michelin and Jack P. Meyer have the pleasure of announc-

ing the opening of their gallery.
  The LUTÈCE GALLERY is dedicated to exhibiting gouaches, 

drawings, watercolors, and oil on paper by young and well-known 
artists. It aims to bring together a wide choice of Works of Art which 
will be of strong interest to Collectors and affordable to an in-
creasingly wider audience of Art Enthusiasts.]

19 Invitation to the 7th Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui, 
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France),

 January 9 – 31, 1966, 10.6 × 14.1 cm.

20 Invitation to the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France), 

 January 9 – February 1, 1966, 8.9 × 13.9 cm.
 [The committee and exhibitors invite you to attend the open-

ing of the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture on Sunday, January 9 
at 10pm at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Avenue 
du Président Wilson. The Salon will be open until February 1 from  
10am-7pm.]

18

19

20
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21 Catalogue of the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France),  
January 9 – February 1, 1966. Édition La Jeune Peinture,  
Imprimerie Michel Brient, 1966, unpaginated, cover and 
flyleaf, 18.4 × 13 cm.

 At the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Parmentier presented two 
works with the same dimensions, with identical band widths and, at 
the top and bottom, partial bands also equal in width. Both were 
chosen by the Salon selection committee and reproduced in the 
exhibition catalogue under numbers 130, Peinture N° 15 – 1965 
(Painting N° 15 – 1965), and 131, Peinture N° 13 – 1965 (Paint-
ing N° 13 – 1965).

  During October and November 1965, Parmentier worked on 
revising his pictorial components: format, color, band width, re-
serve areas created through masking tape, stapling, date stamp, 
signature, etc. However, the articulation between all these elements 
and the problematics that arose from them were resolved only  
on a case-by-case basis, partially, from painting to painting, with 
no particular order and without decisive conclusions. Parmentier  
referred to this as “gibberish”[bafouillages] in his 1991 Propos 
délibérés.

21
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22 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Marc Netter, February 5, 
1966, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [Paris, February 5, 1966: Michel Parmentier, 58a, rue d’Assas, Paris 6th, 
Studio: 189, rue Ordener, Paris 18th [to] Mr. Marc Netter, Maison de 
la Culture, Le Havre (Seine-Maritime)

 Dear Sir,
  I received your letter from January 7. Your project of lending 

paintings to members of your cultural institution seems to me very  
interesting. It is with pleasure that I agree to make the painting 
available to your museum.

  Concerning the choice of painting, when you have the time 
to visit my studio, I think that you or one of your collaborators could 
choose while passing through. Please find attached several con-
tact sheets of available paintings (with the exception of #8 indi-
cated on the sheet), made between December ’64 and May ’65.  
Dimensions vary between 220 cm × 180 cm and 240 cm × 180 cm.  
I apologize for the poor quality of the photos taken in difficult con-
ditions. However, I hope they will be of some use to you.

  In anticipation of hearing from you, I remain sincerely yours]

23 Letter from Marc Netter to Michel Parmentier, February 19, 
1966, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [February 19, 1966: Maison de la Culture, Le Havre, Director: Marc  
Netter, Association registered with the Ministry of Culture, [to]  
Mr. Michel PARMENTIER, 58a, rue d’Assas, PARIS (6th)

 Dear Sir,
  Many thanks for your letter dated January 5, which agrees in 

principle to loan works of art to our gallery, together with the pho-
tographs with which they are related. 

  Unfortunately, it is absolutely impossible for us to take a paint-
ing with the dimensions you indicate (220 cm × 180 cm) since this 
work must be loaned outside the museum to an art enthusiast. 
Would it be possible for you to offer us a smaller canvas? 

  Unfortunately, I will not be able to visit your studio anytime 
soon, alas, since I will be traveling for the next month. This, you can 
well believe me, I much regret.

  I look forward to hearing from you and hope you will accept 
 my best wishes
  MARC NETTER, Director, Maison de la Culture, Le Havre, Nou-

veau Musée des Beaux-Arts, Chaussée John F. Kennedy, Le Havre 
(Seine-Maritime).]

22 23
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24 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Marc Netter, February 23, 
1966, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [Paris, February 23, 1966: Michel Parmentier, 58a, rue d’Assas, 
Paris 6th [to] Mr. MARC NETTER, Maison de la Culture, Le Havre 
(Seine-Maritime) 

 Dear Sir,
  I received your letter dated February 19. Unfortunately, it 

will be impossible at present for me participate in your gallery of 
loaned works. Indeed, it will be difficult to resolve the question of 
format that determines the framework of your project since I do 
not work with formats smaller than the ones you know, and I do not 
plan to make smaller formats in the coming months.

  Please believe me that I am extremely sorry for this inexpedi-
ency. I remain very interested in your project and wish it every suc-
cess. Please accept my best wishes,

  Michel Parmentier, 58a, rue d’Assas, Paris 6th]
 
 Although working on a complete overhaul of his pictorial practice, 

Parmentier made no hint of his recent progress and continued to 
promote his earlier paintings, the “pre-band” paintings (1963 – 
September 1965).

  In a letter to Marc Netter, he refers to Peinture N° 8 – 1965 
(Painting N° 8 – 1965) (fig. 22, p. 34). Netter had attended 
Parmentier’s first solo show at Galerie H. Le Gendre in Paris  
(April 23 – May 15, 1965), in which this work featured.



 36Peinture N° 10 – 1965 (Painting N° 10 – 1965)



 37Peinture N° 13 – 1965 (Painting N° 13 – 1965)



 38Peinture – oct. 65 (Painting – Oct. 65)



 39Peinture N° 39 – nov. 65 (Painting N° 39 – Nov. 65)



 40Peinture N° 42 – nov. 65 (Painting N° 42 – Nov. 65)
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[blue]

In 1966, Michel Parmentier engages in a com-
plete and methodical overhaul of his pictorial 
method. By about April he has achieved a syn-
thesis of the problematics raised earlier. The 
formal solution found on this occasion arises 
from the artist’s discovery and introduction of 
folding (pliage).
1.  In its overall dimensions, the canvas is 

higher than wider.
2.  The canvas 1 is prepared in advance and 

uniformly covered in white.
3.  The repeated and regular folding of the 

canvas segments and divides the height 
of the canvas into several horizontal 
bands.

4.  The folded canvas is regularly 2 stapled 
along the fold lines..

5.  “Lefranc blue” paint (sprayed on with a 
spray gun 3) is applied to the folded 
surface placed on the floor, in a  
single layer and uniform color. “Lefranc 
blue” will be the color of choice  
throughout 1966. 

6.  After removal of the staples from the 
folds and unfolding, the canvas reveals 
several horizontal bands that are  
alternately “painted” and “unpainted” 4 
and of equal width (38 cm), with the  
exception of the partial bands left at the 
top and/or bottom, which vary in width 
from one work to another.

7.  On the back of the canvas, he uses a 
date stamp 5 with ink to date and title the 
works, writes the dimensions of the can- 
vas by hand, and signs it.

8.  To hang and stabilize the canvas, which 
is left free, 6 he sticks a self-adhesive 
strip 7 on the upper edge of the canvas. 
The other side of the self-adhesive strip 
is stuck to a batten of the same width as 
the canvas and fixed to the wall.

1 The canvas was prepared with white cellulose paint by  
Lefranc. It could be fixed to a stretcher or onto a wall in order to 
be pre-stretched.
2  The spaces between staples vary from one canvas to an- 
other: closely packed or widely spaced, at regular intervals.
3  The use of the spray gun to spread the paint introduces the 
idea of the “neutrality” of gesture: the “covering” trace of a “me-
chanical” gesture is uniformly applied.
4  The concept of “painted” and “unpainted” is developed 
during the last months of 1965, in the course of numerous exchang-
es with Daniel Buren (see Christian Besson, “Naissance de Daniel  
Buren,” in Annick Boisnard and Daniel Buren (eds.), Daniel Buren. 
Catalogue raisonné chronologique, Tome II 1964/1966 
(Villeneuve-d’Ascq: Musée d’art moderne Lille Métropole and  
Le Bourget: Éditions 11/28/48, 2000), pp. 6-22).
 The “unpainted” is prepared in advance with white and a 
slight hint of blue — a “neutral” white that reappears at the mo-
ment of unfolding. When the fold is opened, the “painted” and 
the “unpainted” are on the same plane: 4 painted bands + 3 

unpainted bands, with, at the top and/or bottom, a “partial  
painted” or “unpainted.”
5  The works are stamped with the date the canvas was covered 
with paint.
6  The notion of the “unstretched canvas [toile libre]” appears 
in extenso in the first certificate/contract for the work dated 5 avril 
1966 (April 5, 1966) (p. 50). The certificate was drawn up after 
the event, written and signed, and accompanied the sale of the 
work to Liliane and Michel Durand-Dessert on February 15, 1978. 
7  The self-adhesive strip is a textile material consisting of two 
strips each covered with a different texture which, when placed  
together, offer a quick but impermanent connection/fixation (Vel-
cro). According to Michel Durand-Dessert (Parmentier’s gallerist 
from 1978 to 1991), the invention of this hanging method using 
a self-adhesive strip came later (1978).
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25

26

27

25 Unstretched blue canvas, Daniel Buren’s studio, color 
photograph, reproduced from transparency, 6 × 6 cm.

26 Invitation to the exhibition “Pour une exposition en forme 
de triptyque” with Buraglio, Buren, Hantaï, Meurice, 
Riopelle, Tàpies, Jean Fournier & Cie, Paris (France), July –  
September 1966, December 1966 – January 1967, July – 
September 1967, recto and verso, 10 × 7.5 cm (folded).
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27 Photo-souvenir: Daniel Buren, Peinture aux formes indé- 
finies (Painting with indefinite forms) and Peinture N° 9 
(Painting N° 9); Michel Parmentier, Décembre 1965  
(December 1965). View of the exhibition “Pour une exposi-
tion en forme de triptyque,” Galerie Jean Fournier & Cie, 
Paris (France), July – September 1966, detail.

� Commentaries on  p. 44
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←
25 Canvas, not located. Probably one of the first folded canvases 

painted using aerosol and then unfolded. The blue appears to 
have been spread in a single layer, all in one go. The folds are dis-
tinctly marked and alongside them are regular, repetitive traces 
left by the staples (removed).

  In the photograph, the left and right edges of the canvas are 
irregular (Parmentier recropped the lateral edges of his canvases 
in order to assert their verticality before exhibiting them).

  Its format, identical to the original format of Peinture N° 15 – 
1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965) (fig. 6, p. 21), is square. If Pein-
ture N° 15 – 1965 (Painting N° 15 – 1965) has bands 45 cm 
wide, the alternating blue and white bands in this canvas are  
38 cm wide. By dividing the height of the canvas by the number of 
horizontal bands, Parmentier arrived at a band width of 38 cm, 
which is the dimension that, with only the odd exception, he main-
tained up to his last work.

  We know that the canvas Décembre 1965 (December 1965) 
(p. 24) was initially constituted by horizontal bands painted pink 
and white, that it was completely painted over in white, then fold-
ed and covered with a layer of blue by the Lefranc label. This “Le-
franc blue” became Parmentier’s favored color in 1966. It would 
be another four months before he reiterated this gesture. The 
year began with 5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966) and ended with  
12 décembre 1966 (December 12, 1966). At the most, some ten 
canvases were made that year.

26 First part of “Pour une exposition en forme de triptyque,” organized 
by Jean Fournier. The planned second and third parts did not take 
place. This was one of the rare exhibitions in which Daniel Buren 
 and Parmentier exhibited together. The proximity of the works in the 
hanging recalls their shared positions regarding the conception 
of the artwork and its content, as well as the active critical position 
that they intended to maintain with regard to painting.

27 Partial view of the exhibition with, on the left, a work by Jean-Paul 
Riopelle, in the center, two canvases by Daniel Buren. On the right, a 
partial view of Décembre 1965 (December 1965), fixed on a chas-
sis with, at the top, an incomplete band painted blue. Parmentier 
reportedly exhibited two canvases, side by side, with the same di-
mensions. In “Naissance de Daniel Buren,” Christian Besson states 
that the two canvases were blue and white: “The oldest canvas 
of this type, which was reproduced several times, is dated April 5, 
1966.” 1 He is, however, mistaken, having confused Décembre 
1965 (December 1965) with one or two canvases dating from 
April 1966.

  Pierrette Bloch, a painter and close friend of Parmentier (Bloch 
followed his work closely), remembers a canvas with pink and white 
bands on a stretcher (Peinture N° 15 – 1965 [Painting N° 15 – 
1965]), hung beside Décembre 1965 (December 1965).

  We may note that Parmentier had not completely given up 
showing his work on a stretcher: this problematic was not then on 
the agenda.

1  See Christian Besson, “Naissance de Daniel Buren,” in Annick Boisnard 
and Daniel Buren (eds.), Daniel Buren. Catalogue raisonné 
chronologique, Tome II 1964/1966 (Villeneuve-d’Ascq: Musée 
d’art moderne Lille Métropole and Le Bourget: Éditions 11/28/48, 
2000), pp. 6-22.

28 Photos-souvenirs: in Annick Boisnard and Daniel Buren 
(eds), Daniel Buren. Catalogue raisonné chronologique, 
Tome II-1964/1966  (Villeneuve-d’Ascq: Musée d’art 
moderne Lille Métropole and Le Bourget: Éditions 11/28/ 
48, 2000), cover and pp. 134 – 135.

 Peinture aux formes indéfinies (Painting with indefinite forms) 
and Peinture N° 9 (Painting N° 9) (pp. 134-135) and a black-
and-white photograph by Daniel Buren, a “photo-souvenir” of the 
two canvases shown at Galerie Jean Fournier. Respective captions 
under the two works: “T II-28 Painting with indefinite forms (January- 
May) 1966, made in Paris, Paint on canvas woven with cotton with 
alternating vertical white and black stripes, each 8.7 cm wide,  
191 × 191 cm, white acrylic paint defining two reserves with undu-
lated contours” and “T II-282, Painting N° 9 (January-May) 1966, 
made in Paris, paint on canvas woven with cotton with alternating 
vertical white and black stripes, each 8.7 cm wide, 191 × 191 cm, 
white acrylic paint defining a reserve with undulated contours.”
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29

29 Letter from Jacques Lepage to Michel Parmentier,  
February 5, 1966, organization of the exhibition “Impact” 
at the Musée de Céret (France), signed mimeographed 
letter, with “Mongolfier S.M.” watermark, 27 × 21 cm.

 [February 5, 1966: Jacques LEPAGE, 06-COARAZE, Coaraze 
 Dear Sir,
  A friend in common, Claude Viallat, has included you in an ex-

hibition that we are organizing at the Museum of CÉRET. I would like 
to confirm our interest in your participation.

  Plans for the exhibition include the following:
 The exhibition will open between July 1-15. It closes September 30.
  One 60 cm × 100 cm canvas from each painter.
  No payment for exhibiting, but artists must pay transporta- 

tion costs.
  ARMAN will make the poster and participate in the exhibition.
  I would be most grateful if you could please confirm your par-

ticipation and send me a résumé for the catalogue.
  In anticipation of hearing from you, I remain sincerely yours
 Jacques LEPAGE]

 Organized at the initiative of Jacques Lepage and Claude Viallat, 
the exhibition “Impact” brought together young artists adopt-
ing a radical pictorial practice, notably in reaction to the art of 
the School of Paris.

  Claude Viallat knew Parmentier from the École des Beaux-
Arts in Paris (1961-1963), where they both frequented the studio 
of Roger Chastel. Many of the other exhibitors at “Impact” also 
came from the school, including Daniel Buren, Vincent Bioulès, Pierre  
Buraglio, Dufo, Joël Kermarrec, François Rouan, and Claude Viallat. 
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30

30 Catalogue of the exhibition “Impact,” Musée de Céret, 
(France) July 15 – September 25, 1966, Musée de Céret/
PO [Pyrénées-Orientales], 1966, unpaginated, cover and 
double page, 27.5 × 11 cm.

 Décembre 1965 (December 1965) is the same work photo-
graphed in black and white by Bernard Boyer in Daniel Buren’s  
studio in 1966 (see fig. 4, p. 20). Claude Viallat, who owned 3 nov- 
embre 1966 (November 3, 1966), which was given to him by  
Parmentier, claims that this work was exhibited in “Impact.” He is  
mistaken: the exhibition was held at a date before the creation of 
the work in question. The exhibition was held in Céret, in the south of 
France, from July 15 to September 25, 1966. Just as Décembre 
1965 (December 1965), reproduced in the exhibition catalogue, 
was not the work that was exhibited, so it could not be simultane-
ously present in two different places. From July to September 1966 
it was in Paris, hanging at Galerie Fournier in the show “Pour une  
exposition en forme de triptyque” (fig. 27, pp. 42-43).
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31 Poster for Impact, “After an idea by Viallat, a poster by 
Arman.” Exhibition at the Musée de Céret, Céret (France), 
July 15 – September 25, 1966, 55.5 × 59.8 cm.



 4815 avril 1966 (April 15, 1966)
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Date stamp papers 
or dated/recorded painting
Independently of the folded canvases, several works – four in  
total – were made with date stamps on paper of varying sizes.
 25 septembre 1965 (September 25, 1965): the date 
stamp marks are staggered, repeated at regular intervals. They 
are combined with a dark gray rectangular surface partially cov-
ered with brushstrokes of white paint, scrawlings, and hatching in 
lead, partially erased. 
 15 octobre 1965 (October 15, 1965): the date stamp 
marks are repeated from left to right and from top to bottom. 
They form irregular vertical bands that are blurred by a rectangular  
surface drawn and scrawled in partially erased graphite.
 15 avril 1966 (April 15, 1966) (left): the date stamp marks 
form regularly spaced horizontal lines, repeated from one edge 
to the other, and cover all the paper.
 15 mai 1967 (May 15, 1967): the date stamp marks are  
repeated at regular intervals – the space between them being the 
width of a date stamp – from left to right and top to bottom, over 
the entire surface to be covered.



 505 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966)
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[gray] 
As of early 1967, painting is made to serve a 
common critical cause; the manifesto painting 
of a group of four founded by the duo Daniel 
Buren/Michel Parmentier, who were joined by 
Niele Toroni and, later, Olivier Mosset.
 The last three months of 1966 are spent  
preparing and publicizing a group show that, 
by devising a series of actions, will present a crit-
ical perspective on Parisian art salons. On the 
occasion of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture 
at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, 
a protocol or scenario pre-established by the 
group envisages the making of works in public. 
 Parmentier takes with him his square can-
vases, prepared in advance, and covered in 
white cellulose paint by Lefranc. 1 In public, he 
methodically folds and staples his canvases 
to the floor or wall. Instead of a spray gun, he 
uses spray cans of “dove gray” paint by Krylon. 
Once the canvases are painted, they are 
unfolded and stapled to the wall. 2 Parmentier 
executes at least four canvases during the 
opening. Above the space set aside for the 
works, a banner is hung, bearing the names 
of the four artists: “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni.” Under this, four canvases are lined up 
from left to right, by Parmentier, Buren, Toroni, 
and Mosset. Before the end of the opening, 
the canvases are taken down from their posi-
tion and a second banner is positioned below 
the first, bearing the words “n’exposent pas” 
(are not exhibiting) (Manifestation 1).
 At 20h15, an open mimeographed letter is 
then sent to journalists signed by the four art-
ists (Manifestation 2).
 Between March and May, Parmentier pro-
duces four other gray canvases whose dimen-
sions are close to those of the blue canvases 
from 1966: 15 mars 1967 (March 15, 1967),   
20 mars 1967 (March 20, 1967), 18 avril 1967 
(April 18, 1967), and 21 mai 1967 (May 21, 1967).
 In June, for “Manifestation 3,” on the stage 
in the auditorium of the Musée des Arts Déco- 

ratifs in Paris, Parmentier presents 21 mai 1967 
(May 21, 1967) alongside the three other works, 
forming a checker pattern and fastened 
together. After this presentation, a pamphlet is 
handed out with the words: “On a canvas mea-
suring 2.50 m × 2.50 m alternating gray (3) and 
white (4) horizontal bands measuring 0.38 m × 
2.50 m. The seventh (and last) band is partial, 
measuring 0.22 m × 2.50 m /(PARMENTIER).” 
In the notes: “(3) Krylon dark dove gray. (4)  
Lefranc cellulose White” (fig. 42, p. 63).
 For the 5th Biennale de Paris at the Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, from Sep-
tember 30 to November 5, 1967 (“Manifesta-
tion 4”), Parmentier exhibits a canvas fixed to 
a stretcher, a canvas (200 × 200 cm) made for 

“Manifestation 1,” which he re-exhibits for the 
occasion. The four canvases are exhibited in a 
checker pattern, each one fixed to the wall.
 Before the end of 1967, a final four canvas-
es are executed: 20 septembre 1967 (Septem-
ber 20, 1967), 8 novembre 1967 (November 8, 
1967), 15 novembre 1967 (November 15, 1967), 
and 16 novembre 1967 (November 16, 1967).
1  The number of visible horizontal bands 38 cm wide is propor-
tional to the height of the canvas. The division of the canvases into 
bands, which all measure 200 × 200 cm, produces five horizontal 
bands, three of which are painted and two not, with an unpaint-
ed partial band either at the top and/or at the bottom. 3 janvier 
1967 (a) (January 3, 1967 (a)) and 3 janvier 1967 (b) (January 3, 
1967(b)) (pp. 72-73).
 Four folds (with two inward and two raised) are vital to ob-
taining five bands of 38 cm. Several methods are possible: for 3 
janvier 1967 (a) (January 3, 1967 (a)), two raised folds on either 
side of the width of the central gray band are slipped toward the 
edges, one from the top and the other from the bottom, in order 
to delimit this. In contrast, for 3 janvier 1967 (b) (January 3, 1967 
(b)) the two raised folds, located below the first gray band and 
above the third gray band, are slipped down towards the interior, 
one from the top downward, the other from the bottom upwards, 
in order to delimit the horizontal gray band at the center. The 
white partial bands are refolded upwards or downwards below 
the gray bands. 
2  The space provided for hanging the works consisted of three 
walls plus an access opened on the fourth side. It was from the lat-
ter position that most of the photographs of “Manifestation 1” and 

“Manifestation 2” were taken.
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Manifestations 1-4
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32 Catalogue of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France),  
January 3-25, 1967. No place or date. Cover and double 
page, unpaginated, 18.5 × 13 cm. 

 “Manifestation 1” had been carefully prepared. In the catalogue 
of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, rather than the title of their 
work, each artist mentioned the names of the three others.

32

Manifestation 1

18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, 
Paris, France
January 3-25, 1967
Group Exhibition

In December 1966, after numerous 
discussions initiated in July 1965, four 
artists — Daniel Buren, Olivier Mosset, 
Michel Parmentier, Niele Toroni — seeking 
to interrogate painting at its limits, 
decided together to organize a series of 
“Manifestations.” The first will take 
place during the 18th Salon de la Jeune 
Peinture.

A handwritten and/or typewritten 
invitation signed by the four artists 
was sent by post as of December 23,1966, 
to some friends, museums, galleries, 
journalists, magazines, and various 
acquaintances, accompanied by a printed 
tract, dated January 1, 1967, which  
will also be distributed at the opening 
on January 3, 1967.

During the opening, Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier, and Toroni will gather in 
the same space, painting their works  
in the middle of the public and hanging 
them up as they go along. The number of 
works made by each artist differs 
according to the rhythm in which they 
work.

At the same time, a text recorded in 
endless loop on a soundtrack — in French, 
Spanish, and English in succession — 
will be broadcast through loudspeakers 
as loudly as possible: BUREN, MOSSET, 
PARMENTIER, TORONI  
ADVISE YOU TO BECOME INTELLIGENT.

Source: http://catalogue.danielburen.com 
– Catalogue raisonné 1967-1972, Daniel
Buren Archives and Association Michel
Parmentier (AMP) – Michel Parmentier
Archives, Brussels.

34
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33 Open letter signed by Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, 
“Something is happening for the first time on January 3, 
1967 at the salon of Young Painters.” December 23, 1966. 
Typed pamphlet, 500 copies, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [Dear Sir,
 Something is happening for the first time on January 3, 1967 at the 

salon de la Jeune Peinture. We invite you to attend a series of “man-
ifestations” whose aim is not only to present a trace of our activ-
ity but above all to record the mechanism from which this activity 
proceeds. 

  In the hope that you will attend on January 3, yours sincerely.
 BUREN MOSSET PARMENTIER TORONI]

 Letter-cum-tract announcing the forthcoming “Manifestation 1.”
34 Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset,
 Parmentier, Toroni.” View of the exhibition at the  

18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée d’Art moderne de 
la Ville de Paris, Paris (France), January 3, 1967 (detail).

 Parmentier in action, spraying a canvas during the opening.
35 Printed pamphlet: “We are not painters.” January 1, 1967, 

21 × 13.5 cm.
 [Since painting is a game.
 Since painting is to match or mismatch colors.
 Since painting is the application (whether consciously or not) of 

rules of composition.
 Since painting is the valorization of gesture.
 Since painting is to represent the exterior (or interpret it, or appro-

priate it, or contest it, or present it).
 Since painting is to propose a springboard for the imagination.
 Since painting is to illustrate interiority.
 Since painting is a justification.
 Since painting serves something.
 Since painting is to paint as a function of aestheticism, flowers, 

women, eroticism, the everyday environment, art, dada, psycho-
analysis, and the war in Vietnam.

 WE ARE NOT PAINTERS.
 Hereby declared, January 3, 1967, 11,  avenue du Président Wilson, 

Paris, January 1, 1967, Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni.1
1  Sections of the tract were previously translated in Michel Claura, 

“Paris Commentary” Studio International 177 (no. 907) (Janu-
ary 1969): 47; Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization 
of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (New York: Praeger, 1973),  
p. 30; and Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, eds., Art in Theory 
1900-1990: An Anthology of Changing Ideas (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1992), p. 850. Translator’s note].

33
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36 Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset, 
 Parmentier, Toroni.” View of the exhibition at the 18th 

Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée d’Art moderne de la 
Ville de Paris, Paris (France), January 3, 1967 (details).

 A banner is hung up beforehand with the names “Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier, Toroni.” At the same time, a woman’s voice (that of 
Lucie Scheler) saying the words “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni 
advise you to become intelligent” in English, Spanish, and French, 
is played on a loop.

  During the opening, from 11 am to 8 pm, Parmentier executes 
at least four canvases in public, alternately on the wall and on  
the floor.

  First canvas by Parmentier hung below the banner.

36
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37 Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset,  
Parmentier, Toroni.” View of the exhibition at the 18th 
Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Musée d’Art moderne de la 
Ville de Paris, Paris (France), January 3, 1967 (details).

 Hanging of a second banner (extending the first), taking the  
places of the canvases after they were taken down.

  Bottom left: on the right, stapled on the wall, a folded can-
vas by Parmentier before being sprayed with “Krylon dove gray”  
lacquer paint.

  Bottom right: below the banner “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni are not exhibiting,” on the wall to the right: overflows and 
traces of paint form a frame, a halo: consecutive traces of the cov-
ering of a folded canvas using spray paint.

38 Open letter signed by Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni: 
“Today at 8.15 pm precisely we left the Salon de la Jeune 
Peinture.” “Manifestation 2,” January 3, 1967, mimeo-
graphed leaflet with handwritten time and signatures,  
27 × 21 cm.

 [January 3, 1967
  Today, at 20h15 precisely, we walked out of the Salon de la 

Jeune Peinture.
  Although it was seemingly directed against this Salon, this  

2nd “Manifestation” is defined by our irrevocable attitude towards 
each and every Salon (May Salon, Salon for Watercolors, Salon for 
New Realities, Salon of Independents, etc.).

 —  Because these Salons are part of the heritage of nine-
teenth-century Salons. (At a pinch, the real twentieth-century  
Salons, if any, would be those of Ideal Home exhibitions, Automo-
bile shows, etc.)

 —  Because these Salons exacerbate public laziness. 
 Each of them is the site of a pilgrimage where a specific public 

seeks to console itself. On a precise date, they become scandal-
ized and swoon, a culture of gadgets which ought to serve at least 
once a year.

 —  Because, above all, these Salons show Painting and Paint-
ing, until shown proof to the contrary, is by vocation objectively 
reactionary.

  For these reasons, we break definitively with all the Parisian  
Salons, as well as with all the Painters who exhibit there.

  BUREN  MOSSET  PARMENTIER  TORONI
 P.S. We would like to thank all members of the Committee of the  

Salon de la Jeune Peinture who allowed us to complete successfully 
our 1st public “Manifestation” and thus to benefit from their pub-
licity, their locale, etc.

  We would also like to pay tribute to their courtesy for allowing 
us to withdraw our work on the day of the opening.]

38

Manifestation 2

18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, 
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville 
de Paris, Salle Wilson,  
Paris, France.
January 3, 1967
Group Exhibition

At 20 H 15, an open mimeographed 
letter is then sent to 
journalists signed by the four 
artists – taking a stand against 
Parisian salons. 

Source: http://catalogue.
danielburen.com – Catalogue 
raisonné 1967-1972, Daniel Buren 
Archives and Association Michel 
Parmentier (AMP) – Michel
Parmentier Archives, Brussels.
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39 Photo-souvenir: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni,  
rue de Rennes, Paris (France), 1967, contact sheet: 
Paris, Bernard Boyer, 30.3 × 19.8 cm.

The Three Days of the rue de Sèvres

“The Three Days of the rue de Sèvres,” in one of 
the stores on rue de Sèvres, Paris, France, from 
May 29 – June 1, 1967. Invited to participate in 
this temporary exhibition by the store-owners 
on rue de Sèvres — making their store-windows 
available to the invited artists — covering over 
the outside of the entire window of one of the 
shoe stores with posters of “Manifestation 3” so 
nothing could be seen inside the window.

Source: http://catalogue.danielburen.com – Catalogue 
raisonné 1967-1972, Daniel Buren archives and Association 
Michel Parmentier (AMP) – Michel Parmentier archives, 
Brussels.
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40 Poster for “Manifestation 3,” Musée des Arts Décoratifs, 
Centre Expérimental du Spectacle (théâtre),  
Paris (France), June 2, 1967, 59.7 × 40.1 cm.

Manifestation 3

Musée des Arts Décoratifs, 
Centre Expérimental du 
Spectacle (théâtre), Paris, 
France.
June 2, 1967
Group Exhibition

At the end of May 1967, 
posters plastered on street 
walls in Paris showing 
head-shots of Buren, 
Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni —
like posters of missing 
persons — and hand-written 
stenciled invitations 
signed by the four artists, 
convoking the public to 
“Manifestation 3” on June 2 
at 21h at the Musée des 
Arts Décoratifs. Admission: 
5 francs.

 On the stage, before the 
public arrives, four square 
paintings with the same 
dimensions, one by each 
artist, have been hung 
together forming a large 
square. The spectators wait 
for around forty-five 
minutes for an impending 
performance. Marcel 
Duchamp, Otto Hahn, Jackie 
Monnier, Jean-Pierre 
Raynaud, and Niki de Saint 
Phalle are among the 
audience. 

 The only “spectacle” 
consists of looking at the 
works offered to be  
looked at — a proposal 
underlined in the printed 
pamphlet signed Buren-
Mosset-Parmentier-Toroni 
and distributed to the 
spectators as they leave.

Source: http://catalogue.
danielburen.com – Catalogue 
raisonné 1967-1972, Daniel
Buren Archives and
Association Michel
Parmentier (AMP) – Michel
Parmentier Archives,
Brussels.
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41

41 Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 3: Buren, Mosset, 
 Parmentier, Toroni,” Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Centre 

Expérimental du Spectacle (théâtre), Paris (France), June 
1967, contact sheet: Paris, Bernard Boyer, 30.3 × 19.8 cm.
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42 Tract: “Obviously, it was simply a question of looking...” 
 June 2, 1967, distributed at the end of “Manifestation 3,” 

21 × 13.5 cm.
 [OBVIOUSLY, IT WAS SIMPLY A QUESTION OF LOOKING 

AT THE CANVASES OF 
BUREN-MOSSET-PARMENTIER-TORONI

 Here is what must be seen:

 A canvas of 2.50 m × 2.50 m divided into 29 equal and vertical  
red and white stripes, whose outer edges are covered in white paint. 
(BUREN).

 A black circle  (1) in the center of a white canvas.(2) (MOSSET).

 Horizontal, alternating gray(3) and white(4) 0.38 m × 2.50 m 
bands on a 2.50 m × 2.50 m canvas. Incomplete, the seventh (and 
last) band measures 0.22 m × 2.50 m. (PARMENTIER).  

 85 blue imprinted marks from a flat brush (N° 50) at 30 cm intervals 
on a 2.50 m × 2.50 m. white surface. (TORONI).

 THIS WAS MANIFESTATION 3.
 JUNE 2, 1967
  BUREN-MOSSET-PARMENTIER-TORONI
 (1)   Interior diameter of 4.5 cm, exterior diameter of 7.8 cm.
 (2) 2.50 m × 2.50 m.
 (3)  Krylon Dark Dove Gray. 
 (4)  Lefranc Cellulose White.]
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44

43 Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 3: Buren, Mosset,  
Parmentier, Toroni,” Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Centre 
Expérimental du Spectacle (théâtre), Paris (France),  
June 2, 1967 (details).

 In the background, the four canvases presented frontally on stage.
  From the left: Lucie Scheler, Toroni, Parmentier, Mosset, and  

Buren sitting in the front row of the audience for “Manifestation 3.”
44 Photo-souvenir: Cover of Daniel Buren, Les Écrits  

(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976, Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.)  
(Bordeaux: CAPC Musée d’Art Contemporain, 1991).  
Photo-souvenir: letter-cum-tract, “À Ben pour son  
‘Fourre-tout,’” (“To Ben for his “Fourre-Tout”) June 1967, 
in Daniel Buren Les Écrits (1965-1990), p. 27.

 [Paris-Nice, June 1967
 To Ben for his “Fourre-Tout”1

  Your proposition touches us as much as those by [George] 
Mathieu, Op-Art, and Yves Brayer.

  You are making a mistake in believing that we are close to you.
  Evidently, we are not doing the same thing.
 Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni
1  The reference is to the artist Ben Vautier (b. 1935) who was 

co-editor with Anne Vautier of a Fluxus-inspired journal named 
Fourre-Tout, a term variously translated into English as grab bag, 
holdall, or catchall. Translator’s note.]

 Answer to Ben after his call for participation in issue no. 2 of his 
journal Fourre-Tout, Ben Vautier, Nice, June 1967.
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Manifestation 4

Cinquième Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de la 
Ville de Paris, France
September 30 – November 5, 1967
Group Exhibition

During the Fifth Paris Biennale, four canvases by 
Buren-Mosset-Parmentier-Toroni, one by each artist and 
each two meters square, are hanging together in 
alphabetical order, forming a large square on the wall 
in a corridor near the bar outside the usual exhibition 
space

In front of the canvases, a leaning elongated cube 
structure — positioned on the floor and entirely  
covered in posters from “Manifestation 4” reproducing 
portraits of the four protagonists — hides a slide 
projector and tape recorder.

Throughout the entire exhibition, a series of slides is 
projected onto the ceiling, each with a specific theme, 
accompanied simultaneously by a loudspeaker 
broadcasting a didactic text on the illusion of art, 
followed by the successive illumination of each 
artist’s work, and accompanied sequentially by the 
voice-over: “Not the painting of Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier, Toroni.” 
• slides of Saint-Tropez: “Art is the illusion of   
 a change of scene.” Voice-over: “Not the painting of  
 Buren” (spotlight on Buren’s canvas) Voice-over:  
 “Mosset” (spotlight on Mosset's canvas) Voice-over: 
“Parmentier” (spotlight on Parmentier’s canvas)  
Voice-over: “Toroni” (spotlight on Toroni’s canvas)
• slides of a zoo: “Art is the illusion of freedom,”  
 idem.
• slides of Paul VI: “Art is the illusion of   
 presence,” idem.
• slides of Little Red Riding Hood: “Art is the   
 illusion of dreaming,” idem.
• slides of a bull-fight: “Art is the illusion of the  
 sacred,” idem.
• slides of the Grandes Eaux at Versailles: “Art is  
 the illusion of the extraordinary,” idem.
• slides of naked women: “Art is the illusion of   
 escape,” idem.
• slides of flowers: “Art is the illusion of nature,”  
 idem.
Then, without any projection, in voice-over: Art is 
distraction, art is false, painting begins with Buren, 
Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni.

The four works remain under illumination for three 
minutes, then three minutes with no illumination, then 
the projections start again with the sound for the 
remaining time of the Biennale.

Last “manifestation” in a series of four.1

1  Extracts of the text have been previously translated 
in Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of 
the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (New York: Praeger, 
1973), p. 30; and in Alexander Alberro and Blake 
Stimson, eds., Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology 
(Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1999), p. 28. Translator’s 
note.

Source: http://catalogue.danielburen.com – Catalogue 
raisonné 1967-1972, Daniel Buren Archives and 
Association Michel Parmentier (AMP) – Michel Parmentier 
Archives Brussels,

46
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45 Invitation to the 5th Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art  
moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France), September 
29, 1967, 9 × 20.7 cm (folded).

46 Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 4 : Buren, Mosset,  
Parmentier, Toroni,” exhibition view at the 5th Biennale de 
Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de Ville de Paris, Paris 
(France), September 30 – November 5, 1967 (detail).

 The four works, the posters, the slide projections, and sound devices.
47 Photo-souvenir: poster for “Manifestation 4,” 5th Biennale 

de Paris (France).
48 Catalogue for the 5th Biennale de Paris, 288 pages,  

21 × 10.5 cm, cover and pp. 175-177, text by Michel Claura, 
“Groupe Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni,” including titles 
of works given by the artists, pp. 175-176.

 [GROUP BUREN, MOSSET, PARMENTIER, TORONI
 The criteria for art are the same since art has existed: illusion, commu-

nication, tension towards an increasingly more perfect expression. 
 The artist does not share his problems with us.

  The artist has no right to claim the role of witness. Nor is he a 
prophet. And yet, in the course of their existence, those who have 
gone the furthest in these misguided ways have been considered 
the true artists. In them, with them, one has always found illusion, dis-
traction, communication.

  Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni — the deliberate abandon 
of a sensitivity which has always been the artist’s and the work of art’s 
impetus and force of attraction.

  All of Buren’s canvases — and this is the same for those by  
Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni — are identical. There is no longer the 
idea of perfectibility.  

  One would seek in vain any illusion suggested by these  
works. Painting that is so “reductive” is neither everything nor noth-
ing. Their painting seeks neither reassurance nor incomprehension 
[malaise]. There is no communication. The spectator is left alone 
with him or herself. Contact with the “work of art” has lost its principle 
quality — its soothing [émolliente] property. 

48

47

 Very quickly and obviously, it seems that all the systems of reference 
which create the language around art are no longer pertinent for 
Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni. The only thing that can be stated: 
for Buren, a canvas divided into equal and vertical stripes, whose 
two outer edges are painted over in white; for Mosset, a black circle 
in the center of a white canvas; for Parmentier, alternating gray and 
while horizontal bands, 38 cm in height; for Toroni, marks at regular 
intervals with a flattened brush.

  The painting of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni is not of-
fered to “disturb” the public. But it is no longer what art has always 
been — a distraction. It is not a resting place. It is no longer the 
blindfold that is placed before the spectator’s eyes, eyes that  
allow viewers to escape facing reality, their own reality against that 
of the world, and the reality of the world against their own.

  The painting of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni is only 
made to exist.

  Michel Claura
  Daniel Buren, born in 1938 in Boulogne-sur-Seine (France)
 221  1967 (painting, 250 × 250)
  Olivier Mosset, born in 1944 in Bern (Switzerland)
 222  1967 (painting, 250 × 250)
  Michel Parmentier, born in 1938 in Paris (France)
 223  1967 (painting, 250 × 250)
  Niele Toroni, born in 1937 in Muralto (Switzerland)
 224  1967 (painting, 250 × 250)]

 Close to Daniel Buren, the art critic Michel Claura wrote regularly on 
the group of four artists in newspaper articles, magazines, and art 
journals. Retracing the history of the group, he collaborated on writ-
ing and revisiting the various events. This text appeared in the cata-
logue for the Biennale, which presented the group of four artists and 
the works exhibited (all identical, the same year, and same formats). 
 The titles of the works included in Claura’s text refer to the  
identical title — 1967 (painting, 250 × 250) —  that was given 
by all the artists.
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 50 �49

49 Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 4: Buren, 
Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni,” view of the exhibi-
tion at the 5th Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art 
moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France), 

 September 1967.
 A selection from a large number of images, slides 

projected onto the ceiling, accompanied by a 
sound text on “the illusion of art.”

 From left to right, top to bottom of page: 
 •  Image of a religious ceremony: “Art is the illusion of 

presence.”
 •  Image of Little Red Riding Hood, “Art is the illusion of 

dreaming.” 
 •  Image of a bullfight: “Art is the illusion of the sacred.”
 •  Image of the Grandes Eaux in Versailles: “Art is the  

illusion of the extraordinary.”
 •  Image of a naked woman: “Art is the illusion of escape.”
 •  Image of flowers: “Art is the illusion of nature.”
 •  Image of Saint-Tropez: “Art is the illusion of a change 

of scene.”
 • Image of a zoo : “Art is the illusion of freedom.”
50  Photo-souvenir: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
  Toroni, Paris (France), September 1967.
 Mosset, Buren, Parmentier, and Toroni at a café.
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52

51

51 Raoul-Jean Moulin, “La Ve Biennale de Paris. Anthologie 
des groupes,” Opus International, no. 3, October 1967, 
cover and pp. 70-71, 27 × 18 cm.

 [THE V th PARIS BIENNALE, ANTHOLOGY OF GROUPS
 Different from previous Biennales, groups of artists formed through 

an initiative suggested by art critics and artists themselves have 
joined up with works selected or chosen by juries. Each of these 
groups is characterized by common or related concerns, by a rel-
atively uniform aesthetic conception. Through the impact of what 
they are showing [manifestation], they necessarily introduce a 
certain punctuation into the present context, perhaps even the first 
signs of a syntax necessary for exposing and laying the ground-
work for everything that is in the process of emerging.  

  Raoul-Jean Moulin 1

 [photo] MOSSET paints a black circle (interior radius 4.5 cm, exterior 
radius 7.8 cm) in the center of a square white canvas.

 [photo] TORONI applies a flattened brush (N°50) loaded with paint 
onto a white surface at regular intervals.

 [photo] PARMENTIER paints alternating 38 cm horizontal gray and 
white bands.

 [photo] BUREN covers the two outer stripes of a vertically striped can-
vas with white paint.

1  Raoul-Jean Moulin (1934-2014) was an art critic and curator who 
helped organize the 5th Paris Biennale. Translator’s note.]

 The photograph of Parmentier was reprinted in the exhibition cat-
alogue “Douze Ans d’Art Contemporain en France 1960-1972,” 
1972(see p. 97)(photo: Bernard Boyer). Edited by Georges Fall in 
Paris, France, Opus International was a quarterly journal devoted 
to contemporary art and literature. Appearing between 1967 and 
1995 (125 issues), it’s editor-in-chief was Jean-Clarence Lambert.

52 Jeanine Warnod, “Les jeunes peintres de la biennale” 
(The young painters at the Biennale), Le Figaro,  
October 3, 1967, “ Les arts au jour le jour” (The arts from 
day to day) section. Press cutting, 16.3 × 14.5 cm.

 Warnod remarks from “Manifestation 4”: “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni exist through their representation of nothingness…”

  Jeanine Warnod was a journalist writing at the time for the 
French newspaper Le Figaro.
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53

54

53 Marc Albert-Levin, “Le journal de la Biennale de Paris. Au 
Luna-Park de l’art contemporain,” Les Lettres françaises, 
no. 1203, October 11, 1967, “Les Arts” section, p. 27,  
press cutting, 43.5 × 14.8 cm.

 [“Manifestation 4”
 Waiting for the auditorium reserved for the “Humor in Drawing” event 

to empty so that it can be used for a colloquium on art magazines.
  P[aul] A[ntoine]-L[evin] has seen: A new genre of [Robert]  

Morris style column with posters of four toddlers staring you in the 
face: Buren, Parmentier, Mosset, Toroni. And a voice coming from a 
loudspeaker which captivates you: In their series “We advise you 
to become intelligent,” Buren… (a slide appears on the ceiling 
which shows you a Buren in color). Parmentier… (the same) Mosset 
(the same) Toroni… (the same) present: Manifestation Four.

  Art is the illusion of a change of scene… (Versailles, The Moulin 
Rouge, or Place Concorde are illuminated on the ceiling) not the 
painting of Buren, a serious voice tells us one by one, while a large 
square format with vertical stripes is illuminated on the wall facing 
the corresponding work, Mosset (same process illuminating an 
identical format, with only a small circle at the center), Parmentier 
(idem., under the Buren, with horizontal bands), Toroni (dots)…

  A moment of silence, of reflection, livened up with a few slide 
projections and again:

  Art is the illusion of liberty… not the painting of Buren… 
Mosset… Parmentier… Toroni… Art is the illusion of  presence...
not the painting of Buren… Mosset… Parmentier… Toroni… Art is 
the illusion of  dreaming… not the painting of Buren… Mosset… 
Parmentier…Toroni… Art is the illusion of the sacred… not the 
painting of Buren… Mosset… Parmentier… Toroni… Art is the  
illusion of the extraordinary… not the painting of… (at what 
moment did the nude women appear?—that of   the sacred 
or the extraordinary? In any case, even John Doe is positive; 
he appeared).]

 Les Lettres françaises was a weekly literary journal edited by  
Louis Aragon between 1953 and 1972 in Paris, France. It devoted 
a section to the visual arts entitled “Les Arts”.

54 Marc Albert-Levin, “Le journal de la Biennale de Paris. Au 
Luna-Park de l’art contemporain,” Les Lettres françaises, 
no. 1203, October 25, 1967, press cutting, 26.9 × 15.6 cm.

 [Our Time: The Journal of the Paris Biennale, At the Luna-Park of   
Contemporary Art 

  PAUL ANTOINE-LEVIN, art critic by profession (see Lettres  
françaises no. 1.202 and 1.203), […]

  Saturday, he interviewed Parmentier, Buren, Mosset, Toroni, 
who told him that they wanted to be seen as a single person in 
the eyes of the critic, from now on only wanting to paint one single 
painting, the same, which is “what it is and nothing else.” They ad-
mitted that the simple description of their “Manifestation 4” by 
P[aul] A[ntoine]-L[evin] was the most beautiful critical homage 
that could be made of them, and inasmuch as they might sub-
scribe to some form of judgment, they agree about the justice of 
these lines written about their work and published in the Biennale 
catalogue: “One would seek in vain any illusion suggested 
by these works. Painting that is so reductive is neither every-
thing nor nothing. Their painting seeks neither reassurance 
nor incomprehension [malaise]. There is no communication. 
The spectator is left alone with him or herself. Contact with 
the “work of art” has lost its principle quality — its soothing 
[émolliente] property.” 

  Emollient, e (Petit Larousse): adj. and masc. n. (from Latin 
emolliere, to soften), which slackens, stretches, and softens: soft-
ened [émollient] plaster.

 Marc Albert-Levin]



 723 janvier 1967 (a) (January 3, 1967 (a))



 733 janvier 1967 (b) (January 3, 1967 (b))
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1965 

1966

1967

1968

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

[gray] 
December 6 
“The Buren – Mosset – 
Parmentier – Toroni Group 
no longer exists”
Parmentier dissociates himself from an exhi-
bition bringing together Buren, Mosset, and 
Toroni with Jeanine de Goldsmith, at Galerie J, 
8 rue de Montfaucon, Paris (France), and 
declares the group dissolved in a pamphlet.
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55 Pamphlet by Michel Parmentier, “Le Groupe  Buren – 
Mosset – Parmentier – Toroni n’existe plus”  
(The Buren – Mosset – Parmentier – Toroni group no 
longer exists), December 6, 1967, 48 × 22 cm.

 [The position expressed by Daniel BUREN, Olivier MOSSET, and Niele 
TORONI on December 5 at 8 rue de Montfaucon marks publically 
the end of the group BUREN – MOSSET – PARMENTIER – TORONI.

  Although seductive, to my mind it represents a significant step 
backwards in relation to a certain number of points that we de-
fended together.

  This position is the following: any of the three artists can do 
the canvases of the two – which is not new – and then claim them 
[revendiquer] complete, which is new. (“revendiquer,” an old 
word, takes on a specific meaning here: what was considered to be 
a canvas by Buren before December 5 is no longer a Buren but also 
a Mosset or a Toroni; when Toroni paints from this point on, in prin-
ciple one does not know if his canvas is going to be a black circle, 
regularly aligned brush-marks, or again a vertically striped can-
vas. The phrase “claim responsibility [revendication]” is significant 
here — that is, if we take B.M.T.’s attitude seriously).

  But the question must be posed: ought we, or ought we not, 
take them seriously? Let me begin with the second alternative.

  — B.M.T. are only playing on words in order to highlight the 
idea of the “depersonalization” of their painting. In order to valo-
rize an attitude, they discredit — or try to — their act of “painting” 
(given that attitudes and words are more accessible to the public 
than the very painting to which they refer; B.M.T. are well positioned 
to know this, as I am).

  Playing on words, nothing has changed; Buren complete-
ly paints a Mosset when he paints a round circle, a Toroni 
when he aligns the brush-strokes. The brush-marks in stag-
gered rows remain a Toroni, there is no identity between brush-
marks and Toroni, but it is the neutral painted proposition signed 
by Toroni that we have known for nearly two years. This is a Toroni.

  This attitude is not new in any way; Buren makes fakes. For if there 
is no possible fake when Buren paints a Toroni that Toroni signs 
(Corot already authenticated fake Corots in this way), a Toroni 
painted by Buren and presented as a Buren becomes a fake  
Toroni signed by Buren: perhaps one should then advise B.M.T. to 
become serious, continuing to each paint their own canvases and, 
fake for fake, make [Maurice] Utrillos or Armans for reasons that 
usually motivate forgers.

  This is when one doesn’t take them seriously, or where their  
“attitude” is only a series of empty words.

  But the first alternative, the one which I almost believe? 
 — They are serious. We should thus admit that Toroni 

painting the outer bands of a striped canvas, or aligned 
brush-marks, each time paints a real Toroni. 

  And it’s here there develops something that is very serious, 
something which is no longer an abuse of language as in the first 
alternative. This time the attitude is essentially regressive.

  In fact, I believe the two most important points proposed by 
our group were:

 — 1. strict evidence of what is painted (vertical stripes or hori-
zontal bands, points, a circle, and this is only what it was, with-
out allusion, not carrying any message, telling nothing about their 
author);

 — 2. always remaking the same canvas (“like those of Mosset, 
Parmentier, Toroni, all of Buren’s canvases are identical. There is 
no longer any idea of perfectibility” — Michel Claura, in the cata-
logue for the Paris Biennale).

  Now, Toroni, Mosset, and Buren’s canvases are no longer 
identical; each of them has three traces. Even if we admit that, 
from one canvas to the next, all notion of “perfectibility” is exclud-
ed, there is at least variation. According to whim (why otherwise?), 
each of them will make one or the other, or the third. 

  Now, when Toroni passes from his well-known trace to another 
(that it might be equivalent doesn’t prevent it from being radi-
cally other), he gives meaning to the trace that he abandons, as 
well as to the trace that he substitutes for it, if only provisionally: be-
cause in making the choice, he made a change.  

  Passing from one trace to another is to give significant im-
portance to both; they are tied to the desire to “do something dif-
ferent.” The mechanism no longer exists. A Buren was neutral; if it is 
signed by Mosset (or Toroni), it becomes equivocal.

  B.M.T. now find themselves alienated from the real mechanism 
of repetition, alienated from a “non-choice.”

  (“Non-choice”: at a moment in our work of “painting-like-the-
others” a little over two years ago, and without prior awareness, 
each of us in our own way had spontaneously been led to a trace 
that, only in painting, we had recognized as acceptable, void of 
message or images, empty of this communication which usually 

55
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56 Michel Claura, “Buren, Mosset Toroni,” Les Lettres 
françaises, no. 1211, December 6-12, 1967, cover and 

“Les Arts” section, p. 33, 43 × 30 cm.
 [Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni have organized a series of “Man-

ifestations” over the last year, some of which have been covered 
in Les Lettres françaises. The logic which informs these “manifes-
tations” is remarkable. Even if the style they adopt might in some 
ways call to mind any other artistic manifestation, this approach 
as a whole is unusually rigorous. In general, the action unfolds on 
two levels: on the one hand, an attack on art in its entirety (referring 
to a definition of art would be more accurate), and on the other, a 
new “other” proposition, constituted by four canvases that are 
always identical — their own.  

  As of January 3, they have declared that the entire history of 
art coalesces around a common point: the work of art only exists 
in relation…The canvases of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni exist 
in and of themselves. On the level of written discourse, this would  
demand a lengthy elaboration. On the level of the thing to be 
looked at, if this is obvious to me, it is not the case for the major-
ity of viewers. To say that viewers don’t know how to look would be 
too easy and false.

  Today, three of them, Buren, Mosset, Toroni, are presenting a 
new exhibition at 8, rue Montfaucon. 

  Each of them is submitting three canvases.
  We have become accustomed to speaking of Buren when we 

think of vertical stripes, of Mosset when it’s about a centered cir-
cle, of a Toroni in relation to brush-stokes in staggered rows. Here, 
each of them has created their canvas as well as those of the 
two others, claiming responsibility for the three canvases as 
their own.

  Never before have they gone so far in demonstrating the  
“being-in-itself” of their canvases.

  Indeed, in a way that is visible and not intellectual, they tend to 
prove that the canvas is at such a remove from the individual who 
created it that whoever remakes an identical version can appro-
priate or claim responsibility for it.

  One observes that a canvas from Mosset, made by Buren, is 
in every way identical to that made by Mosset himself. Thus, one 
cannot speak of a fake since nothing allows us to distinguish 
them. To say that a centered circle remains “a Mosset,” that brush-
stokes in staggered rows are still “a Toroni,” is enticing, even if it was  
Buren who made both canvases. But this comes down to identifying 
Mosset with his canvas, Toroni with his canvas. If Buren makes one of 
Mosset’s canvases that is absolutely identical to “the original,” and 
a canvas by Toroni under the same conditions, one would come to 
the conclusion that Buren as an individual is identical to Mosset and 
Toroni as individuals!

  More than ever, this exhibition shows the evidence of the be-
ing-in-itself [l’évidence de l’être en soi] of Buren’s, Mosset’s, and 
Toroni’s canvases. Each of the three of them could make the can-
vas of the two others without anything changing. The canvas is only 
what it is [Elle ne fait qu’être].

  To speak of a Buren, a Mosset, a Toroni is only out of conve-
nience, used only for expediency. But in saying that, one cannot 
mean a work defined in relation to the person who created it, as is 
the case for all works of art. In daring to say this, Buren, Mosset, To-
roni have demonstrated a certain courage.

  After a year of “Manifestations,” this exhibition is a logical con-
clusion, the strongest demonstration of the existence of painting 
whose only “quality” is being. 

 Michel Claura]

 The front page of Les Lettres françaises and an article by Clau-
ra relating the exhibition at 8 rue de Montfaucon. Claura wrote 
articles for Opus International, VH 101, and the English jour-
nal Studio International, among others 

renders artists and viewers accomplices; a trace that only speaks 
of itself, without digression. From the moment that this painted trace 
is recognized, one no longer seeks something else, one repeats.  
I make bands that represent bands, and then bands that signify … 
bands and then again bands that are only bands, etc. I no lon-
ger choose.)

 The Buren – Mosset – Parmentier – Toroni Group 
 no longer exists.
  Buren, Mosset, Toroni abandon strict repetition and find them-

selves in a regressive stance with regard to this moral position. They 
fall short of this moral position, they are somewhere else, in  
the same way that the “in” people who make multiples are some-
where else.   

  I know that B.M.T. are relatively serious; I recognize the 
difference.

  However, I completely dissociate myself from their 
new attitude, which seems to me retrograde.

 Paris, December 6, 1967
 Michel Parmentier
  P.S. — My canvases continue to be all the same: alternating 

equal horizontal bands, 38 cm wide, this year white and gray. (Each 
year the color changes in order to avoid that any possible signifi-
cation might be given to a single preferential, obsessional, or sym-
bolic color.) 

 M.P. ]

 Pamphlet dated December 6, 1967, the day after the opening of 
the exhibition, in response to the presentation text by Michel Claura 
for Daniel Buren, Olivier Mosset, Niele Toroni, “Manifestation 5,” Paris, 
Galerie J, 8 rue de Montfaucon, December 5-25, 1967:

  Hitherto, Buren, Mosset, Toroni have always presented “a can-
vas with vertical bands whose two extremes are covered with white”  
as “a Buren”; 

 “a black circle in the middle of a white canvas” as “a Mosset”; 
 “flat brush marks in staggered order on a white canvas” as “a Toroni.” 

Today, each artist is presenting canvases by the other two with his 
own, signing all three in his own name.

  In the structure of art, as it has always existed, a work of art is ei-
ther authentic (2°) or fake (1°).
1°)  To speak of a fake is to refer to an original. In the case of Buren, 

Mosset, Toroni, where is the original work? Is it because each 
one of the artists has asserted authorship of, respectively, his 
bands, his circle, his marks, that they cannot make canvases 
that are different without making fakes? Who can tell us that, 
from the start, each one of them was not really making the 
canvases of the other two? And if we compare all the canvas-
es with vertical bands, all the ones with a centered circle, all 
the ones with staggered marks, who could distinguish wheth-
er Buren or Mosset or Toroni is the author? For there is an ab-
solute identity between the canvases of each type, whoev-
er their author. 

2°)  Might it be that vertical bands remain “a Buren,” a centered 
circle “a Mosset,” staggered marks “a Toroni,” even if Buren, 
Mosset, Toroni each make the canvases of the two others?

The work would remain attached to the person who is reputed to 
have been the first to create it. This would therefore be to estab-
lish an identity between Buren and his canvas, Mosset and his can-
vas, Toroni and his canvas.
 But since the work is always identical to itself, whoever its au-
thor, it must be deduced that Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, as individ-
uals, are identical! That does not make sense. 
 “True” or “false” are notions that cannot be adapted to the 
painting of Buren, Mosset, Toroni.
 Buren, Mosset, Toroni each lay claim to “their canvas” and 

“those of the two others” because each one has, in effect, made the 
three canvases. This is the only criterion making it possible to appro-
priate, to “sign,” a work when it is a painting by Buren, Mosset, Toroni. 
 This is hard to accept because the artwork, by definition, 
is-in-relation (irreducibly in relation to the person who created it).
 The painting of Buren, Mosset, Toroni IS.
 Since it simply is, it is totally detached from the person who  
created it.
 Since it simply is, anyone who makes it can claim it. This chang-
es nothing of the BEING of the painting, which will always be identi-
cal, so that the author cannot project into it in any way.
 For the first time, with Buren, Mosset, Toroni, painting is. The expe-
rience offered us provides supplementary proof. One could go on 
forever looking for a work that would lend itself to this demonstration. 
What is the point? Art exists as it is and it would be vain to establish 
a comparison between it and the painting of Buren, Mosset, Toroni. 
Michel Claura
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[red] 

Parmentier begins this year with 1968 [rouge] 
(1968 [red])1 (“poppy red lacquer” by Ripolin), 
unconnected with the dissolution of the group 
or the events of May. Some ten canvases at 
the most conclude the year: from 15 janvier 
1968 (January 15, 1968) to the one dated 
5 août 1968 (August 5, 1968), after which 
Parmentier stopped painting.
1 For every exhibition or publication with 1968 [rouge] (1968 
[red]), Parmentier recommended that the following statement be 
adjoined:

“Michel PARMENTIER: [Rouge], 1968 ([red], 1968)”
“Between 1965 and 1968, I painted horizontal 38 cm wide bands 

in a single color, which alternated with bands (the same dimension, 
white) of the canvas protected from the sprayed paint (aerosol or 
spray-paint) by a preliminary folding, which then comes into ap-
pearance through unfolding. This work was repeated exactly the 
same way between 1965 and 1968, the color only changing ar-
bitrarily from year to year so as not to laden it with preferential or 
symbolic signification.
 This description says everything about the productpainting 
of which I was the author.
 I ceased painting definitively in 1968.”
 (Open Letter from Michel Parmentier to François Mathey, 
March 16, 1972; (fig. 66, p. 101).
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57 Michel Claura, “Structures primaires et art minimal” 
(Primary structures and minimal art), Les Lettres 
françaises, no. 1222, February 21, 1968,  

“Les Arts” section, pp. 29-30, handwritten annotations 
by Michel Parmentier, 43 × 30 cm.

 [translation see p. 82]

 Parmentier wrote his response directly on Claura’s text. 
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 [Primary Structures and Minimal Art1

 by Michel Claura
  PRIMARY STRUCTURES: Name given to a tendency in American 

art, created around 1960, coming of age around 1963, shown in 
France this year. Integrated more or less into the broader defini-
tions of cool-art and minimal-art.

  CHARACTERISTICS: works of art, blocks, three-dimensional 
works. Part of the space in which they are presented, in relation to 
this space; difference from sculpture which above all only arrang-
es itself in its own space. In order not to refer to “sculpture” in rela-
tion to “primary structures,” one often gives the name specific ob-
jects to these works. 

  PRESENTATION: In general, it concerns monumental works. How-
ever, certain artists reduce their production to the dimensions of the 
gallery. The form is very simple, in other words, “primary.” Cubes, ob-
long cubes, ordinary fluorescent bulbs, etc. Materials used: modern 
materials — fiberglass, plywood, Plexiglas, galvanized steel, alu-
minum, neon. The paint used is industrial paint, usually injected into 
the untreated material. 

  PRINCIPLE ENTITIES: Robert Morris (who one ought to see at 
the Sonnabend Gallery), Tony Smith (presented at Yvon Lambert 
Gallery), Dan Flavin (there was a fluorescent strip at Sonnabend in 
1966), McCracken (who could be seen at the recent Biennale, at 
the Stadler Gallery in 1967, and who can be seen again at Sonn- 
abend), Robert Smithson, Ronald Bladen, Carl Andre, Sol LeWitt, 
Robert Grosvenor, Larry Bell, etc. We are only referring here to the 
Americans.

  We won’t address the debate concerning the use of the very 
name “primary structure,” in which one could interrogate the primary 
character of a structure at the moment it is exposed. 

 Intentions
 The specific object initially appears as being purely and simply a 

basic geometrical form. It is there, inert. It is imposing. It can only be 
apprehended in its totality.

  This last point recalls the spirit of Pollock’s all-over paint-
ing, 2 Newman’s quasi-monochromes, Klein’s “monochromes.” Even 
though they seem situated at extreme opposites, the minimal art-
ist is the heir of abstract expressionism in more ways than one. It is 
notably thanks to the latter that he knows that the work doesn’t nec-
essarily have to be composed. It is thus as a whole that the viewer’s 
eye perceives it.

  What does this mass or monument represent for the person 
who conceives it?

  The majority of “primary” artists come from painting. They 
abandoned painting because of its irreducibly illusionistic aim.  
A theory then ensued on the weakness of expression in two dimen-
sions. One thus arrived at the reality of space in three dimensions, 
opposed to the illusion of two-dimensional space in which paint-
ing is inscribed.

  Of course, illusion is also something different than three-di-
mensional illusion, but if the “primary” artists refuse on the other 
hand to offer any image, it is not to avoid the illusion of all repre-
sentation but through a will to strip away [dépouillement]. Para-
doxically, one here again finds Newman and even Pollock, insofar 
as Pollock strips himself away in his canvas. Newman seeks to “purify 
in order to intensify, purging the work of all extrinsic elements.”3 This is 
exactly the same intention as Judd, Morris, Smith, and everyone else. 
 The choice of primary forms resides in the very desire to strip 
everything away. One finds the architect Buckminster Fuller at the  
origin of this formal research; since 1930, he proposed the tet-
rahedron as the most elementary figure, that is, as the most “eco-
nomic,” “minimal.” His geodesic domes stem from this. The influence 
of his architectural research on aesthetic research, which led to  

“primary structures,” is very important. 
  The choice of materials intervenes in the same desire for strip-

ping everything away. Modern materials such as fiberglass or Plexi-
glas are pure in appearance. They are fabricated in very clean, 
beautiful factories. In addition, one uses industrial paints to treat 
them, which are more beautiful and in “purer” colors than natural 
colors. Injected into the material, one obtains extremely clear-cut 
objects with perfectly smooth surfaces. This is one of the aspects of 
stripping away that is sought — the sterilized object.

  Along with the same stripping away, there should be no  
evidence of the human hand. Thus, Judd takes great care that the 
nails or screws can’t be seen when his stacks are hung on the walls, 
since this would be a sign of the imperfection of the human hand. 
In general, even though each work is the result of a lengthy task of 
conceptual reduction, this sense of touch appears even less since 
the pieces are designed in a factory. Flavin is the most “impersonal” 
since he buys commercially available fluorescent tubes the same 
as anyone else.  

  To sum up the different steps in this act of stripping away: The 
form must be elementary. The material must have certain obvious 
qualities — amongst others, translucency, dullness, finesse, supple-
ness, lightness, opacity. The surface must be perfectly clean and 
smooth (with the exception of Smith and Bladen).

  This stripping away is undertaken for a very precise goal. For 
the “primary” artist, it is a question of creating a neutral work which 
can only be defined by its own specificity (Judd, Smithson) and 
which determines its environment (Morris, Bladen, Grosvenor). One 
then leaves aside research that is purely formal in order to arrive 
at a new conception of the object and work of art.  

 Result
 Judd refuses that anything else except the specific qualities inher-

ent in his work be addressed — for example, the quantitative re-
lations that might exist between the different parts of an object 
(gaps, solids, intervals) when this object is composed of sever-
al pieces. Creators of “primary structures” value that the work 
of art that is given to be seen is not to be interpreted. It is there,  
such that it is.

  Is this true? Have they attained the thing’s “reality”? 
  For Carl Andre, the bricks that he lays out in the room in which 

he is exhibiting are so fully “in themselves” that he can take them 
away one by one after the exhibition.

 There is extremely interesting research into neutrality in primary 
structures. Let us say right away that, from an aesthetic point of 
view, the adventure, however overloaded with precedents, is just as 
beautiful as works from Duchamp to Mondrian, passing by Malevich 
and Newman.

  But the contradiction, which is already found in the arguments 
proposed by “primary” artists, is flagrant in the work itself.

  These inert monuments are made to block movement. They 
take possession of space. They assault you 4 in your lived space. 
Morris advises those who seek calmness not to come face to face 
with his sculptures. “Primary” artists speak of the experience that 
one must have with their works, a kind of totalizing experience. This  
extends to the desire to reintegrate the physical and the intellec-
tual. One feels like McLuhan’s world has been punctuated. In a cer-
tain way, it’s about living the work,5 which is in flagrant contradiction 
with the desire of art “which communicates no emotion,” “a neutral 
thing.” Can one call an object “neutral” which assaults you? Is a 
work that imposes itself in such a way neutral?  

  Object in itself. Object that is no longer an image. In speak-
ing this way, this is how the “primary” artists are furthest from the  
reality of their work. 

  An observation is necessary. Pop art is typically American, 
America in its boxes of laundry powder and cartoon strips. Primary 
structures are typically American, America in its buildings, its steril-
ized monstrosity, its gigantism, its emptiness, its industrial aesthet-
ic — in short, most concretely and strictly in its organization of lived 
space. In 1917, Duchamp said that the only sculpture ever made 
in the United States are the bridges. After fifty years, we have end-
ed up by transposing these works of art into artworks. It is then that 
we find pillars from apartment buildings on Park Avenue, elevator 
doors as well as display stands for shoes, garish and pallid light-
ing all at the same time, all of this certainly remaining just as cold 
but highlighting, whether one likes it or not, the captivating side of 
American “nature,” a completely humanized nature that, as a con-
sequence, is called “inhuman.” This is the realization of Malevich’s 
prophesy which, next to the art of the countryside — represented 
by the easel and applied arts — predicted an art of the city, which 
would be possible once the rhythm of the city and the metallic 
specificity of the factory became assimilated.

  Thus, just like the classical artist, the artist of primary structures 
takes it upon himself to show us what is beautiful. Just as the can 
of tomato concentrate becomes significant when the pop artist 
appropriates it, so the American landscape becomes mysterious 
by the very fact that it is “represented,” made all the clearer 
through primary structures. To speak of neutrality is thus a misuse of 
language. The image that Judd and his New York and Los Angeles 
friends want to suppress is obviously present in their works — the  
image of American space.  

  In France, we have only just begun to know this genre of “land-
scapes.” These American artists will also become prophetic figures. 
In the United States, where even the pinball machines are today 

“sterilized,” primary structures well and truly represent an “ambiance” 
which already exists in the street, in the factories, in the restaurants. 
Once again, odds are that the artist only arrives belatedly to  
show us the strange beauty of a transformation only operative until 
now in reality.  

  Accepting that these primary structures are only a detached 
questioning of an existing condition, it seems to me that they are 
ultimately a way of accepting the world, an astonishing “admira-
tion” of American reality. In this sense, not only would these specific 
objects be a representation of contemporary America and its  
organization of space but also more seriously an explicit accep-
tance of society. This is a new point in common with pop art. These two 
artistic tendencies resemble too closely forms of social acquies-
cence — the former through details, the other through gigantism — 
creating a strongly seductive symbol.

  Behind this apparent simplicity, a highly complex culture is 
badly concealed. One understands that Robert Smithson sees in 
this “school” a form of “metaphysical sarcasm, of exaltation of the 
grandeur of emptiness, of sadism.” The artist has not abandoned 
his role as exhibitor of reality, witness of a “world essentially without 
life.” It is precisely in this sense that the “primary” artist, like any other 
artist, again proposes the illusion of his personal problems. Let’s 
admit that this Americanized character is ill at ease in this world. He 
doesn’t hesitate to tell us. We take it in and in this way, we “rediscover” 
this space in which we live. And finally, we are proud to see the in-
transigent beauty which emerges when it is the artists who take care 
of opening our eyes. This is why the unease which results from these 
works, or which allows them to be conceived, should be viewed with 
caution. Beyond an ambiguous dandyism, which recalls Truman 
Capote, one senses a kind of coldness which, no doubt in spite 
of itself, places itself in the service of a society as it exists, a cold-
ness which acquiesces.

  Let’s return to the problem of the “image” that the primary 
structure artists refuse.

  First of all, then, it is already obvious that their work is illustra-
tive, in the sense that it is an image of America. In this regard, note 
that it is a pity that what might pass for a new conception of art is 
thus so localizable, almost provincial, recalling in spirit the paro-
chialism of Precisionism.

  The “primary” artists have forgotten something in the oper-
ation of stripping away. They haven’t thought that they had to for-
get their sensitivity. If they had thought of it, then it would be a failure.  
A new “image.”

  It appears clear that their respective sensibilities all suffer 
from the same evil — agoraphobia. Whether it is Bell’s cubes, Judd’s 
oblong forms, Flavin’s fluorescent tubes,6 McCracken’s slabs,  
LeWitt’s constructions, these static pieces however seem like the out-
come of a movement which has “withdrawn them from the world.” 
They place themselves far from the crowd, when they need they ex-
clude the crowd, simply through their specific qualities. A remark: the 
willingness to communicate does not disappear for all that since, 
at the same time, these specific objects “impose” their presence. 

  Besides this initial mark of sensibility shared by all these art-
ists, each has their own form of sensibility simply transmitted to the 
work. This is Flavin’s exacerbated sensibility, this is Judd’s repressed 

sensibility, his shrewd coldness, this is the expressive gesture implicit 
in McCracken’s planks, this is Morris’s tragic side, etc.

  Thus, beneath the appearance of a detached form, these 
works are “laden” with images… “laden” like works of art. 7 They  
refer us to something other than themselves. Thus, they are not neu-
tral. First of all, they come to disturb the viewer. Then, they show Amer-
ica in a manner that is far more seductive than disturbing. Already 
at this stage, the sensibility of the artist comes into play. Finally, the 
creative individual puts himself on the line by putting himself in his 
work, without perhaps even knowing it. In fact, it is not because the 
artist has his work made by someone else or by a machine that the 
work automatically becomes neutral. The work made in a factory, 
by fiberglass specialists or galvanized steel, is an interesting as-
pect. It allows one to bypass the DIY craft of the artist. But the inter-
vention of the machine does not necessarily hinder the projection 
of the artist into the work. Primary structures are the proof.

  All of this makes for an impressive work of art, especially for the 
Europeans who are not familiar with the American urban and indus-
trial landscape, who have not yet grown accustomed to sterilization. 
Likewise, in discovering Pop art, they were impressed by American 
mythology, publicity, cartoon strips, packaging.  

  This is a “new aesthetic,” as the title of an exhibition at the  
Washington Gallery of Modern Art suggests. An industrial aesthetic. 
For example, the use of fluorescent bulbs or Plexiglas is all the same 
more interesting than whatever a new Matisse could do, which would 
be taken in France for the avant-garde. But these formal qualities 
are at the same time the absolute limit of primary structures.  
 Here, we are a long way from the autonomous object. A very 
long way. We are into art. The artist never forgets that he is there in 
order to express himself and that is exactly why he is an artist. And 
each one gives us his solution for the problems he poses, or just his 
problems. When there is a community of intentions and formal affin-
ities, one creates a new tendency in modern art. The viewer comes 
in, asks questions, and leaves again. He entertains himself.

  One ought to appreciate the creators of primary structures 
but — or because — they are artists and they have not called  
art into question.

  French artists who might be tempted by primary structures 
have a choice for inspiration between the layout of La Défense 
and a detached house fifteen minutes from Paris on the highway 
heading south.

 M.C.]
1  Above the title, annotated around the text, Parmentier inserts the 

following hand-written note: “What is important is to foreground 
‘non-evocation (communication)’: neutrality does not exist, it would 
be ‘non-signification,’ impossible concept from the moment there 
is ‘presentation.’”

2  Annotated next to this phrase, Parmentier inserts: “It is not the fact of 
painting all-over which (potentially) calls for a ‘global reading,’ 
it is the drips + the all-over — in Pollock. All-over, [René] Duvillier, 
De Kooning are it — Dubuffet (Hourloupe) as well.”

3  Annotated next to this quotation, Parmentier inserts: “[Barnett]  
Newman’s Stations of the Cross? Tied to the duel of verti- 
cality >< horizontality always with the advantage over the vertical = 
religious.”

4  Annotated next to this phrase, Parmentier inserts: “… or the opposite.”
5  Annotated next to this phrase, Parmentier inserts: “No. ‘Living the 

work’ is not to communicate; it is to observe a work which is only its 
totality, only ‘communicates’ its existence, and not an emotion.”

6 Annotated vertically down the left column of the second page,  
Parmentier inserts: “Flavin’s ‘sensibility’ is an ‘exacerbated sen- 
sibility.’

7  Annotated next to this phrase, Parmentier inserts: “One can say the 
same thing for our canvases. At best, the works only refer back [ren-
voient] to themselves and this is the new task [charge]. In our work 
as well, there would be a task and this task is necessary; it is not the 
‘task’ of works of art, it is the opposite task.”

p. 80 57
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“Ceased painting 
definitively in 1968”
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“Not writing is among the effects of writing… He 
devotes all his energy to not writing, so that, writ-
ing, he should write out of failure [défaillance], in 
failure’s intensity.”         Maurice Blanchot

How are we to begin to think Michel Parmentier’s 
refusal to paint between 1968 and 1983? This  
is the modest task before us. We know that  
Parmentier ceased to produce paintings between 
these dates, even if he lent his work to certain exhibi- 
tions and wrote several texts during this time. We 
also know that Simon Hantaï, one of Parmentier’s 
closest colleagues and interlocutors, came to fol-
low a similar itinerary (in his case, between 1982 
and 1998), even if these two initiatives should not 
be conflated with one another and so remain 
open to accounts that are at once shared but 
also singular and divergent. More pertinently, it 
is not that Parmentier ceased to read, write, and 
think, but that he ceased to produce works of art, 
to make paintings, to play the role of a contempo-
rary artist “managing” a career. Likewise, if all the 
dates, contexts, and details of this refusal have 
been well documented, and if we now have a bet-
ter comprehension of the work that was made 
and exhibited both before and after these dates, 
the terms in which Parmentier himself phrased 
this cessation in his writings nevertheless vary 
significantly. 1 These variations further suggest a 
continual revision of the terms and conditions in 
which this cessation sustained his own thinking, 
leaving us to speculate why exactly Parmentier 
would return to rephrase and reiterate this refusal 
with much insistence but with seemingly little con-
sistency. At the same time, we know in retrospect 
that this refusal or “arrêt définitif” was not defin-
itive, and that when he took painting up again 
in 1983 (the series of black striped paintings), 
he extended and simultaneously displaced the 
striped canvases that he had ceased making in 
1968, sustaining a practice that he leaves behind, 
repeats, and simultaneously transforms.
 The question thus still remains: How are we 
to begin to broach — to delimit, understand, or 
interpret — these years when Parmentier refused 

to paint? Or rather, the initial question here is not 
how to understand or even justify the decision but 
to ask how to give voice to this refusal in the first 
place, and then to ask about the conditions and 
presuppositions informing this voice. It is as if the 
task before us also assumes a form of ventriloquiz-
ing, a term that is also potentially inscribed by an 
irreducible and inescapable violence (the term 
seems more than apt, even when it is Parmentier 
himself, or at least his writings, that are renowned 
for their alleged violence, aggression, and intran-
sigence)? This is the irreducible and inescapable 
violence of making his withdrawal from paint-
ing speak again, of giving voice to this silence 
(the genre of “the philosopher and his poor” 2) — 
a form of prosopopeia, then, speaking for a mo- 
ment in Parmentier’s life when he refused to acqui-
esce to certain constraints, conditions, or commit-
ments, certain forms of artistic decorum and the 
management of a career or reputation, certain 
avant-garde posturings, or certain expectations 
regarding artistic behavior or speech. 
 We will also need to ask how this very prob-
lematic of speech, ventriloquizing, and violence 
relates to painting traditionally understood as 
mute, or as mute poetry. In other words, in what 
sense does giving voice to this refusal and silence 
suggest less a psychological condition or a prob-
lem of interpretation (including the so-called  
“violence” of the hermeneutic circle) than a proble- 
matic specific to painting and its history or historic- 
ity. This problematic of giving voice to this refusal 
and withdrawal opens toward and retraces the 
numerous disquisitions on the nature of paint-
ing and language, painting and speech, seeing 
and saying, which Parmentier will rearticulate as 
a question of the said and the non-said, or of the 
said (le dit) and saying (le Dire), which he also 
rearticulates as a rapport between questions of 
trace, gesture, and effacement. 3 
 Rather than suggesting that Parmentier’s 
refusal and withdrawal from painting in 1968 
was the outcome of some tortured psycholog-
ical disposition, personal situation, economic 
choice, or any number of other possible reasons 
and scenarios — rather than devolving into what, 
today, one might locate as a calculated mode 
of artistic self-entrepreneurialism — the prop-
osition I would like to make is how this refusal 
takes the form of a decision. In other words, rath-
er than suggesting that Parmentier’s refusal was 
a response or reaction to something — a reac-
tion to the art world, to what we have come to call 
the artistic “scene,” but also, perhaps more perti-
nently, to the series of “Manifestations” the year 
before with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni — empha-
sis on this decision works to defer this sense of a 
response or reaction to some prior or existing 
condition. Or it works to displace this sense of a 
response or reaction to an existing condition from 
which such a decision then derives its measure or 
significance, or in relation to which Parmentier 
then assumes a critical stance or position. No 
doubt this refusal and withdrawal was in part a 
reaction to certain past and present conditions, 
including the collective work of the 1967 “Mani-
festations.” But the emphasis on decision opens 

toward another register than one of a response or 
reaction, one that will come closer, as we will see, 
to an “ethics” (the term is Parmentier’s own).
 The question broached here — and ad- 
dressed in a quite preliminary manner — is thus 
how to think this moment of refusal and the terms 
that sustain it. How does this refusal make sense for  
Parmentier as an artist — or rather, for painting — 
when it seems to make so little or less sense for 
someone who considers himself what the French 
term a plasticien, poet, philosopher, critic, or art 
historian, not to mention any number of other pro-
fessions, artistic or otherwise (a problem that con-
cerns those like Parmentier who refuse to phrase 
and frame their work in terms of a “profession” in 
the first place)? More pointedly, how are we to 
begin to characterize this passage of time that 
is not so much a moment of transition between 
identifiable dates than a temporality charac-
terized as at once rupture, withdrawal (what the 
French term repli), break, suspension, interruption, 
silence, retrait, estrangement, reticence, rift, inter-
mission, interlude, pause, intermezzo, hiatus, inter-
val, fracture — all terms that must now be thought 
not in terms of a measurable span of time but of 
a simultaneous continuity and discontinuity, at 
once finite and infinite? This is not a moment that 
has a measurable beginning and end (dates not-
withstanding) but a movement between times or 
within time, and a between (the between of the 
inter-ruption or inter-lude) whose temporality is 
not definable in terms of a chronology, a linearity, 
a narrative, or a (hi)story. In other words, the ques-
tion addressed is how Parmentier’s refusal opens 
toward a temporality defined by a permanent 
sense of belatedness, interruption, afterthought, 
and repetition (renvoi). (It is to this same problem 
of temporality that Parmentier turned with some 
insistence in his piece, 15 avril 1966 (April 15, 
1966) (see p. 48), and then in his later work, notably 
through the use of the date stamp inscribed on 
the work itself.)
 What I am calling Parmentier’s decision is thus 
already inscribed by this sense of temporality,  
a temporality that implies less a linear progres-
sion with a beginning, middle, and end (a refusal 
that begins in 1968 and ends in 1983) than a 
cut or an incision — de-caedere in Latin already 
evokes this gesture of cutting. This cut is not so 
much, in this instance, a cutting off or from (from 
a pre-established whole, as in a measured break 
in Parmentier’s career understood in its entirety, 
or from a pregiven sense of continuity, history, or 
linear narrative) but a cutting out. In short, how 
does Parmentier’s refusal — articulated in and as 
a decision — at once interrupt and cut out? And 
how does his cutting out at once open out and 
disclose this temporality in and between times?
 In this sense, Parmentier’s decision is also 
the time of abandonment, of an abandonment 
removed from all pathos usually attached to the 
word, an abandonment defined as at once cut, 
interruption, and suspension. On the one hand, 
this time of abandonment has no permanence, 
no duration, and does not last. On the other, the 
time of abandonment never anticipates the 
future or expects in advance; it forecloses any 
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dialectical resolution, a closure in which this sense 
of abandonment finds a measure of itself. This is 
the temporal insistence of Parmentier’s decision, 
a cut that opens out and suspends itself, refusing 
not just all determinate negation (subversion, cri-
tique) but all closure. Indeed, as I will argue, such 
decision or abandonment is the mark of an affir-
mation, not negation.
 To be sure, Parmentier’s decision — of cutting 
out — can also be situated within a longer history 
of refusal, a history that extends beyond the cir-
cumscribed domain of artistic practices alone, 
and a history of which Parmentier, needless to 
say, was keenly aware. From Paul Lafargue’s The 
Right to be Lazy to Raoul Vaneigem’s The Book 
of Pleasures, from slackers to autonomists and 
operaismo, refusal has constituted a modality or 
engagement for thinking about work and labor 
under capitalist social relations (as in the case of 
Simon Hantaï, the phrase “grève de la peinture” or 
“painting strike” has been repeated often). Most 
pertinent in this context would be Mario Tronti’s 
“Strategy of Refusal” written in 1965, whose 
tone resonates strongly with Parmentier’s own 
writings. 4 And yet, in whatever ways Parmentier 
shares Tronti’s radicalism, or however tempting to 
make the rapprochement between their shared 
prise de parole, especially given the historical 
proximity between Tronti’s early writings and  
Parmentier’s own earliest engagements — in oth-
er words, however promising this rapport might 
be in a longer elaboration of Parmentier’s own 
work — this seemingly shared refusal or this stop-
page is simply not of the same order, their respec-
tive “strategies of refusal” remaining irreducible to 
one another. Indeed, it is not clear in what sense 
Parmentier’s decision even constitutes a “strate-
gy” in the first place. Some mediation is therefore 
required and the deceptive, if no doubt appeal-
ing analogies or metaphors (“painting strike”, etc.) 
need to be carefully delimited and questioned. 
Similarly, it remains especially unclear how we 
might begin to situate the conditions and contexts 
that make Parmentier’s refusal historically specific, 
conditions that seem all too distant fifty years lat-
er. The institutions, the prominent figures against 
whom he reacts, the critics (or the dearth of crit-
ical writing), the artistic “scene,” a sense of post-
‘68 political malaise and the abject failures of  
Mitterrand’s “socialism” — all this remains deeply 
circumscribed between 1968 and 1983, shaping 
the ways in which such a refusal takes on its own 
contemporary as well as historical significance 
(whether the terms of such a refusal are legible 
or possible in the same way today poses another 
question entirely). In other words, this longer series 
of historical precedents and contexts concern-
ing strategies of refusal, while perhaps critically 
pertinent to the terms in which Parmentier’s deci-
sion finds its initial motivation, is too circumscribed 
and reductive in its manner of explaining — and 
explaining away — Parmentier’s decision to stop 
painting, his refusal to make and show (to show 
up) his paintings. 5

 Two initial paths open up here in which we 
might begin to rethink Parmentier’s refusal — his 
decision regarding painting and its simultaneous 

abandonment — two paths in which we begin to 
approach this decision and the sense of affirma-
tion it implies.
 In the first, the writings of Guy Debord and the 
Situationists are said to provide a suitable con-
text for understanding the motivation behind  
Parmentier’s refusal. In this way, Parmentier res- 
ponds to an art market — indeed, an artistic  
scene — that has become saturated by the logic 
of the “spectacle,” and so a world whose immer-
sion in its own image of itself has now become 
insufferable for the artist. Situated in this larger 
context, Parmentier’s refusal would thus become — 
would find its rationale in — a refusal to acquiesce 
to the suffocating logic of the society of the spec-
tacle (as Debord famously argues, the spectacle 
is not simply a collection of images; “it is a social 
relationship between people that is mediated 
by images”), a systemic logic in which the work of 
art holds a distinct and privileged place.
 The series of “Manifestations” with Buren,  
Mosset, and Toroni no doubt offer some initial sup-
port for the critical relevance of Debord’s theses 
(we recall that The Society of the Spectacle was 
first published in 1967, the same year in which the  
January, June, and September series of “Manifesta-
tions” took place, including “Manifestation 3” that 
took place on the stage of the “Centre expérimen-
tal du spectacle” in the auditorium of the Museum 
of Decorative Arts in Paris). These four “Mani-
festations” from 1967 might even be described 
more usefully in light of what the Situationists once 
called “the construction of situations.” No doubt 
the “Manifestations” are never simply illustrations 
of Situationist theses, and so remain open to a 
range of interpretive challenges. But the critical 
relevance of Situationist discourse informing the 
series of “Manifestations” finds its increased per-
tinence if it is then assumed that such discourse is 
itself informed by an interest in artistic (or archi-
tectural) vanguardist practices, specifically the 
Lettriste movement that is often said to underpin 
and orient Debord’s thinking, for which the series 
of “Manifestations” might then be considered as 
at once critical extension and homage. 
 And yet, it is not that Parmentier ceased (as 
Hantaï did) to show his work after 1968 and the 
series of “Manifestations” — to display it in pub-
lic, to participate in exhibitions, to sell his work on 
the market — where the refusal to show, display, 
demonstrate, or expose the work finds its underly-
ing rationale and logic in relation to Debord’s cen-
tral theses concerning the image and social rela-
tions. 6 It is not that Parmentier’s engagements 
did not include a sustained and close reading 
of Debord, and a deeply sustained attention to 
the films in particular (from which Parmentier also 
derived key problems of temporality). Parmentier 
referenced the writings of Debord and Situationist 
concepts with some insistence, sometimes explic-
itly, more often implicitly, and the central theses 
of Debord’s writings on the society of the specta-
cle are not just something in which he found aca-
demic interest or artistic inspiration but something 
he lived and experienced with acute involvement 
and even, at times, a debilitating and excruciating 
passion. But his initial interest and engagement 

with the theses in terms of his refusal to paint was 
not around the market, commodity fetishism, 
and the spectacle of artists and their exhibitions 
(one might say, these were already givens for  
Parmentier, or already part of the critical dis-
course and dispositifs that had emerged around 
and been addressed by the series of “Manifesta-
tions”). To repeat, Parmentier’s refusal is a refusal 
concerning the production of the work of art, or a 
refusal concerning the practice of painting, which 
is to say, the refusal of a certain inability to situate 
painting as a mode of praxis. In this sense, it seems 
significant that Parmentier shows absolutely no 
interest in strategies of “détournement,” “dérive,” 
or psychogeography derived from the Situation-
ists, and thus little interest in the “artistic” origins 
and influences that are said to inform and inflect 
Debord or the Situationists’ thinking in this regard. 
Or again, Parmentier’s refusal hinges on a cer-
tain “idea” of art, and specifically the reduction of 
painting to an idea or image of itself (which would 
be the larger terms of argument for what is more 
usually discussed as problems of self-referentiality 
or form). No doubt this problematic also emerg-
es — or is prompted by — the proposal by Buren, 
Mosset, and Toroni to each make one another’s 
work, to paint each other’s canvases, which 
prompted “Manifestation 5” in which Parmentier 
did not participate. It was this proposal (which 
entails its own form of ventriloquizing) that initiated 
his specific rupture with the group, notably through 
his tract “The Group Buren-Mosset-Parmentier- 
Toroni no longer exists.” 7 The primary impulse and 
reticence in Parmentier’s tract thus turns on the 
“idea of ‘depersonalization’” 8 that characterizes 
the other artists’ proposal, which is also an idea 
of, in, or for painting, so that Parmentier’s refus-
al turns on an artistic practice or praxis of paint-
ing that becomes reduced not just to an image 
(and the social relations inscribed there) but to 
an “idea,” which lends itself to — is then invariably 
appropriated as — a form of conceptual art.9
 If I recall Debord’s writings in this context, it 
is also because references to “spectacle” have 
become a little too easily cited (not just histori-
cally but perhaps increasingly so today) in order 
to situate, understand, and justify certain artis-
tic positions and practices. Indeed, the frequen-
cy and convenience with which Debord’s theses 
are recalled and mobilized tend more often to 
short-circuit the argument than define its contours 
and challenges, even as such a reference gives the 
argument a degree of political legitimacy, topical-
ity, or even a posture of resistance. The claim I thus 
want to make is that Debord’s or the Situation-
ists’ theses regarding the society of the specta-
cle do not serve to explain Parmentier’s refusal to 
paint between 1968 and 1983, whatever their ini-
tial pertinence, and whatever Parmentier’s more 
general political sympathies (starting with their 
shared militancy concerning Algeria). Nor does 
mobilizing these same theses justify Parmentier’s 
decision or offer a motivation. It is not that the 
theses are not relevant. But the argument I want 
to propose here is that Parmentier’s withdrawal 
from painting should also be read, at least in part, 
if not as a critique, then as a careful and cautious 



delimitation of the very discourse of the society of 
the spectacle from which it appears to draw its ini-
tiative. Indeed, it is precisely through this rethink-
ing of Situationist discourse and its presupposi-
tions that a sense of affirmation in Parmentier’s 
own practice becomes discernible. At the very 
least — this is our initial claim or provocation — 
Parmentier’s refusal opens up an essential tension, 
conflict, even aporia within this very discourse.
 In order to support this claim and elaborate 
briefly on its implications, a brief detour is required. 
In some evocative passages in Being Singular Plu-
ral, Jean-Luc Nancy turns to Debord and the Situ-
ationists’ theses on the society of the spectacle, to 
this society that is fascinated and absorbed by the 
seemingly endless play of self-mirroring, self-ap-
propriation, and self-reflection — a world of end-
less illusion, image, and appearance — which then 
establishes “a generalized equivalence of all the 
representations of itself” that a society “gives itself 
to consume.” 10 In light of this initial characteriza-
tion, Nancy argues that the Situationists’ critique 
nevertheless remains inscribed by a metaphysics 
it seeks to overcome, which would be another 
way of suggesting how, situated within various 
forms of Marxist critique, the Situationist critique 
“obscured, in statu nascendi, the correctness of 
its own intuition” 11:

“The various critiques of ‘spectacular’ alien-
ation are, in the end, grounded on the distinc-
tion between a good spectacle and a bad 
spectacle — [this is true] whether they like it 
or not. Within the good spectacle, the social or 
the communitarian being presents its proper 
interiority to itself, its origin (which is itself invis-
ible), the foundation of its rights, the life of its 
body, and the splendor of its fulfillment. (For 
the Situationists, then, a certain idea of ‘art’ 
almost always plays the role of the good spec-
tacle, and it is no accident that the [bad] ‘spec-
tacle’ for them is first and foremost the falsifi-
cation of art.) In the bad spectacle, the social 
being imagines the exteriority of interests and 
appetites, of egotistic passions and the false 
glory of ostentation. At the most basic level, 
this Manichean division not only supposes a 
distinction between the represented objects, 
but it also supposes an opposition within the 
status of representation: it is what is now in 
interiority (as manifestation, expression of the 
proper), now in exteriority (as image, repro-
duction). As such, the fact that these are inter-
twined is ignored: there is no ‘expression’ that 
is not [already] given in an ‘image,’ no ‘presen-
tation not already [given] in ‘representation’; 
there is no ‘presence’ that is not presence to 
one another.” 12

In this sense, Situationist discourse turns around 
the seemingly endless substitution of the specta-
cle for “authentic presence,” so that “appearance 
is understood here, in the most classical way, as 
‘mere appearance’ (surface, secondary exteriority, 
inessential shadow), and even as ‘false appear-
ance’ (semblance, deceptive imitation).” 13 Or 
rather, as Nancy further argues:

“The denunciation of mere appearance 
effortlessly moves within mere appearance, 

because it has no other way of designating 
what is proper — that is, nonappearance — 
except as the obscure opposite of the specta-
cle. Since the spectacle occupies all of space, 
its opposite can only make itself known as the 
inappropriable secret of an originary proper-
ty hidden beneath appearances. This is why 
the opposite of deceitful ‘imagery’ is creative 
‘imagination,’ the model for which is still some-
thing like the Romantic genius. According to 
such a model, the artist plays the part of the 
productive-subject…” 14

As Nancy recalls, the structural implication of an 
“idea of art” within Situationist discourse not only 
recalls its inheritance from certain artistic move-
ments but “a paradigm of artistic creation that 
is nonaesthetic or maybe even antiaesthetic.” 15 
More pertinently, this same discourse tends to pre-
suppose a belief in an authentic or creative imag-
ination, even the posturing of “Romantic genius,” 
itself covered over and alienated by the world of 
spectacle, even as this more authentic imagina-
tion passes by way of the creation of “situations” 
or “the appropriating event [événement dérobé] 
abruptly moved from the logic of the spectacle.”16

 No doubt Parmentier does not need Nancy 
to understand this. And he clearly phrases these 
concerns in his own manner. But the argument 
shares for us a similar initiative, impulse, and pro-
pensity, which Parmentier will turn into a refusal 
of what precisely informs the Situationists’ philo-
sophical, artistic, and systemic assumptions and 
presuppositions, which is to say, its own unavoid-
able avant-gardism, against which Parmentier 
will offer us his most virulent responses and invec-
tives. In the end, what Parmentier will refuse is the 
dialectic organizing and sustaining the argument, 
a dialectic that remains complicit, in the end, 
with a profound belief in art, a belief that there 
exists such a thing as “good” or authentic art. Or 
what he will refuse is a discourse of art that turns 
around issues of falsification, which in turn privi-
leges “the inappropriable secret of an originary 
property hidden beneath appearances” (as his 
tract around “Manifestation 5” intimates, refusing 
to paint another artist’s canvas had nothing to 
do with some surreptitious belief in the authentici-
ty and “original property” of the work of art and its 
authorship). In short, it is precisely this surreptitious 
appeal to “an originary property” of the work 
of art that Parmentier’s thinking seeks to disman-
tle, unravel, and cut apart, in both his writings and 
practice as a painter.
 Parmentier’s own response to these prob-
lematics thus has little to do with the endless mus-
ings on the role of art in society, or the work of art’s 
potential for critique, or the exchanges between 
aesthetics and politics. For what he tracked down 
and laid bare, with a fierce and ruthless insis-
tence (this becomes evident in the interview with 
Bernard Blistène given in 1986, shortly after the 
moment in which he takes painting up again) 
are the underlying schemas, models, presuppo-
sitions, and dialectics informing this fundamen-
tally Nietzschean-Platonic problematic, including 
the complacency of those discourses that claim 
its irrelevance or its lack of critical implication and 

consequence. Which is also to say that Parmentier, 
in drawing us closer to the work of art’s “nonpre-
suppositions,” refuses those discourses in which 
the model of the Romantic genius subtly reintro-
duces and inscribes itself, even when the postures 
and claims for the work of art’s contemporaneity 
or social and political relevance appear to take 
their distance from the very Romanticism that con-
tinues to inform such postures and claims in the 
first place. (In the end, isn’t this what Parmentier’s 
writings show us? Whatever the invective and 
hostility against contemporary opportunism, 
these same writings reveal someone repeatedly 
haunted by the pull of Romanticism, someone 
struggling to overcome its deep and residually 
avant-gardist seductions, someone seeking to 
understand the rapport between the Roman-
ticism that shapes the image of the artist (as 
imaginative genius, as creative individual) and 
a Romanticism that circumscribes what we call 
the work of art, and so someone seeking to touch 
those limits where Romanticism folds into some-
thing that remains unnamable, without identity, 
and beyond measure. And isn’t this, finally, what 
Parmentier shares with both Hantaï and Buren, 
even if they each seek to respond to these prob-
lematics in ways that are at once common and 
irreducibly different?
 At once with and against Debord and the Sit-
uationists, Parmentier will thus return again and 
again to this problem of “nonappearance,” to the 
problem of how to think and continue his practice 
as a painter outside the logic, dialectical appro-
priation, and closure that Nancy outlines here. Or 
again, his concern is how to work through not just 
a certain “idea of art” but also a certain “idea of 
art” that responds to or does justice to the par-
adoxes, double binds, and aporias defining the 
force of this “nonappearance.” And he will insist — 
acknowledging with disarming honesty the con-
flicts, contradictions, paradoxes, and aporias that 
sustain such thinking — that it is only through a 
praxis of painting that this underlying dichoto-
my or Manichean struggle between good and 
bad art will come to undo and displace itself. One 
might suggest that the time in which Parmentier 
refuses to paint is that time in which he was work-
ing through the impossible role of painting in this 
very undoing and displacement, struggling to 
articulate how exactly “nonappearance” is to be 
thought within the terms opened up by Debord 
and the Situationists. For painting is not something 
for Parmentier that will resolve this dialectic and its 
ultimate coherence. Nor does it offer an alterna-
tive or a solution. It itself — its self — is not some-
thing that can offer itself as a medium or medi-
ation in which its eventual identity or self-identity 
is secured. Or it offers nothing that resolves the 
Manichean division or dialectic it brings into relief 
and exposes, nothing that does not withdraw or 
subtract itself from the terms and conditions that 
continue to sustain its simultaneous coming into 
visibility and effacement. In other words, the insis-
tence and inconsistency with which Parmentier 
phrases his refusal to paint — the insistence and 
necessary inconsistency with which he addresses 
the force of paintings’ “nonappearance” — stems 
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in large part from this working through of the very 
problematics he inherits from Debord and the Situ-
ationists, which is to say, his willingness to assume — 
to acknowledge and work through — an impossi-
ble inheritance.
 In the second path (which might be read here 
as the underside of the first), Simon Hantaï once 
suggested in personal conversation the relevance 
of a text by Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe for a read-
ing of Parmentier’s work. The text in question is 
Lacoue-Labarthe’s “Talks,” a text whose osten-
sible subject is to address the writings of Jean-
François Lyotard. 17

 In the concluding paragraphs of his text,  
Lacoue-Labarthe argues that under the general 
problematic of the “unpresentable” in Lyotard’s 
writings there exists a more formidable ques-
tion, which remains “antecedent” to any distinc-
tions that can be made within art. It is a question, 
Lacoue-Labarthe argues, that “touches upon the 
very existence of art” — which is not, “what is art?” 
or “what can be called art?” (these are the ques-
tions posed by the avant-gardes), but “why art?” 
or “why is there the need of art?” Lacoue-Labar-
the then continues (in a passage that no doubt 
provoked Hantaï to think of Parmentier):

“The works that no longer play with but under-
go [qui font l’épreuve] (in a sad or gay man-
ner, it matters little) what is wanting [ce qui 
défaille — what fails or falters] today in this ‘il 
faut’ appear to me truly unprovided [dému-
nies — destitute], and not only bereft of all 
knowledge, but even any anticipation of a 
response. They ask: how is it that nothing (the 
unpresentable in effect) obliges to make art? 
And above all, why? Why does nothing hap-
pen in art?” 18

As if responding to Lyotard’s frequent appeals 
to the event in terms of its “happening,” and as 
if insisting on the irreducible, immeasurable, and 
unresolvable conflict sustaining the question of 
thinking art as the “place” where nothing hap-
pens, Lacoue-Labarthe argues that one does 
not respond to such questions: “It is by definition 
impossible,” he says, “and art is perhaps noth-
ing other than this impossible response.” Indeed, 
what these questions point to for Lacoue-Labar-
the, what they open toward “obscurely,” is “the 
place in art where an archi-obligation is at stake. If 
not the fact that art, henceforth, is the place of the 
archi-obligation.” 19 In short, as Lacoue-Labarthe 
concludes, if there exists a différend between him 
and Lyotard, it does not devolve into an ethical 
order but bears upon how to think this ethical or 
“archi-obligation” in the first place. Or as he also 
phrases it (recalling our references to Debord and 
the Situationists above), if there is an obligation 
at stake, it remains “to attack the semblance of 
a world that is made and handed down to us.” 20 
 The terms of the argument are no doubt 
Heideggerian, in the sense that it is Heidegger 
who gives us to think (in Lacoue-Labarthe’s own 
terms): “that nothing would be in fact ‘nothing’ 
(anything at all), if it did not oblige to give it a 
place in which it is attested that in being there, it is 
not evidently there [Lyotard would say: “remain-
ing unpresented in this very presentation”] by 

which and according to which there opens, let us 
say, a possible ‘habitation.’ Without this,” Lacoue- 
Labarthe concludes, “without this absolutely par-
adoxical injunction of the nothing (emanating 
from nothing), and without acquiescence, our own, 
to this impossible injunction (no more powerful 
double bind), we have the abject [l’immonde]. 
And the abject is what today we must refuse to 
serve — to accomplish and go along with.” 21

 In their own manner, and according to a scan-
sion of thinking quite different from Lacoue-La 
barthe’s, Parmentier’s writings turn with passion-
ate insistence on refusing this same abjection. 
And they turn, with an equally passionate insis-
tence, on the double binds opened up by this 
“impossible injunction” (Parmentier will share this 
emphasis on the impossible through references to 
Bataille, des Forêts, Blanchot, and Levinas). In his 
last written text, Parmentier will also rephrase this 
as an “ethics,” where the reference to Heidegger 
that shapes Lacoue-Labarthe’s argument is 
instead informed by references to Debord, Beckett, 
and Bartleby’s “I would prefer not to” (a phrase 
Blanchot addresses in The Writing of the Disaster 
in light of questions of “refusal”). 22 But this impres-
sive range of philosophical and literary refer-
ences, while also acknowledged and pursued by  
Parmentier himself, tends to both accompany  
and conceal precisely what he works through in his 
refusal and withdrawal from painting, and what 
he works through when he takes up painting again 
in 1983 (in part, of course, in conversation with 
Hantaï) — how does nothing happen in painting? 
 How exactly this question becomes pertinent to 
Parmentier’s work after 1983 is not the task here. 
The more modest suggestion is that Parmentier’s 
refusal and withdrawal from painting is his man-
ner of working through a series of decisive prob-
lematics in which this question comes to resonate 
and take form. No doubt there exists a range of 
sources and references through which Parmentier 
draws inspiration — including other artists, nota-
bly Hantaï’s own work as well as the proximities 
and differences between his work and Buren’s 
(as explored in their exchanges in the Propos 
délibérés interview with Anne Baldassari), but also 
the Roland Barthes of Writing Degree Zero or the 
death of the author, and all of Blanchot (including 
the writings on désoeuvrement or “unworking” or 
the neuter). 23 Parmentier’s writings and interviews 
are always wonderfully instructive and engaging 
in this regard. At the same time, this insistence on 
how nothing happens in painting is the refusal of 
anything that might constitute painting as repre-
sentation or the representation of painting, the 
discourse, no less prominent today, where paint-
ing is often little more than an image of painting, 
of painting mesmerized by the scene of painting, 
of painting endlessly recalling painting through 
the knowing play of pastiche and quotation, end-
lessly re-citing itself. But the decisive problem-
atic still remains beneath the contempt — how 
does painting expose the difference between 
nothing (including the non-painted) and nega-
tion? Or how is painting itself — painting as prax-
is — at once exposed and abandoned in this very 
difference?24

Parmentier’s refusal and withdrawal from paint-
ing is also the refusal of any dialectical relève or 
sublation of this difference — that if negation 
exists in painting, it has nothing to do with what 
negation means or does or how it signifies or 
remains determinate, but how it appears. 25 In 
the interview with Blistène, he will equally refuse 
what he calls all “anagogic reading” 26 of his work, 
insisting instead that “research into pictorial spec-
ificity perhaps has the same sense as a shatter-
ing of all categories [l’éclatement catégoriel].” 27 
Such a shattering of categories through which 
the specificity of painting is exposed is also the 
point — more specifically, the temporal condi-
tion — at which nothing happens, which is also 
the point at which the abandonment of painting 
also comes into (non)appearance. The abandon-
ment of painting, then, understood as at once an 
abandonment from painting, the abandonment 
of painting, and the abandonment to painting, in 
the sense of the abandonment of painting from, 
to, by, and in painting. Parmentier’s refusal and 
withdrawal from painting was thus also a way of 
discerning — of deciding — how the abandon-
ment from painting cannot be separated from 
painting’s own sense of abandonment (including 
its abandonment of sense or meaning). “Pour rien, 
mais là” (“For nothing, but there”) he concludes 
his interview with Blistène, shortly after he resumes 
painting again — this affirmation in which it is 
attested that in the very being-there of painting, 
nothing happens. Each time.

1  It is certainly necessary to refer in this context to Parmentier’s own 
published writings (now meticulously gathered in one volume thanks to 
Aristide Bianchi), but it is always a little too convenient to redeploy and 
recite the writings, whatever their burning lucidity, to explain the work or 
lack of work, or a little too convenient to redeploy the same writings to jus-
tify and explain such and such a refusal, even as there exist superb texts 
(including unpublished texts) devoted precisely to this problem, starting 
with the “Lettre ouverte à François Mathey.” See Michel Parmentier, Tex-
tes et entretiens, ed. Aristide Bianchi (Paris: Blackjack éditions, 2014),  
pp. 51-55; translated as “Letter to François Mathey” (see fig. 66, p. 101) 
2  See Jacques Rancière, The Philosopher and His Poor, trans. An-
drew Parker, Corinne Oster, and John Drury (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2004).
3  In The Writing of the Disaster—a book Parmentier recalls with 
some insistence and published shortly before he resumed painting 
again — Blanchot writes: “writing without placing itself above art, sup-
poses that one not prefer art, but efface art as writing effaces itself.” See 
Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of the Disaster, trans, Ann Smock (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1995), p. 53. Such might constitute the initial 
terms with which to approach Parmentier’s own work. 
4  The text was written in 1965 as part of the "Initial Theses” in 
Tronti's Operai e Capitale (“Workers and Capital”) (Turin: Einaudi, 
1966), pp. 234-252, available at http://libcom.org/library/strategy- 
refusal-mario-tronti.
5  Nowhere is this reduction more evident than in Benjamin Buchloh’s 
disingenuous argument that Parmentier’s refusal and withdrawal from 
painting stemmed from a typically naive form of French political mili-
tancy. See Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, Formalisme et historicité - Autorita-
risme et régression: Deux essais sur la production artistique dans 
l'Europe contemporaine (Paris:  Éditions Territoires, 1982), p. 40 (see 
the exchange between Parmentier and Benjamin Buchloh on p. 90).
6  Georges Didi-Huberman refers briefly to Hantaï’s own rapport with 
the concept of the “society of the spectacle” in L'Étoilement: Conver-
sation avec Hantaï (Paris: Galilée, 1998), pp. 10-11. Several of Jean-
Luc Nancy’s exchanges with Hantaï turn around the artist’s dealings with 
this same problematic, to which Nancy shows certain reservations. See 
Simon Hantaï and Jean-Luc Nancy, Jamais le mot créateur...: (Corre-
spondance 2000-2008) (Paris: Galilée, 2013). 
7  See “Le Groupe Buren-Mosset-Parmentier-Toroni n’existe plus,” re-
printed in Michel Parmentier, Textes et entretiens, pp. 43-46; trans-
lated as “Tract” (see p. 76).
8  Ibid. p. 76.
9  Parmentier’s exchanges with Buren in Propos délibérés offer a 
wonderfully compelling riposte to the ways in which their work has been 
repeatedly reduced to conceptual art (we note that the series of “Man-
ifestations” are still frequently quoted or situated in anthologies of con-
ceptual art). The interview with Buren is reprinted in Michel Parmentier, 
Textes et entretiens, 133-259.
10  Jean-Luc Nancy, Being Singular Plural, trans. Robert D. Richardson 
and Anne E. O’Byrne (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), p. 49.
11  Ibid, p. 52.
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12  Ibid, p. 68.  
13  Ibid. p. 52.
14 Ibid. pp. 51-52.
15 Ibid. p. 50.
16  Ibid.
17  See Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, “Où en étions-nous?,” in La Faculté 
de juger, eds. Jacques Derrida et al. (Paris: Minuit, 1985), pp. 165-193; 
trans. Christopher Fynsk as “Talks,” Diacritics 14:3 (Fall 1984): pp. 24-37. 
I extend here an argument previously taken up in “Impossibilities: Paint-
ing Between Jean-François Lyotard and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe,” in 
Anaël Lejeune, Olivier Mignon, and Raphaël Pirenne, eds., French The-
ory and American Art (Berlin: Sternberg and (SIC): Brussels, 2013),  
pp. 268-283.
18  Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, “Talks,” p. 42.
19  Ibid. p. 43.  
20  Ibid. p. 44.
21  Ibid. p. 45.
22  See Michel Parmentier, “Did You Say ‘Ethics’?” trans. Anthony Allen 
in Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, and Stephen Melville, eds., As Paint-
ing: Division and Displacement (Cambridge and London: MIT Press; 
Columbus: Wexner Center for the Arts, 2001), pp. 231-232 (reprinted 
pp. 208-209); Michel Parmentier, Textes et entretiens, pp. 266-269.
23  See Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero, trans. Annette Lavers 
and Colin Smith (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977) and “The Death of the 
Author,” trans. Richard Howard in Image-Music-Text (New York: Farrar, 
Strauss and Giroux, 1977), pp. 142-148.
24  Hantaï writes: “To come out of nothing, or nothing (res. the thing) 
as raw material, not a sleight of hand, but a real material, bringing  
‘itself’ out, forming itself out of itself: is it not what you wanted to let itself 
fold unfold?” See Simon Hantaï with Jacques Derrida and Jean-Luc Nancy, 
La connaissance des textes: Lecture d'un manuscrit illisible (Paris: 
Galilée, 2001), p. 151. Again, this motif of painting “coming out of noth-
ing” constitutes one of the decisive aspects of Nancy’s exchanges with 
Hantaï in Jamais le mot créateur...: (Correspondance 2000-2008). 
In one of his letters to Nancy in the Correspondance, Hantaï himself  
refers to an exchange with Parmentier in 1984 around Parmentier’s “de-
sire to take up the question of painting again starting out from this nullity, 
toward this nullity” (86). Molly Warnock has since published an incisive 
discussion of the relation between Michel Parmentier and Simon Hantaï 
that addresses this same problematic of the “nothing.” See “Michel  
Parmentier, Painting for Nothing” (reprinted pp. 222-227).
25  One might argue that the question of negation raised here returns 
us once again to Debord. As Jason Smith argues, it is precisely this issue of 
negativity that Debord’s films continue to pose. See Jason Smith, “Debord, 
Filmmaker,” in Grey Room 52 (Summer 2013): 7-15, as well as the  
essay by Jacques Rancière, “When We Were on the Shenandoah,” included 
in the same volume (originally published as “Quand nous étions sur le 
Shenandoah” in Cahiers du cinéma 605 (October 2005): 92-93).
26  See “Entretien avec Bernard Blistène” in Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens, p. 81, translated as “Interview with Bernard Blistène”  
(reprinted pp. 132-134).
27  Ibid.

 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Mr .B. Buchloh.  
 In 1982, Parmentier wrote a letter to Benjamin Buchloh, a German 

art historian, in response to Buchloh’s discussion of Parmentier in a 
recent book. Buchloh wrote a response to Parmentier on a post-
card (the picture on the postcard was an in situ work by Daniel  
Buren). The exchange is translated below. 

 July 22, 1982 : Michel PARMENTIER, c/o galerie DURAND-DESSERT, 3 rue 
des Haudriettes, 75003 PARIS [to] Mr. B. BUCHLOH c/o Lawler 407, 
Greenwich Street, N.Y. 10013

 Sir,
 Reading your essay, “Formalism and Historicity,” in its French version1, 

it appears that you thought (owing, no doubt, to bad information) 
that you might attribute to me (on page 40) an attitude that I do 
not in fact possess. I certainly won’t take this occasion to discuss 
your views and choices (at times, they often happen to be close to 
my own thinking), but it seemed to me useful to bring to your atten-
tion that, up to now, I have ceased all pictorial production, which 
serves nothing.

  I have been and remain no more politically active than Buren, 
Mosset, or Toroni (I refer to them because it is in relation to our former 
shared pursuits that your essay refers to me). When I stopped paint-
ing, I also experienced the “events of May ‘68” as spectator/actor 
just like thousands of others — without militancy. Besides, Buren — 
who was close to the highly active “Movement of 22 March”2 (he 
told me this himself) — and Mosset — a militant of the V.L.R. (“Long 
Live the Revolution”)3 — were certainly both more “engaged” than I 
was at the time, commitments which of course are entirely legitimate 
and to which nobody, to my knowledge, thinks of confining them. 
One of the principal organizers of the V.L.R. was (and remains) a 
very close friend, but I didn’t respond to his invitations for me to 
join him, given that I can’t stand militancy. I’m thus somewhat sur-
prised that it is precisely me who finds himself subject to your reduc-
tive phrasing. In any event, it seems to me that you might seriously  
reassess this. 

  You will find attached a text4 (atrociously printed, hence the 
handwritten corrections) which might be able to help you formulate 
a more judicious idea of my situation.
 …Certainly, I am not critical in the name of a “political” view  
of things.

  Yours respectfully, Michel Parmentier
  P.S. It should go without saying that even if “the opinions of the 

authors are not that of Artistes,” the general content of Artistes 
does not interest me.

1  Parmentier is referring to an argument proposed at the begin-
ning of Buchloh’s introduction to the work of Niele Toroni: “Along with  
Daniel Buren only Niele Toroni from the original BMPT group con-
tinued to maintain and develop his artistic work. The other two,  
Parmentier and Mosset, had abandoned this group, which was 
founded in 1966, after two years —  the first by actively participat-
ing in radical politics, the second by joining the world of fashion 
and interior design. Both ways seem to be typical Parisian attempts 
to escape the problems and dilemma of art and its contradic-
tions.” See Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, “Formalisme et Historicité), in For-
malisme et historicité–Autoritarisme et régression: Deux es-
sais sur la production artistique dans l’Europe contemporain 
(Paris: Editions Territoires, 1982), p. 40. The book was distributed 
through the Galerie Durand-Dessert, which represented Michel  
Parmentier. The essay was first published in English as “Formalism 
and Historicity–Changing Concepts in American and European 
Art Since 1945,” trans. Barbara C. Flynn in the exhibition catalogue  
Europe in the Seventies: Aspects of Recent Art, The Art Institute of 
Chicago, Chicago, 1977, p. 104. The English version is reprinted in 
Formalism and Historicity: Models and Methods in Twentieth- 
Century Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015), p. 86 n. 64. In the 
latter, the reference to Parmentier is removed to a footnote where, 
in a slightly modified translation, exactly the same argument is 
made that Parmentier’s assumed involvement in “radical politics” 
and Mosset “joining the world of fashion and interior design” are 
both “typical Parisian attempts to escape the problems of artistic 
production and its contradictions.” Translator’s note.

2  “Mouvement du 22 Mars” or “Movement of 22 March” was a student 
movement founded on that date in 1968 at the University of Nan-
terre, widely known for its occupation of the University's administra-
tion building. It played a prominent role in the events of ’68. Trans-
lator’s note.

3  V.L.R. was a Maoist-Libertarian group that emerged in part out of 
the “Movement of 22 March.” Translator’s note.

4  The text in question is Parmentier’s “B.M.T., Me, and the Others: A Mod-
est Contribution to the Fourteenth Anniversary Commemorative 
Ceremonies, January 1967 – January 1981,” published in Artistes: 
Revue Bimestrielle d’Art Contemporain 11 (June-July 1981): 
27-30 (reprinted pp. 112-113, translated pp. 121-122).

 Letter from B. Buchloh to Michel Parmentier. 
 Sir — I have just received your letter. With much interest, I read that the 

information I received in 1977 was, in effect, either misrepresented 
or misunderstood. I received it from a former member of BMPT —
without verifying it. I will certainly correct it in any new version of the 
text. Please accept my apologies, even if I believe that the prox-
imity between artistic activity and political activity in those days is 
no cause for regret. 

 best
 Benjamin Buchloh
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59

58 Invitation to the exhibition “De l’unité à la détérioration” 
(From unity to deterioration) Galerie Ben doute de tout, 
Nice (France), February 27 – March 12, 1970, 14 × 10.5 cm.

 Group show organized by Ben Vautier. The canvas 3 novembre 
1966 (November 3, 1966) was lent by Claude Viallat — also an 
exhibitor — and was exhibited unbeknownst to Parmentier.

  The invitation was accompanied by a presentation text by Ben 
Vautier, “À propos de l’exposition: De l’unité à la détérioration à la 
galerie Ben doute de tout,” and, on the back, a text by Marcel Aloc-
co, “Point de vue de M. Alocco,” February 1970, Brussels, AMP – Fonds 
Michel Parmentier (AMP inventory:  03321-1).

  Ben Vautier had announced the dissolution of the group:  
“I have received notification that the group PARMENTIER, MOSSET, 
BUREN, and TORONI has been dissolved. Good, it’s better for 
things to change,” in Ben and Annie, TOUT no. 1 (February 1968),  
27.9 × 21.6 cm, “Compte-rendu divers,” Brussels, AMP – Fonds Michel  
Parmentier (AMP inventory: 16033).

59 Handwritten texts by Michel Parmentier, “Point limite…,” 
“La démonstration de Claura… .,” “VH 101… ,” late 1971 – 
early 1972, spiral-bound orange-yellow notebook,  
22 × 17 cm (closed).

 [Limit point — intended point — of painting. Taking into account 
the fact that a certain number of painters had already sanitized the 
terrain empirically, and had left “painting” far behind them in order 
to retain only the gesture of painting: the gestural painters among 
others are essential from this point of view, and Y[ves] Klein as well. 
 The limit point remained to be discovered in a gestural 
hodgepodge (on the one side, the post-impressionist naturalists 
[Jean-Paul] Riopelle, [Willem] de Kooning, the clergymen of gesture 
like [Sam] Francis, the nostalgic anthropologists like [Mark] Tobey, 
and the other precious naturalists, from the less serious to the worst… 
from [Mark] Rothko to the European “Imagists.” Obviously, gesture 
has been saved by gesture’s extreme limit… ).1

 1 The complete handwritten text (unpublished during the artist’s life-
time) has been transcribed and published by Aristide Bianchi in  
Michel Parmentier, “Trois brouillons fin 1971-début 1972,” in La Part 
de Œil 20 (dossier “Ouvrir le support”) (2005): 67-70.

 In this notebook Parmentier made rough drafts of his articles.
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60 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Jean Fournier, March 2, 
1971, recto and verso, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [Dear Sir,
 I have learned that my name still figures among the list of paint-

ers in your gallery. I am surprised by this since I ceased painting 
three years ago, and this was definitive.

  Obviously, I didn’t publish a text to announce my decision to 
quit painting (that would have still been a cultural event), but I have 
no doubt that you were perfectly aware of my decision since I spoke 
about it to your assistant and that, regardless, Claude VIALLAT 
 in all likelihood told you about it.

  It thus seems to me that you can only have forgotten about 
this when continuing to publicize me.

  The fact wouldn’t be serious in itself if former colleagues —
that this same publicity allows them to consider me (or pretend to 
consider me) as being still part of the family — hadn’t solicited me 
to take part in exhibitions, sign petitions, or get involved in other 
equally obsolete activities. Now, I hold on to the tranquility-of-my- 
well-earned-little-retirement (as one reads in PARIS-JOUR).

  In consequence, it would be a real pleasure if you could up-
date the list of your painters, which would put me “out of the loop” 
once and for all.
 I count on you all the more since I am sure that you under- 

stand me. 
  In fondest memory
  Michel Parmentier , 11, rue Fulton, Paris 13th

 I’m attaching a copy of this letter in my response to [Daniel]  
Dezeuze. M.P.]
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61 Letter from Jean Fournier, replying to Michel Parmentier, 
March 16, 1971, 21 × 15 cm.

 [March 16, 1971:  Mr. Parmentier, 11, rue Fulton, Paris 13th

 Dear Sir,
 I thank you for your courteous letter. I have taken the necessary steps 

to make sure that the gallery schedule is changed in the way you 
asked. However, I notice that it still hasn’t been made in the gallery 
guide that I received this morning. I have just telephoned about this. 

  Allow me to express my admiration.]
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62 Michel Claura, “Actualité,” VH101 No.5 (1971), cover and 
pp. 40-47, 25 × 19 cm.

 VH101 was published quarterly between 1969-1972 in Paris, 
France, edited by the art critic Otto Hahn and Françoise Esselier. 
The retrospective article by Michel Claura in 1971 on the history of 
the group never mentioned Parmentier’s dissolution of the group, 
announced December 6, 1967. Claura will never mention the tract. 
 Following this article, Parmentier wrote up this response, taken 
from notes in his “yellow-orange” notebook (p. 91, fig. 59): “… more 
than three years after the dissolution of the group, Claura wants 
us to believe a posteriori that the principal theoretical charac-
teristic that motivated the rupture — the notion of the ‘anonymity 
of the product’ — had been proposed right from the first ‘mani-
festation’ (January 1967) — see VH101 no. 5, pp. 40-47. It was 
never a question of anonymity before December 1967 (in other 
words, before the, “Manifestation” on rue de Montfaucon, at 
which I refused to participate and after which I left the group), 
and for good reason — it is the least defendable point in  
Buren’s (and Toroni’s) position, and I always refused to empha-
size it when I was present.” 

  The complete manuscript (unpublished during the artist’s 
lifetime) from which this extract is taken has been transcribed and 
published by Aristide Bianchi in Michel Parmentier, “Trois brouillons 
fin 1971 - début 1972,” in La Part de l’Œil 20 (Dossier: “Ouvrir le 
support”) (2005): 67-70.
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63 Catalogue of the exhibition “Douze ans d’art contempo-
rain en France 1960-1972” (Twelve years of contempo-
rary art in France 1960-1972), Grand Palais, Paris 
(France), May 7 – September 18, 1972, Paris, Éditions des 
Musées Nationaux, cover and pp. 292-296, 32 × 23 cm.

 [MICHEL PARMENTIER: Biography, Born in Paris in 1938. Ceased pain- 
ting definitively in 1968.]

 In 1972, invited to show in the exhibition “Douze ans d’art con-
temporain en France 1960-1972,” Parmentier agrees to ex-
hibit a copy of each of his canvases (1966, 1967, 1968) and 
publishes in the catalogue an “Open Letter to François Mathey” 
(see pp. 98-99, translated p. 120), chief curator of the exhibi-
tion, stating the reasons that have led him to agree to exhibit work 

“with an objectively subversive quality.” He concludes: “Cessation is  
irrecuperable subversion.”

  On the organization committee, Mathey, the chief curator, 
was assisted by François Barré, Jean Clair, Daniel Cordier, Maurice 
Eschapasse, Serge Lemoine, and Alfred Pacquement.
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63 [translation see p. 120]
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64 Jean Clair, “Art en France. Une nouvelle génération” (Art 
in France: A new generation), Paris (France), Éditions du 
Chêne, 1972, cover and pp. 96-97, 27 × 20.4 cm. 

 Jean Clair conceived the B. M. P. T. initialism, reproduced for the first 
time in this publication, to designate the group of four. It was con-
stantly contested by Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni.

65 Transparency with 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]), photograph 
by Jacqueline Hyde. 

 This photograph accompanied the folded/unfolded A4 sheet, a 
model for folding and conserving the work (p. 23). 

 It would be reproduced in black and white in several publications 
(see pp. 98-99, pp. 116-117, and above).

  1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]) is not date-stamped. This work, 
which is almost square, differs from the formats seen in Parmentier’s 
work so far, with the alternation of four painted and three unpainted 
bands: “Painting on unstretched canvas, 6 painted horizontal 
bands alternating poppy-red lacquer by Ripolin and white, each 
38 cm wide (3+3) and, at the bottom, 1 partial red band of 8 cm, 
233.5 × 241.5 cm.” Note: on the book, at the top, a Velcro strip 5 cm 
wide is glued on.

  In 1986, the canvas entered the collection of the Centre 
Georges Pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, inv. AM 1986-
158, purchased from Galerie Jean Fournier.
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66 Excerpt from the “Open Letter to François Mathey,” 
March 16, 1972, instructions for the hanging and  
conservation of the work 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]).

 [Michel PARMENTIER: [Rouge], 1968 ([red], 1968)
 “Between 1965 and 1968, I painted horizontal 38 cm wide bands 

in a single color, which alternated with bands (the same dimen-
sion, white) of the canvas protected from the sprayed paint (aero-
sol or spray-paint) by a preliminary folding, which then comes into  
appearance through unfolding.

  This work was repeated exactly the same way between 1965 
and 1968, the color only changing arbitrarily from year to year so 
as not to laden it with preferential or symbolic signification.

  This description says everything about the product-painting 
of which I was the author. I ceased painting definitively in 1968.” 

  (Letter by Michel Parmentier to François Mathey 
  dated March 16, 1972)
 To protect the canvas, it must never be rolled up but suspended. Be-

fore a new hanging, plan to refold the original folds (concertinaed) 
for a short time, in a way that the folds are visible in the new unfold-
ing. Please see the attached photocopy.]

 This document was presented with the photocopied and folded  
diagram of 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]) (see p. 23).
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67 Otto Hahn, “Le groupe BMPT la mort supposée de l’art” 
(The BMPT group and the purported death of art),  
art press, no. 12, June-August 1974, cover and p. 14,  
32.5 × 25 cm.

 Excerpt from the article by Otto Hahn, “Le groupe BMPT: La mort  
supposée de l’art,” much contested by the “Lettre ouverte à 
machin” (Open letter to what’s-his-face) cosigned by Buren,  
Parmentier, and Toroni, dated July 10, 1974 (see p. 103).

  In the center, Parmentier spraying a canvas on the ground 
during the opening of “Manifestation 1” (photo: Bernard Boyer).

68 Open letter from Michel Parmentier cosigned by Buren 
and Toroni, “Lettre ouverte à Machin…” (Open letter to 
what’s-his-face”), addressed to Otto Hahn, July 10, 1974, 
typewritten, with “Duplalfa” watermark, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [OPEN LETTER TO WHAT’S-HIS-FACE, (in relation to an article that was 
published in something we received)

  Despite the divergences that continue to oppose us — and 
which you obviously don’t understand — all three of us are still  
capable of agreeing on certain points: thus, today, we have the 
pleasure of confirming, dear Otto Hahn, that you are a mediocre 
chubby-cheeked idiot.  

 Paris, July 10, 1974, BUREN-PARMENTIER-TORONI]
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69 Copy of an excerpt from the transcription of Michel 
Parmentier’s interview with Sylvain Roumette: two type-
written pages, one of them annotated, 29.7 × 21 cm each.

 [Sylvain Roumette: – no, this time I’m saying nothing.
  Michel Parmentier: There’s Sarfati there. I don’t recognize him, 

but it’s not Dumaine’s class. Anyway, Dumaine is not there.
 — That’s really the fifth grade class there [at the Lycée 

Montaigne]. 
 —  What? 
 — It’s really the fifth grade class.
 — Yes, but we had Dumaine in the fourth grade.
 — Yes, that’s really the fifth grade class because the film was 

made more than a year later.
 — It was made in the third grade, but I think it was in the fourth 

grade that we had Dumaine and made the film. There’s Deltou, or 
Perron, the… English teacher, the French teacher, and there’s that 
guy whose name I can’t remember.

 — So, what have you been doing since around the time of this 
photo?

 — [Laughter] Oh boy! Yes, we’ve gotten older, a little older, that’s 
all.

 — No, I mean in terms of education. Can you give us a brief over-
view of what you have been doing professionally since this class? 
 — In terms of education, I went on to Louis-le-Grand.1 I was ap-
pallingly mediocre, except perhaps in the arts and French. Other-
wise, I was a very poor student, and afterwards I continued being 
quite poor.

 — After what?
 — After high school, I drifted around a lot.
 — Did you continue your studies [études supérieures] after  

high school?
 — No, no… I went to art school. I’m not sure I would call that very 

“superior,” but anyways. Then I started painting. Then I came back 
quite naturally to literature. There was a film-script and things like 
that. And then especially work with publishers, proof-reading, you 
know, things like that.  

 — The pieces of paper that can be seen in passing, what  
are they? 

 — It’s proof corrections, a small publicity text, all a little dis- 
couraging, really not very enjoyable, and that’s all.

 — In terms of painting, what else can you say?
 — Ah! There’s a lot to say about painting. Yes, it’s the only thing… 

the only really, really important thing that I did — really very  
important — which I pushed to the limit. And then I stopped for  
theoretical reasons concerning the ways in which art is apprecia- 
ted and received, which means that even painting that looks  
terrorist — because at certain moments, what is created must be 
terrorist in order to challenge certain routines — even this terrorist 
painting must become recuperated and is so almost automat-
ically. So, from the moment you become conscious of this, you 
end up looking like an idiotic, recuperated terrorist. The situation 
couldn’t be more ridiculous, so then you stop completely!

 — What struck me when we first spoke is that you told me you had 
abandoned painting practically at the very moment when every-
thing was going well.

 — That’s precisely it. When one begins to have success, you  
begin… someone begins by buying your canvases, not exactly so 
that they speak freely but simply because historically you are at 
a predetermined point, and it’s very, very calculated, and in the 
end already quite determined by the market. And so, you enter 
into the avant-garde circuit with its inevitable way of assimilating 
your painting, and then you carry on being a clown and sell your 
stuff, which of course has material advantages, but at the same 

time you completely sidestep the theoretical work you had pro-
posed, rightly or wrongly, or at least the thing that you believed in. 
 — There’s no painting of yours here?

 — No, no. When I stop painting, I also stop consuming painting, 
and my own in particular. First of all, I’ve never had a painting of 
mine at home, I had a studio and I had an apartment, but I never 
mixed them up. I have never consumed my own paintings.

 — Coming back to the class at Lycée Montaigne, do you see 
a relation between what you have become professionally or in 
life and the education you received, those years of education  
at school? 

 — No, no, I don’t think so. I don’t know. I could have… well, I have 
fond memories of the teaching at Montaigne, what were called 
the new classes and things like that. Taking up a current term, it 
was more in vogue, more permissive, and certainly less hard  
than the (…)

1 Situated on the rue Saint-Jacques in the Latin Quarter in Paris,  
Louis-le-Grand is one of the most prestigious lycées in France. 
Translator’s note.]

 In 1977, Parmentier took part in a documentary by Sylvain  
Roumette, La Photo de classe (The class photo), also called 
Vingt Ans après (Twenty years later) (55 min, 16 mm, color and 
black and white, France, 1977).

  Former students of the Lycée Montaigne in Paris, who were 
filmed there in 1951 when in a second form literature class that was 
part of an experiment in new teaching methods, met up with their 
teacher twenty years later and were asked about their memories. 
 Excerpts from a conversation between Sylvain Roumette and 
Parmentier. Some of Parmentier’s statements on art (painting) were 
cut in the final edit of the film. Here we publish the transcript.
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70 Invitation to the exhibition “Parmentier* (3 toiles de 1966, 
1967, 1968),” Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, 
Paris (France), February 11 – March 16, 1978,  
10.5 × 14.9 cm. 

 [LILIANE & MICHEL, DURAND-DESSERT
 43, rue de Montmorency 75003 Paris. PARMENTIER* (3 canvases from 

1966, 1967, 1968), February 11 - March 16, *Michel Parmentier 
ceased painting definitively over the course of 1968.]

 Ten years after he stopped painting, Parmentier had his first exhi- 
bition, featuring three canvases (1966, 1967, and 1968). He 
had met Michel Durand-Dessert through Niele Toroni. Galler-
ists in Paris, Liliane and Michel Durand-Dessert would represent  
Parmentier from 1978 to 1991 and helped make his art present in 
French museums, notably by donating several works to the Musée 
de Grenoble in 2005.

71 Tract “Démenti […] Allégation” (Refutation […] allegation) 
accompanying the invitation to the exhibition  

“Parmentier* (3 toiles de 1966, 1967, 1968).” With “Extra 
Strong” watermark, 27 × 21 cm.

 [REFUTATION (extract):
 (…) and up to our recent encounter (which goes back now ten years), 

this painting in front of me has never made the least allusion to cast 
fishing as it is practiced so admirably and manfully in the great 
foaming rapids in the northern United States and Canada.

 Michel Parmentier, Cerdon-du-Loiret, January 1978
 ALLEGATION: 
 The idea does not preexist language; it is formed in and by it.
 Heinrich von Kleist1

1  See Heinrich von Kleist, On the Gradual Production of Thoughts 
Whilst Speaking. ed. and trans. by David Constantine (Indianap-
olis: Hackett Publishing, 2004), pp. 405-09.

72 Three canvases from 1966, 1967, and 1968, Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), print 
from original black-and-white photograph, 24 × 18 cm.

 In Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, photography session 
to present the canvases to be shown in the gallery: 5 avril 1966 
(April 5, 1966), 15 mars 1967 (March 15, 1967), and 18 fév- 
rier 1968 (February 18, 1968); the last was fixed to the wall, the 
two others were partially folded/unfolded to show the mecha-
nism that produced them.

72
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73 Contract between Michel Parmentier and  
Michel Durand-Dessert for 5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966),

 February 15, 1978, 29.7 × 21 cm.
 [Between the undersigned: Michel Parmentier living at: 32, rue Tourne-

fort, 75005 Paris, referred to hereafter as “artist,” on the one hand, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Durand-Dessert, living at: 43, rue de Montmorency, 
75003 Paris, referred to hereafter as “purchaser,” the following 
has been set forth: The artist has created a work of art, hereaf-
ter “the work,” whose characteristics are the following: Description:  
7 horizontal alternating blue and white painted bands, 38 cm wide 
(4+3), and 2 bands of 5 cm and 10.5 cm on the top and bot-
tom, Material: unstretched canvas, Date: April 5, 1966, Dimensions:  
281 × 245 cm

  Both parties wish that the integrity and clarity of the artist’s 
ideas and conceptions regarding his work might be protected 
and, to this effect, agree to take into account, as need be, any wish-
es and recommendations issued by the artist, creator of the work.

  In consequence, the parties have agreed that cession of the 
work will be made by means of the mutual conditions and obliga-
tions outlined below.

  For exhibitions, the artist and purchaser agree that:
 a) The purchaser will notify in writing to the artist his intention to 

exhibit the work or let it be exhibited in a public exhibition, provid-
ing the artist all the necessary information regarding the exhibi-
tion that has been communicated by the exhibition organizer. This 
information should be provided to the artist before any engage-
ment is undertaken by the collector with the exhibition organizer. 
The artist will make known to the purchaser and exhibition organiz-
er every recommendation or request that he issues regarding the 
proposed exhibition of his work and the physical presentation of 
the work (hanging…). The purchaser will not exhibit or let be exhibit-
ed the work in public without first complying with the conditions out-
lined in the present paragraph.

 b) No public exhibition of the work can take place without the 
purchaser having beforehand obtained the artist’s express writ-
ten consent. 

 c) The purchaser agrees not to alter, modify, or bring any 
changes whatsoever to the work described above.

 d) While living, the purchaser is responsible for all public exhibi-
tion of the work, even when made unbeknownst to him. This present 
contract remains in effect between the parties, their heirs, legatees, 
executors of wills, legal guardians, successors, transferees, etc.… 

 e) The purchaser’s obligations will expire twenty-one years after 
the artist’s death.

 f) The purchaser is obliged not to cede the work before having 

75 Letter from Michel Durand-Dessert to Christian Besson, 
June 26, 1980, 2 typewritten pages with “Extra Strong” 
watermark and 1 photocopy, stapled, 29.7 × 21 cm each.

 [Paris, 6/26/80: LILIANE & MICHEL DURAND-DESSERT, 43, rue de Mont- 
morency, 75003 Paris [to] Christian Besson, Maison de la Culture, 5, 
ave. Nicéphore Niépce, BP 139, 71104 Chalon-sur-Saône

 Dear Christian,
  Thank you for your letter and the catalogue that we forward-

ed to Michel Parmentier.
  Unfortunately, it turns out that there are several errors in the 

catalogue.
 1) The reproduction on the cover is somewhat ambiguous in 

evoking the work of Michel Parmentier, while in no sense does it take 
into account the process through which it is elaborated (folding, 
spray-paint…) and the finished work.

 2) The appended note does not make sense and appears too 
far from the cover to remove this ambiguity.

  3) Likewise, the black and white photograph inside the cata-
logue is not good enough or not reproduced well enough to take 
into account once again the process in which the work is elaborat-
ed and the finished work.

 4) The biographical note accompanying this photo contains 
several errors:    

 — the canvas is signed and dated (on the back, on the lower 
right side)

 — Michel Parmentier did not start painting in 1965

� continues on p. 108

first obtained from the transferee adherence to the present con-
tract, ratifying all the terms and conditions herein. Sufficient proof 
for adhering to the aforesaid contract is provided by signing a 
copy of this contract and sending this copy to the artist.

 Signed in Paris, February 15, 1978, The artist, The purchaser
 Liliane Durand-Dessert (signature)
 Michel Durand-Dessert (signature)]

 This was the first certificate/contract drawn up by Parmentier on 
February 15, 1978. Two copies were produced for the sale of  
5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966). Attached to the work, it was to be coun-
tersigned by the buyer (here, Michel and Liliane Durand-Dessert). First 
record and exhaustive visual and material description of a work. 
Parmentier would use the same terminology to signify and describe 
his works and the procedure through which they were elaborated. 
By acknowledging the work described, “the buyer” and “the artist” 
acknowledged a mutual moral obligation binding “the acquirer” 
to the work acquired. 

  Note: In January 1972, Daniel Buren introduced the definitive 
form of a “certificate of authenticity” for his work, titled “avertisse-
ment” (notification). This was to accompany every work in circula-
tion and systematically used in any transaction. Two other versions 
(1968-1972) preceded this one.

74 Catalogue 1968-78 : Quelques… Acquistions Musée de 
Grenoble, Musée de Grenoble, Grenoble (France),  
1979-1980, unpaginated, 21 × 30 cm. 

 Cover of the catalogue incriminated by Parmentier because of 
the reinterpretation and graphic reproduction of a canvas.
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 In addition, it is the same for other members of BMPT. BMPT’s prac-
tice and theory are not created ex nihilo. This mistake (repeated in 
the index of works) could be corrected by the attached biography, 
which was supplied by Michel Parmentier himself and should be re-
printed as such. 

  In consequence, you will understand that Michel Parmentier is 
unable to accept these errors. 

  For the remaining catalogues, he thus demands:
 a) The errors in the biography and technical information be 

changed.
 b) The cover and inside photograph be changed for a better 

photograph (even in black and white) or else removed.
  I think you will understand these requests, which are only ex-

pressed to enable a real understanding of the work (in its practi-
cal realization and in its historical context).

  In anticipation of your response, yours most sincerely,
  Michel Durand-Dessert

 *  “Between 1965 and 1968, I painted horizontal 38 cm wide bands 
in a single color, which alternated with bands (the same dimension, 
white) of the canvas protected from the sprayed paint (aerosol 
or spray-paint) by a preliminary folding, which then comes into 
appearance through unfolding. This work was repeated exactly 
the same way between 1965 and 1968, the color only changing  
arbitrarily from year to year so as not to laden it with preferential 
or symbolic signification.

  This description says everything about the product-painting 
of which I was the author.”

  M. Parmentier, From the “72/72” Catalogue, Grand Palais, 
Paris, 1972

 ** For more details concerning these “Manifestations,” until 
 better articles appear, please refer to the articles cited in the bib-
liography below.]

 Disagreements on the subject of a catalogue cover (fig. 74,  
p. 106), regarding the poor quality of a reproduction (trimmed 
and in black and white) of 15 avril 1968 (April 15, 1968) and 
errors in the Parmentier biography, accompanied by an excerpt 
from the “Open Letter to François Mathey” written by Parmentier 
for the catalogue exhibition “Douze ans d’art contemporain en 
France 1960-1972.” This quotation generally repeats the one 
that features in the document, apart from the phrase, “I ceased 
painting definitively in 1968” (see fig. 66, p. 101).
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76 Open letter signed by Buren, Parmentier, and Toroni, 
“Mettez-m’en trois belles tranches, dit-elle, on a Ginette à 
dîner ce soir” (Give me three nice slices, she said, Ginette’s 
coming round for dinner tonight), addressed to Claude 
Viallat, September 1980, typewritten with “Extra Strong” 
watermark. 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [“Give me three nice slices, she said, Ginette’s coming round 
for dinner tonight.” 

 The inanities and falsehoods concerning us have become com-
monplace over the last thirteen years. The abusive affiliations and 
labored reductions have not been absent: they were expected. 

  As simply as our work and action had created a void around 
us at the time and that a dismayed silence greeted our critical po-
sition, today we are invested with the role of big brothers through a 
dishonest “readjustment” of perspective, even fathers of a bunch 
of more or less skillful handymen [bricoleurs].

  Now, we didn’t have peers in 1967 any more than we 
have descendants in 1980.

  That the social outcasts at the time — those sprawling around 
three years later among the hilarious Supports/Surfaces or the  
others — that their sycophants, their great clumsy young heirs, that 
the New Old Phonies of dear [Jean] Fournier, the dust-collectors at 
the Galerie de France, the gurus from the art schools in the provinces, 
that the [Noël] Dollas, [Daniel] Dezeuzes, [Louis] Canes, [Jean-
Pierre] Pincemins, [François] Ristoris, [Patrick] Saytours, [Claude]  
Viallats, [Jean-Michel] Meurices, [Pierre] Buraglios1 — that all these 
perpetuate more rigidly the entrechats of [Pierre] Soulages, [Andy] 
Warhol, Bernard Buffet and Co, doesn’t surprise us, nor overly disturb 
us. That in spite of everything they take us as a reference2 proves 
that, not content with remaining real morons, they have become 
little brats to boot.

  That since ’74 Mosset himself has tea with the comics [Daniel] 
Templon-[Catherine] Millet-[Marcelin] Pleynet is his problem and 
nowhere interferes with what we have done together. For a very brief 
moment, he was on the verge of understanding something. 

  Thus, all of this is neither surprising nor shocking.
  However, when a Viallat points out to his preface 

writer 3 that we had proposed that he join us in 1966, he 
is clearly lying. That was never a possibility. He applies 
pretty artistic vagueness as an autobiographical method, 
which usually informs his work. Already an expert in falsify-
ing dates (like a number of his Supports/Surfaces friends) 
this historical leader of “anything goes” feels the imperi-
ous need to remake history…as is well known! 

  But it is one thing, Viallat, to call your daddies to arms 4, 
quite another to bore the shit out of us with your post- 
oedipal fantasies.

  That our work was and remains exemplary, we have never 
doubted. But it can only be exemplary of itself, just as our didactic 
communal actions aimed strictly at a questioning of the work’s evi-
dence [mise en évidence]. That this work and these actions might, 
even from afar, serve as a model expresses precisely that we had 
no successors.

  BUREN PARMENTIER TORONI
  September 1980
1. One understands that this list is not exhaustive.
2.  In terms of the most recent, see notably the critical estimations 

of [Jean-Marc] Poinsot, [Jacques] Lepage, [Marie-Odile] Briot,  
[Bernard] Lamarche-Vadel, [Bernard] Ceysson, etc. (Incidentally, 
one might give specific mention to the nonsense conveyed in the 
Dezeuze catalogue from the Musée d’Art et Industrie at Saint-Etienne 
in 1980 in which the artist finds “symptomatic” that one of our “man-
ifestations” had been “patronized by Marcel Duchamp.” This is 
symptomatic, yes… of Dezeuze’s obsession and the cult of superstars 
by this little professor. Duchamp was a paying spectator, along 
with others, at “Manifestation 3.” Paul McCartney among others 
was present at “Manifestation 1,” and yet Dezeuze forgets to 
mention that we were also patronized by the Beatles… he can’t think 
of everything…).

3.  Jean-Marc Poinsot, in the exhibition catalogue Viallat, at the  
Entrepôts Lainé, Bordeaux, 1980.

4.  See Viallat, Musée de Chambery, October-December 1978.
 N.B.: That we are able to sign the present text obviously does not 

imply any essential rapprochement, however minimal, of the work 
and/or critical attitude that we have each been developing since 
1968. No doubt more than anyone else, we play close attention to 
the divergences (sometimes irreconcilable) which appear every 
day through our choices.]

76
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77 77 Jacques Vallet, “Michel Parmentier profession non- 
peintre” (Michel Parmentier, Profession Non-Painter),  
Le Fou parle: revue d’art et d’humeur, no. 16, March 1981, 
pp. 25-28, 27.7 × 21 cm.

 [translation see p. 120]

 Copy annotated by Parmentier. The article by Jacques Vallet was 
followed by the publication of “Mettez-m’en trois belles tranches, 
dit-elle, on a Ginette à dîner ce soir” (Give me three nice slices, she 
said, Ginette’s coming round for dinner tonight), open letter to 
Claude Viallat, signed by Buren, Parmentier, and Toroni, September 
 1980 (see p. 109).

  Le Fou parle: revue d’art et d’humeur was a quarterly re-
view published by Le Chemin et Balland in Paris, France, between 
April-May 1977 and November 1984 (30 issues). Up to issue no. 5, 
the senior editor was Philippe Ferrand, after which Jacques Vallet 
took over.
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78 Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “B.M.T. Moi et les  
autres” (B.M.T., Me and the Others), January 1967/January 
1981, Artistes : revue bimestrielle d’art contemporain,  
no. 11, June-July 1982, 30 × 22 cm, cover and pp. 26-30.

 [translation see p. 121]

 Copy annotated by Parmentier. Text written in January 1981,  
published in June-July 1982. Parmentier added a post scriptum 
dated February 1982.

  On page 26, 15 novembre 1966 (November 15, 1966),  
acquired in 1988 by the FRAC Bourgogne (inv. 9880018); the work 
reproduced is slightly cut off at the top and bottom.

  The work reproduced on page 29 is by Olivier Mosset, Sans 
titre, 1969, acrylic on canvas, 100 × 100 cm.

  Artistes: revue bimestrielle d'art contemporain was pub-
lished between December 1979 and January 1985 (25 issues, 
two double issues (nos. 9/10, 22/23) and a special issue in June 
1984) in Paris, France, by Éditions Belimi. The director of publication 
and senior editor was Bernard Lamarche-Vadel.
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79 Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “Pour un erratum, avec 
deux r et désenchantement” (For an erratum, with two r’s 
and disenchantment) June 10, 1982 (see fig.80), in  
reaction to Artistes: revue bimestrielle d’art contempo-
rain, no. 11, June-July 1982, 2 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each.

 Note by Parmentier: text to correct the typos in “B.M.T., Me and the  
Others” (censored by Joël Lechaux from Artistes).” Joël Lechaux 
was an art critic.

79
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80 Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “Pour un erratum, avec 
deux r et désenchantement” (For an erratum, with two  
r’s and disenchantment), June 10, 1982, in reaction  
to Artistes: revue bimestrielle d’art contemporain, no. 12, 
August-September 1982, 30 × 22 cm.

 [For an erratum, with two r’s and disenchantment
 Sirs, as might be reasonably feared, the negligence you have 

shown by not sending me the proofs of “B.M.T, etc.” (Artistes 11, 
pp. 27-30) means that, at first sight, this text contains around  
thirty errors. 

  Of course, I can deal with wrong spelling, small corrections, 
and forgotten spaces. But at three points in the article, your 
damned casualness is intolerable.  

 • page 27, line 30 in the second column, there is an unfortuna- 
te “lecture analogique” [analogical reading] when it should be lec-
ture anagogique [anagogical reading]. In the same line, there 
is a “faire discourir” [to talk about something] for faire discours 
[to hold a discourse on something];

 • page 29, line 4 in note 9, the delectable “béance roman-
tique” [romantic void] that you have preferred for my simple 
béance sémantique [semantic void] I admit has a certain charm, 
and it would gladly make me smile if I was quite persuaded that 
your readers spontaneously thought to smile too. 

  I believe that these three troublesome ineptitudes, which will 
never simply correct themselves, at the very least demand an erra-
tum, to be inserted with some urgency into issue 11 or, failing that, 
into the following issue. I will sign the final proofs.

  I won’t address your slippery typography, nor the choice 
you made for the illustrations — you have to have some fun. But if I 
have to make enemies through my writing, I obviously prefer that it’s 
through what I have actually written.

  One could find your magazine “very intelligent” since you say 
so yourselves, but if all the texts are left to the same erratic rewriting 
by your typographer, it especially risks only being intelligible to the 
least attentive… which, after all, accompanied by recipe cards, is 
not the worst type of journalistic writing. 

  Michel PARMENTIER, June 10, 1982
 P.S. This erratum underlining the comical nature of certain faults has 

been censored1 and the accompanying illustration — which was 
apparently received as an affront to the magazine’s dignity — is 
not reproduced in the dimension that I sought. One can see that 
the lack of professionalism doesn’t exclude the spirit of seriousness.

1  In an earlier draft of this text from the Michel Parmentier archives, this 
line continues with the following sentence: “Some of these are comi-
cal: from the third line on, “camp” in the place of champ is perhaps 
a lapsus calami, to situate in the perspective of the fatal blow that 
follows, and I can’t even begin to explain why “panaro” for para-
no delights me so much.” Translator’s note.]
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81 Catalogue of the exhibition “Art en France: 1960-1980,” Les 
Unelles, Coutances, July 13 – September 16, 1983, Les Unelles, 
Coutances (France), unpaginated, 1983, 20 × 23 cm.

82 View of the exhibition “Art en France: 1960-1980,” Les Unelles, 
Coutances (France), black-and-white silver gelatin print,  
12.6 × 16 cm, not attributed.

 In the background: 15 novembre 1967 (November 15, 1967), and in 
the foreground, the chair 1969 and  the painting are by Ben Vautier.
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83 Mimeographed letter from Michel Parmentier to Gérard 
Houssin, September 27, 1983, 3 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each.

 [September 27, 1983: PARMENTIER, C/O DURAND-DESSERT, 3, rue des 
Haudriettes, 75003 PARIS [to] Mr. HOUSSIN, LES UNELLES, 50200 
COUTANCES Paris

 Sir,
 I still haven’t received the supposed references that you promised, 

from the absurd text that you attribute to me in relation to the pho-
tograph that is meant to represent my work in your catalogue. 

  I maintain that I have never written, said, nor even thought this.
  During our conversation by telephone, I also mentioned sev-

eral serious historical errors contained in the aforesaid cata-
logue (the dates of [Louis] Cane’s rubber stamps, the description 
of [Jean-Michel] Meurice’s work from the 1960s on, etc….)

  The author of the introductory text is also guilty of annoying 
nonchalance by pretending that the work of “BMPT” followed in 
the same direction as that of Sup[port] Surf[ace]. Irritated by the 
persistent laziness of the critiques, in 1980 (see attached text1),  
with Toroni and Buren, we were at pains to denounce this kind of 
conflation.

  [Michel] Ricard 2 has every right to think and say what he 
wants, but when you invite participants in your exhibition, you your-
self ought to see to it that the introductory text is sent to us in ad-
vance, especially when it is a text of this nature. 

  It’s equally astonishing to see perfect zombies like [Albert] 
Ayme and [Philippe] Boutibonnes being parachuted into an  
exhibition whose explicit aim was to lay out an historical overview. 
For sure, [Martial] Raysse, [Bernard] Réquichot, [Raymond] Hains, or 
[Jacques] Villeglé could have easily replaced them. (I’m not pro-
moting my personal preferences here — besides, I don’t have any — 
but just speaking “historically”).  

  Returning to what concerns me personally:
 — if I’m not mistaken, you reproduce in the catalogue a work 

which I had forbidden the FNAC [Fonds national d'art con-
temporain] to use… a work that is soon meant to be com-
pletely destroyed given how much it has degraded. (Besides, 
you already know this very well since, on my insistence, you had 
to find another canvas).

— you give dimensions for my canvas that are completely non- 
sensical — a quick glance would have allowed you to cor-
rect this.

Perhaps these are only details… it’s done, so let’s move on.
  Believing you are avoiding self-critique — as one says in cer-

tain milieus — you made the pathetic argument about how remote 
you are (poor provincials) from the center where things are being 
created. (Get the hankies ready.) On the other hand, you boast 
about the number of visitors, and thus about the legitimacy of your 
project. As if talking crap about the number of visitors was worthy 
of praise! 

  With all that, you will understand that I don’t agree with you. 
And I promise myself (but a little too late) to never lend anything in 
the future (at least under the same conditions) to this type of op-
eration. Decentralization doesn’t mean amateurism. You and your 
friends can always drop by the bookstore at the Pompidou Cen-
ter to address the gaps in your knowledge — it’s there for that. Or, 
failing this, showing the work and keeping a guarded silence.

  Were your intentions good? In order to be charitable, let’s say 
they were. But as you know, perhaps, and as one says — the road 
to hell is paved with good intentions.

  Through your incredible incompetence, you vindicate those 
who readily want to shift cultural funding in the provinces to the pro-
duction of Françoise Dorin’s plays or some exhibition of [Yves] Brayer.3 

 Thanks on their behalf.
  Let’s be clear. I admit there might be something oppressive 

about the metropoles with their bluff about “creation” — the fash-
ions they fabricate, their often ignorant self-importance, and this 
completely ridiculous cultural Jacobinism, inasmuch as it is true that 
the best are neither necessarily born (nor work) in New York, Tokyo, 
or Paris, But it is precisely through rigor and seriousness (if that’s 
your aim) that you can match up to them… or perhaps do better  
than them.

  In short, I’m waiting to receive a photocopy of the infamous  
interview from which you claim to have taken the citation that you 
attribute to me. If, as is more probable, you don’t manage to find 
it again, I request that you make amends in writing, and without 
delay. If I insist strongly on the urgency of a written response, it’s 

because I need to cover myself in what I hope is the unlikely event 
that some people would take your “citation” seriously and have 
the good taste to use it.  

  Michel PARMENTIER
 P.S. The second text attached here, “B.M.T., etc.” was published in  

Artistes 11. (It was so badly handled by the editor and printer that 
it needed corrections in the text, which I made. Sometimes correc-
tions are essential, and you would do well to remember that. As you 
see, and if that reassures you, even amateurism is rampant in Paris. 
Please excuse me but this text is a little long. But if you read these 
few pages, you will get a somewhat more just idea of my past work 
and my current situation.

1 See “Give me three nice slices, she said, Ginette is coming round for 
dinner tonight,” (translated p. 109).

2  Parmentier writes “Ricard.” As if parodying the mistakes made in the 
typesetting of his article, the author of the catalogue essay in ques-
tion was in fact Michel Sicard. Translator’s note.

3  Françoise Dorin (b. 1928) is a well-known French actress, playwright, 
and singer. Yves Brayer (1907-1990) was a French figurative artist 
and curator, known for scenes from everyday life. Translator’s note.]

 In the catalogue of the exhibition “Art en France 1960-1980,”  
Gérard Houssin (director of the Centre d’Animation in Coutances) 
and organizer of the exhibition, reproduced a work by Parmentier 
without his agreement. Moreover, the work reproduced was not the 
work in the exhibition. Parmentier believed it was Décembre 1965 
(December 1965) but in fact it was 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]).

  At Parmentier’s insistence, Houssin managed to obtain a 
canvas on loan from the Musée de Toulon, attributing the wrong 
dimensions to the piece: 15 novembre 1967 (November 15, 
1967) 245 × 229 cm (and not 213 × 120 cm). Houssin placed 
beside the reproduction a quotation that was not by Parmentier, 
a passage from the text by Jean Clair (without acknowledging  
the source) about the group of four (fig. 64, p. 100).
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 [Paris, March 16, 1972, Mr. Mathey, Senior Curator for “Artistic  
Creation in France 1960-72”

 Dear Sir, 
 Further to your letter of February 25, I confirm my agreement for you 

to exhibit canvases from my work between 1965-1968. I likewise 
agree that you will be responsible both for assembling these can-
vases and also for presenting the extension of this work – namely, 
my definitive cessation of painting in 1968. Indeed, your proj-
ect retraces a period which covers both my activity and the cessa-
tion which is its logical development… an active position-critique. 
As you suggest, I think that it would be desirable to state today in 
the clearest possible way the reasons that led me to stop paint-
ing. This letter should thus be considered as offering in extenso 
this necessary clarification. 

  If I agree to be (and to not be) present at the Grand Palais, it 
is first of all because it would be a little ridiculous to want to “erase” 
what has been done. But it is also essentially with a didactic aim: 
to show the “literal-saying [dire-littéral]” that was my work; to situ-
ate this work (to say and thereby denounce its limit, since, in order 
to be objectively subversive, it is nonetheless officially invited if not  
officially recognized); finally, to state my leave-taking.

  Between 1965 and 1968, I painted horizontal 38 cm wide 
bands in a single color, which alternated with bands (of the same 
dimension, white) of the canvas protected from the sprayed paint 
(aerosol or spray-paint) by a preliminary folding, which then comes 
into appearance through unfolding. This work was repeated exact- 
ly the same way between 1965 and 1968, the color only changing 
arbitrarily from year to year so as not to laden it with preferential 
or symbolic signification.

  This description says everything about the product-
painting of which I was the author. I ceased painting defini-
tively in 1968.

  This cessation, following this work, says everything 
about my historical situation as a painter. If my work is itself 
theory, all theory (my leave-taking) must have recourse to words in 
order to be neither a dramatic stage exit, nor dubious disaffection, 
nor a badly motivated desertion by an artist who reinvents himself. 
This absence, this cessation is the intimate subsequence of my work; 
it is dictated directly by its objectively subversive quality: 

 — subversive, not because it would propose a discourse, virtu-
ous and obsolete militant declarations, but precisely because it 
proposes nothing of these discourses and declarations… nor any 
other discourse or declaration, whatever they may be… 

 — subversive for disconnecting every register of the sensible, 
abolishing all image, all knowledge, effacing right up to the point 
of the gesture’s legible trace (an image sufficient in recent de-
cades needed to reassure one of a talent, a vitality… a “presence”)… 

— subversive for ignoring modernist imposters, who have 
swapped out the paintbrush for fluorescent strips in order to per-
petuate the blissfully happy complicity between the missionary  
artist and a decommissioned  public… 

 — subversive for refusing to substitute the viewer’s conscience 
for one of those sovereign appropriating gestures which, from  
Duchamp to “funk-art,” and passing through Nouveau réalisme, 
invigorates art rather than denounces it… 

  In relation to art, to the pictorial-saying (which was and is a 
delegated discourse, in relation to “seeing” (which was and is a 
submitted reading), subversion can only be a simple literal 
saying, subversion can only be the obliteration of communi-
cation. In this sense, my work constituted a “limit.” 

  Proceeding from a simple and obliterating gesture of cov-
ering, my work is a reflection-critique on painting; it extends 
and refutes certain past ventures of gesture and “showing.” It is:  
painting / continuation and end… covering. It is quite precisely con-
tinuation, simple, and obliterating. It is also strictly the other side of 
painting, its end.

  It is gesture (and in this way, communication). It is trace which 
only says its literalness, in this case “neutral,” “uninteresting,” of a 
simple, conceptualized, arranged, abstract, hollow evidence… of 
bands: it “says” a-communication.

  Folding authorized the most complete and blind cover-
ing gesture possible (which was all of these sayings mixed  
together) and the most useless from an artistic point of view since it 
obliterated every message, allowing for no “dialogue”… insistent 
monologue of muteness.

  It was objectively subversive, which is one thing. 
  In 1967, it was made, it was shown, and it was accompanied 

by “B.M.P.T.”’s didactic actions (since, in order to exist, all subver-
sion must be perceived and that when subversion in art exists, it is 
too radically the very underside of the register of the “seen-per-
ceived” to play its role effectively… since subversion in art is also its 
ineffectiveness).

  Responding to an immediate concern about efficacy, one of 
these actions was to denounce publically art’s reactionary function 
and its manifestations; withdrawing from the Salons (using them 
and then withdrawing) was part of this logic of denunciation. This 
was only the immediately perceptible aspect of the subversion of 
the work that was presented and withdrawn. It was the relay that 
rendered the saying-critique audible through the literal-saying: 

“everything else is art, everything else is reactionary.”
  It has become obvious that today this tactical position (which 

supported or justified a limit-painting) is effaced within the 
very contradictions of a suspect “pursuit [poursuivre]”; it serves as 
the model of several avant-garde artists who, in order to be better  
included, have to punctuate their comical presence with a few 
fashionable “absences.” In terms of motives, the confusion might 
appear to be fully part of an artistic tradition if these refusals didn’t 
all respond to a desire for inclusion.

  The limit that we see in these actions should not be ignored.
  There is another limit, predictable and even more serious, to 

be avoided. The work itself was being carried along by the actions 
and saying-critique that were lending themselves to consumption 
precisely through the bias of “terrorism.” Pursued [poursuivi], the 
work was going to be recognized, the “trace-neuter” slipping into 

“trace-neuter-militant,” and then into a sign among signs. Moreover, 
it suffices, Sir, to see “B.M.P.T.” invited here and one of its “members,” 

the one most active since 1968, invited in a personal capacity, in 
order to understand that the subversion does not last long — that 
is, subversion in your domain as curator of exhibitions. 

  The pursuit of a work that dangerously misrepresents itself 
and becomes mired complacently into an avant-garde setting, 

“theoretical” one-upmanship, hyper-visibility — these are some of 
the elements which, a posteriori, renders consumable the a priori 
unconsummable.

  The trace-limit should cease being produced; ceasing, 
it denounces and avows its limit-situation (it denounces and 
avows its limits where it is situated), preserving (as much as possible) 
its subversive quality.

  To cease is to “freeze” the trace-neuter, to remove it from the 
trap of blind misrecognition that we see functioning so perfectly, of 
blissful consumption. 

  My invitation to this exhibition is only a (telling) epiphenome-
non. I am invited today for poor reasons. I see in it the consequence 
of work pursued by some others in a less than lucid way.

  I know your initiative at the level of the Salons that I denounced 
in 1967, no more no less, but:

 — because, in any case, a simple refusal to exhibit will not allow 
one to avoid a recognition that is immature and of doubtful quality 
from the moment it manifests itself,  

 — because your project, being a retrospective, strikes me as  
a lesser evil… and a lesser occasion to exhibit work that only exists 
as past, 

 — because the normalization that my invitation signifies obvi-
ously (if pleasantly) comes to justify my ceasing to paint,  

 — because my exhibited work will perhaps — paradoxically —
avoid a potential sacralization which would be based on the myth 
of absence in the same way that it is based for others and else-
where on the myth of “impersonal” presence, 

 — because my “presence/absence” authorizes this clarification,
 — because, finally, your exhibition and its adversaries are today 

as equally irrelevant to me…
  I agree, Sir, to allow you to present my canvases; I do not 

anticipate their “subversive” future, but the indifference with which 
they have been received in past exhibitions seems to me guaran-
teed from this point of view as for their presence at the Grand Pal-
ais, it is for the record…ceasing painting is an irrecuperable 
subversion. 

 Be assured, Sir, of my sincere best wishes
 Michel PARMENTIER]

 [Michel Parmentier: Profession Non-Painter
 Michel Parmentier was born in Paris in December 1938. Well-known 

in the “cultural” milieu of the 1960s, he willingly renounced this no-
toriety, which he found dubious (he is a man of ruptures) in order 
to adopt a hardened, subversive position which has since contin-
ued to influence the avant-garde. The tract that is published here1 
(which is co-signed with Buren and Toroni) shows that he is not es-
pecially proud of a large number of heirs, which he never desired. 
In 1968, he ceased painting definitively. At the same time, he reserv- 
ed the right to say why he shut the door on painting.

  “Every day, I learn a little more why I made paintings and at 
the same time I learn a little more why I stopped.” The claim here 
can only be seen as very incomplete, very fragmentary. Parmentier 
distrusts words that say too much or too little. They can only be false 
inasmuch as everything that touches painting is inexpressible. His 
irony, his mood, his numerous digressions, his scrupulous sensitivity 
in this context reveals quite well how he oscillates between the 
temptation to speak and keeping quiet. However, thirteen years 
after this definitive stoppage, it seems quite evident that painting 
is the great event of his life.

  This started when he was young, with the desire to become an 
“artist.” To be an artist offers the promise of pleasure but equally the 
possibility of rupture (the first) with his family (“my mother would have 
loved for me to become a doctor”). In reality, when he is a painter, 
he will always refuse to claim a place for himself in the genus of artist, 
artistic membership appearing to him as vulgar and artificial in  
relation to the real problem that torments him: painting. He will even 
become very austere about painting.

  Prior to this, he spent time at school reading books that were 
not included on the syllabus, then visiting the Louvre or the Orangerie 
to draw, drawing less and less badly and then, he says, better and 
better. “It was later that I really read the classics, and undoubtedly 
with more benefit because I was the one choosing to read them. 
Then, reading Madame Bovary at the same time as Blanchot 
and Montaigne after Leiris, that’s a pretty good method.”

  The method won’t be much different for painting. Only that 
he wanted to be the best. Even more, “I always knew that I would be 
the best.” He interrogated painting at length. “If I cite names, that 
would tell you only a very small part of the sentiment.” However, he 
recalls an encounter in 1961 in New York with a Pollock (“It took me 
four long years to understand that he’s the only painter for the last 
three centuries”), with a Titian (“Superb, a woman with an astonishing 
hat, or else garter belts, I can’t remember”), with a de Staël, which 
didn’t exactly resemble the works he had seen in Paris. He also  
devoured Bonnard. “De Staël and Bonnard — excuse me, but I was 
only twenty-one years old, in extenuating circumstances — for me, 
both of them did exactly the same thing: apply color and deny it, 
and most often by applying another color on top of it.” 

  Saying it and denying it, saying and not saying — this is the 
attitude which suits him, and all the more so that he finds other 
painters, including non-figurative painters, far too verbose in their 
painting. This makes his stomach turn. He also discovered Bram van 
Velde, whose work is not too distant from the useless and incanta-
tory repetition to which his own work aspires. Except that Bram van 
Velde’s sensibility “comes across a little too well” for Parmentier.

  At this time, Parmentier made loosely painted abstract paint-
ings of large white fields. He applied a lot of paint to the canvas, 
then covered over the top layer with large white pours of paint, as if 
trying to hide everything. “It got around. They said it was pretty clever.” 
This painting had some success — the Lefranc Prize (much sought- 
after, a million old Francs), invitation to the May Salon (an acco-
lade at this time). Michel Parmentier grew anxious. Success seemed 

to him dubious. If so many people agree about his painting, it is 
because it has taken the wrong path, particularly since he was try-
ing to do something modest and very powerful, something which 
comes across very forcefully to the viewer and which says as little as 
possible. “At a point, I was surprised that my painting succeeded so 
well in saying something that I didn’t want to say.” The second rup-
ture then took place — breaking with painting. And not only his own. 
He wanted “to strike more and more loudly, more and more purely.”

  An exigency that led him to reject all “cultural consumption” (he 
calls it reactionary). He began to paint horizontal bands, a simple 
gesture that is nothing more than that, without discourse, bearing no 
message, saying nothing about the author (apparently), putting 
an end to all complicity… in fact, radically opposing itself to all art. 
He sought to be neutral, the most neutral possible. And he always 
remakes the same painting.

  This work, which for Parmentier is his “real painting,” begins in 
1965. The horizontal bands are a single color, 38 cm wide. They al-
ternate with bands of the canvas that he protects from the sprayed 
paint (aerosol or spray-gun) by a preliminary fold, which are then 
made visible by the unfolding. The white bands are the same  
dimensions as the bands of color. This work is repeated in exactly 
the same way between 1965 and 1968, with only the sprayed color 
changing arbitrarily from one year to the next so as not to suggest 
any preference. 

  For Parmentier, this approach corresponds to a violent rejec-
tion of the emotional outpouring appended to painting over the 
last three centuries, at least since Poussin, and of the artists’ own 
self-complacency: “Take my emotion, believe what I say, I’m like that, 
you have to love my madness.” He finds this all quite shameless.

  Against this, he takes into account Pollock’s attitude — without 
the part still left to the imagination in this approach — who pulls a 
pierced box containing paint (dripping) blindly across his canvas, 
or Yves Klein with his monochromes. He says (with an irony helping to 
focus his thinking) that a Klein monochrome “is a flattering mirror — 
like those that our devoted stewards veil in crepe when there is 
a dead person one mustn’t wake. Not to forget the straw on the 
pavement, thankyou — a mirror where Narcissus Laglu checks her 
blow-dried hair before returning pale and stupefied, a wallflower 
at both the cheap Metaphysics Ball and the Small White Beds Ball 
together.” 

  Parmentier wants the viewer to question painting exclusively, 
pure painting. And that he might tell himself: in all probability,  
everything remains to be done elsewhere than in painting. “I don’t 
know where. In the road. In bed. And if it’s in painting, it has to be 
reinvented.”

  This work can be considered essentially subversive. No militant 
discourse, no virtuous declarations which never modify anyone’s 
behavior, no discourse at all. No longer a register of the sensible, 
the work now abolishes every image and all knowledge. The work 
effaces right up to the legible trace of the gesture (for several 
decades, this image has been enough to assure us of a talent, a 
vitality… a presence). It does not perpetuate “the blissfully happy 
complicity between the missionary artist and a decommissioned 
public” (like those modernists who traded their paintbrushes for 
something else). Finally, he refuses “to substitute the viewer’s con-
sciousness for one of those sovereign appropriating gestures which, 
from Duchamp to funk-art, and passing by through Nouveau 
réalisme, invigorates art rather than denounces it.” 

  In this work that is painted blindly, he seems to bring together 
both the most excessive gestures possible and the most reserved. If 
he was always considered subversive, Parmentier thinks today that 
this work comprises something else. “It has a beauty that is difficult 
to accept, this shocking evidence that masks my sensibility — albeit 
imperfectly, as I now know — but almost perfectly, all the same.” 

  Michel Parmentier is not alone working in this vein. Daniel  
Buren, Olivier Mosset, and Niele Toroni shared similar preoccupa-
tions back then. The “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni” group came 
together at the time to denounce publically and more effectively 
art’s reactionary function and its expressions. The agreement be-
tween them lasted a short time, from January to September 1967.  
Parmentier broke with his partners, whom he thought had veered 
toward avant-gardism.

  And so, a new rupture. In the tract from December 6, 1967, 
that he wrote recognizing this rupture, he says that he’s no longer 
seeking something, but repeating: “I make bands which repre-
sent bands, and then again bands that signify… bands, and then 
bands again which are only bands, etc. I’m no longer choosing.” A 
painter who endlessly repeats the same thing (a ridiculous thing) 
is an anti-painter; it’s a betrayal of art. 

  As we have mentioned, the final rupture will be in December 
1968, when he brings his work to an end. This “absolutely unbear-
able” act of pride still consumes him. He doesn’t want this to be a 
dramatic stage-exit, or a badly motivated desertion by an artist 
seeking to reinvent himself, but the intimate prolongation of his 
painting — the guarantee of never fitting in, of being irrecuperable, 
inconsumable. 

  For Michel Parmentier, his work denounces an alienating paint-
ing. He doesn’t announce the end of painting. He knows that he can 
always “fall dumbstruck” in front of a Poussin (“Having myself pro-
voked the entire avant-garde for the last fifteen years, I feel like 
seeing a Poussin… but nothing since Poussin, who died in 1665, and 
my first real paintings date from 1965”) or in front of a Philippe de 
Champaigne (“all Delacroix for Philippe de Champaigne”).

  His passion remains for pure painting. “Painting is what  
remains when one takes away the horses, the horsemen, the foot 
soldiers, the backdrops, etc. in Uccello — when, having remained 
transfixed in front of one of his Battles for two hours, you are inca-
pable of saying if that represents a compote dish, a surface-to- 
surface missile, or a half-undressed woman surrounded by men 
with stiff collars, when everything leads you to believe that that’s 
it when that’s not it at all, and that it’s not even something else.” 
While ceasing painting costs him dearly, very dearly, and that he 
wants it to be definitive, he adds: “If I look at Uccello for a long time, 
I repaint exactly the last canvas that I painted thirteen years ago. 
I take it up at exactly the same point. I don’t do anything else.”
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 Michel Parmentier has stayed in love with painting. One can recog-
nize his profession as non-painter. 

  Jacques Vallet
1 See “Give me three nice slices, she said, Ginette is coming round for 

dinner tonight,” translated p. 109.]
 
 [B.M.T., Me and the Others, A Modest Contribution to the 

Fourteenth Anniversary Commemorative Ceremonies 
 January 1967-January 1981
 “Whatever! While you’re doing that, you’re not hurting anyone,” a 

peasant replied to a painter who had dared to set up his easel in 
his field and who might have feared getting shot.

  So, here’s the proof that popular wisdom is not flawless.  
Because if painting here doesn’t damage the peasant’s crops, it 
nevertheless destroys the person who paints on a regular basis. 

  Painting seems to pervert even the best.
  This can be seen in Buren, between his extremely unfortunate 

stance held in common with FAP (Front des Artistes Plasticiens) in 
March 1972,1 his deplorable cooperation with ARC (Animation, 
Recherche, Confrontation) in December 1979,2 and, more gener-
ally, his frenzied histrionics3 (almost everywhere and at any time), 
which separated us at the end of 1967. His beacons drift endlessly 
towards the eminently snug shorelines of post-’68 self-indulgence 
(notions of marches, politics and farandoles, art in the street, etc.) 
to which, for what remains for us to paint, we essentially have 
the obligation to escape. Buren has thus taken the wrong path. He 
didn’t leave painting alone the task of correcting the impostures 
of Painting. One must admit that the project that we had formed 
together was austere.

  In 1967, covering the outer edges of a store-bought canvas 
with white paint — a superbly flat and pictorial gesture — Buren 
soberly discarded the actions of the “artist painter” bequeathed 
by our bourgeois nineteenth century (charming, impressive, sensi-
tive, obsessed, virtuoso entertainer — whether he rebels or not —  
offering just enough well-earned relaxation for a century over-
whelmed by work; thrills for the ladies, laughter for the men — my 
God, where are they going to find all that! Well, that’s not all, but 
tomorrow the factory must be running. Curtain! Goodbye, artist!). 
One might find Buren’s gesture from that time simplistic, naive (which 
it also was), but at least it had the merit of addressing the crux of 
the problem head-on. 

  Today, without further renouncing the actions of the artist, 
Buren delegates his way of working [son faire] (which of course 
shouldn’t be confused with a savoir-faire, right?) to make his sup-
posed desire for rupture more flagrant, or so he presumably be-
lieves. In other words, he has radically inverted the propositions 
that informed our work back then. It is the painter’s very gesture that,  
under certain conditions, can liberate for us the nagging virtues of 

“painting” (artist), this art of accommodating what is left over. One 
still has to execute this gesture, and not treat it like an old, sup-
posedly known problem that one can conceptualize. 4 Now, if Buren 
always proposes an industrially prepared material, he no longer 
intervenes only in order to determine the layout; he no longer paints 
an excessive didacticism over its discursive impoverishment. He 
chooses to stage this (“in-situ” he says) with a richness of imagination 
which precisely distorts it. There is no longer an interrogation of 
the object-painting but a displacement of the painter-subject. In 
bringing out his awnings from their usual space of spectacle, left 
blank from the gesture of painting, making them act/react on/with 
the most varied environments, he displaces the spectacle but no 
longer denounces it. In addition to reducing his questioning to the 
sociological, he keeps trotting out Duchamp’s shenanigans (even 
if in reverse). The bank that our vigilante thinks to rob at gunpoint 
has long ago been transformed into a store for party favors, prac-
tical jokes, and novelty items, and no one seems to have warned 
him of this. On D-day, when he emerges disguised as Zorro, no- 
body is offended: 

  “Hello, Zorro,” says a Madame de Pompadour with a gour-
mand appearance, “you have a pretty whip!” 

  “Marquise — there’s love in your eyes, etc.,” Zorro is moved to 
purr in return.5 Inanities.  

  The margin is obviously very narrow where this questioning can 
be undertaken, and the radicalness required to achieve this ex-
cludes licentiousness. All politico-topological speculation comes 
down to anecdote, inefficacy, unproductiveness, and frivolous 
gossip. On the other hand, there is painting of painting. 

  The abiding fascination of gesture, covering for nothing 
(hoping, without any exaggerated belief, in the miracle that makes 
all this exist for nothing). To state things a little bluntly, there was an 
imperious necessity to humiliate our culture, to the point of produc-
ing a “primitive” gesture (as opposed, of course, to the most ele-
mentary gesture of the more cerebral representations in the caves 
in Tibesti, which explains the scare-quotes), a gesture whose only 
goal is to convince us, in the instant in which it is accomplished, 
of our own existence — to convince us of it, not to fulfill it, and even 
less to justify this existence. It goes without saying that such a ges-
ture, more than solitary, asocial, ought not to be preoccupied with 
taking action (unless, at a limit, within the history of art — this deval-
ued currency — and again in order to immediately withdraw from 
it). It cannot betray a knowledge, demonstrate a talent, nor even —
coming too close to being a sign — take the risk of a certain ana-
gogical reading. It certainly can’t become a discourse. These rich 
attires, exogenous and reassuring (these go together in “painting”) 
would say something about the author, without fail, something that 
is definitely not him; our gesture would be lacking the only function 
that we had assigned it and that excludes all the others.

  Logically, such “work” ought to escape all legitimization.6

  To paint painting.     
  On the “political” level, our tacit “common minimum program” 

as Buren, Mosset, Toroni, and myself — which lasted less than a year 
with great difficulty — limited itself to recognizing in what we were 
producing a maximum of painting for a minimum of parasitic utter-
ances (with Mosset, this was never simple — his sign [marque] was 
already quite literary, his future itinerary confirming this disastrous  
inconsistency) and inasmuch as our work did not evolve from one  
canvas to another, except for systematically avoiding to privilege 

such and such a color (research wasn’t our aim and an abusive  
semantic reading of the “series” of what was produced seemed 
to us out of the question). 

  We recognized that our work never lent itself to the viewer’s  
libidinal investments in the way that art lends itself in its function to  
the most apparently deviant exercises (the ready-made, for exam-
ple, and its prolific progeny, but even more, perhaps, the mono-
chrome). It wasn’t much, but it was already a lot, and it would have 
been even more if one were to theorize what was only a practice. It 
happened that it was far too much.

  Impoverished painting (hold on, hold on children, let’s calm 
down… I said “impoverished.” The latecomers come afterwards…
the Institute [des Beaux-Arts in Paris], Sup[port]-Sur[faces], Pattern 
painting, neo-neo-expressionists, you can’t mistake them, its sign-
posted in advance). Impoverished, with just the “franc” essence 
of Ripolin paint to distinguish among thousands the hypothetical  
miracle that would have survived three long centuries of disasters 
(after Poussin, it’s an embarrassment, we’re blushing, it’s shit, and 
don’t contradict me, time goes by,7 three long centuries of cruddy 
Bouchers, of paintings of Emir Abdelkader’s followers being more 
or less carried off, of exploits just like at the fair, the fetishism of light, 
Meccano construction sets, deplorable jokes, pictures of storms 
hanging over shampooers’ basins, and worse still, messianism.)

  Painting bands, superb bands, painting them lyrically (you, 
younger generations, have I explained to you that I don’t paint 
my bands but that they paint themselves, folding, etc. No? What a 
shame! You can imagine, this was the only way through which my 
sickly lyricism deigned to see what was happening. This will be for 
another time.) In short, here’s our miracle, : our Sleeping Beauty who 
sees her icy shroud melt under the shock of the pure sumptuousness 
of Ripolin paint. It was time. Think about it — three centuries!8 And if, 
upon waking, the ingrate was going to fall in love with the first cos-
monaut to come along? And so, we will be witnesses at the wedding 
because, in terms of elegance, we fear no-one. 

     So where was I going with all that? Yes, this project was aus-
tere, and Buren preferred to work towards making something and 
making a career [œuvrer] than continue to paint.

  To paint… to paint, that’s easy to say. And when one says that, 
one has said nothing, or rather, any old thing. Listen instead to what 
Rimbaud said at the inauguration of my retrospective of Avow-
able Complete Works (1965-1968) at the municipal museum at 
Charlesville-Mézières:“… immediate occupancy.

  Mad and infinite momentum toward invisible splendors, im-
perceptible delights — and its secrets that madden every vice —
and its gaiety that frightens the masses…”9

  And so, in the place of painting, Buren plays the flute to us while 
playing the buffoon. 

  Let’s admit it, he completed a few nice tricks. For example, he 
made his most ostentatious performances disappear in three or 
four round-trips of this dialectic which, after having done some-
thing extraordinary that we all know about, presently erases striped 
papers. (Thus, from the painted flat trace in 1966-1967 — literal 
and anti-spectacular, supported by a miserable two by two me-
ter canvas, and not even adorned with the virtues of provocation 
or culture shock, more boring than shocking, hung on a wall but 
quite real — Buren succumbed to the charms of the avant-gar-
de sirens (post ’68 has been deadly from this point of view), find-
ing his true niche — spectacular candy floss.)  In the street, the privi-
leged context for his manifestations, the intended spectators brush 
up against his work without suspecting anything (naturally, since he 
puts back into the street the flags that he had brought out). And 
as solemn as a judge, our new artist draws lessons from this which 
seem to satisfy him — he is closer to the non-signifying spectacle of 
an outdoor advertising poster than to the signifying spectacle of 
a Christo. One might have been able to reassure him on this point 
without him causing himself all this trouble.

  Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to situate the limits of this 
audacity. One has to live; in order to pay, the invisible avant-gard-
ism must reveal itself. Whence, the second operation — legitimiza-
tion. Distracted amateurs of art who haven’t noticed Buren’s work in 
the street can fix the problem — they can find photographic repro-
ductions in their usual art magazine. With texts. We work on a tight-
rope with supporting wires. It was frightening, but everything comes 
into place, everything comes full circle, the artist will sleep in his circus 
trailer again tonight… Next spectacle, tomorrow at the same time. 
 All the same, this slippage, this conscious willingness (even 
a little calculated) to play the game, to take one’s place in the 
concert 10 — this is depressing. No doubt it stems from a particu-
lar kind of fatality. For the minstrel (always trying to do more), it must 
come from a suffered/chosen malediction fairly comparable to 
Aragon’s malediction in his domain, gallantly stalinian right to the 
end… like an André Stil or a Count von Wurmser.11

  That Buren is seen everywhere — he won’t be either the first or 
the last, but you amateurs of art, you would be wrong not to take 
advantage of this — he is the most gifted compromised person 
of his generation.

  As for Mosset, it would have been better if we had left him to 
his para-Niçoise temptations. They tell me that he left to sell marsh-
mallows in New York. Good luck, kid. It begins like this — one day you 
disembark with your small suitcase and then, forty years later, you 
find yourself at the White House. Isn’t America wonderful?

  In France at least, the critics remain quite discreet when dis-
cussing Toroni. They are seemingly aware of his limits. What can one 
say about this? About this effect? Not much ink is being spilled. It’s 
not even funny; it isn’t interesting to anyone. Let’s think of our readers. 
Professionals with dazed looks reuse their particularly obsolete 
phrases (let’s not get carried away — besides, they still have better 
days ahead of them). 

  Even if it seems to me that, occasionally, certain facilities (prin-
cipally of a topical order) and a fairly pronounced taste for stag-
ing his work dilutes the work’s force. Toroni appears to me to be 
the only one today to practice painting correctly 12 — sufficiently 
far from what is conceived as painting and sufficiently from within.  
Unlike Mosset, he hasn’t succumbed to making work for the National 
Prize for the Arts, nor flown off, straddling large bubbles, towards 
the spheres of sociological adventures, like Münchhausen-Buren.  

 The others? What others? There aren’t any. Not yet. Not here, in any 
case. I told you (you remember?) that painting seems to pervert the 
best. I’m only speaking of them. Hantaï, perhaps? His folding will 
count as much as Pollock’s drips, but from what precedes it, one will 
understand, I hope, that I am sorry to see him accept with so much 
serenity the ostentatiousness that proceeds from it in his work. If I  
get invited back one day, I will try to say more to you about this.

  Yes, there is my own work. I persist in finding that, for some time, 
it is the best of what exists (or, of course, just as bad, or worse —
this “best” is not measurable as the standard of your painting, 
thank God). I stopped a dozen years ago and have already ex-
plained myself about that.13 I gave a reason. Surely there are oth-
ers. Perhaps I was simply like the artist that [Michel] Leiris speaks of:  

“disgusted in getting to do strictly what I wanted to do.” To be honest, 
I found this brotherhood a pain in the ass. I was frightened that I 
couldn’t bear the odors in the barrack room — I’m extremely deli-
cate (paranoid, some say, and a megalomaniac — say what you 
will. Elitist as well. Absolutely).  

  I especially had a panic fear about emptiness and a hatred 
of the self into which an eventual “success” would have thrust me. 
(This admission costs me, but less than you think.)

  In short, I definitively ceased painting. Which means very exactly 
 that I can commit another offense [récidiver] when I want, and with-
out having to account for it. But you’ll really have to pay me a lot.  
Begin a collection right away. 

  Michel Parmentier, January 1981
 P.S. Appearing neither in the place nor at the moment that was initially 

planned, this text has been badly treated — from evasions that will 
not acknowledge languorous postponements, a year has passed. 
It is not presented in the moving freshness of a first draft, having 
been subject to a little facelift. A few wrinkles remain (which gives 
it its charm) and a few scars which perhaps will justify the present 
application of some foundational make-up. “Contribution to the 
Fourteenth Anniversary Ceremonies” could be its new subtitle — 
nothing would have really changed since the basis of the article 
remains just as tragically true as the aforesaid ceremonies are  
apparently fictive. 

  To be sure, there was the May 10th [the election of François  
Mitterand], which for a while risks shaking up the prevailing reaction-
ary conservatism [poujadisme] (a part of my first footnote above 
falls flat). No doubt Bram van Velde is dead, and this is certainly 
more irreparable. I’m not speaking about him because — I’ve no 
idea why — he appears to me more important than historical. I was 
wrong to worry myself so much about what was “historical” — I was 
rushing things, and it was stupid. It’s obvious that with the drips (es-
pecially if one forgets the myth of the pierced box), Pollock is still 
quite far from Bram van Velde’s astonishingly useless incantation, 
his endless repetition [ressassement] (in the sense that Blanchot 
speaks of this term). The great points of reference in modernity — 
the breakthroughs — are obviously Matisse, Pollock, Klein, but paint-
ing as an ontological gesture is Bram van Velde and him alone. This 
other space toward which van Velde took painting has nothing to 
do with History… has nothing to do with painting. Bram van Velde  
has no descendants. He serves as neither a benchmark nor a refer-
ence, which explains on my part this “memory lapse” (as the psycho- 
analysts say). 

  I also realize with some confusion that when I was speaking of 
the disaster that we have suffered since classicism, I was being wildly 
fashionable. Impetuously, vomiting up over these last three centuries, 
I was only thinking of designating to your attentive gaze the Frago-
nards, the Greuzes, the Delacroix’, the Monets, the Degottexes, the 
Morettis, all bearers of a shameless exogenous discourse. I was only 
thinking of highlighting, a contrario, this initiation of specificity that 
comes to light with considerable effort with (once again) Matisse, 
Pollock, Klein (complementing one another if you classify them well) 

— it never occurred to me to encourage any type of regression. 
Blushing that I situate myself at the head of these three centuries, 
one can now add being mixed up, even from afar, in a current 
where an old fetishistic amateurism of the image converges with 
the cunning of business representatives.

  For example, Le Débat 14 published an article by [Claude] 
Lévi-Strauss titled (somewhat insignificantly) “The Lost Profession” 
(a state of affairs that cannot fail to move the anthropologist, if not 
the amateur). This text is unfortunately far too truncated to be able 
to discern the precious naïveté of the author, who seems to date 
our miseries to Impressionism and clairvoyance when he traces 
them back to da Vinci — the conflict between nature and antiquity, 
between chiaroscuro and contour. To be continued…

  On another level, with the grace that everyone envies, [Louis] 
Cane lumps together [Willem] de Kooning and [Alberto] Giacometti 
with Michelangelo.15 It’s true that Cane wants to create a new brand 
image and that, not looking, he also refers himself to Delacroix. 
Classicism becomes somewhat malleable here. Closely related to 
this, Michel Enrici — to mention another of our younger stars —sprin-
kles an article with weighty references (insistent nothings) —said in 
the pleasant accent of a Charles Peguy — to the “glazes of the 
Great Ateliers,” and to Veronese.16 Equaling Enrici’s rosy humor, but 
more pessimistically, and standing next to the recent tomb of his 
sculptor friend [Jean-] Paul Belmondo, apparently [Yves] Brayer 
has declared: “You have to have lots of talent today to dare to be 
classical and to succeed in the same way as the greatest.” One 
sees that The Grand Gallery in the Louvre hasn’t stopped going 
through hell. The Japanese tourists and school tours soon won’t be 
alone scuffing the floors, the battalions of New Classicists are arriv-
ing, and it looks like we’ll soon be seeing Uccello allowing his horses 
to drink in some bistro down in the market at Les Halles. 

  M. P., February 1982]
1 A militant group formed in 1968 against all official art. Translator’s 

note.
2  ARC was the contemporary section of the Musée d’Art moderne de 

la Ville de Paris, eventually gaining autonomy from the museum. 
Translator’s note.

3 I’m not confounding avant-gardism (which, by means of the frenzied 
audacity of projectors, simply constitutes the fashionable fringes 
of the art world and the alibi of “art-as-immediate-consumption”…
and which, furthermore, can abdicate on demand any semblance 

p. 113 78
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of an innovative approach) with the avant-garde, which is instituted 
as it is, in spite of itself.

  A [Louis] Cane or a [Vincent] Bioulès among others figured  
towards 1972 in the Parisian avant-gardist train carriage, and we 
see a caricatured summary — from their dated avant-gardism to 
their  oh so contemporary national anthem celebrating Maréchal 
Pétain — in art as faithful reflection of the establishment; yester-
day, enlightened Pompidouism, today, a new reactionary conser-
vatism [neo-poujadisme]. (Of course, Buren is nothing like that).  

4  Of course, I’m aware that my own decision to stop painting can be 
perplexing here. For the moment, I don’t really want to return to this. 
I want simply to underline in passing that if my stopping painting 
is justified, it is precisely through the production that immediately 
preceded it (by which I mean what I produced between 1965 and 
1968. It is the opposite of a renunciation. It goes without saying 
that ceasing painting after having worked like [Jacques] Monory 
or [Daniel] Dezeuze, for example, signifies nothing, or nothing other 
than a belated statement of failure). This production did not pro-
voke my cessation as ineluctable — my stopping (perhaps) illumi-
nates what I produced before under a supplementary light and 
(again, perhaps) gestures towards its meaning. If stopping paint-
ing marks a failure, it is not a pictorial failure.   

5  The reference is an adaptation of an exchange in Molière’s Le 
Bourgeois gentilhomme, II, 4. Translator’s note.

6  Don’t take us as being more naive than we were (and don’t forget to 
carefully mention that the great artists have all more or less broken 
with art before becoming the proudest jewels) — through the im-
poverished literalness of the propositions out of which it was con-
stituted, our rupture has some chance of being real. A few prize stu-
dents might have been amused by the attitude they assumed for 
us, when they believed they recognized the obdurate language 
that had made the Closerie des Lilas — the chic restaurant for 
the avant-garde — shake certain evenings between the two wars. 
They couldn’t go any further — the work became evasive, leaving 
them alone with their nostalgia. They only “saw” (and eventually ac-
quired) it as a (slightly unattractive) illustration of some old theory 
that didn’t exist, whilst with no ulterior motive they mocked it for what it 
was, a practice that only implicitly critiqued “other painting” — art, 
more or less (the practice of which was not the topic).

  Also, don’t go on believing that the trace of this gesture “which 
refuses to say for the author what he isn’t” will tell him what he is —
this gesture literally only says itself and says that it has been made. 
Only the gesture itself says something to me (and says it to me 
alone, since you will only see the result — a trace without secrets, 
without beauty, without ugliness, dull, a trace that has neither more 
nor less interest than a rubber stamp which dates it or the signa-
ture that derisively authenticates it.

  Along with us, the amateurs of cleaning house and nihilism 
were just as vague as the amateurs of art — they bought lead which 
would never become gold. Besides, these poor souls weren’t legion. 
 There are people who ruin stories when they tell children how 
the horrible end of the story is going to happen. Even though the 
great wolf Art, with its diabetic diet, would have ended up devour-
ing us at daybreak, finding us, if you look closely, a sweet aftertaste, 
it wasn’t necessary to lay the table ourselves like Buren and Mosset 
have done later on, both together and individually. At the end of 
1967, with a minimum amount of vigilance, we were able to resist 
legitimization for a long time.      

7  These digressions, these parentheses, these parentheses within  
parentheses — all this is extremely demanding. And the references 
to footnotes — quite deadly. Don’t go all the way to the end — I 
won’t be annoyed. As for myself, I’ve had it up to here. 

8 If you don’t look too closely, one could think that [Jackson] Pollock 
had already felt that this persistent sloppy mess was becoming 
untenable, and that one had to do something else. Of course, I’m 
only speaking about his drips. It’s a shame that in the end this mag-
nificent approach ended up doing something like Delacroix — 
I don’t know if one day I will get over it…

  Perhaps one should also speak of Matisse-the-flamboyant, 
no doubt, no doubt…  And Klein, in spite of everything? Another day, 
if you don’t mind. I’m telling you — the clock is ticking. 

9  Actually, it doesn’t really matter what, but all the same… that this little 
thug, who is not much to look at, was able, just like this — from a first 
glance, nonchalant, overlooking the cowboy boots — to reduce 
so simply the darkest depths of my glossed Ripolin enamel paint-
ed bands — this could leave one more than a little perplexed. 
[The quotation from Rimbaud is from “Clearance” in Illuminations, 
trans. John Ashbery (New York: W. W. Norton & Co, 2011), p. 125. 
Translator’s note.] 

10  Note in passing that when Buren pretends to want to be “the traitor 
among artists” (art press, (October 1980), p. 14), he’s bragging 
a lot; just as it’s not enough to refuse the Legion of Honor (one must 
not merit it in the first place), so for some time now in art to call one-
self a traitor is not the same as to actually be one. 

11  [André Stil was a French communist militant, the only Frenchman 
to win the Russian State Stalin Prize. Count von Wurmser was a field  
marshal during the French Revolution. Translator’s note.] The com-
parison will be insulting for certain people. As we will see, it’s not 
gratuitous. Pushed on by his zeal, Buren scribbles texts which recall 
donuts sold on the Boulevard Saint-Michel when I was a youngster. 
They were called krapfen and already had the peculiarity of be-
ing empty and indigestible at the same time, which is not exactly so 
common. Here’s an example of a krapfen-1980 signed by Buren: 

“My refusals [to exhibit]… are never systematic or predictable. For 
the very simple reason that refusing in a systematic way, for reasons 
that are well defined in advance, is obviously playing the game of 
the system which, fortified by this security, would seem to invite you 
whenever it seems appropriate with suitable arguments, borrowed 
from your own principles, either for you to accept, or for you to refuse” 
(See “Au sujet d’un refus et d’une acceptation” in N.D.L.R. 5/6 (Sep-
tember 1980) pp. 85-87, reprinted in Daniel Buren, Les Écrits, ed. 
Jean-Marc Poinsot (Bordeaux: CAPC Musée d’art contemporain, 
1991), p. 256). With a little effort, we can thus come to understand 
the following: the systematic refusal to exhibit gives the system the 
means to allow you to exhibit. How wonderful! Without even insisting 
on the presence of this hollow concept of “system,” which is so dear 

to militant declarations in general, we can point out in this demon-
stration the redundant use of formulas tending to underline the 
guileless evidence and lucidity (“the very simple reason,” “it’s obvi-
ous”) — the more the argument is defendable, the more the risky 
arguments made in its favor have to be presented as “simple” and 

“evident”; isn’t it like reading the columns of L’Humanité [the French 
communist newspaper]?  

12 It’s high time that we need to create a new word to designate either 
the work of Toroni (or mine), or that of the others — it can’t decently 
bear the same name. Have you noticed how this very text suffers 
from this semantic gap? It’s unbearable. We have to do something. 
Perhaps we could launch a great national competition. As for me, 
I’m ready to leave the name “painting” to others if they want to 
keep hold of it.

13  See the “Open Letter to François Mathey,”(translated p. 120).
14  See Claude Lévi-Strauss, “Le métier perdu”, in Le Débat 10  

(March 1981): 5-9.
15  See Louis Cane, in art press 44 (January 1981): 16-18.
16  Michel Enrico, in  Artistes: Revue bimestrielle d'art contemporain 

No. 9/10 (October-November 1981). Charles Péguy was a French 
poet and writer whose intellectual and political allegiances  
shifted from socialism to Catholicism. Translator’s note.
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1966
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1998

1999

[black] 
January 25, 1983 – 
August 12, 1985

In 1983, after a fifteen-year hiatus, Parmentier 
resumed painting: “In short, I definitively cea-
sed painting. Which means very exactly that I 
can commit another offense [récidiver] when 
I want, and without having to account for it.” 1 
He now made canvases with horizontal black-
and white bands. 2 Whereas in 1966, 1967, and 
1968 each year brought a change of color, this 
time the black was maintained for two years in 
succession.
1  See Michel Parmentier, “B.M.T., Me, and the Others”
 (see pp. 112-113, translated pp. 121-122).
2  The blacks and whites — “black and white lacquer” — coexist 
more on the same level. They are unified by the varnished finish of 
the lacquers. In the works made in 1966, 1967, and 1968, the can-
vases were less primed and therefore more absorbent, and there 
were differences of brilliance across the painted surfaces.
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84

85

84 Handwritten résumé of Michel Parmentier, 29.7 × 21 cm.
 (Handwritten) draft of a new biography.
85 Michel Parmentier and Michel Durand-Dessert at the 

exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Galerie Liliane & 
Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France),  
September 15 – October 9, 1984, print from original 
black-and-white photograph, 12 × 18 cm.

 Michel Parmentier and Michel Durand-Dessert in the latter’s gallery 
at 3, rue des Haudriettes, Paris 75003, during preparations for 
the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984.”
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87

86 Hanging of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,”  
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France),  
September 15 – October 9, 1984, black-and-white  
contact sheet no. 844-2, 30.5 × 24 cm.

 Photographs taken during the hanging of the canvases.
87 Exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Galerie Liliane & Michel 

Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), September 15 – October 9, 
1984, black-and-white contact sheet no. 844-1,

 24.2 × 30.8 cm.
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88

90

89

88 Invitation to the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” 
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), 
September 15 – October 9, 1984, 15 × 21 cm.

89 View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), Septem-
ber 15 – October 9, 1984, black-and-white photograph, 
reproduction from negative, 10.2 × 12.7 cm.

 Left: 25 janvier 1984 (January 25, 1984), 
right: 15 mai 1984 (May 15, 1984).

90 View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), Septem-
ber 15 – October 9, 1984, black-and-white photographic 
print, 24 × 17.8 cm.

 15 février 1984 (February 15, 1984).
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91

91 View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,”  
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France),  
September 15 – October 9, 1984, black-and-white photo-
graph, reproduction from negative, 10.2 × 12.7 cm.

 17 juillet 1984 (July 17, 1984).
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92

92 Typed résumé by Michel Parmentier, 2 pages,  
29.7 × 21 cm each.

 Distributed after the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984”  
(see pp. 128-129). 
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93 Michel Nuridsany, “Parmentier donne le ton” 
 (Parmentier sets the tone), Le Figaro, arts section,  

September 21, 1984, 53.6 × 38.7 cm.
 [Parmentier Sets the Tone, Michel Nuridsany
 Thickly impastoed paintings, the so-called “return to figuration,” 

the triumphant spinelessness that has invaded everything else 
are all over!  Left. Disappeared. Taken flight… as if all this had only 
been a bad dream, as if all that had never existed. The Gillespie- 
Laage-Solomon gallery is the only one not to have understood the 
early warning signs of the great ebb tide. The others, as if they had 
passed the word around, have discarded with the same enthusiasm 
what they still adored the day before, presenting us now with the 
real artists. Nothing less. Finally!  

  In this rather euphoric environment, even [Claude] Viallat (at 
the Jean Fournier gallery), with his large, “free-standing” canvases 
of series of well-aligned “osselets” seduces you with the work’s ele-
gant side, which makes one nearly forget his recent “flop” in the pits 
of Beaubourg. French provincial art, which pleases certain people 
so much, however skimpy it might be, is not so unpleasant if it brings 
a little pink to the cheeks. Let’s just say — pretty, quickly forgotten.  
An art of furnishing.

  Oh, not everything is dazzling at this start of the year. Not  
everything is completely successful. Thus, Tony Cragg (at Crousel- 
Hussenot) was disappointing to me even given the admiration I 
have for him. Certainly, like the previous work that we all admired, 
here we see again the assemblages of used objects installed on 
the floor like sculptures or on the wall like bas-reliefs or paintings, 
but softened, deflated. It’s as if Cragg, reputedly one of the best 
representatives of the new English sculpture, had slumped through 
over-exposure.

  This is what occasionally happens to tennis champions who 
have played too many matches and spent too much time in the 
air, just as this happens to pianists, violinists, orchestra conductors 
who, in order to be everywhere at once as their international career 
demands, don’t devote as much time to rehearsals as they should. 
Is Cragg victim of a system that increasingly conforms to the world 
of show-biz? Has he run out of steam, like Salomé? Has he capitu-
lated to repetition and a humdrum routine? Let’s hope not.

  At the Farideh Cadot gallery, Georges Rousse continues to 
arouse and astound us, even when much in demand. He carves 
out and invests his own place with intelligence and acuteness, all 
the while evolving. Always using locations that are about to be de-
stroyed, and a little like [Felice] Varini, he intervenes using a devilishly  
skillful trompe l’œil effect, which transforms volumes into flat surfaces 
and flat surfaces into volumes.

  A very large-format photograph (which is the work exhibited) 
establishes the ideal point of view where the illusion functions best 
for our incredulous astonishment. Stunning.

  Commenting on the disappearance of some artists and the 
reappearance of others, one will perhaps refer to the return of 
the seventies, with the implication of going backwards, protecting 
oneself against innovation. Still, the innovatory must be new and 
yesterday’s artists have ceased to be interesting. This isn’t the case 
for Erik Dietman (at the Bama gallery) who, with his specifically trou-
bled, anxious humor, offers us astonishing little parodic and sar-
castic works, in which a passion for violent art is expressed, which is 
more exclusive than it might seem.

  This isn’t the case with [Richard] Serra or Sol LeWitt, who came 
over to install their own works — the former at the Templon gallery, 
a collection of iron cubes on a varnished floor, which reveals an im-
pressively powerful sense of space, the latter at Yvon Lambert, just 
as impressive, which is an astonishingly rich series of works, in spite 
of the use of a minimal vocabulary. There are admirable drawings, 
a monumental work painted directly on the wall, and even water-
colors which are perfect anti-Sol LeWitts.

  But what we were waiting for most intriguingly was the return  
of Michel Parmentier (at the Durand-Dessert gallery). Having start-
ed in 1962, one of the most radical artists of the seventies, Michel  
Parmentier had stopped painting in 1968. This was a cessation 

“dictated by the objectively subversive quality of my work,” as he 
wrote in the Twelve Years of Contemporary Art in France (1972) 
catalogue.” “To cease,” he remarked, “is to ‘freeze’ the trace-neuter, 
to remove it from the trap of blind misrecognition that we see func-
tioning perfectly, of blissful consumption.” 1

  A friend of Buren, Toroni, Mosset, he painted horizontal bands, 
38 cm wide, alternating with white bands of the same size. What was 
he now going to make? After a seventeen-year silence, how was he 
going to surprise us?

  In the most obvious manner — by proposing exactly the same 
paintings as before, alternating painted bands, 38cm wide, and 
white bands with the same dimensions. I know who was disappoint-
ed with this — amateurs of art too closely bound to fashion, of what 
is anecdotal in painting. As for myself, I don’t know a more violent, 
more profoundly artistic gesture than the gesture he makes here, 
denying everything that is not gesture, abolishing time, taking hold 
of gesture in its absolute, fundamental radicality.

  Today, Parmentier intervenes in the Parisian scene with the neu-
tral violence which characterizes him. Continuing today “to pursue 
[poursuivre]” as Roger Laporte says — this is what allows the “neu-
tral trace” to be maintained. The situation has changed; keeping 
silent is too conspicuous. It has to be said and, if necessary, yelled 
out. Parmentier’s return is more than an event; it is the manifesta-
tion of an artistic act in a context where, at best, one only speaks 
of culture.

 M.N.
1 See the letter to Mathey, translated on p. 120.]
 
 Michel Nuridsany (Michel Nuridsany, art critic at the daily Le Figaro 

between 1971-2002 and at art press, met Parmentier and Buren 
at the École des Métiers d’Art, Paris, in the advertising workshop 
(1957-1961).
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94 Interview with Bernard Blistène, “Michel Parmentier,” 
Flash Art, no. 10, March 1986, pp. 19-21, 27 × 20.4 cm.

 [translation see p. 134]

 Copy annotated by Michel Parmentier.
  Art critic Bernard Blistène, who wrote for several contemporary 

art magazines and journals, was recruited by Dominique Bozo at 
the Centre Georges Pompidou (1983), and taught at the École 
du Louvre from 1985 to 2005.

  In the reproduction on page 19, from left: 15 février 1984 
(February 15, 1984 (see p. 137)), 13 janvier 1984 (January 13, 1984 
(see p. 136)), and 15 mars 1984 (March 15, 1984).

  On page 20, left: the canvas on the wall is 18 février 1968 
(February 18, 1968); on the floor, partially folded and unfolded:  
5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966) and 15 mars 1967 (March 15, 1967).

 This rather deliberate presentation was designed to demonstrate, 
after a fifteen-year hiatus, the resumption and principle of folding, 
and the continuity of the work exhibited.

94
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 [Michel Parmentier
 The “splendor and misery” of each of Parmentier’s canvases 

is that one of them is only ever the absence of others. “I speak 
today, in making (myself), and my work is a non-response 
which necessarily passes by way of a literal utterance that is 
frustrating for the other. It is not addressed to the other but 
to myself…

 Bernard Blistène: I would be tempted to ask the person who wrote: 
“cessation is irrevocable subversion” — responding in 1972 to an 
invitation to exhibit at the Grand Palais 72 and having “definitively 
stopped painting in 1968” — what is the meaning of this start-
ing over? 

  Michel Parmentier: First of all — so that this is understood as  
little as possible — I am going to admit to you that I love respond-
ing to questions that nobody asks. So perhaps I’m going to make 
an exception here, but I’m guaranteeing nothing. The meaning of 
starting over? I don’t know the meaning. But there are reasons (in 
the plural), multiple reasons, and not of the same order. I’m not sure 
I want to explain myself. It doesn’t worry me that one might sense a 
contradiction here, even a renunciation. I haven’t lapsed, as it were, 
and even worse than that, I’m not Rimbaud. 

  Bernard Blistène: The persistence of your method makes me 
wonder if it’s not first of all a question of tenacity. But, and because 
no one works with impunity on the masking and on the “un-painted 
[im-peint],” I’ll ask you if your practice isn’t situated somewhere  
between maieutics and ontology.

  Michel Parmentier: [André] Breton already lamented “utility, 
the vague utility [which] ingeniously casts us aside.”1

  Bernard Blistène: Is this a refusal to respond?
  Michel Parmentier: You’re using formidable-sounding words, 

so perhaps I should respond by using them myself. So, a few years 
ago, I mentioned elsewhere my fear of all anagogic reading 
of my work. I know well enough here that the burden of “ontology” 
and “maieutic” questioning does not necessarily authorize an ana-
gogic distortion, but all the same… if there is a willingness for maieu-
tics, 1) it would no longer exist since, announced as such, it would 
be unable to fulfill its role; it would end up suicidal, and 2) as far as 
I can tell, it would be exercised first and above all on myself. Your 
ontology leaves me even more perplexed. My work and my own 
self have become very irrational. Around ’65-‘68, your words might 
have been more appropriate, with a slight shift in nuance in that 
Heidegger’s ontic would have been better warranted.

     I speak today, in making (myself), and my work is a non-res-
ponse which necessarily passes by way of a literal utterance that is 
frustrating for the other. It is not addressed to the other but to myself…  
and still. Tenacity, perhaps. It would be as weakly sovereign to not 
respond, to escape all sovereign solutions.  

  But in the end, it doesn’t really matter. And even when I’m un-
certain about all power given to my work in such an obstinate way, 
I know that in the end it is not me who will decide. Nevertheless, such 
total ipseity, which blocks all my work, what will it say to others (al-
ready it says nothing to me), and in what way? In order to speak to 
others, doesn’t one have to have a minimum level of common lan-
guage? And in more or less large measure, to speak of others… I’m 
using ipseity here against the concept of personality, a little like 
the way for other categories one distinguishes between the Id and 
me, ontogenesis and phylogenesis, the dishwasher and pres-
sure-cooker. When I say “ipseity,” I’m thinking in the depths of what 
does not disclose itself, the opaque, what cannot be shared in any 
instance. Personality would prattle, if only through its sensibility, in-
heritance, and what transgresses it, etc. Ipseity would be. 

  Bernard Blistène: Marcel Duchamp’s consciousness of “histor-
ical” silence — denounced for reasons which we don’t need to go 
back into here, and which had appeared as the ultimate post-
mortem stratagem — would this make your work appear as a 
palimpsest?

  Michel Parmentier: Even so, I would like to say that between two 
risks that reduce everything to what is useful, I prefer the one that 
is circulating here — concerning a moral order — than the other, 
which stems from the social or else the sociological, since Duchamp 
and his heirs completely bore me. They are not the only ones.

  Bernard Blistène: I know your reticence regarding Duchamp’s 
blundering descendants… these “questioners who are a little naive.” 
But as for palimpsest… 

  Michel Parmentier: In a rough way, the palimpsest effaces in 
order to make a place for a supposedly more important text. Per-
haps, then, you are closer to the truth — my canvases annul them-
selves (not simply those from ’83 in relation to those, say, from ’68). 
I would practice a palimpsest in order to rewrite the same thing.

  There is this question of silence, of stopping for fifteen years. 
Today I’m restarting where I had remained at the time, the one fol-
lowing the other, with the same method. It might be only uncon-
scious, but it could be that the work’s charge, which is seemingly 
the same, has changed profoundly. I believe my current work is less 
driven by History — in the wider cultural or even ontogenetic sense, 
as you might have said.

  In short, I had worked by taking action and acting myself. What 
happened, not elsewhere but for myself over these fifteen years, 
showed me two or three things: 1) my work from ’65-’68 was satis-
factory, or better, unsurpassable, 2) it didn’t signify more for me 
what it seemed to signify; 3) I had to pursue it completely since, in 
the new situation in which I find myself, it silences something “new.” 
My current work stems from this, which is somewhat impoverished 
and imperatively nothing [nul], but also a-historical. No doubt 
this means that I feel an even more complete extraneity between 
what one calls “painting” and what I produce. Indeed — and this 
is so funny that provincial France will be doubled over in laughter 
for quite a while — this “painting” from which I feel so estranged is 
of a very tedious familiarity to me. And my own work escapes me, 
doesn’t provide me formulas [recettes], excluding me.  

  Bernard Blistène: In fact, isn’t managing such a long absence 
the necessary condition for the persistence in starting up again?

  Michel Parmentier: Starting in ’65, and perhaps more today, 
the palimpsest — if palimpsest there is — consists in covering over 
the non-said (the parts hidden by the folded canvas) with an  

excessive saying. This is the work making itself, which matters to me 
in the first place because it seems that I am directly implicated — 
proto-history, the Id, all these kinds of things… When everything is  
unfolded, the alternating bands of silence and excess escape me, 
annul me, no longer even say a covering over, only telling me its liter-
alness. Perhaps it says the saying of the non-said, but it disposes 
me. (If you allow me this slightly risky formula) I say what I keep quiet 
about, and no doubt it’s for this reason that I must and can begin 
again. When you touch on this problem, it’s never-ending. That’s it.  
 Bernard Blistène: Is there the same “thoughtlessness” leading 
you to start working again today as the one alluded to in your past 
history, when you chose to paint with the same methodology which 
you are now using again? And first of all, isn’t there a certain ambi-
guity in relation to the choice of painting?  

  Michel Parmentier: To make sure that we really understand 
one another, since there is clearly a slippage in meaning here:  
I don’t think I make paintings [faire de la peinture]. I’m only a 
painter because I use the material that I buy at the art store. I don’t 
take myself for Rimbaud — I’m too well raised for that — but was  
Rimbaud like Vigny or Verhaeren because he used ink like they did? 
In fact, Rimbaud wasn’t a poet (or was the only one) but a vision-
ary thug. One will object that there are great and small poets, and  
really great poets. I don’t think so. One might say that it is about dif-
ferent topics that are assimilated more or less for lack of necessity.

  Painting, inasmuch as it has its reason for existing — to pic-
ture [mettre en image] questions and answers from its historical 
moment (including within a conflictual process) — is no longer con-
voked. For example, we can leave questions to the scientists. They 
will offer their fragmented responses, and that’s fine like that.

  So today, this painting — painting — is no longer convoked. 
Perhaps there are still a few gestures that say, precisely, that ques-
tions are just as useless as the sovereign responses may have some 
reason to be. Perhaps… but all of this is not certain.

  In any case, these gestures will not come from painting, or else 
we should rethink our entire vocabulary. 

  Bernard Blistène: There is an ambiguity — which I don’t dislike — 
in speaking about painting. Elsewhere, you cite these words from 
Valèry: “one ought to excuse oneself when speaking about paint-
ing.” I would like to force you to respond in an area that you judge 
to be unfamiliar — even if you said earlier that sometimes you don’t 
respond. And then, if you feel the necessity of contradicting yourself 
in the context of speaking, you recognize that “the only coherent 
thing is my work.” In fact, in what way is your work related to painting? 
If it is, where is its specificity at a time when we see the systematic 
shattering of categories?  

  Michel Parmentier: I’m going to respond to your question by 
anticipating something I will have to address later. Because what I 
understand by specificity can easily lead me down a path where 
I’m completely wrong. Again, what is essential is not being right but 
having a reason.

  Research into pictorial specificity proceeds in the same  
direction as the shattering of categories. Paradoxically. In escap-
ing the act of picturing (the image which also participates in mul-
tiple categories and other disciplines), in taking painting that is 
neither mimetic nor even communicative but as given to an immedi-
ately literal reading — this is what I call specificity — one can finally 
paint in vain. Obviously, it is by finally breaking free of codes that 
one can hope to approach what is essential. 

  The schema (quickly stated, because after all there isn’t 
enough time to say too much about this bullshit that undoubtedly 
doesn’t serve much purpose): a) one turns one’s back on the code, 
b) one thus approaches the specificity inside the category, c) 
specificity sends us to the essential saying that is then shared with 
other categories (for example, writing, music, poetry). Thus, spec-
ificity annuls disciplinarity and categorization. Once again, this is 
only paradoxical in appearance. And so, what then is specificity 
in painting? I claim this as a postulate (although those who see it 
from an osmotic, artistico-ontological view will surely hold the op-
posite point of view); this is the place where the painted trace does 
not express the coded image in force at the time when it is painted. 
Instead, it is given in addition, as a bonus, over and above the  
image and the communicator — in spite of the artist, one might say. 
When painting escapes and paints itself.

  When da Vinci paints the Virgin, Anne, and Jesus, he also paints 
something else. Specificity in Uccello’s work would be what is given 
in spite of the horses, the backgrounds, and the very intelligence of 
the composition. The specificity could be and support what is 
fissured [la faille]. Which, of course, is inexpressible… I’m only trying 
to give a general idea of the meaning that I give to this word. A 
vague and false idea, because it is only an idea. 

  As for the formal realm of the spoken word, this “foreign” realm, 
I would like to say that it is not the only thing that exists for me. It  
resists, resists me, but less than my own work. 

  Bernard Blistène: You have now chosen to work in black and 
white. Should one see in this a desire to radicalize the arbitrary use 
of color that you have used until now? Have you thought of the sym-
bolic reading which would then prevail?

  Michel Parmentier: If you’re speaking about the black and 
white that I’m using today when I start painting again, and if you 
say to me that it’s the empty as opposed to the full, that it’s the neg-
ative of the colors that I have used, or that its symbolic of mourn-
ing — white for oriental mourning, black for Western — then you’re 
right, because it’s you who are looking and not me. It’s you who are 
reading. I never read my finished canvases. You’re right because I 
don’t know what I’m doing. I don’t know the reason anymore (and if 
I had understood it, I obviously wouldn’t have done it. I don’t know 
if I would have done anything at all). No doubt the use of black 
isn’t innocent. Without the desire to see, to see these black bands 
even once, perhaps I would never have started over again… even 
in spite of all the other reasons I could have had for doing it. The 
extreme simplicity of my method and the black’s immense aridity 
(a priori, because now I don’t find it either arid or sumptuous —just 
black. Everyone will tell you that black goes with everything, which the 
person selling you the paint in the store would find somewhat star-
tling) opens up (in spite of what I have just said parenthetically) 
an inescapable literalness — the barest, the most offered, open, 

closed, perhaps the most impoverished. At the same time, we come 
back to the question, everyone will view it how they want to, which is 
their way of proceeding, not mine, their sensitivity, not mine. And 
it’s this person in this context who likes or rejects the canvas that is 
made. I’m no longer involved.

   But if, through a perverse reversal, this black in my eyes 
ought to assume an overbearing meaning and affect the literal 
reading of these bands, which are the blind covering over of the 
monochrome broken open in its sovereign silence (amputated 
from its sovereignty and metaphysical sufficiency), I ought to re-
evaluate my work. We are not at that point, and far from it I believe. 
For the moment, I make the black bands, I don’t see them anymore, 
I know they are there. For nothing, but there.

1 See André Breton, “Pourquoi je prends la direction de la révolution 
surréaliste” in La Révolution Surréaliste 4 (1925): p. 1. Transla-
tor’s note.]
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95 Portrait of Michel Parmentier, black-and-white photo-
graph taken by Malek Alloula at Galerie Liliane & Michel 
Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), during the exhibition  

“Parmentier 1983-1984,” September 15, 1984. 
 Malek Alloula (born Oran, 1937, died Berlin, 2015) was a French- 

language Algerian writer and poet who also worked as a pub-
lisher in Paris from 1967 (his most well-known work in English is 
The Colonial Harem). Parmentier met him during his own short 
spell in publishing. They corresponded on the subject of the 
black-and-white canvases Parmentier was exhibiting at the time.
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May it be a question of Nothing, 
ever, for Anyone.

Maurice Blanchot 1

We should still see. Lift up the bands. Or displace them. To be assured 
of a verso that is less austere. More loquacious. On which the colors, 
finally. The lure’s very old harmony. There again. Vibrations of the soul 
and words. Verbose cortege. The infinity of iteration. Language  
on pebbles. The sea like a palette. From afar. This taste of salt and spit. 
Jouissance.
 The eye. It. The basement window of alchemy. Of mystery. 
Through which everything happens. Penetrates. Stores up like a  
memory. Of a (hi)story. Of a painting. Of a painting in history and vice 
versa. Story of the eye as well. Of all these layers that it traverses.  
Without change. Like a known country. Even more this doubt or in- 
decision. It recognizes. That’s enough for it. Here where the eye’s story 
no doubt stops. Its eternity. 
 What unfolds. Hung up. Exhibition wall. In order to be unrolled. 
Remnant of a monochrome fabric. Ream of paper. Released vertically. 
Here by their own weight. In the meantime, something disappears.  
Has disappeared. Not surreptitiously. Or magically. It’s still too unbe-
lievable. One doesn’t know. Even if. Not long ago.
 In these creases. Themselves. Patience of effacement. Certainly. 
An other enormity. The most immediate risk. Of an initial stapling.  
But also from a generalized metastatis. And its diagnostic, which is a 
scandal. The only serene scandal. Like a truth.
 What I look at is not the stairs, nor the roof, nor the cathedral; it 
is the empty space between them (Louis Soutter).2

Malek Alloula
July 1988

1 “Qu’il ne soit question de Rien, jamais, pour Personne.” “Personne” 
here can be translated as both “Anyone” or “No-one.” The epi-
graph is taken from Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of the Disaster, 
trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), p. 51. 
Translator’s note.

 2 The text was published in the exhibition catalogue “Michel Parmen-
tier,” Centre national des arts plastiques, September 20 – Octo-
ber 31, 1988, p. 29.
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1965 

1966

1967

1968

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

[papers]
April 22, 1986 – 
December 18, 1989

The first works on paper (newsprint 1) change 
the regularity of the constitutive elements that 
continued to dominate in the canvases from 
1983–1985.
 After the sovereignty of the black-and-
white canvases, here are works on paper —
ordinary, fragile, and porous. 
 The paper presents a surface that is not 
smooth but absorbent, on which no layer of 
primer or whitening precedes the order of the 
pre-folding, a pre-folding that marks each strip 
before the folding and stapling.2 Instead of 
unilateral covering made by spraying paint on 
the folded apparatus, 3 Parmentier vertically 
aligns strokes of graphite repeated from left 
to right and from top to bottom.
 These regular/irregular strokes vary within 
the work and from one work to another. They 
are generally oriented upwards with, at the top, 
the trace of the start of the gesture, a mechani-
cal gesture, the “mechanical” gesture that pro-
duces them, and right at the bottom, the trace 
of that retracted gesture coming to an end.
 After the single type of support/canvas 
that previously preceded the work, these works 
are now constituted by several “strips” (lés) 4 

that are unstapled, unfolded, and pinned 
together, grouped. All these works are in dif-
ferent formats. By lateral expansion they are 
extensible, variable in their dimensions, 5 while 
the height of the strips varies between 304 and 
320 cm — the works are as wide as they are high, 
larger than they are high, or higher than they 
are wide. The unfolded strips reveal the bands 
in reserve and the ones that are penciled: “9 
alternating bands 33 cm wide (5 blank6 and 4 
with graphite marks) and, from top to bottom, 
two partial bands with graphite….”
 From now on, Parmentier stops signing his 
works. These are now numbered and date-
stamped on the back of each strip with the day 
of their execution, 7 going from left to right. Ret-
rospectively, and in his lifetime, the contract/
certificate accompanying each work sold is 
an indissociable part of it. 
 Starting with 29 avril 1989 (April 29, 1989) 
Parmentier returns to the 38 centimeter width 
for his bands on the same paper support, 
alternately repeated and transposed as many 
times height-wise (see fig. 120, p. 173) “with at the 
top and the bottom two partial 19 cm bands.”8 
It is with this work that Parmentier introduces 
a square format of approximately 304 cm by 
302.5 cm, which, with one or two exceptions, 
becomes his standard format up to the last 
work, 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999). 
 Henceforth, the transformations occur 
within the preordained format, and the graph-
ite (in powder) is “rubbed” (by hand), with 
the density varying from one work to another. 9 

The paper absorbs the “rubbing” and becomes, 
in a sense, tanned, muted, saturated, and pol-
ished as the grain of the graphite is dissolved 
in it, buried by rotation and, by conduction, 

rediffused and redistributed in the thickness 
and on the surface of the paper. The hand- 
rubbing exerts pressure on the paper, reach-
es the recessed, invisible folds. By the pressure 
that is exerted, the buried folds are marked 
in the depth of the paper and printed on 
its surface.
 The works dated/titled 2 août 1989 (Au- 
gust 2, 1989) and 18 décembre 1989 (Decem-
ber 18, 1989) are partially marked at the  
precise place of the folds in white chalk or 
charcoal.
 For 16 novembre 1989 (November 16, 
1989) ocher chalk is applied “almost flat,” and 
on 5 décembre 1989 (December 5, 1989) 
white pastel is “penciled and rubbed,” while on 
10 décembre 1989 (December 10, 1989) white 
chalk is randomly spread “flat.” 10 Two works on 
tracing paper 11 are interspersed in the series 
on paper: 12 octobre 1989 (October 12, 1989) 
with rubbed charcoal, and 9 décembre 1989 
(December 9, 1989) with “rubbed” graphite. 
1 This printer’s paper came in rolls 27.5 cm wide.
2  More surprisingly, once folded, the papers show horizontal 
bands 33 cm wide, as opposed to the usual 38 cm. At no moment 
does Parmentier expressly mention this change, except in the con-
tracts accompanying some of his works, where the “description” 
section specifies “9 alternating bands 33 cm wide.”
3  The graphite lines are covered with a transparent fixative  
(fig. 102, p. 148).
4  In 1995, during the first inventory of the works, Agnès Foiret  
suggests Parmentier use the term lé to designate a sequence of 
folded papers.
5  The works on paper comprise at least 3 strips and the big-
gest, 16 juillet 1988 (July 16, 1988), has 25. The works were adapt-
ed to the exhibition space and the area on the walls available for 
hanging. In September 1988, on the occasion of his exhibition at 
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert in Paris, the work 27 juin 
1988 (June 27, 1988), comprising 15 strips, was divided and dis-
tributed over two walls: 7 strips and 5 strips, leaving 4 not exhibited 
(fig. 97, p. 144).
6  The designation “blank” (vierge) is defined on the basis of 
the surface of paper reserved by the folding.
7  Dated from the day when they were covered with graphite 
strokes.
8  The height of the strip is divided by 8 × 38 cm (7+1/2 +1/2) 
and subdivided by the folds, that is 8 folds, with 5 raised and 3 
recessed.
9  8 mai 1989 (May 8, 1989), 17 juillet 1989 (July 17, 1989) 
(see p. 160), 5 août 1989 (August 5, 1989) (see p. 161), 
5 décembre 1989 (December 5, 1989).
10  See the following chapter, “Tracing Paper” (see p.163).
11  This tracing paper comes in rolls. Parmentier uses tracing  
paper of varying thickness. The width of a roll is 37.5 cm.
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96

97

96 Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), 

 September 10 – October 11, 1988, 12 × 18 cm.
97 Exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Galerie Liliane & Michel 

Durand-Dessert, Paris (France), color photograph, black-
and-white reproduction from transparency, 10.2 × 12.7 cm.

 From left: 27 juin 1988 (June 27, 1988) comprising 11 strips, 7 
strips (310 × 191 cm), and 4 strips (310 × 110 cm); 12 août 1988  
(August 12, 1988) with 7 strips (310 × 191 cm). Two works with graph-
ite on paper.  

  On the left, 27 juin 1988 (June 27, 1988) is divided over two 
walls, with the first 7 strips on the wall to the right, and the other 4 strips 
on the adjoining perpendicular wall.
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98 98 J-M Baillieu, in l’hercule des arts, published by Hercule  
de Paris, Paris (France), October 1988, cover and double 
page, 21 × 14.9 cm (folded).

 [translation see p. 152]

 This photocopied freesheet regularly spotlighted an artist, an ex- 
hibition, or a gallery. This issue features a biography of Parmentier, 
a presentation of Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, a lay-
out plan of the exhibition, and an article on the exhibition “Michel 
Parmentier” (September 10 – October 11, 1988). The publica-
tion was directed by Jean-Marc Baillieu from 1983 to 2008.

 Right-hand page: detailed plan of the hanging.
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100

99 Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Centre 
national des arts plastiques, Paris (France), September  
20 – October 31, 1988, 21 × 10 cm.

100 Catalogue of the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Centre 
national des arts plastiques, Paris (France), September  
20 – October 31, 1988, cover and p. 57, 27.8 × 20.5 cm.

 [translation see p. 152]

 This remarkably conceived catalogue by Parmentier and Alfred 
Pacquement,1 the curator of the exhibition, is the only monograph 
covering the 1966-1988 cycle of works and documents. It con-
tains Parmentier’s densest text: “Say, repeat and stutter, contradict 
myself, deviate in appearance, digress: in short, keep rhizoming. 
Self-avowal. (Notes, March-July, 1988).”

  This publication features contributions by Malek Alloula,  
Bernard Blistène, Michel Nuridsany, Alfred Pacquement, Jean-Marc 
Poinsot, and Bénédicte Victor-Pujebet, plus transcriptions and 
facsimiles of the main tracts and sheets. In addition to repro-
ductions of a certain number of works, it has photographs by  
Georges Alazraki (portrait of Parmentier) Bernard Boyer, Christine 
Fleurent, André Morain, and Marc Tulane ; layout: Françoise  
Parraud and Annemarie Decru.

1 Alfred Pacquement was curator of contemporary art at the  
Centre Georges Pompidou from 1974 to 1987, and Inspecteur 
Général de Création Plastique at the Délégation aux Arts  
Plastiques in 1988.

99
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101 Exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Centre national  
des arts plastiques, Paris (France), September 20 –  
October 31, 1988, black-and-white photographic  
prints, 11.5 × 18 cm each.

 Top left: 17 juillet 1988 (July 17, 1988),
 right: 18 août 1988 (August 18, 1988),
 bottom: 27 juin 1988 (June 27, 1988)
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102

103

102 Michel Parmentier in Max Wechsler’s studio, black-and-
white photographic prints, 18 × 11.5 cm and 11.5 × 18 cm.

 Before unfolding, Parmentier using an aerosol spray to fix the graph-
ite on paper, photographed in the Parisian studio of the painter 
Max Wechsler, which he occupied from April to September 1988.

103 25 mai 1988 (May 25, 1988), black-and-white photograph, 
24 × 18 cm.

104 Exhibition catalogue (cover and appendix), “Liberté & 
Egalité, Freiheit und Gleichheit. Wiederholung und  
Abweichung in der neueren französischen Kunst,” Erich 
Franz and Dieter Schwarz (eds.). Exhibition at Museum 
Folkwang, Essen (Germany), June 4 – August 27, 1989, 
Winterthur, Kunstmuseum, September 24 – November 12, 
1989, Essen (Germany) and Winterthur (Switzerland), 
Museum Folkwang and Kunstmuseum. Cover, pp. 40-41, 
and unpaginated double page, 27 × 21.1 cm.

 On page 40, top: Sans titre (Untitled), a work by Simon Hantaï 
from the “Tabula, 1974” series, acrylic on canvas, 245 × 395 cm, 
private collection, inv. CF 3.4.40; bottom: 18 février 1968 (Febru- 
ary 18, 1968).

  On page 41 of the catalogue: 15 février 1984 (February 15, 
1984), photograph by Christine Fleurent (see fig. 90, p. 128). Con-
trary to what is indicated in the catalogue, the work by Parmentier 
is not 25 janvier 1984 (January 25, 1984). The work by Hantaï is not 
held by the Musée d’art moderne de Saint-Étienne and the dimen-
sions of the canvas are erroneous.

  In the appendix of the catalogue, page left: on the wall:  
18 février 1968 (February 18, 1968), and page right, on the wall: 
Sans titre (Untitled), a work by Simon Hantaï from the “Tabula, 1974” 
series, acrylic on canvas, 245 × 395 cm, private collection, inv.  
CF 3.4.40.
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105 105 Interview with Michel Nuridsany, “Michel Parmentier: une 
voix de fin silence” (Michel Parmentier: A voice of fine 
silence), art press, no. 128, September 1988,  
cover and pp. 31-34, 28.4 × 22.2 cm.

 [translation see p. 155]

 Article published under the heading “crayonnage” (penciling).
  Contrary to what is stated on page 31, the work reproduced 

is 8 juin 1988 (June 8, 1988).
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 [ l’hercules des arts, MICHEL PARMENTIER October 1988: 
September 10 - October 11, 1988, LILIANE MICHEL,DURAND-DESSERT 
43, rue de Montmorency, 75003 Paris

  Michel Parmentier
  Born in 1938 in Paris where he lives and works. Started exhibiting 

in 1962. Shares an approach with Daniel Buren, Olivier Mosset, and 
Niele Toroni between 1966 to 1967. In the tract from December 6,  
1967 in which he breaks with them, he affirms his work’s constancy: 
equal alternating horizontal bands, 38 cm wide, two-colored can-
vases (around 2.80 × 2.50 m) that he “definitively” ceased painting 
in 1968. Withdrew from painting for 15 years. From 1983 to 1985, 
he picked up painting from where he had left it. After returning, he 
changed his approach: since 1986, he does “impoverished pen-
ciling” on paper, always using a method of folding dear to Simon 
Hantaï, whom he willingly acknowledges, as well as Bram van Velde, 
both their names and their works. His works are always titled by the 
date, the day when they were finished. A reader of M. Blanchot, R-L 
Des Forêts, S. Beckett, among others, he publishes his own notes, 
which can be seen in the catalogue for the exhibition devoted 
to his work at the National Foundation of Graphic and Visual Arts 
(the space at the National Center for Visual Arts (C.N.A.P.), 11, rue  
Berryer, 75008 Paris), from 9/20/88 to 10/31/88 every day 
(closed Tuesdays) from 11h to 18h.

  Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert
  From 1976 to 1982, situated at 42, rue de Montmorency, 

75003 Paris, and since 1982 located at 3, rue des Haudriettes, 
75003 Paris, since February 1988, Galerie L&M Durand-Dessert of-
fers exhibitions in both spaces from Monday-Saturday, 14h to 19h.

  The list of gallery artists* demonstrates a concern for plurality 
that Michel Durand-Dessert (with personal leanings towards Arte  
Povera) sums up in a phrase: “the best artists within each artistic 
movement,” artists that L. & M. Durand-Dessert allow to breathe, only 
exhibiting them “when the time comes.” The artist is not constrained: 
buyers — private collectors, Parisians, Belgians, etc. or institutions, 
the FRACS — are not mistaken.

  Announced between now and the end of the year: “Tombs 
(Stanze)” by Jan Vercruysse, at 3, Rue des Haudriettes (from 10/16 to 
11/19) and an exhibition of original works** created for a limited 
edition of The Holy War, the book that Liliane Durand-Dessert is  
devoting to a reading of [Lautréamont’s] The Songs of Maldoror 
(from 10/14 to 12/6, 43, rue de Montmorency).  

  Books — which is another of M. D-D’S concerns, who publishes 
artist’s works in the “Multiplicita” series — are available at 3, rue des 
Haudriettes in the bookstore, which offers the largest overview of 
catalogues and monographs related to contemporary art since 
1960. It’s an Ali-Baba’s cave, whose treasures are contained in a 
catalogue easily available on demand.

  Thus, the Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert is truly a piv-
otal site for the diffusion of contemporary art.     

 * Giovanni Anselmo, Joseph Beuys, Lothar Baumgarten, Marcel 
Broodthaers, Stanley Brown, Victor Burgin, André Cadere, Alan 
Charlton, Gérard Collin-Thiébaut, Ger van Elk, Luciano Fabro, 
Barry Flanagan, Gérard Garouste, Dan Graham, Hans Haacke, 
John Hilliard, Kounellis, Bertrand Lavier, Mario Merz, François Morellet, 
Yves Oppenheim, Michel Parmentier, Claudio Parmiggiani, Pino  
Pascali, Giuseppe Penone, Gerhard Richter, Ulrich Rückriem, Fred 
Sandback, Patrick Tosani, David Tremlett, Jan Vercruysse, Carel Visser. 

**  G. Anselmo, C. Boltanski, G. Collin-Thiébaut, B. Flanagan,  
G. Garouste, J. Kounellis, M. Merz, G. Penone, G. Richter, J. Schnabel.

  MICHEL PARMENTIER AT GALERIE LILIANE & MICHEL DURAND-DESSERT.
 A good schema is better than a bad commentary:
 1.   27 juin 1988 (June 27, 1988): 7 sequences (3.10 × 1.91 m)
 2.   27 juin 1988 (June 27, 1988): 4 sequences (3.10 × 1.10 m)
 3.   12 août 1988 (August 12, 1988): 7 sequences(3.10 × 1.91 m)
 4.   1er septembre 1988 (September 1, 1988)  : 19 sequences
  (3.10 × 5.21 m)
 In spite of this, a few sentences:
  The gallery at rue Montmorency, white from floor to ceiling, lit 

by two high windows, seems ideal for Michel Parmentier’s recent 
works.* Entering the space, the visitor is gripped.

  Each of the four works exhibited is composed of a certain 
number of sequences (vertical screens of low-quality paper), hang-
ing adjacent to one other on a rod fixed at the top of the wall. In 
each piece, you can see the alternating horizontal bands, blank 
bands, and bands with crayon marks composed of six horizontal 
lines of “traits” that are more or less vertical. The horizontal traces of 
the folds, the “empty” vertical lines separating the sequences, and 
traces of the stapling are also visible.  

  Low-quality paper, sequences exposed to currents of air, a 
work that can be divided up into parts**, pencil marks that can be 
effaced with an eraser — all this can translate into a sense of fra-
gility. Is it the image of fragility relative to our lives?

  Still, it seems difficult here to ignore the circumstances that 
went into the preparation of the work, difficult not to know their  
author better, someone who must be pressed, who has kept quiet, 
who does not do anything. Besides, in his published notes from March/
July 1988 (see the CNAP catalogue cited above), Michel Parmentier 
cited this phrase from R-M Rilke: “We know little, but that we must hold 
to what is difficult is a certainty that will not forsake us.”1

 J-M Baillieu  
 *  On Sunday, October 16, 1998, around 21h, P-A Boutang will 

devote 10 minutes of “Océaniques Magazine” (on channel FR3) to 
Michel Parmentier. 

 **  In addition, the sequences can be bought separately, with a 
minimum of 3 (65 000 FF), 21 000 FF each.]

1  The phrase is from Rainer Maria Rilke’s “Letter Seven” (May 14, 1904) 
in Letters to a Young Poet (1939), trans. M.D. Herter Norton 

 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1934), p. 53. Translator’s note.

 [Say, repeat and stutter, contradict myself, deviate in ap-
pearance, digress: in short, keep rhizoming. Self-avowal.

 (Notes, March-July, 1988).
  State of Affairs
  Twentieth-century pictorial practice recapitulates and com-

pletes painting (it’s not a certainty but it is something to be wor-
ried about — by and large, as a fundamental and foundational 

activity, doubt is lost in exact relation to the quality of formal rev-
olutions). Cézanne or Picasso or Mondrian have pursued and 
achieved a sterilizing revolution. The more they dazzle us, the 
more they bore us.

  In spite of everything, a miracle has already appeared, for-
tuitously — in spite of the filiations, in spite of the revolution, and 
to different degrees — with [Henri] Matisse, [Yves] Klein, or [Jackson] 
Pollock (I’ll come back to this), but more clearly with Bram van  
Velde, who provokes a stupid questioning (I say “questioning” 
for want of a better term; it’s perhaps more like a dismayed stam-
mering, like Sisyphus not pushing a rock but an enormous snowball 
in the sun — when he gets to the top, exhausted, he will only have 
hauled along… himself and his fatigue). Vain questioning (and 
not sterile because non-sovereign1), Bram van Velde’s ques-
tioning is not only without response, it also expects none. Bram 
van Velde neither closes off a mystificatory obfuscation of art nor 
makes it start over, and he does not fill the void left hollow with the 
assumed death of God (besides, it’s telling that I can only speak 
here in negative terms).

  In essence, Bram van Velde is unsuitable for consum-
mation (his unbelievably subdued side, the horror that he inspires 
in the [Leo] Castellis and gallery dealers, alone proves this, if we 
are ridiculous enough to take these things seriously). 

  Behind Matisse (occasionally), Klein (if you like), Pollock (the 
drips), and Bram van Velde, only [Simon] Hantaï alone or nearly 
alone (and especially today) poses these problems correctly (in 
other words, that he also doesn’t pose or dispose them, but that 
he only works — and this “only” says everything — to hollow 
out this end where we find ourselves from the sumptuous hegemony  
of the formal, all of which is never self-evident, nor without pain or 
paralysis).  March 4, 1988 

  State of Affairs (II)
  Through an apparent withdrawal at the moment — but per-

haps this isn’t what is essential — Simon Hantaï seeks to escape the 
snares of a sovereign speech that has favored a certain modern, 
sovereign, and surreptitiously utilitarian art. Those who have the taste 
or even the idea of trying at least to pose the questions that Hantaï 
raises are very rare. I don’t know anyone else who shows such acuity. 
Besides, the machine runs along smoothly (and our thanks to 
them for this) — of course, you must know the famous silence of a 
Rolls-Royce car-door. Many people practice not thinking, believ-
ing that this suffices to paint. Thus, Sam Francis, this new [Bernard] 
Buffet, this new [William-Adolphe] Bouguereau. Sam Francis is listed 
on the stock-market, the Palais Brongniart which houses the French 
stock-exchange, gets what it deserves, and that’s just as it should 
be — a little of Ben [Vautier], the way one goes on a lazy jog, a lit-
tle of the graffiti artists, of [Julian] Schnabel, of [Joan] Mitchell, or 
whomever, the way one stuffs oneself with Big Macs, or that one for-
gets oneself at the Louis XIV restaurant and our own poor breathless 
century which doubts nothing, ridiculously pulling in one’s stomach 
in front of pretty young girls (even as this gives you a fat purple 
face). In this way, by not thinking, one not only becomes stupid but 
also very ugly and ridiculous. 

  With all due respect to a young [Alain] Finkielkraut, the Gal-
erie de France or Bercy-Hallyday stem strictly from the same purview, 
and you have to have a thick skin to hierarchize these two exam-
ples of utilitarian culture.2

  The Sorbonne shouldn’t despair — there is Hantaï — I’ve  
already said this and there are others — there is Toroni (when he 
doesn’t fool around with the unfortunate [Bertrand] Lavier), Buren 
(if one day he decides to put down his suitcases). Don’t think that 
I’m forgetting myself; I don’t have time to be modest, even less pre-
tending to be. Yes, the track record is thin; you can count us on the 
fingers of an amputated hand — four “kind of painters” who raise 
new problems or suspect they exist, who raise new problems and 
leave them suspended, problems that are renewed. An urgent 
and untimely questioning — or worse, uncertain. And the art-
ists offer these problems to you. No doubt it’s too much for us to 
impose such a painful responsibility — you will die quietly, gen-
tly acculturated, by following the latest news about Heidegger or 
the little Gregory affair in France-Soir,3 you become passionate 
about some opinion poll, you read your [Marguerite] Duras weekly, 
and here you have this handful of sick artists (not even terrorists, eh? 
Not the Duchamp types and the rest) who make you an offer to use 
what remains of your life. No, people like you and you). You hadn’t 
asked for anything? A thousand pardons. Above all, pretend as if 
we weren’t here. Besides, we’re only passing through.

  Questioning nothing, but relentlessly
  Levinas, Blanchot, or Beckett tunnel along in an old and ob-

scure vein of questioning. The weapons of painting would be the 
least appropriate precisely among those that must be used. When 
they appear used up, it is indeed now that they can really begin to 
be used.

  Today it still remains for us to impoverish ourselves after the 
flamboyant successes (which are also the most stupefying abdi-
cations from, say, an ontological point of view). It remains for us 
to prepare a place where the questions to come are delicate-
ly and poorly hanging, questions which are not posed (or little or 
no longer posed) by philosophers, which are posed by the human 
sciences fragmentarily, without getting too much lost in a facile 
humanism4, without dwelling too much on the problem of God- 
yes-or-no-and-to-what-end. 

  The anagogic sign and the apologetic image have been 
obsolete for three centuries and everything makes one believe that 
a comatose figuration is victim of a therapeutic tenacity that one 
shouldn’t count on too much (one thinks of Franco or Tito dying in 
bed — speaking of which, what’s become of Dalí?). The formal rev-
olutions have very usefully given painting its specific field over the 
last one hundred and fifty years; modern painting has shined, sur-
vived, and been completed, before becoming totally sterile (I’m 
told that its embalmed corpse can be seen on certain days in the 
Red Square in Moscow, but I believe than my informants confuse this 
with another great dream which is contemporary with it and which 
was also assassinated elsewhere, but no matter — modern paint-
ing starts in a pitiful way, dies, and pretends to be reborn. [Jean] 
Degottex is a zombie, so are the minimalists).

 Good. This is where we’re at. Worn out, stunned, and vaguely con-
scious that everything isn’t finished (indeed, it’s a shame —one 
can easily imagine the beautiful neo-romantic tears this ump-
teenth end might trigger). It’s not even this “tabula rasa” which  
excites. It’s only what follows, what happens next, with other goals, 
perhaps, and making do with what’s at hand, which isn’t much.  

  Perhaps what possibly remains to be attempted
 What possibly remains to be attempted no doubt must turn around 

an unintelligible and finally transparent trace — not limpid like a 
trickle of water at the end of the garden but transparent. You slip 
through; there’s nothing to hold onto. As for myself, I can no longer 
find my way (this obsession with disappearance gets on my nerves — 
 how I drag my feet!). Transparent. And that’s not even Alice’s looking 
glass. Transparent, and nothing shows through, nothing appears.

  Almost nothing unintelligible, the first cry of a newborn, an  
impoverished act, from the poor (even more or scarcely violent — 
this violence of those who themselves have renounced power).  
Especially not shouting; we’ve had enough of these superb cries — 
they’ve filled our shelves. Thanks all the same to Sade, Rimbaud, 
Kafka, and several others (and too bad for the naive Van Gogh 
who will have succeeded in reconciling the yachts of the rich and fa-
mous with the campgrounds of the petite bourgeois — in painting, 
shouting is only subversive for the time it takes to burst out laughing). 

  Thus, an impoverished act, neither happy nor sad, neither  
talented nor useless; almost invisible but which puts pressure on a 
little bit of morality to come.

  The impoverished, Arte Povera, the “Décollagistes”
  This poverty has nothing to do with the artists from Arte Povera, 

who constitute a new aesthetic, as many others have done. After  
Duchamp and the New Realists, they displace the edict of the 
beautiful. They make significant what isn’t. They “rehabilitate” the 
ordinary in staging it. In fact, they pervert it and I don’t see much inter-
est in this approach. The artist’s appropriative gesture, beyond 
the fact that it is threadbare, is today completely opposed to 
doubt — again, an imperialism.   

  Since we are speaking of the New Realists, there is a single at-
titude (apart from Klein) that I at least find somewhat interesting 
(but only from what one might call a literary point of view): the 
affichistes, the “décollagistes” (as Anne Baldassari somewhat 
strangely says) — in short, [Raymond] Hains and [Jacques] Villeglé, 
[François] Dufrêne, and, before he listens too closely to the sirens 
of Pop Art, [Mimmo] Rotella.

  I’ve never under-estimated their look (even today, during the 
run up to the elections which encourages various lacerations of 
posters, I almost succumb to the beauty of this brutal and circum-
stantial art). The fact remains that it’s still Duchamp who lies behind 
this (the best, certainly), or the [Louis] Aragon of Paris Peasant —
an enthralled and lucid gaze. Hains and Villeglé are very great 
artists. It’s true that looking at them too closely, they show us (if dif-
ferently) the influence of André Lanskoy — offering us aestheticism. 
But I don’t want to confuse everything; I’m not insulting any-
one today. Truly attentive observers, Hains and Villeglé are espe-
cially poets first of all. That’s no small achievement.

  Nietzsche says:
  In the name of “truth” and “suffering man,” Nietzsche rejects 

the elegance that comes from France, an influence to which his 
contemporaries in Germany have been subjected. Against this 
good taste, Wagner and Schopenhauer alone find favor with him.  
Nietzsche was right but (like everyone who is right) he was wrong.

  Poor Nazi taste and its exercise have brutally told us that avoid-
ing elegance doesn’t suffice — that things happen elsewhere, 
beyond good taste and beyond its refusal. 

  In painting (since we have to be resolved to speak about 
it from time to time) — beyond academicism, formal revolution, 
avant-gardism, or even derision.

  If this remains true, avoiding the “virtuosity of mastering to 
dance or of the upholsterer” is not (or no longer) a goal. (The vir-
tuous abomination that Nietzsche devotes to the 3 Ms — Moment, 
Meinungen (opinions), Mode — is, on the surface of course, also 
admitted among the common spaces of living-rooms and bou-
doirs.) Of course, his argument has not been understood but it has 
been recuperated.

  In spite of this, when Nietzsche makes Schopenhauer’s formula 
his own, according to which “one always does well to remain behind 
one’s time when one sees it go backwards,” he is being quite con-
temporary. Observing the new good taste, the new “culture,” one 
sees that violence has become academicism, derision a lazy jerk-
ing off, topo-sociological reflection-denunciation a resignation 
like any other… elegant and even beautiful, which changes noth-
ing. (As we will see later, I make one exception.)  

  The fashion which Nietzsche speaks of and that takes hold 
here and there precisely allows us to follow it closely — to make it 
speak again.

  Of course, we are waiting in turn to be recuperated… and 
fashionable. And everything tends to show that today this hap-
pens more quickly than a century ago. 

  Levinas, Blanchot
  Levinas notes that Kierkegaard (whose “overcoming of ethics” 

appears to him disturbing, and he’s not wrong) gives meaning to 
life through the unicity of the subject, in spite of death, and that 
through this, “Kierkegaard brings something absolutely new to  
European philosophy: the possibility of attaining truth through 
the ever-recurrent inner rending of doubt, which is not only 
an invitation to verify evidence, but part of evidence itself.”5 

 This is from Proper Names. All of Levinas is there — to grant to 
someone who he distrusts essentially as much attention to the Other 
as himself. “Consensually,” we ought to find this a nice lesson. This is 
a little like what I wanted to say in speaking of this humility that will 
allow us to (perhaps) draw a little moral lesson. 

  A few lines further on, Levinas tells us of “the opposition… be-
tween truth triumphant and truth persecuted… Persecution and, by 
the same token, humility are modalities of the true.”6 

  Blanchot also says: “to fail without fail: this is a sign of pas-
sivity,” “there is no silence if not written; torn reserve” — phrases in-
cluded in a collection of texts for Bram van Velde, in which Blanchot 
participated.7
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  In other words
 — Scribbling [griffonnage] (which could be a “conceptualiza-

tion” of the flatness created by an aerosol can or spray-gun) sub-
stitutes, if only in appearance, for the monochromatic field; 

 — gesture — unreadable as such since it covered over uniformly, 
constitutive of and constituted by the dialectic of said/unsaid —
gives way to its ‘conceptualization” (hatchings [griffures]) which is 
paradoxically a readable gesture, itself, for itself; another man-
ner of articulating this return to the said/unsaid (or, more exactly,  
the said of the unsaid/silence, muteness);

 — one might also say that gesture disappears when it appears;
 — it disappears under the form of the absolutely unreadable — 

the monochrome which was imperial, imperialist, even “terrorist” as 
certain people said — violent and irreproachably non-discursive.

  It’s empire stems from the violence of the lacquer that was 
used so impudently, in opposition to such a radical color, etc. So, 
this unreadable (indecipherable) gesture has thus disappeared, 
in order that something different comes into appearance, this 
scribbling [gribouillage] which is apparently more readable (but 
I hope that’s not so certain); 

 — a “readable” scribbling (but in order to be better forgotten) 
is perhaps the moment that is needed so that, technically, the ges-
ture of the monochrome is abandoned (even denied), and so that 
an approach of the un-finished comes into effect; 

 — that’s it for the moment.
  These notes
  These notes, which I feel obliged to set in place, make me want 

to vomit. It’s not only because they contradict the silence in which I 
would like so often to camp out.

  I don’t like them. Not at all. I’m having one of those “nothing- 
is-important” days. It will pass. It better. Accepting the ridicule of 
speaking. A sought after discomfort, with so much obstinacy, makes 
me laugh, me first of all… or vomit. I’m hesitating.

  Bram van Velde
  I believe that Bram van Velde is great because he often fails. 

I no longer remember (happily) which critic said that his brother, 
Geer, was better than him. Absolutely ridiculous to be so useless 
and to make his profession out of this uselessness. Don’t differenti-
ate between [Louis] Verneuil and [Jean] Eustache, Keith Jarrett and 
Coltrane, [Marguerite] Duras and [Louis René] des Forêts — be-
tween those who “assure” and those who seek, those who simply die 
older than they are born and those who die to be born.

  Bram van Velde, again
  Without Cézanne, without the Fauves or the Cubists, there would 

perhaps be no Bram van Velde — there’s no doubt. And yet, 
Cézanne, etc. are not nothing. More exactly, they constructed 
useless, social splendors (there’s no need to disagree by saying 
they were antisocial — their great aim was to change the world; 
they produced great and useless social gestures). These simple-
tons with their formal revolutions who feasted on their audacity 
have been rejected by Bram van Velde for their profound vulgarity. 
I know that I’m simplifying a little, that I’m exaggerating here, that 
my analysis is crude. Elsewhere, I swear that I’ll try to be subtler… but 
I’ll be also considerably less clear. 

  So, going back to Bram van Velde, when he escapes the flam-
boyant space that Cézanne created — a space void of the slight-
est ethical concern — as well as nearly all of modern art, he does a lot 
more than question these — he annuls them. He pushes them gen-
tly, noiselessly, into the City, in their intelligent, efficient and… super- 
ficial approach.

  Perhaps what possibly remains to be attempted (II) 
  despite the great chess-player who is so intelligent
  So, perhaps what possibly remains to be attempted must un-

doubtedly turn around an unintelligent work — despite Duchamp, 
against Duchamp. He’s not as stupid as the “Bad” painters — but 
worse than that. So, let’s speak about Marcel Duchamp. Duchamp 
fulfilled his role, and at just the right moment, a role that wasn’t so 
repugnant as all the new fashionable criticism wants to tell us and 
also not so important as has been endlessly repeated to us. He 
created the groundwork… and then accordingly got in the way. 
Good, it’s finished. He has become part of our culture, like Peiro 
[della Francesca], like Poussin, like Kandinsky, and there you have 
it. So, perhaps what possibly remains to be attempted is around 
this unintelligence (not even this unintelligibility — just so that we  
understand one another well: unintelligence).

  It’s a difficult gamble for us because we really are so intelli-
gent (smile). 

  Or again, everything can be formulated the other way round: 
to work around a fumbling intelligence. 

  I would like my work to be the least talented possible… nor in-
telligent; the least provocative, and the least convincing.

  If there are superfluous parts to my texts, paradoxes, disre-
spectful contradictions, and evasive responses, these are fairly 
secondary (I’m telling you this, but you are not obliged to believe 
me). I perhaps let off steam in order to work more severely, and that 
what I am trying to explain to you is something new, and that an  
unexpected, undesired stupidity also comes across me from time 
to time, like everyone else.

  It’s not really new
  To see painting, think painting, erase painting, redo paint-

ing,erase painting again, etc. We’ll never be finished with it (except 
when we’re dead, of course). Is this new? No, not really. And yet, in 
the last phase, perhaps a little new — erasing oneself.

 What one puts back in place and which is never in place.
  In passing
  In passing, it seems appropriate to laugh at breathless ref-

erences to history. [Louis] Cane’s path of going backwards — but 
could he move further backwards from where he was? — can be 
understood insofar as, flowing along in his avant-gardism, he obvi-
ously understood nothing about history. (I mention Cane because 
he is caricaturally stupid8 and because, with him as an example, 
perhaps you’ll immediately see more clearly what I’m getting at). 
Cane today wants us to believe that he revives a thread by inflicting 
on us (along with Delacroix!) his weighty exercises in a Picasso-Las 
Meninas style — talent minus virtuosity, but, as you already know 
perhaps, talent doesn’t impress me much. With Cane, the comedy 
comes rather from his Bouvard and Pécuchet side.9

 The situation of Cane and those around him is a little like this old 
idea (which is not necessarily true, any more than false) that one 
only learns how to play bridge and make one’s bed when doing 
military service (I believe one now says “armed service,” which is an 
obscure change in etiquette yet again for saying the same thing). 
Well, history and culture — in their roots and wanderings — are a lit-
tle like this; there are those who, whether in the armed services or not, 
who will never know or never have culture. Everything happens for 
them as if considering history is limited to remaking it, parodying it, 

“paying homage” to it, embellishing on top of it. Nothing more.
  At least Picasso amused himself, finding pleasure with his vari-

ations on Las Meninas (and that’s a start). The Canes paddle 
along. And of course, in this way, avoid history, and are lacking  
history. But they never fail, our splendid Bouguereaux’ 

 Sic transit gloria mundi.10

  Delacroix, etc.
  I have to be completely unconscious to say such bad things 

about Delacroix (those who are specialists in painting will be on 
my side). In his writings, Delacroix venerated Poussin among a few 
others—as I do myself. He distrusted writings on painting coming 
from others who were not painters themselves — I am wary of my-
self about this as much as him. In fact, it’s his century that I loathe, 
and especially Delacroix’s profusion — which is so representative 
of this century and of romanticism when this isn’t lamenting every-
thing — a slightly hasty sensuality which excludes the soul (which  
romanticism however speaks so much about), and eroticism. His 
ardor, his “pictorial machismo.” And the door he opened to all this 
impoverished genital painting. Do we understand one another? 
Cossack-type painting…

  Delacroix, his drawing… let’s accept that. But his painting is just 
as distressing as an uncle at a communion dinner with his funny sto-
ries. He nearly killed painting. He’s not the only one. With a virtuosity 
which occasionally confused his ideas, Picasso nearly did it too —
his balls were bigger than his conscience. Good. In spite of every-
thing, the Constructivists and the Bauhaus somewhat saved some-
thing in their period. They held their heads above water. They were 
also objects of pleasure, of recuperation, of exegeses, and of the 
marketplace. That that’s coming to all of us changes nothing. On 
the contrary, I know in the best of cases that I don’t exist. At worst, I ex-
ist alongside Malevich, Kandinsky, and Buren, as [François] Mathey 
cynically remarks.11 And why — for what end — would they have ex-
isted? And why would we exist? For the museums, the dreary parades 
in the future at the Grand Palais on a Sunday afternoon. It’s a des-
perate perspective.    

  The exception and the rule
  Delacroix distrusts the discourse of others on painting except 

painters. Yet, Baudelaire is not so bad (if one accepts his choices), 
or Valéry, for staying quiet at the right words. Closer to us, Beckett or 
Paulhan have spoken about painting, more or less. Painting is only 
in this more-or-less. Necessarily. Fautrier cannot be summarized in 
Paulhan’s discourse. Bram van Velde escapes from Beckett’s speech 
but also from all speech. (Of course, Beckett is not in question; again, 
it’s still his language applies the least harm to Bram van Velde).

  Nevertheless — and it’s wonderful to see the exception once 
again prove the rule — there are two twentieth-century poets who 
forgot to speak about painting but who nevertheless painted, and 
infinitely better than the majority of painters at the time — [Henri]  
Michaux and [Georges] Perros. Wouldn’t this suggest something? 
That a profession and talent would be the surest means to fail?

  Hesitate about the use of color, like Perros; be decisive with the 
ink, like Michaux, but be trembling. Clear-sighted. Stop sweating so 
much and getting your fingers dirty, that’s not the problem, you 
poor soul! Sam Francis — for all your great cunning and talent —
you will never understand this. But you’re a good money-maker 12, 
and that’s already not such a bad thing for your widow. Michaux and 
Perros — who are not of this “profession” — had both understood. 
 Self-critique

  Uncouthness as opposed to vulgarity is an old problem.
  People who think well of me find that my allusion to the widow 

of Sam Francis was in poor taste. It’s true. It’s not very good style 
[pas de Vuitton]. But it happens that I treat Vuitton handbags and 
accessories as the height of vulgarity (far worse than hats adver-
tising Ricard worn by boule players on camping sites in August in 
Palavas-les-Flots). If a lady shows off this fashion and also wears 
sunglasses on her head, I find it incredibly difficult not to throw up.

  Uncouthness as opposed to vulgarity; one might object jus-
tifiably that I’m not obliged to subscribe to either one or the other. 
True again. I could be a polite boy. I could even die being civil to 
make you happy, my darlings.

  However, I’m confused. I realize that it’s the second time that 
I’ve had a go at Sam Francis; one might say that I have it in for him. 
This would be wrong. But I believe that he is fairly representative of a 
certain painting — a small business useful for a society that’s look-
ing just for that… hence, “money-maker.” The widow? All right, yes,  
I said widow, but couldn’t that signify that Sam is thinking of the  
future of those close to him rather than of his art? An artist who is not 
egocentric is rare. So, let’s praise Sam Francis. Obviously. I’m not 
looking for him to die. Long live Sam Francis. There you go!

  So as to not cause myself too many worries, I’m going to 
make a supreme concession to everyone: everywhere please re-
place Sam Francis (whom we have already forgotten anyway) with 
Frank Stella, a good representative for painting, of this boring un-
thought hysterical opportunism that is so fashionable. Stella —
whom we have already forgotten.

  Inner suburbs, lost steps
  Two painters (which tends to prove that one can be a painter 

and not necessarily paint like a filthy slob, that everything is not lost), 
two painters — Pierrette Bloch and Max Wechsler — that you don’t 
know or hardly know (that’s a good sign for them) are in the inner 
suburbs of this new emerging situation, making forays only to then 
leave again. They are never far away. My tone might seem conde-
scending, but that’s not the case, not at all. They simply leave me a 
little short of explanations; I’m unreasonable. Too eager, impatient. 
I must be wrong — their demands are not necessarily the same as 
mine. I don’t know. However, a work on paper from 1972 by Pierrette 
Bloch that I saw at a home of a friend in common, and Max Wechsler’s 

entire body of work over the last few years, make me believe that, 
in spite of everything, we are speaking about the same thing —
sort of. Perhaps they ought to look more actively for an apart- 
ment in town; the suburbs are calming.

  Bauhaus, Kandinsky
  They saved painting from the disaster only to astonish the  

architects. Duchamp saved painting as a profession only to inflict 
on us his succession of little pretensions.

  Together, in spite of everything, they constitute our entire recent 
culture, which we have to deal with, and from which we have to often 
untie ourselves, even if this is only to come back to it. And then to 
re-untie ourselves, and so on.

  And to change the morality behind these artistic and icon-
oclastic forms of intelligence — to go, with and against them, to-
wards what we really do not know.

  In passing (post-scriptum)
  I have nothing to say about this somber adventure with its sur-

prising turns that the history/modernity, culture/subculture confron-
tation gives us. A pretty saga.

  Symmetrically opposite to history’s cheats, we ought to find 
the video generation (incidentally, it’s possible that today, in many 
cases, one finds these two flaws in the same person). It’s possible 
that the “historicists” paint with the Pink Floyds and Michael Jackson, 
etc. as muses; they could listen to Strauss’s Four Last Songs — by 
Gundula Janowitz — they would fare no better. Once again, I  
affirm that the Finkielkrauts create a very cosy cultural life, no doubt  
media-friendly, and spectacular.

  The problem is not choosing between disco and Bayreuth with 
Wagner’s operas.

  Being vigilant ought to suffice.
  To love and distrust oneself in turns, and according to what-

ever the day brings forth. To love it to death or like it a little and dis-
trusting oneself knowing that it’s not serious — that it’s also good to 
like songs from a convenience store.

  Not to take oneself so seriously. To stop imagining a role for 
oneself. There’s Finkielkraut for you.

  In painting as anywhere else, we are more or less watertight. 
There is really only painting that summons me to speak; if you pre-
fer [Claude] Zidi to [Ingmar] Bergman13, I won’t hold that against 
you… on the condition that you know that Pollock is better than de 
Kooning or Poussin than Delacroix. Here Mozart or Michel Delpech, 
Johnny [Hallyday] or Sheila or Richard Strauss offer no help for us.14 
They provide no true reference. Fortunately.

  With Buren, in spite of everything
  Opposed to these false historicists, Daniel Buren has a ge- 

nuine regard for history.
  Our disagreements are almost as widely known as our work in 

common. Or if they aren’t known, it doesn’t matter.
  So, let’s go back over what was and wasn’t broken with.
  In his work toward 1970, Daniel made what at first seemed to 

me a very dangerous turn but which no doubt was only a logical 
continuation (which doesn’t lessen the danger).

  At the beginning, the material that everyone knew that he 
used constituted his painting (so that this wasn’t read as a ready-
made, up until 1966, he ringed the store-bought canvas with a line 
of glycerin paint. In 1967, he only covered over the outer bands 
with this same line. This never fully escaped being ambiguous since 
one of his supporters, Pontus Hulten, in the introduction to Entre-
vue (written with Anne Baldassari), situates him in the lineage of  
Duchamp-Klein.15 I don’t think that this type of compliment goes to 
the heart of Daniel, unless in the manner of a bullet. His approach 
is complex in a different way.

   Since 1970, Daniel has used his raw material as a tool, and 
so no longer with a final purpose. Painting only refers back to itself; 
a tool, by definition, serves an exogenous purpose.

  One might find the nuance byzantine in the sense that one can 
claim that painting in the making refers back to a made painting 
and the latter to a painting that is seen and (more or less) a bearer 
of discourse — that these three types of painting are (more or less) 
exogenous to one another. One never paints innocently.

  But what Buren and I shared in common (and Toroni and Mosset 
as well) was the certitude that the trace in our work only returned 
to itself, for itself. We underestimated the recuperative force of art 
and its connoisseurs. 

  We live and evolve. I understand. I’m the first to admit that we 
had been naive (relatively and for a short amount of time) in be-
lieving that our work and approach wouldn’t be disguised by an 
insufficient gaze or its recognition and by a public little prepared 
for that. 

  Where Buren and I depart radically from one another (and I 
have already said this elsewhere somewhat violently) it’s over an 
appreciation of the place where our efforts ought to be focused 
today. What should be our initial object of attention? Up until what 
point can we work in the polis without losing moral focus and weight 
(even applied to “almost nothing”)? Up to what point can one de-
velop an explicit critique without a sovereign discourse — which 
seems to me the worst possible thing?

  I’m far from knowing what Buren has been doing over the last 
twenty years but I believe that his material-tool plays out in two 
ways: 1) as a naked and intact intervention, it in effect risks being 
of the order of a ready-made; 2) fragmented, organized, and 
composed, he decorates or modifies the place where it is present-
ed.16 In the first case, it is imposed through its critical and provoc-
ative charge, and in the second through its artistic efficacy. In both 
cases, the a priori empty material assumes the weight of an inter-
vention, of a topo-sociological and/or cultural attitude which are 
not the heart of the problem.

  From my point of view, this is a major impasse. What we have 
here are obsolete (artistic) gestures.   

  I don’t take the positions we held in 1966-67 as immutable. 
I don’t want to be guardian of the temple; that would be absurd 
and far too morbid. After ’68, several choices could have been 
made afterwards. I don’t think some are better than others, but 
they emphasize the essential confrontations concerning the use 
of pursuing “painting” (it’s use, its role, the place where it criticizes 
or interrogates, where it tends to appear or disappear, how and 
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why — and for what?). To me, for Buren there are neither good nor 
bad choices; there is a completely different appreciation of what 
is “useful.” Buren denounces “by emphasizing,” as it were, while I de-
nounce “by hollowing out.” Without stopping, he strikes everywhere 
through means that are always new (and intelligent, thought out, 
and deliberate). He appears everywhere. And sees himself recog-
nized as a member of the family (even if often as a bit of a clown); 
an exaggerated (in other words, interesting) denunciation is nat-
urally inscribed in the logic of consumption… even if it is made with 
a noteworthy belatedness in comparison with other, easier logics 
of consumption (lyrical abstraction, pop, minimalism…).

     In other words, based on just and very lucid premisses, a bad 
object choice (as one says in psychoanalysis) perhaps made him 
lack his real object. Daniel appeared in order to be swallowed 
up… or to risk being so.

  I disappeared (through repetition, through stopping paint-
ing, through a fastidious resumption of the same thing or through 
these recent works and their hopeless pencil strokes). Perhaps I will 
be swallowed up all the same, but — stemming from the same  
initial reflection — based on a quite opposite practice.

  Nevertheless, what is essential is that Buren is one of the few 
to have actively posed for himself fundamental questions. His 
choice — his choices — are his business, but it’s a shame to see 
such an active thinking knowingly address the polis, who make short 
work of it and reduce it to nothing.17

  Still, greetings Daniel. We’re distant cousins or close enemies, 
even if I believe of the same family.

  Terrorism
  Anyone who says or still says that we (Buren or Toroni or me) 

were — or are — terrorists is an idiot. Recently, my friend Roland  
Castro, reading one of my old texts, treated me as a terrorist. It only 
took him a good night’s sleep and digging out a post-scriptum in 
the text (it’s true, very badly formatted on the page) to call me back 
and tell me that he was wrong. Violence is not necessarily terrorism.

 And besides, there isn’t one kind of terrorism.18 
  Violence is healthy precisely when it combats the terrorism in-

tegrated into societies of the spectacle (to take up here more or 
less [Guy] Debord’s formulation — I’m not a Situationist either, so 
don’t trouble yourself trying to label me).19 

  No, I’m not finished with this subject. I’ll never be finished with 
it; it’s been too long that I’ve been repetitive in painting to not be 
repetitive when I’m speaking to you. I know, it goes round in circles. 
My only excuse (if I’m looking for one), is that I’m working with the un-
known — in art, beyond art, close to art. Okay.

  Thus, one can say (differently, but with difficulty) that terror-
ism, at least for some time, is constituted by given responses — 
responses given to who asked nothing more of these moronic art-
ists — neither the Church, the Princes, the bourgeoisie. All the same, 
the artists give their two cents worth, showing off for the pleasure. 
(The only exceptions: the official Nazi or communist artists — for 
them, in effect, biting their tongues, they didn’t take themselves for 
artists. In essence, [Yves] Brayer shouldn’t either take himself for…). 
Terrorism in art is articulated especially around an avant-gard-
ist derision (for which people increasingly keep harping on that 
it supports “subversion” — this is only the sugarcoated version, it’s 
the soft porn of Emmanuelle compared to Deep Throat, but it’s 
still terrorism… that it no longer bores us, that it doesn’t disturb us 
changes nothing). The only function of these “desecrating” ges-
tures, which are only little tricks, is to put us to sleep. Which is always 
what terrorism does.

  On the other hand, along paths as yet completely undiscov-
ered, a new mode of inquiry draws out this celebrated little thread 
of morality. 

  N.B. Here I should no doubt explain this ambiguity that I de-
velop in saying earlier that Klein, along with Pollock, is very import-
ant and also that he nevertheless participates in a terrorist type of 
provocation. (I could also say the same thing of the late Matisse —
this provocative splendor that, if not terrorist properly speaking, is 
at least completely imperialist, in any case, dangerously authori-
tarian). Klein, like Matisse — the one with a sleazy metaphysics, the 
other with his astonishing artistic mastery — are at once very great 
(“unavoidably canonical” the other would say) while stifling reflec-
tion and inquiry through an excess of the visual, of plasticity, of 
modernity. Pollock as well.

  Immense, yes, but insolently closing off research when, with im-
pudence, a Bram van Velde is the first to open this path.

  So there. And too bad if you still think that I contradict myself 
or if I’m speaking nonsense.

  So, the non-dupes continue to err20

  Will we say enough about the terrifying ravages of the mode 
of intelligence?

  Intelligence — this one at least — renders one stupid (and 
then very stupid), but the opposite, however, is not true; stupidity 
rarely makes one intelligent. But, in addition, this perverted intel-
ligence has supported the terrorism mentioned above, the prac-
tice of a dandy that I hate.

  Don’t pretend to be astonished when you discover that I’m 
also anti-terrorist — you’ll disappoint me a lot. (Come on, smile, 
this was a slightly masochist joke. I know very well that I’ve been in 
the word — and, would you believe, perhaps even in my work? You 
have regarded me darkly — strong terrorist intonations, in the lin-
eage of the Surrealists and Situationists. Come on [Allons]…)21

  My work was perhaps quite brutal. Because I was just a kid, I 
wanted to change things somewhat radically.

  In part, this is what was done.
  But it was the opposite, in the École de Paris, that the true 

terrorism existed — with their gesturalism that thought itself free 
and that lay in the still lukewarm bed of the votaries of the gold-
en ratio — which is where, in all good faith, you did not believe to 
see only art. The very learned Bauhaus, even Kandinsky’s delights,  
Duchamp — what exactly do all these great artists give you? A gener-
ation of idiotic jokers, like [Bertrand] Lavier, or slightly less stupid like 
Ben, the graffiti artists, the “Bad” painting artists, etc., small moraliz-
ers without any morals, entertainers who aren’t funny. And terrorism — 
of the market, of socialites (in the style of reformed members 
of the Red Brigades).

 No, we weren’t the terrorists. We were taking action. We took another 
path, and it was never with the same aim. Not for Buren. Not for me. 
We didn’t capitulate. We’re still not dead. But that’s coming, that’s 
coming, don’t you worry about that.

  So, what are the things that will start again 
  differently that I spoke about earlier?
  An address (or a sign) towards the Other that would no longer 

be authoritarian, whether through its beauty, its force, or its staging… 
a non-discursive speech that would be developed for nearly noth-
ing. (Neither angelic nor masochistic in this new approach, but a  
resistance to what has become perverted, has become soft… and 
ossified… within the functions of painting and looking at painting.)

  An address that would also say: “I’m not absolutely sure I 
know what I am speaking about.”

  Our survival (but yours especially) does not consist, or does 
not entirely consist in consuming a little Bonnard or Piero della  
Francesca (for those of you who are on holiday in somewhere other 
than Club Med), nor especially the very latest dandy promoted 
by the Galerie Templon. Our survival is to find a small thread that 
leads to a simple morality, in the way that elsewhere Levinas or  
Blanchot or Beckett or Laporte do. We always return to this point.  
Almost silence. But said.

  Bram van Velde knew and sensed this, and tried to practice it 
(obviously with his occasionally intrusive background).

  Something around silence which would not be silence.
  This doesn’t mean that “one stops and reflects” but quite the 

opposite: one pursues something by trying to bend the order of 
authoritarian discourse and, by extension, the conditions of the 
market. This is an almost impossible wager to hold on to (99%), 
but if only 1% remains, what if this miniscule 1% makes life possible  
and essential?

  I can see here that once again this is perhaps a way for me 
to come back to Bram van Velde. However, to be honest, I don’t 
know what life is. Apparently, he did know. In his “Conversations” with 
Charles Juliet, he even speaks about it a little too much.22 (Never-
theless, there is Bram van Velde’s manner of addressing “life”: “Of 
course painting is ridiculous. But it is the only way that I have for  
approaching life.” I would almost get my bearings through it, 
even if I am tempted to say simply: “… but it is the only way I have of  
approaching painting.” And then he follows with: “I’m more on the 
side of weakness.” This is something to which I completely adhere.) 

  Good. So, let’s move on. To say this differently: the greatest 
successes are not immortal; they are dead. Garrulous, they only 
speak of the weekend’s sports results and what the weather is like. 
Only what we pursue counts (or perhaps will count) for those who will 
remember the Holocaust, of the awareness that we have of it and 
how it almost imposes silence on us, a murmur, and rebuilding.

  Nowhere
  Don’t tell me once again that you are surprised that I’m hardly 

a terrorist when you read me. Certainly, don’t tell me that my “new” 
way of painting caught you by surprise.

  First, as regards this last point, because it seems to me there 
is no essential difference but only a difference in degree, and sec-
ondly, and above all, because your opinion is only anecdotal.  
(I won’t even say to you that I don’t give a damn about your opinion — 
I don’t give a damn about anything, or almost — in spite of every-
thing, I don’t give a damn about many things, so let’s move on… I will 
suggest to you, on the other hand, to really think things over before 
you speak — as for me, thinking things over before speaking is  
really not the question. You. You, exactly, contrary to Kleist.23

  You find this unjust? Come now, come now — it’s not really you, 
the public, to be paranoid.

  You say that in order to be poor, you have to be rich?
  That’s not so sure… we’ll have to see…
  For example, because it’s been so affluent for more than the 

last fifty years, American painting only gives us a nauseating and 
stupid wealth of nouveaux riches.

  They believed they sold everything to us (and they had) —  
Action Painting, Pop Art, Minimalism… and everything in fifteen ex-
amples, by the truckloads (I’m making an exception for Pollock be-
cause I’m having a good day24); not so long ago, who did the 
folks on Wall Street have the bright idea to re-import and re-im-
pose? De Kooning. Such a fat piece of crap, such a cross-breed 
of Ensor, Mathieu, Picasso, the bastard (why not?) but disrespect-
ful and stupid.25

  This “affluent American painting” shows its profound immatu-
rity; it’s still at the stage of spectacle, of the market. On Wall Street 
or elsewhere, those who decided to show De Kooning rather than, 
say, a phony Ellsworth Kelly or this charming old man, [Mark] Tobey — 
who are not at all fashionable over there — believed they were 
smart to support the “Bad” painters and other subway artists by  
inflicting on us their grandfather. One makes up a history the way 
one can to support what’s in fashion.

  In choosing to be poor, perhaps you have to be rich, but all 
those who are wealthy are not capable of becoming poor, even 
when there is an urgency. Especially for the nouveaux riches.

  One day, the Americans will understand all this and will decree 
a general impoverishment, on a large scale, and with a logistical 
support equal to what we have already suffered with all their other 
fashions. Now there will only be this “impoverished questioning” (for 
two years). The wealthy have this tendency — to make the big bucks 
with their brightest ideas. 

  I’m insulting the Americans. I must be mad. Everyone knows that 
you have to work over there or, at least, exhibit from time to time.

  What Pollock? What did I say?
  Amongst the stars of this affluent American painting, next to 

[Franz] Kline, [Mark] Rothko, [Robert] Motherwell, next to Jasper Johns,  
[Robert] Rauschenberg, [Roy] Lichtenstein, [Andy] Warhol, next to 
Louise Nevelson, [Robert] Morris, [Donald] Judd or [Dan] Flavin, [Sol] 
LeWitt, [Frank] Stella (you can be sure I’m forgetting some). All the 
same, there is still Pollock. He alone saves everything — the first ges-
ture that owes nothing to the Orient, nothing to comic strips, nothing 
to a “go-west” narcissism, little to aestheticism, and only owes — 
in an almost negligible fashion — the smallest of things to [André] 
Masson: the dripping. 

 Masson made a serious mistake. In producing his drip paintings, he 
thought he was only giving us the equivalent to automatic writing, 
nothing more. In a moment of sheer genius, Pollock took up what 
was only an exercise as an ethic — he appropriated it for himself. 
Well spotted! And of course, he extended this gesture to the scale 
of his country. Augmented, a lot of elegance still often lingers in the 
work, but still, it’s one of the very first blind gestures. Thanks to him 
for this. Pollock is easily more important than all the American paint-
ing put together. Greater than Masson, however much he owes him 
his only discovery. I think Pollock screwed up at the end, as if he 
hadn’t understood his own work, as if the drips had only been an 
accident. He paid for it with another accident which will forever pre-
vent us from knowing how the story turned out. Let’s dream and per-
sist in thinking that Jackson Pollock would have returned to the drips.

  He is more important than all the European painting at the 
time, Bram van Velde excepted. 

  I don’t have the impression that I’m being very original in say-
ing all this, but I only insist that one doesn’t imagine that I assume 
all Americans  are idiots.

  So as to not to fall out for good with the Americans
  who perhaps might give me some money
  As everyone acknowledges, when it comes to jazz and cinema, 

the Americans teach us lessons, and have taught us lessons. Even 
forgetting “historical authors,” I also think that their literature is bet-
ter than ours. I’m not speaking of Faulkner, Dos Passos, Steinbeck, 
and certainly not Hemingway (even though he wrote Green 
Hills of Africa which might almost justify the craze he has been  
subjected to).

  So as to mislead you a bit more, I’m speaking then of contem-
porary American literature. (What on earth am I mixing myself up in?)

  It’s glaring that Saul Bellow is better than Michel Tournier, that 
the great absentee J.D. Salinger is better than everyone, that the spry 
Jerome Charyn better than Patrick Modiano (whose profession is 
certainly not writing), this scandalous WASP J.P. Donleavy is funnier than 
Milan Kundera. One can even convince oneself that the otherwise 
terrifying Bernard Malamud is less boring than J.M.G. Le Clézio (as 
you have understood, we are trying to stay among good company; 
we not going beat ourselves up to the point of comparing Philip 
Roth to Philippe Sollers. We have a deficit that even a government 
minister like Edith Cresson in her best moments couldn’t overcome. 
 Ah! I already hear you hollering:“… and Pound? And James?” 
You know what? I don’t give a shit. Go for Joyce, go for Céline (I find 
that there is some kinship; I have a right to, no?) But Pound is just as 
boring as Saint-John Perse, or nearly.26

  So, I’ve not been speaking about painting here? I have. That’s 
all I have been speaking about.

  Sunday
  Just reread these notes — crap. Logorrhea that rambles on. 

I ought to scribble, to sketch — I ought to do that and not reread 
myself, not write, especially on Sunday. Sundays don’t bring me luck. 
It’s the Lord’s day and we have a jealous God.

  Painting-object, the spectacular
  Painting-object, finished, spectacle, all that… insufferable self- 

righteous authoritarianism.
  Among my friends (and those painters that are very close to 

me, that I consider the best), I identify these two traps from time to 
time that sum up a lack of vigilance. That concerns only them, but 
what concerns me is that perhaps I still haven’t escaped these traps. 
Thus, it’s not really what I say that is important but what I cough up. 
 Perhaps work that is impotent will disclose flashes of silence, 
elsewhere, later. We will never know anything. And that’s how things 
should happen — not knowing anything, ever.

  Do that
  Paint the fissured fracture [la faille], scrawl what lacks… but 

to which one doesn’t resign oneself to doing. It’s not pious mor-
tification but lack that bears a certain (very uncertain and pre- 
carious) future. I don’t know too much… Lack as means, perhaps, 
as approach… 

  My only two certitudes (again this very word catches my pen as 
it writes), are: 1. That the sovereign-saying has no reason to perpet-
uate itself today — the Italian churches, the Louvre, the Prado, the 
Metropolitan, etc. ought to largely suffice for our need for amaze-
ment and submission; and 2. That the painting-object is a very 
mediocre trap. One can encounter the sovereign-saying without 
painting-object, but rarely the other way around. (Thus, Yves Klein 
can — occasionally — avoid the object… but he puts metaphysics 
in its place. At the end of the day, the painting-object always sup-
ports a sovereign finitude.)

  The artist as a propaganda tool has seen life, the flagship 
artist is just as obsolete as the wretched artist. The artist-savant in 
the Renaissance is a touching souvenir. (The scientists today are 
themselves completely out of their depth once they leave their 
strict and specialist domain. Subsequently, what responses, what  
explanations would the artist give at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury that wouldn’t be a complete farce?  A placebo?) In contrast, 
what remains as an (urgent) necessity is only an obscure and ob-
stinate questioning or, better, a stubborn re-questioning. The form 
itself of the questioning must be an obscure questioning. Suppose 
that I am an artist. So, then I must find a new unknowable land — of 
myself — with strict and elusive borders, setting out on a frustrating 
voyage, disappointing as much for me as for you and not really 
knowing where I am, what it is that this “it” that I do might be. Nor what 
it is for. Knowing only the obligation that I must do “it.”

  On re-reading Flash Art
  The “entrevue” (it’s curious that one is practically obliged to 

put scare quotes around the French word so that it substitutes for 
the English “interview” without too much ambiguity, which was per-
fectly adapted. The fashionable gimmick — ought one say “amus-
ing and new object”? — which comes to the defense of the French 
language forces us into exhausting and sometimes comic somer-
saults. Thus, what is this portmanteau word “fioule” that should be 
able to heat our homes better than the usual “fuel” and even bet-
ter than “heating oil.” On a lighter note but just as worrisome: will  
the “starlettes” — at once small stars and starlets in the movies —
become the “étoilettes” — small stars become toilets — and if 
so, will they be public or not? This last question is going to make 
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me lose the thread, I feel it. Go ahead, Mimi, pray to Our Lord…
and be lucky).27

  So, I shouldn’t have reread the “interview” with Bernard Blistène 
that appeared in Flash Art.28 Even if there are several justifica-
tions which appear to me a little laborious, apart from the semantic 
framework there is this insufferable problem that (everything end-
lessly wavering and without reason) what I say to Blistène was 
true, that everything was more or less false. First of all, this: that my 
poverty wasn’t already poor enough.

  Saying this, I know that my current impoverishment in 1988 —
the pencil drawings — might appear to me as being still too impe-
rious the next day. Perhaps I should stop making one last time? Or 
living? Ah, ah. It’s tempting, idiot; reactionary and tempting. Icarus 
is waiting for me and laughing at this idea that occupies me and 
that he doesn’t find very new. How he’s right.

  The letter to Mathey29

  It goes without saying (as we might say) that in this letter to 
Mathey I’m only stating things that no longer interest me. Or not in the 
same way. My contradictions are exposed, and I acknowledge them 
just as strongly as my current “certitudes.” This text makes me laugh; 
it’s marked with wrinkles and often naive. It’s old-fashioned, and I my- 
self am today in the process of making myself unfashionable in rel-
tion to tomorrow, when  I’ll be seen as perhaps even more naive still.

  I take responsibility for this. Nevertheless, the intuition of what 
was going to happen for others proved to be true. One only ever 
makes a mistake about oneself.

  I still like the idea I formulated there: “Subversion in art is also 
its inefficacy.” It’s about the only thing I like.

  I know, I’m speaking in the abstract
  Speaking of painting is always to speak of something other 

than painting. Or else, one speaks about technique (and even 
then, it’s a long way from painting). Valéry says: “One must always 
apologize for talking about painting.”30 Could one say it better? 
But keeping quiet, wouldn’t that be to shut oneself away?

  I hate theoretical texts as justifications. But settling the ac-
counts or establishing some sort of provisional balance are detest- 
able attitudes which I nevertheless accept because, with a bit of 
luck, they might contribute to a transformation or mutation in the 
role of “painting.” 

  Art, the market, the function
  One ought never to sell painting but donate it.

To pay so that we can get painting from out of our hands 
and eyes.

  Let’s dream a little more: one ought to pay us for not painting.
  If this isn’t possible, then the extreme solution: banning paint-

ing for everyone for at least ten years. Exactly ten years. Is ten years 
too much to ask? All the painters can be exiled off to Devil’s Island. 
I’m prepared to go there myself to serve as an example (yet I hate 
traveling), to cut off my hands and gouge out my eyes (yet mutila-
tions bore me). What bullshit… I should have been a musician.

  I’m not going to recount my life, but…
  I’m not going to recount my life, but (I’m frightened to say), for 

those who might have forgotten theirs at home, I’m going to offer 
some sticks here to beat me.

  Often — too often — I know I am tempted by the idea that 
“Nothing is important, that everything’s worth the same as everything 
else, etc.” Put everything in the same bag. Everything. And stop. (How-
ever, when I completely stopped painting for fifteen years, don’t 
start imagining that this was the same thing, responding to these 
same temptations. It was quite the opposite. Not the beautiful 
nonchalance of a dandy but through an excess of seriousness (a 
passive prolongation of my work, extremely critical but not cynical). 
In order to carry on, there are mornings when I have to do harm to 
myself; doing this, I know well that I’m not alone, far from it — clock-
ing in at the Citroën factory demands good health. I’m neither ex-
emplary nor a hero — it’s only to continue and move beyond this 
attraction of the “nothing.” But when one moves beyond that (if one 
moves beyond that), then you have to look at it closely, very closely, 
and separate out strictly what is and isn’t important, what is and 
isn’t (more) interesting in relation to what is essential. And do that all 
the time. Suspect everything and always more harshly, setting light 
what fades away from what is essential, which always remains to be 
defined (beginning of course with getting you own house in order, 
which is the least one can do, the least courtesy that one can show). 

  For quite some time now it is well known that burning is specific 
to hell; one is surprised to find to what extent it is infernal — perhaps 
something remains, but not much. One asks oneself what’s the  
point of this purification. This increasingly demanding sorting, would 
it still be terrorist, in spite of everything (I’m not persuaded by the plat-
itude that our age renders everything truly indulgent)? After every-
thing I said above, I really hope not, I’d look good… [Jean] Carzou 
or [Pierre] Alechinsky or [Robert] Combas or [Victor] Vasarely seem 
to me to make a simple porridge, but if this gruel does them some 
good, so much the better for them… and too bad for Rilke (“We 
know little, but that we must hold to what is difficult is a certainty that 
will not forsake us.”31)  

  Thus, there is perhaps little difference between this extremely 
abrupt sorting and terrorism. I think — I wish that it’s like ginger ale 
and whisky which resemble one another but aren’t the same. I be-
lieve my most frequent references here are Levinas and Bram van 
Velde. It would be easier to guess the six numbers of the Lotto than 
to find anyone more opposed than they to terrorist thought. Will this 
suffice to give me credibility? 

  It’s not so sure. I see some frowning skeptically at this. It’s my 
tone which forsakes me. It’s always been like that (already when I 
was in school…). Never mind, I’ll more likely die from some kind of 
cancer than from you doubting me (and my own doubt about all 
this), even as it distresses me.

 Michel Parmentier, July 3, 1988
1 In order to dot the i’s, a sterile questioning is that which responds or 

pretends to respond in your place — basically, the opposite of a 
maieutic approach. 

  Painting’s charm stems from its way of turning the most assured 
of maxims inside out (I’m still speaking of Buren, Hantaï, Toroni). For 
those that I cite, for myself (and perhaps for several others who I 
don’t know or hardly know), better sorry than safe. 

2  Alain Finkielkraut is a widely known author, in part for his texts denounc-
ing multiculturism as responsible for the decline of Western civiliza-
tion. Bercy is a sports arena and concert hall in Paris. Johnny Hallyday 
was a popular French singer-songwriter and actor. Translator’s 
note.

3  Grégory Villemin was a small French boy whose murder was widely 
discussed in the press at the time. Paris-Soir was an evening news-
paper. Translator’s note.

4  To distrust humanism as an alibi of an insipid consumption does 
not imply its opposite; to distrust this democracy that fabricates 
its enemies. Terrorism does not imply that one adheres to terrorism 
or that we are enemies of democracy. On the contrary.

5  See Emmanuel Levinas, “A Propos of ‘Kierkegaard vivant,’” trans.  
Michael B. Smith in Proper Names (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1996), p. 77. Translator’s note. Parmentier’s italics.

6 Ibid., pp. 77-78.
7  See Maurice Blanchot, “Fragmentaire” in Pierre Alechinsky, Geneviève 

Asse, et al., Celui qui ne peut se servir des mots (Montpellier: 
Éditions Fata Morgana, 1975), pp. 19-31, reprinted in L’Écriture 
du désastre. See Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of the Disaster, 
trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995), p. 11 
and p. 8 (translation modified). Translator’s note.

8  I know I’m doing him a favor. My friends often reproach me for 
speaking about idiots and citing them (“Be careful, the jerk has 
unpredictable reflexes. One day he’ll brag about having been in-
sulted by you”). This is my “let-them-live” side; I’m absolutely against 
euthanasia. Cane is entitled to be insulted like a human being in 
his own right.

9  The reference is to Flaubert’s satirical work named after the two 
characters. Translator’s note.

10  And so passes away the glory of the world.
11  François Mathey was the senior curator for the “Artistic Creation in 

France 1960-72” exhibition, to whom Parmentier addressed an 
open letter (pp. 98-99, translated p. 120). Translator’s note.

12  In English in the text.
13  Claude Zidi is a French film director known for his burlesque come-

dies; Ingmar Bergman is often considered one of the great twenti-
eth-century filmmakers. Translator’s note.

14  Michel Delpech, Johnny Halliday, and Sheila are all popular French 
singer-songwriters. Richard Strauss was a famous German com-
poser. Translator’s note.

15  See Daniel Buren and Anne Baldassari, Entrevue (Paris: Musée Des 
Arts Décoratifs and Flammarion, 1987). Translator’s note.

16  When he considers the decorative as one of the attributes of all  
major art, he says here radically what separates us; no doubt not 
what essentially separates us but the modalities of this question-
ing that we share in common, in the same way that we share a critical 
language in common.   

17 Conversely, I know that Daniel Buren compliments me (compliments 
me like a poisoned present) for being a great classical painter. 
I’m choking in astonishment because I really don’t know what that 
means today.

18  Terrorism in art is everywhere. Along with political and economic ter-
rorism, the three complement one another. Bayer’s pharmaceuti-
cal laboratories are no better than a violent revolutionary group 
like Action directe; at the level of terrorism, they are just as effec-
tive but by other means. It’s the Mafia compared to a pickpock-
et. Artistic terrorism is clearly articulated in an immediately per-
ceptible way in avant-gardism, in the heritage of Duchamp, etc. 
However, doctors buying paintings that will liven up their waiting 
room on Avenue Matignon or chic areas of Paris are in fact victims 
and agents of this terrorism — that of artists like [Olivier] Debré 
or [Yves] Brayer (according to the doctor’s age and cultural stand-
ing — I’m not going to insist on this; it’s already been very clearly 
taken apart by Pierre Bourdieu in Distinction: A Social Critique of 
the Judgement of Taste, trans. Richard Nice (New York: Routledge, 
1984)). They are from the same right bank of the river Seine (I know 
there are doctors on the left bank and that sometimes they are 
left-leaning politically, thank you very much. I also know that when 
one can see Bram van Velde, it is at the Galerie Maeght on Avenue 
Matignon. Again, thanks very much for pointing this out). On the right 
bank of the Seine in Paris, to the west of Place Concorde, there is 
only terrorism. On the left bank or around Beaubourg, terrorism is 
only at a miserable 90 percent. One can see avant-gardism and 
the establishment are both terrorist. And everything that contributes 
to spectacle and imposes it is terrorist. 

19  The reference is to Guy Debord’s The Society of the Spectacle, 
trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (New York: Zone Books, 1994), one 
of the primary texts of the Situationists. Translator’s note. 

20 The phrase within this title in French — les non-dupes errent — is 
the title of a seminar (XXI) given by Jacques Lacan in 1973-74. The 
phrase can be read in a number of ways: le nom du père (the 
name of the father), le non du père (the father’s no), and les non-
dupes errent (the non-dupes err). The phrase refers in this con-
text to a form of misrecognition taken up throughout the following  
section. Translator’s note. 

21  [“Allons enfants de la Patrie” is the opening line of La Marseillaise, 
which Parmentier may be hinting at here. Translator’s note.] However, 
there is nothing terroristic about them (except old reflexes inherit-
ed from the worst Jacobins… or whatever was in the air at the time. 
The Surrealist or Situationist exclusions are curiously reminiscent of 
Leninism, its puritanism included). But above all else, they lived (or 
live) the dream against illusion. These were not — these are not the 
terrorists; they are their enemies. In short, I’m no Situationist (whether 
with Vaneigem or Debord, or who knows whom. With Debord the  
cleric — a little less according to the latest news — or Vaneigem, 
the happy widow? No, I’m not with them. But I respect them. Both of 
them. And, if they are reading me, I will be hated by both of them. 
I’ll console myself.

22  See Charles Juliet, Conversations with Samuel Beckett and 
Bram van Velde, trans. Axel Nesme, Janey Tucker, and Tracy 
Cooke (McLean, IL: Dalkey Archive Press, 2009). Translator’s note.

23  “The idea does not preexist language; it is formed in and by it.”
24  Pollock, a founding myth, and perhaps more interestingly the 

founder of nothing — at least up to the present.
25  I didn’t always neglect De Kooning when I was young. A youthful 
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misconception (I don’t know if youth is ever really a viable excuse. 
I’m ashamed. In short, it’s well and truly over).  

26  I’m told: “In France, there’s [Michel] Leiris, [Pierre] Guyotat, [Louis-René] 
des Forêts, [Angelo] Rinaldi…” I ask that they keep quiet; they might 
hear us. Among other faults, the Americans can be sensitive. 

27  In English in the text.
28  Parmentier is referring to the interview with Bernard Blistène in  

Flash Art 10 (March 1986): 19-21 (see pp. 132-133). Trans-
lator’s note.

29  Parmentier is referring to the open letter he addressed to François 
Mathey, the senior curator for the “Artistic Creation in France 1960-
72.” exhibition (pp. 98-99, translated p. 120). Translator’s note. 

30  Paul Valéry, “About Corot,” in Degas, Manet, Morisot, trans.  
David Paul (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960), p. 134. Trans- 
lator’s note.

31  The phrase is from Rainer Maria Rilke’s “Letter Seven” (May 14, 1904) 
in Letters to a Young Poet (1939), trans. M.D. Herter Norton  
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1934), p. 53. Translator’s note.]

 [MICHEL PARMENTIER: A Voice of Fine Silence. 
 Interview with Michel Nuridsany
  In 1967, after a very neo-Dada decade (Pop art, New Realism), 

a few young artists affirmed that painting “begins with them.” They 
exhibited together. They call themselves Daniel Buren, Olivier Mosset, 
Michel Parmentier, Niele Toroni. Their position, like their manner of 
affirming this position through a practice reduced to what is es-
sential, caused a scandal.

  As everyone knows, the works of Buren, Mosset, and Toroni have 
evolved or endured. Parmentier himself stopped painting for fif-
teen years, then started again a few years ago. Reading the inter-
view that follows, one comes to understand that if the formal prin-
ciple hasn’t changed, the discourse itself renounces the terrorism 
of before, now only affirming a stuttering. But wouldn’t this stuttering 
be the long-term effect of a terrorism that has achieved its objec-
tive? Wouldn’t it have delayed the advent of painting rather than 
favoring its “beginning”?

  He arrived at my home with two strips of rolled-up paper, 
around thirty centimeters wide. Quite quickly, he unrolled them. The 
paper revealed folds that had been made at regular intervals, 
clearing a surface for what Michel Parmentier terms the “non-saying” 
[non-dire], and another where “scribbled marks” from a wax crayon 
are visible. The “saying,” then, the most impoverished manifesta-
tion, but also the most open to what [Maurice] Blanchot calls the 

“incessant” at work [à l’œuvre], which Parmentier shows in such an 
extraordinary way. So, here’s the latest work by this uncommon artist 
caught between myth and oblivion, whom we discover or rediscover 
in his exigencies that are always so true, so taut — and quite differ-
ent from any exigency shown in the past.  

  Twenty years later, Parmentier reappears and, after a slightly 
ostentatious muteness, today follows the “voice of fine silence,” to 
which Laporte also refers.1 A way of saying silence. To say silence is 
not silence…

  He brought several manuscripts that he gave me to read.  
Parmentier has always written. In pages that are scattered and den-
se, he speaks of [Jackson] Pollock, [Henri] Matisse, of Bram van Velde’s  

“useless questioning,” and of his own “stupid questioning,” obviously 
situated in relation to the works on paper that he had just shown me. 
The name of Bram van Velde comes up often in the conversations 
we shared, as well as that of [Simon] Hantaï. He opposes unintel-
ligence and impoverishment to [Marcel] Duchamp’s intelligence. 
He evokes Blanchot, Emmanuel Levinas… 

   “Levinas remarks: ‘Kierkegaard brings something absolutely 
new to European philosophy: the possibility of attaining truth 
through the ever-recurrent inner rending of doubt, which is not only 
an invitation to verify evidence, but part of evidence itself.’2 It is part of 
Levinas’s greatness to grant someone he distrusts an intentionality 
that is so essentially his own which would also be specific to the 
‘Other.’ That’s something that is so important to me.” 

  Michel Nuridsany: I imagine you have to explain all of this be-
cause the image one has of you in the art world is rather, let’s say, 
of someone with integrity, violent, intolerant. 

  Michel Parmentier: I know that the more I continue, the more I’m 
attached to my contradictions, the more I find them logical, true.  
I follow a line which appears to me basically true. But numerous pa-
rameters intervene here, which dispose me to say other things. You 
see… I’m writing to provoke. But I also write in tenderness, in numer-
ous different directions and contradictory states. I contradict my-
self when I affirm “I’m completely, definitively, stopping paint-
ing”… and that I’m painting again… and when I abandon painting 
to do what I’m doing here, right now, these… impoverished scribbles.

  MN: Let’s speak of your contradictions, for example in light 
of an artist you like and of whom you say that after him, painting 
comes to nothing: Poussin. You claim to detest what proceeds from 
an affirmation in art. But being the classical artist that he is, isn’t 
Poussin an artist known precisely for this type of affirmation? How 
do you explain this? What do like in Poussin? 

  MP: The risk.
  MN: In Poussin?
  MP: Very well, his themes are ultra-classical. But he puts a red 

where none of his contemporaries would have dared put it, next to 
a blue in a risky, scandalous connection. That’s what interests me in 
Poussin, his way of saying that he believes less in his subjects (mytho- 
logy, etc.) than in painting.

  MN: Vermeer puts yellows next to blues.
  MP: But he puts them there too well. And then Vermeer’s light 

bores me. It’s falsely realist, manipulated, prudent. Theatrical in the 
worst sense of the term. There’s a sense of: “And for tonight’s show…” 
It seems to me that, at the end of the day, Vermeer is the moderate 
sort, fairly crude — which doesn’t mean that I like the romantics and 
their narcissistic lyricism. His painting overflows any appeal to tran-
quility. For what’s urgent is anxiety in a humble and silent form. Natu-
rally, one can offer other readings of Vermeer (and I believe no-one 
is restricted from doing so), and that doesn’t bother me if the con-
sensus hadn’t been so general and so formulaic.

  MN: Your current writings are still unbelievably violent in places. 
When you say that “Cézanne, Picasso, Mondrian achieve a sterilizing 
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revolution,” this isn’t exactly tender! That said, one can also consid-
er this as the opposite of terrorism since, raising yourself in this way 
against established values, you seek to do something in such a way 
that the sterility you fear doesn’t happen.

  MP: That’s it. The terrorists, that’s them, even if this “formal rev-
olution” they sought led to Matisse, Pollock, Bram van Velde. And  
Yves Klein, who is a big terrorist. I hope we’ve finished with terrorism 
in art. In any case, we can’t go further, formally, than Pollock, than  
Matisse with his cut-outs, or even sometimes, bizarrely, than Bram van 
Velde. And so, I try to dig a little, to make something a little invisible, 
a little clandestine. Not at all to affirm anything. I know — I was tak-
en to be a terrorist by Buren. It was like a rite of passage to make us  
understood, because facing us was the terrorism of the École de 
Paris. You have to butt heads to be understood. Perhaps that had 
something to do with our characters… But I was resolving something 
in painting that I didn’t like anymore, or that in the end, I liked at once 
too much and not at all. Desperately, I loved Piero della Francesco, 
Uccelo, and Poussin. Anything after didn’t interest me. That said, I 
saw extraordinary works by Klee, Kandinsky. But if I erased painting, 
it was by means of painting.

  MN: What did you do before showing what we know of your work? 
 MP: I chatted up girls.

  MN: I hope that worked. Essentially, your evasive remarks tell me 
that all of this was of no interest. If there is something that’s import-
ant, it’s these works on paper that you’ve just shown me, this scrib-
bling. Here’s something close to what you call Bram van Velde’s “dis-
tressed stutterings,” which you then oppose to Cézanne, Picasso, 
and Mondrian’s “sterilizing revolution.” Would you speak like [Jean] 
Dubuffet of an “asphyxiating culture”?3 

  MP: No doubt Dubuffet had his reasons. They’re not mine. 
On the other hand, Duchamp is part of our culture. I don’t reject  
Duchamp. The trial being done to him is just as unfair as the censure 
to which he was subjected fifteen years ago. No doubt such an in-
telligent artist like Duchamp established the basis of an interest-
ing problem which doesn’t exist today. Perhaps this served no pur-
pose. But perhaps also on account of this, a contrario, in 1988 a 
few people will feel obligated to rethink painting beyond provo-
cation, beyond gesture, beyond aesthetics, beyond formalism —
beyond the sovereign silence of the monochrome.

  MN: I sense a pejorative tone in your way of speaking about 
this silence. 

  MP: Once it is sovereign, all silence is imperialist. What interests 
me is the near silence when, in spite of everything, one can still say 
silence. Blanchot speaks of this in relation to Bram van Velde. It’s not 
a question of nuance at all.

  MN: But from the Renaissance to today, isn’t this what all the true 
great artists have aimed towards?

  MP: I don’t really see this anywhere. I only see people crying 
out to be understood. During the Renaissance, it was necessary to 
explain discoveries. Humanism was developing. One had to be 
understood. To speak. After that it was more and more a case 
of “blah, blah, blah” with all the artists of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries. The Fragonards… 

  MN: And Caravaggio, Goya? Rembrandt?
  MP: Very verbose.
  MN: You never speak about them. You go from the Renais-

sance (reduced to Piero, Uccelo) and Poussin directly to nowa-
days, passing over Cézanne in order to arrive at Matisse, Bram  
van Velde, Hantaï. 

  MP: Rembrandt has talent, but vacuous. That said, I would love 
to paint a hat like him… although no, it’s not true, I wouldn’t like to… 
I find it good, even magnificent. But what have I got to do with all 
that? What are we speaking about here? Poussin paints any old 
how. Without talent. He didn’t have talent but only genius. His paint-
ing is not seductive. After Poussin, there is nothing. There is this horror 
with Delacroix, with his heavy brushstrokes that spin off in every direc-
tion, even worse than De Kooning. And finally, Cézanne (alas!) who 
begins to put established formal innovations into question, who 
restructures the visual field, then the Cubists…in short, all of mod-
ern art: Kandinsky, Malevich, Mondrian, all extraordinary artists, but 
who created this revolution that we were speaking about, sterilizing  
because in the process they lost their souls. 

  MN: But Kandinsky spoke of the “spiritual in art”… 4

  MP: Chagall as well. These are only words. 
  MN: So, what essentially do you expect from painting?
  MP: Nothing. But what I know how to do is more or less paint. 

And still… Now I’m abandoning color and paint itself as material so 
that it is a little more transparent, a little more silent. I expect noth-
ing from this. Starting from here, I would simply like some others to 
want to bequeath this non-violent discourse, this type of useless 
questioning against an imperialist extravagance. At the moment, 
there is a whole bunch of very talented painters… but they don’t 
want to ruin their talent. They develop a strategy of “success” that 
one could call “authoritarian,” or even “terrorist” (obviously I’m not 
talking about social success). Here in 1988, the people who do 
not systematically doubt make me throw up. From the moment one 
operates with talent, one obscures all possible research. One be-
comes blind. Deaf. One has to almost disappear in painting, for-
getting the talent that one was able to possess. Its force of convic-
tion. Efface oneself. I thought I had effaced myself, but I realize that 
I must efface myself even more. And that’s never finished.   

  MN: Was the silence you maintained for twenty years an author-
itarian silence?

  MP: Perhaps, because in the end the critics turned up to say 
that I had an absolutely “unassailable” position. An “unassailable” 
position is one that is very authoritarian. You become an example. 
You stop painting. You give painting the finger. And so, it’s not worth 
it; you get assimilated, even through your silence. Perhaps you have 
to start again to prove wrong those who stuck you in this position, 
who made you into a symbolic figure. In fact, what appeared stu-
pid to me one day was that silence was extremely pretentious, of 
the type: “I have said everything, I’m pissing you off.” It’s impossible. 
In fact, what’s interesting is not stopping to say what one can-
not say… which was already in my previous work. The fold was the 
negative of the me who paints and then, when I was opening and 
unfolding, there was the non-said that appeared… but that gave 

me an artistic, aesthetic, a slightly impressive result. Too strong, too 
violent. Today, I’m in my infancy, the infancy of a stuttering baby who 
paradoxically arrives late and with difficulty. But that’s not what is 
specific to painting.

  MN: There’s also Louis-René des Forêts.
  MP: Yes, The Children’s Bedroom.5 In it there’s a dialogue be-

tween two children. The first says to the second (I cite from memory): 
“But in the end, aren’t you tired of speaking in order to say nothing?” 
And the other responds: “Always too much to say something. Never 
enough to keep me quiet.” That’s where it happens. The wisdom that 
des Forêts gives to the children, this great void means that one has 
to speak and one must keep quiet.   

  MN: It’s also the “incessant” to which Blanchot refers. I remember, 
it was a few months ago in Bordeaux. For an entire day, Buren 
had been responding to questions posed by critics that were 
close to him as well as the public. We were returning to the hotel 
and I said to him: “It’s unbelievable what you were saying at times — 
it was pure Blanchot.” He immediately responded that Blanchot 
was someone who had been very important to him. 

  MP: We had talked about Blanchot. But now Daniel raises an-
other question that he apparently resolves in another way: one de-
molishes culture sites… as if cultural sites are important! There’s also 
Bataille, Leiris… They represent a counterpoint to the literature that 
exults. Blanchot spoke of disappearance and silence. Of breath-
less speech.

  MN: And the “neuter.” At the beginning, is that essentially what 
you had in common with Daniel?

  MP: I don’t think so. Perhaps we had that in common, but it 
wasn’t the only thing. We also fought against a painting that 
seemed oppressive to us. It’s true that we tried to be the most neutral 
as possible, but Blanchot wasn’t our bible. He didn’t dictate our at-
titude — even through his books.

  MN: What are your disagreements with Buren?
  MP: I’ve absolutely no desire to attack Daniel. We disagree, but 

(along with Hantaï, with whom I feel even closer) he’s only one of 
the two or three respectable painters in France, but to attack the 
socio-economic as he does or has done is not at all my aim. My 
problem is not to demolish the museum but to say something else 
to painting than Daniel does. We disagree. He knows it. We speak 
about it calmly. We see each other now, knowing that we disagree, 
but agreeing on so many other things means that everything is fine. 
But there’s a line that shouldn’t be crossed.

  MN: You’ve just mentioned Hantaï. He’s been very important to 
you. He’s still important to you. In what way? Is it through the folding?

  MP: Yes, the folding. At the beginning. It was the equivalent of 
Pollock’s drips for me, and just as important. More difficulty, I can’t 
really speak about him because he doesn’t want to appear in 
the limelight in this way. Let’s say that I now like his silence. Hantaï is  
important, very important.

  MN: Is writing important for you?
  MP: I happen to believe more in the word than in painting.
  MN: What do you mean by that?
  MP: Nothing.
  MN: So, where are you now?
  MP: I’m going through a mourning process regarding subver-

sion in order to pursue a work of questing, of questioning. A work 
that is not terrorist — and not even subversive.

  MN: As in your latest works, with what you call your scribblings?
  MP: Yes, I have to do this impoverished scribbling incessantly. 

It’s not drawing. Especially not! Not writing either. Nothing evocative. 
An impoverished thing that’s not seductive at all. It’s… a stuttering.

1 See Roger Laporte, Une voix de fin silence (Paris: Gallimard, 
1966). The fin in the title can also be translated as “end,” an am-
biguity that Nuridsany explores in his text. Translator’s note.

2  See Emmanuel Levinas, “A Propos of ‘Kierkegaard vivant,’” trans.  
Michael B. Smith in Proper Names (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1996), p. 77. Translator’s note.

3  See Jean Dubuffet, Asphyxiating Culture and Other Writings, 
trans. Carol Volk (New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1988). 

 Translator’s note.
4  See Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, trans. M.T.H. 

Sadler (New York: Dover, 1977). Translator’s note.
5  See Louis-René des Forêts, The Children’s Room, trans. Jean  

Stewart (London: Calder, 1966). Translator’s note.]
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[tracing paper]
October 12, 1989 – 
June 14, 1991

After the works on paper, in which the degree 
zero of painting (of the gesture of painting) 
proved prolific and, to say the least, was 
problematized by Parmentier, the artist opts 
for tracing paper, a translucent and semi- 
transparent support. 
 Tracing paper leaves the work’s support 
visible 1 and its transparency makes this an 
active part of the conditions of showing and 
perceiving. Its degree of opacity veils the wall 
but does not conceal it.
 The first works on tracing paper with rub- 
bed charcoal 2 are 9 décembre 1989 (Decem-
ber 9, 1989) and 14 décembre 1989 (Decem-
ber 14, 1989). In both, the charcoal is applied 
with the same circular movement, but the 
density is different in each work. 3 Parmentier 
even saturates, exhausts the transparency 
of the tracing paper. The rubbing makes evi-
dent on the surface the relief of the folds situ-
ated inside the apparatus (24 décembre 1989 
(December 24, 1989) (see p. 176). In many of the 
tracing paper works, the relief and grain of 
the support (panel, wall) on which the work 
is produced appear on the surface, the sup-
port being literally traced [calqué] by the 
rubbing of the medium (graphite, charcoal, 
pastel, oil-bar) and the pressure exerted on 
the strips. 

In the first works in white pastel, the traces are 
“penciled and rubbed” (13 décembre 1989 
(December 13, 1989)), “with plats not rubbed” 
(18 décembre 1989 (December 18, 1989)), 

“neutral with plats not rubbed” (5 janvier 1990 
(January 5, 1990, see p. 177), and “with plats 
scribbled and erased” (20 février 1990 (Feb-
ruary 20, 1990)). 
 The term plats (“flats’) is applied to the 
pastel sticks and oil bars that Parmentier cuts 
into regular cylinders, between 1.5 and 5 cen-
timeters long, depending on the medium 
used, and split lengthways in order to obtain 
two half-cylinders each with one flat side. 
Painting “with flats” means applying the flat 
side to the support, thus obtaining a regu-
lar trace of equal width. Starting with 6 mars 
1991 (March 6, 1991) (see pp. 178), a work that 
Parmentier describes as “lines with almost 
joined and vertical plats,” the latter reintro-
duces the notion of “traits” (strokes, marks) in 
white pastel applied à plats with the cut side 
of the pastel. Each stroke is applied/traced 
beside and after another stroke, “almost 
joined and vertical,” from top to bottom, and 
of equal length, and from left to right, so as to 
cover the whole surface: 5 avril 1991 (April 5, 
1991) (see p. 179).
 Subsequently, the same principle is ap- 
plied using sticks of oil bar in 6 mars 1991 
(March 6, 1991) (see p. 178); 5 mai 1991 II (May 5, 
1991 II) (see p. 182); 5 mai 1991 IV (May 5, 
1991 IV) (see p. 183); and gray pastel: 19 avril 
1991 (April 19, 1991) (see p. 180); 25 avril 1991 
(April 25, 1991) (see p. 181); and 4 juin 1991 II  
(June 4, 1991 II) (see p. 184).
 Despite the seeming seriality of the work, 
each new piece is seen not as part of an 
ensemble but as a singular value, and several 
works may be dated to the same day. For 
example, 5 mai 1991 (May 5, 1991), from I to V, is 
a series of variations on the same gesture 
(“8 sequences, white oil-bar/tracing paper 
90/95, almost joined and vertical strokes, 
304 × 300, Brussels”), with the same paper, 
the same formats, and the same place 4 in a 
set of five; with the indication “idem” written 
in the notebook as many times as the work 
is executed.
 The works on tracing paper end with 6 
juin 1991 (June 6, 1991), a “tracing paper fold-
ed and left blank, then unfolded.” This work 
shows the tracing paper “blank,” with only the 
folds and the marking from the date stamp.
1 The works on tracing paper and calque polyester are con-
ceived to be exhibited only on white walls.
2  These details are written by Parmentier in the notebook, in 
which he records details of his works.
3  24 décembre 1989 (December 24, 1989) (see p.176) and 
14 février 1990 (February 14, 1990) (see fig. 117, p. 171). The 
latter is the largest work that Parmentier left us. It comprises an en-
semble of 36 strips in a progressive sequence going from 1 to 8. 
 Apart from the first strip, which situates the hanging of the  
ensemble, each sub-ensemble comprises between 2 to 8 strips, 
and when hung these sub-ensembles are separated by the width 
of one strip (37.5 cm). When hung and exhibited, the work is 16.875 
meters long. It was made for the exhibition “Buren Parmentier” at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels.
4  Starting in April 1991, Parmentier traveled regularly to Brussels 
to prepare the exhibition “Buren Parmentier.” He completed a num-
ber of his works in the studio of Guy Massaux at 123, rue Marconi, 
Forest (Brussels (Belgium)).
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107 Text by Michel Parmentier and Daniel Buren, “Il faut 
sérieusement douter…” (It is highly doubtful…) in exhibi-
tion catalogue “Individualités: 14 Contemporary Artists 
from France,” Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto (Canada),  
January 25 – April 7, 1991, pp. 166-167 (English),  
pp. 167-169 (French), and cover, 25.4 × 18.7 cm. 

 Written in April 1990, this text was reprinted in French and English in 
Galeries Magazine, no. 41 (February – March 1991): p. 5, in the 

“L’éditorial par interim” section, followed by: “The text below, which 
was published in the exhibition catalogue ‘Individualités, 14 Con-
temporary Artists from France,’ at the Art Gallery of Ontario, pro-
voked emotion and anger from the guest artists. Gérard Garouste 
replies to Buren and Parmentier.”

  Garouste, like Parmentier, was represented by Galerie  
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris (France).

  On this occasion, Parmentier exhibited 13 décembre 1989 
(December 13, 1989).

106 The two covers of the exhibition catalogue “Um 1968 
konkrete utopien in kunst und gesellschaft,” Marie Luise 
Syring (ed.), Städtische Kunsthalle, Düsseldorf (Germany),  
May 27 – July 8, 1990, Cologne, DuMont, 1990 (soft and 
hard cover), 25.1 × 20 cm each.
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108 Photo-souvenir: Propos délibérés: Daniel Buren – Michel 

Parmentier, Entretiens réalisés par Anne Baldassari les 11, 
23 et 28 janvier 1990 (Villeurbanne:  Art Édition and 

 Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), cover.
 Photo-souvenir: Bewuste uitspraken: gesprek tussen Daniel 

Buren, Michel Parmentier, Anne Baldassari, op 11, 23 en 28 
januari 1990 (Villeurbanne:  Art Édition and Brussels:  
Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), cover. 

 Book published for the exhibition “Buren Parmentier,” in French and 
Dutch (translation: Menno Meeuwis).

  Anne Baldassari was a curator at the Musée national d’art 
moderne Georges Pompidou (1986-1992).
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109 Poster “Buren Parmentier,” June 7 – July 20, 1991, Palais 
des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Belgium), 60 × 40 cm. 

 French version. A Dutch version was also made.
110 Invitation to the exhibition “Buren Parmentier,” Palais des 

Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Belgium), June 7 – July 20, 1991, 
recto and verso, 19 × 13 cm.

 It was at the suggestion of Herman J. Daled, collector and chair-
man (1988-1998) of the board of the Société des Expositions du 
Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels, and under the coordination of 
Dirk Snauwaert, head of contemporary art programming (1989-
1995), that the exhibition “Buren Parmentier” was held in Brussels. 
Buren and Parmentier were their own curators.

  When asked why their exhibition was not held in France,  
Parmentier replied: “…in France, our project would have more than 
likely have become an event; that, cultural prejudices aside, our 
work would have been read only in relation to our shared past, our 
quarrel, etc. In other words, not at all” (Propos délibérés, p. 11).
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111 Photo-souvenir: Michel Parmentier and Daniel Buren, 
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Belgium), June 1991,  
black-and-white photograph from negative, 24 × 36 mm.

111
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 Photos-souvenirs: exhibition “Buren Parmentier,” Palais 
des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Belgium), black-and-white 
and color photographs, black-and-white reproduction 
from negatives and transparencies, 6 × 6 cm each.

112 Left and right: work by Daniel Buren, Planches de
 contrecollé colorées (Boards of colored plywood), “situat-

ed works,” 1991.
113  Left: 20 mars 1967 (March 20, 1967); right: 30 avril 1966  

(April 30, 1966).
114 Left: partial view of 5 avril 1991 (April 5, 1991); right:  

19 avril 1991 (April 19, 1991).
115 Left: 8 avril 1991 (April 8, 1991); right: partial view of 
 14 février 1990 (February 14, 1990).
116  On the left-hand wall, from left to right: partial view of  

5 mai 1991 II (May 5, 1991 II), 5 mai 1991 III (May 5, 1991 III),  
5 mai 1991 IV (May 5, 1991 IV), 5 mai 1991 V (May 5, 1991 V), 
31 mai 1991 I (May 31, 1991 I), and 31 mai 1991 II  
(May 31, 1991 II). On the right-hand wall: Daniel Buren, 
Quand la peinture fait le mur (When painting creates the 
wall), “situated work,” 1991.

117 Partial view of 14 février 1990 (February 14 , 1990).

112-117
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118 Open letter from Michel Parmentier, “Quand des  
questions que nous voulons sérieuses sont éludées entre 
poire et cigare dans les dîners en ville” (When the ques-
tions we want taken seriously are eluded between brandy 
and cigars at fancy dinners in town), November 1, 1991, 
photocopy, recto and verso, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [WHEN THE QUESTIONS WE WANT TAKEN SERIOUSLY ARE ELUDED BETWEEN 
BRANDY AND CIGARS AT FANCY DINNERS IN TOWN

  In writing two texts — Propos delibérés1 and the text from  
Toronto2 — Daniel Buren and I knew that we were not going to make 
many friends here, which besides wasn’t our aim. We only wanted to 
give the artistic milieu a prod (artists, critics, galleries, institutions, 
curators, collectors) which, for the most part, is increasingly prone 
to post-prandial drowsiness. (No doubt this is true elsewhere, but 
as others have said: get your own house in order). 

  We were looking to stir up a debate that seems to us urgent. 
In response, we received only insults and direct or indirect threats 
and signs of convulsive panic.

  However, there were two small public stances, held by un-
fortunately inept artists — inept because in neither case do they 
address the problem of painting — which get to the heart of the 

debate. If we pass the criticism, we can also stand it: that’s the life 
of thought. There was also an unfortunate article (in Le Figaro) 
where Propos delibérés is qualified as “a little Stalin-like” (the  
author has since admitted to us that he might have read our book 
a little quickly; at least he had read it). I appreciate his honesty 
and pardon him without reservations for his unintended glibness. 

  As for the rest, gossip circulates, at least based on select pas-
sages distributed through photocopies, in the worst cases without 
the texts ever having been read.   

  All of this stems precisely from a Parisianism that stigmatizes 
us (these Parisians might be from Paris or elsewhere), from a faint- 
hearted corporatism, never from the courage to debate and ar-
gue seriously. 

  We are not really surprised.
  But when my own dealer, Michel Durand-Dessert, decides quite 

simply to censor Propos delibérés by refusing to sell it in the book-
shop in his new space, I find that extremely serious. All censorship  
acknowledges a weakness. No doubt certain artists in his gallery 
were badly treated in our texts, but apparently Michel doesn’t think 
they are capable of defending themselves at the level of ideas, at 
the level of painting. He censors.

 This act prompts me to leave a gallery where I feel I no longer  
belong. I do this with much regret, because for more than ten years, 
I have maintained a relation of confidence and friendship with  
M. D-D, but I do so without remorse.   

  I hope he acted more out of a certain pressure (which isn’t 
difficult to locate) than from deep conviction, and that he’ll never 
become a Templon.3 Besides, I know he willingly exhibits artists (to 
speak only of the French) like [François] Morellet or [Michel] Verjux, 
who I respect. But that he doesn’t know that censorship (beyond be- 
ing a vulgar act) turns out to be ineffective in the medium-term  
surprises me from him. 

  Michel, notwithstanding this considerable snag, I keep our 
friendship intact. Almost intact.

  Paris, November 1, 1991
  Michel Parmentier  
1 Daniel Buren and Michel Parmentier, Propos délibérés: Entretiens 

réalisés par Anne Baldassari (Lyon: Art Édition and Brussels: 
 Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991).
2  “Michel Parmentier,” published in the exhibition catalogue Individ-

ualities: 14 Contemporary Artists from France, Art Gallery of 
Ontario, Toronto (Canada), January 1991 (see pp. 164-165).

 3  Daniel Templon is a gallery owner in Paris. Translator’s note.]
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119 Table for cutting and pre-folding the strips in Guy  
Massaux’s studio, 123, rue Marconi, Forest (Brussels, 

 Belgium), black-and-white photograph, reproduction from 
negative, 6 × 6 cm.

120 Handwritten letter from Michel Parmentier to Guy 
Massaux, March 25, 1992, letter paper with “Jeand’heurf 
Extra Strong” watermark and sketch-diagram of a strip,  
4 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each.

 [Guy,
 No doubt you received the tube containing the 4 sections of pre- 

folded tracing paper. They serve as a trial model.
  Nevertheless, I wanted to alert you about something for the  

installation you spoke about:
  The folded sections (those which are hidden when I operate 

on the surface)—I, II, III on the enclosed sketch—must be handled 
in such a way that, placing E and F on C and D, one can flatten down 
the line C’D’; this is very necessary at the moment of stapling so that 
the parts on which I work and those which are concealed are prac-
tically on the same plane. (That I, II, III folded underneath are not in 
relief and that I don’t risk creasing them when working on them). OK? 
 So, for the folding, after ABCD, fold to EF, then one ought to be 
able to move EF back onto CD to mark the line C’D’.  

  So, the guidance rods you suggested should stop at some-
thing like 20 cm from the bottom of the table so that we have the 
place to make the new fold 38 ÷ 2 = 19.

  If I haven’t been clear 1, call me.
  But don’t panic—it’s no longer urgent.
  Obviously, the ideal thing would be to do this at your house 

after my exhibition. In the meantime, I’ve still things to get sorted out 
with the re-edition of the book.2 

  I hope that you’re working like a madman, that school isn’t eat-
ing up your time too much, and you’ve got a little time left for B. and E. 
 Love

  Michel 
1 But you should remember since you did the stapling last year.
2  Reference to Daniel Buren and Michel Parmentier, Propos délibérés: 

Entretiens réalisés par Anne Baldassari (Lyon: Art Édition and 
Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991).Translator’s note.]
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121 Invitation to the exhibition by Pierrette Bloch “Dessins  
de crin” (Hair drawings), Galerie de France, Paris 
(France), 1992, text by Michel Parmentier, “Sans doute” 
(No doubt), June 15, 1992, 15 × 30 cm (folded).

 [No Doubt
 No doubt (which, for those who want to understand it, signifies the 

opposite and implies those certitudes of which one is not so certain 
and not so sure). And so, no doubt you are still able to talk about 
painting, say what you want. You will speak of nothing. We are used 
to it. Rather, let’s try things from the perspective of doubt. Samuel 
Beckett had already sensed it and said à propos of Bram van 
Velde — I’m obviously not inventing this — that in the end he had 
chosen to keep quiet. When we are here to displease you, we’ll stay 
where we are. Mortally alone. Okay.

  Painting hiccups, striking us with endlessly repeated lavishness 
or tricks that would make the worst uncle trying to be funny blush at 
a wedding dinner, or also a shrug of the shoulders, displaying a 
violent side that, agreed upon in advance and even dressed up 
in leathers, only seeks to seduce.

  Time and duration alone can measure our actions and their 
pertinence (I’m sure it’s neither Mozart nor Rimbaud who will contra-
dict this claim, their dazzling genius is not in question — what else 
do you want me to say?) but the long and breathless search re-
places this genius.

  God is dead, and so is communism; religion, liberalism, and 
nationalisms are occupying the vacated seats, and we’re kicking 
ourselves. But art that survives is what? Nothing but a shameful sub-
stitute, a dildo that one keeps in a secret drawer, or an emblem 
that you display like any old sycophant [Verdurin]1 would do.

  In France, how many people escape this law? Being generous, 
half a dozen. They join up with the twenty or so from abroad who are 
also serious. Half a dozen — it’s few and many.

  Fortunately, the crisis in the art market is severe and hopefully 
will discourage the new battalions of shrewd or idiotic followers (or 
both at once); at least this is what we can hope for.

  Let’s dream of seeing the art schools close down. Dream of 
seeing Beaubourg become a nursery, a technical college, or —
what do I know? — annexed to the Treasury Department. Right, but 
while waiting for this happy day to arrive, try to resist. Like Buren in 
his own way, like Hantaï, like a few others. Like Pierrette Bloch.2

  Pierrette Bloch has never given way to fashion. No reminis-
cence has left a bad mark on her work. I believe she is devoted 
to a relentless and blind search. Lucid and idiotic in the same way 
as the work of Beckett. Obstinate, fragile, and distrustful of surefire  
effects. Silent and discreet work made with next to nothing. Doubt-
less she would be one of these half-dozen artists.

  Abroad, On Kawara or [Robert] Ryman or [Lawrence] Weiner or 
Louise Lawler continue the refusals, questionings, rants, anger, and 
laughter of [Alexander] Rodchenko, [Jackson] Pollock, or [Piero] 
Manzoni by other means. Thank you to them.

  And thank you Pierrette Bloch. They would very nearly save 
me from my despair, from my hatred of painting. I’m proud to say: 
thank you for being part of my family.

  Michel Parmentier
  Paris, June 15, 1992. 
1  Verdurin is a Marcel Proust character, known for his unoriginal, obse-

quious ideas and sycophantic support of others. Translator’s note.
2  Pierrette Bloch (1928-2017) was a Swiss artist who lived in Paris, 

whom Parmentier knew at the time. Parmentier’s text was written for 
the exhibition and printed on the invitation. Translator’s note.]
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 1786 mars 1991 (March 6, 1991)



 1795 avril 1991 (April 5, 1991)



 18019 avril 1991 (April 19, 1991)



 18125 avril 1991 (April 25, 1991)



 1825 mai 1991 II (May 5, 1991 II)



 1835 mai 1991 IV (May 5, 1991 IV)



 1844 juin 1991 II (June 4, 1991 II)
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[polyester calques]
March 31, 1993 – 
November 20, 1999 

The main characteristics of polyester calque 
are the same as those of tracing paper, even 
though it is made up of two polyester films that, 
when put together, form a sheet with two matt 
sides, or one matt side and one glossy one. 
 Polyester calque comes in rolls, from which 
the strips are cut. The position of the folds 
is indicated in pencil on the edges of these 
markings. This pre-folding is done on a table 
designed specially for that purpose (fig. 119, p. 173).
 At each mark, two kinds of fold alternate: 
one forming a summit (raised fold) and the 
other a value (recessed fold) (fig. 120, p. 173).
 One by one, the prepared strips are fixed 
to the wall by successive stapling: at the cen-
ter, on their sides, and along the length of 
the folds.
 Eight folds are made per strip, from the 
top downwards, in alternation: three raised 
folds and three recessed folds. The bits of 
calque left over the first fold and under the 
last are folded behind each strip. By repeat-
ing the operation on the four strips constitut-
ing the work, the total surface to be covered 
is reduced by half. 
 In a first series of works, 1 from 31 mars 
1993 (March 31, 1993) (see p. 210) to 15 mars 
1994 (March 15, 1994), Parmentier repeated 
the gesture of aligning vertical strokes of oil 
bar 4 to 5 centimeters wide and 38 centime-
ters high over the whole surface to be covered.
 From 30 juin 1995 (June 30, 1995) to  
26 mai 1996 (May 26, 1996), in a last series 
of works, 2 repeatedly applied random gestu- 
res cover the set of strips with oil bar. In his 
lined notebook, Parmentier specifies that  
the percentage of white “monochrome” and 
the density of the oil bar on the polyester 
calque differs from one work to another, by 

“between 50% and 90%.”
1  In preparation for the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Carré 
des Arts, Paris (France), March 17 – May 15, 1994, all the works are 
the same size (304 × 308 cm), each comprising four strips 76 cm 
wide.
2  The works can be presented in the form of two, three, or four 
strips, except for 23 mai/5 juillet 1996 (May 23, 1996/July 5, 
1996) comprised of a single strip, which, unusually, is date-
stamped with two different dates (see pp. 204, 206).
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122 View of the exhibition “Das offene Bild, Aspekte der 
Moderne in Europa nach 1945,” Westfälisches  
Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, Münster 
(Germany), November 15, 1992 – February 7, 1993, color 
photograph, black-and-white reproduction from color 
slide.

 Left: Simon Hantaï, Sans titre (Untitled) from the "Tabula, 1974” 
series, acrylic on canvas, 245 × 395 cm, private collection; right: 
Michel Parmentier, 20 mars 1967 (March 20, 1967)
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123 Invitation to the exhibition “Das Offene Bild: Aspekte der 
Moderne in Europa nach 1945,” Westfälisches  
Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, Münster 
(Germany), November 15, 1992 – February 7, 1993, recto 
and verso, 21 × 14.9 cm (folded).
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124 Catalogue Das Offene Bild: Aspekte der Moderne in 
Europa nach 1945, Stuttgart (Germany), Cantz Verlag, 
1992, cover and pp. 218-219, 26 × 21 cm.

 Top of page 219: contrary to the caption, the work reproduced 
is 15 mars 1967 (March 15, 1967); bottom, from left to right:  
8 avril 1991 (April 8, 1991), 6 mars 1991 (March 6, 1991), and  
22 avril 1991 (April 22, 1991).
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125 View of the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Galerie  
Christine et Isy Brachot, Paris (France), April 29 – May 30, 
1992, black-and-white photograph, reproduction from 
black-and-white negative, 6 × 6 cm.

 Having left Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Parmentier exhib-
its a series of four tracing-paper works at Isy Brachot’s Parisian gallery.

  From left to right: 31 mai 1991 I (May 31, 1991 I), 31 mai 1991 II 
(May 31, 1991 II), 31 mai 1991 III (May 31, 1991 III), and 31 mai 
1991 IV (May 31, 1991 IV).

126 Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Galerie 
Christine et Isy Brachot, Paris (France), April 29 – May 30, 
1992, 24 × 16 cm.

 The form of the invitation echoes the cover of Parmentier’s book, 
Propos délibérés.
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127 Contract with Isy Brachot, dated April 21, 1993, concerning 
the work 31 mai 1991 I (May 31, 1991 I), 29.6 × 20.9 cm.

 [CONTRACT
 The undersigned, Mr. Isy Brachot
 buyer (hereafter named the BUYER) of the following work (here- 

after named the WORK) of Mr. Michel Parmentier (hereafter named 
the ARTIST):

 Without title: 31.05.91
 unstretched tracing paper in 8 sections
 enhanced with white paint
 total dimensions: 304 × 300 cm
 dated 31.05.91

 declares to undertake the following contractual arrange-
ment with the ARTIST:

 1.  The BUYER will never exhibit, nor allow to be exhibited, the WORK 
in public without prior and express and/or written authorization of  
the ARTIST. 

   The undersigned recognizes the right to refuse his authoriza-
tion without need of justification, or to arrange all the material con-
ditions of the exhibition at his convenience, other than financial.

  This contract binds the BUYER and all inheritors inter vivos or 
mortis causa for a length of 21 years from the date at which the 
artist is deceased.

 2.   The BUYER agrees not to alter or modify the WORK and is pro-
hibited in particular from mounting the work on a stretcher frame.  

  Bound to the moral rights of the ARTIST, this last agreement is 
valid indefinitely.

 3.   The BUYER agrees to make the WORK’s cession conditional 
upon the transferee’s identical contractual agreement with the 
ARTIST and takes responsibility for sending the transferee the orig-
inal contract.

  Signed in Brussels, April 21, 1993, in two original copies, of 
which one is conserved by the BUYER, Michel Parmentier]

 An agreement is signed between the two parties which forms the 
basis of the 1978 contract (fig. 73, p. 106). It states that “the 
buyer will refrain from having the canvas hung… on a stretcher…”  
 As we know, the pieces in question are on tracing paper, and 
this mistake implies that the work cannot be framed or placed  
under glass or Plexiglas.

  In 1992, after the acquisition of 17 septembre 1988 (Sep-
tember 17, 1988) by the Centre national des arts plastiques 
(CNAP) (inv. FNAC 89337), there are frequent exchanges between 
the administration and Parmentier, who refuses to sign the “certifi-
cate of authenticity” for the work if the CNAP does not sign the “con-
tract.” In this, the CNAP, through François Barré (the Délégué aux Arts 
Plastiques), undertakes to meet a number of conditions: that for 
any decision regarding loans, it will communicate in writing this 
possibility and will provide all useful information concerning the 
exhibitions for which such loans are requested, and that it will com-
ply with Parmentier’s position on this point. That if such loans are 
agreed, with Parmentier’s consent, they will communicate to the or-
ganizer of the exhibition all the elements needed for the proper 
presentation of the work. That the curators of the Fonds National 
d’Art Contemporain (FNAC) will, in the exercise of their general cu-
ratorial responsibilities, take the measures necessary to ensure that 
the works are not damaged or altered.

  In 1994, another reduced version called “engagement” also 
stood as a “certificate of authenticity.” After a basic description of 
the work, it stated:

  “1. The buyer will never exhibit or allow the work to be exhibited 
in public without prior and express and/or written permission from 
the artist. The undersigned recognizes the right to refuse his autho-
rization without need of justification, or to arrange all the material 
conditions of the exhibition at his convenience, other than financial. 
This contract binds the buyer and all inheritors inter vivos or mortis 
causa for a length of 21 years from the date of the artist’s death.

  2. The buyer undertakes not to alter or modify the work and is 
prohibited from mounting the work (canvas or paper) on a stretch-
er frame. Bound to the moral rights of the artist, this last agreement 
is valid for an unlimited duration.

  3. The buyer agrees to make the work’s cession conditional 
upon the transferee’s identical contractual agreement with the art-
ist and takes responsibility for sending the transferee the original 
contract.”
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128 Catalogue Michel Parmentier, Carré des Arts, Paris 
(France), March 17 – May 15, 1994, Paris, Carré des Arts, 
1994, unpaginated, cover and double page, 28 × 23 cm.

 [Perhaps this is already somewhat known (but more probably, this 
interests no-one): painting costs me dearly, and exhibiting costs 
me much more, and increasingly so. Participating at my own open-
ings is unbearable, whilst for you, amateurs of art, at worst this can 
only be boring, lucky devils that you are…

 False modesty, you say? That’s not it: schizophrenic and paranoid 
(which is already something), here I am subject to a diagnosis, it-
self also severe. I would be an unusual masochist (those who  don’t 
find pleasure in the pain to which they offer themselves)…  Soon my 
alcoholism will be displayed in broad daylight — shame on me!

  It’s an understatement to say that I don’t like the milieu of art 
and yet I’m more or less part of it. You can still find a few actors 
whom I respect, very few, but they exist: in France, Daniel Buren (be-
cause of, or in spite of, his polymorphous talent), Pierrette Bloch,  
Roman Opalka, the very under-estimated Bénédicte Pujebet,  
Michel Verjux. And Simon Hantaï (for — and in spite of — the silence 
which he has maintained for years, despite requests), a non-actor 
in the strict sense but no doubt much more than that.

  Abroad, of course, there are many more: [Robert] Ryman, 
[Lawrence] Weiner, On Kawara, Carl Andre, Louise Lawler, Ian  
Wilson, a dozen others that are more or less known: Hans Haacke 
or Guy Massaux, [Hanne] Darboven, Edward Krasiński, Michael  
Asher, or Paul Tucker…  

  I’m not handing out medals here, nor fabricating my Panthe-
on (moreover, if the sense of ridicule is lacking on this point, I’ll be 
ready for immediate internment). These artists — I withdraw this 
discredited word instantaneously; I didn’t want to be insulting —
so let’s just say instead they, them, these people, quite differ-
ent, even formally opposite to one another, are more or less fami-
ly. They don’t deviate much from their disaster, not even Daniel Buren 
with his magician’s frock.1 Incidentally, mentioning them here sug-
gests that I don’t place myself in “splendid isolation” nor in a slan-
derous “ghettoization”; it suggests above all that, thanks to them, 
thanks to these people, nothing is completely lost, that it’s still not 
completely useless being here rather than elsewhere.

  (Even the positions held by Hantaï or Wilson don’t allow them 
to be elsewhere; the most perverse effects of place that we are re-
ferring to — in a nutshell, let’s call that “art” — is that even outside, 
actively outside, subversively outside, the actor is always still there.)

  Being there — which bores me, costs me, which I doubt in a 
regular manner  — to be honest, this “being there” for the most part 
totally pisses me off. 

  To still produce this little (this still too much) from time to time, 
without addressee, which exists in the process of being made 
(and which doesn’t justify itself for all that), which is derealized, which 
contradicts itself, which undoes itself in what it does [se défait 
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dans le cela fait], and empties itself as well, I hope, into an out-
come that isn’t one.

 To produce “for to end yet again” [pour en finir encore].2

  Michel Parmentier, January 26, 1994
1 No doubt it’s appropriate to say not their disaster but the disaster, 

this disaster to which Blanchot refers (in The Writing of the Disas-
ter), “The disaster, unexperienced. It is what escapes the very possi-
bility of experience — it is the limit of writing”; “It is upon losing what 
we have to say that we speak — upon an imminent and immemorial 
disaster.” [See Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of the Disaster, trans. 
Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraksa Press, 1995), p. 7, 21. 
Translator’s note.]

  To say as well, in a more nuanced way, Andre, Hantaï, Weiner, 
or Opalka don’t share the same perception of this disaster (the 
disaster is not an imaginable, identifiable, localizable whole).  

  On the other hand, all sovereign writing can only be tenta-
tive (illusory, it goes without saying) in annulling this disaster which, 
however — and this is the most disturbing — is “incessantly lacking.”

  [Ellsworth] Kelly’s sovereign, dazzling artistic success, that  
I admire profoundly, is foreign to me for the same reasons.

  Conversely, for Daniel Buren, the greatest formal successes 
are never very far from being failures; it is visible just below the sur-
face. In this, Daniel is close to me — neither failure nor success can 
be dazzling in his work.

2 Pour en finir encore is the title Samuel Beckett gave to one of his 
essays in French. Translator’s note.]

 Catalogue text dated January 26, 1994. The catalogue also con-
tains a text by Agnès Foiret (unpaginated) and photographs by 
Philippe Simon, including reproductions of works in the exhibition 
and the preparation of the folding carried out in Brussels.

 (see fig. 1, p. 11; fig. 119, p. 173; and fig. 129, p. 193).

�
129 Michel Parmentier in Guy Massaux’s studio, 123, 
 rue Marconi, Forest (Brussels, Belgium), black-and-white 

photograph, reproduction from negative, 6 × 6 cm.
 In 1994, Parmentier was preparing his exhibition at Carré des Arts, 

traveling frequently between Paris and Brussels. Photograph orig-
inally published in the Carré des Arts catalogue (unpaginated).
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130 Screenplay co-written by Bernard Bloch and Agnès Foiret, 
Michel Parmentier: Presque le silence (Michel Parmentier: 
Almost silence), documentary project, 26 minutes, format 
35 mm, 1995, Gentilly (France), Les Productions de  
l’Œil Sauvage.

 304 × 308 (Presque le silence) (Almost silence), 24 min, 35 mm, 
black and white, screenplay: Agnès Foiret and Bernard Bloch; light-
ing cameraman: Michel Taburiaux; camera operator: Bernard 
Bloch; camera assistant: Florent Henry; sound engineer: Claude 
Hivernon; electrician: Olivier Barré; set builder: Olivier Seiler; edit-
ing, digital sound, and mixing: Nicolas Joly; timing: Dirk Vandewalle; 
laboratory: Futurimag; assistant producer: Pierre Mandrin; pro-
duction manager: Muriel Bertucci. Film produced and directed 
by Bernard Bloch–Les Productions de l’Œil Sauvage, DAP, Centre 
Pompidou © 1995.

131 Production schedule drawn up by Bernard Bloch for 
Michel Parmentier. Presque le silence (Michel Parmentier: 
Almost silence), 29.7 × 21 cm.

 The film was shot April 18-21, 1994 in the studio at 123, rue  
Marconi, Forest (Brussels, Belgium)
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132

132 Storyboard by Bernard Bloch for Michel Parmentier. 
Presque le silence (Michel Parmentier: Almost silence), 
Gentilly (France), Les Productions de l’Œil Sauvage, cover, 
21 × 29.7 cm (closed).

 Parmentier was very reluctant to go along with Bernard Bloch’s 
screenplay. The director set up a structure comprising four large 
panes of glass that could contain four folded strips, on which were 
pasted transparent, supple bands of PVC on which Parmentier 
was to staple strips while being filmed in reverse shot. He eventually 
acquiesced, strictly for the needs of the film conceived by Bloch, 
based on a very precise storyboard (see following pages).

  Bloch did not use any voice-over or music. Title cards indicate 
the procedure without leading the spectator into the trap of an ar-
tificial confidentiality.

  In the synopsis co-written by Agnès Foiret and Bernard Bloch, 
they state: “The monomaniac work of Michel Parmentier is close to 
the repetition of the same. The active principle of this work is based 
on the idea of series. The fold is its main structural element. It is at 
once what makes it possible to throw a veil over the non-painted 
and what enables a surface existence, which Michel Parmentier 
calls the said and the unsaid. This surface cannot exist without the 
silent “mise-en-scène” of the act of painting. Without what resem-
bles, precisely, an appearance of bricolage, with minimal tools 
for carrying out the folding of the surfaces of tracing paper, the 
stapling of the strips, the ‘striking’ [tapage] with the oil bar, the un-
folding, and the signing.”
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133 Shooting the film 304 × 308 (Presque le silence) (Almost 
silence) in Guy Massaux’s studio at 123, rue Marconi, Forest 
(Brussels, Belgium), four photographs, black-and-white 
reproductions from color negatives, 24 × 36 mm each.

 (Below) Michel Parmentier date-stamping the four strips of 
 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994).
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134 Handwritten letters by Michel Parmentier to Bernard 
Bloch, September 5 and September 12, 1995,  
29.7 × 21 cm each.

 [“In order to make amends for the mistake of being a painter, 
you have to hate pictorial expression in all its forms…; with a cold 
and calm implementation, without failure, at each moment…  
and then paint…” MP]

 [Bernard
 Here is the text panel (2). It is possible that I would want to change 

“pictorial expression” into “painting” and “cold and calm” into 
“calm,” I’m still hesitating (I’ve been hesitating for three days!). Tell 
me what you think and we can also speak with Agnès [Foiret]. 

 Hugs M., 5.IX.95]

 [12.IX.95, Bernard,
 Following the conversation we just had, OK for:
 304 cm × 308 cm
 Possibly without parentheses and of course no sub-title. Hugs M.] 

 There were frequent exchanges between Bloch and Parmentier  
before the title was finally determined. In the film it is presented as 
(304 cm × 308 cm), whereas today it is designated 304 × 308 
cm (Presque le silence) (Almost silence). Presque le silence is the 
first name given to the film project, as it appears in the storyboard 
of 25 March, 1994.

  The text 304 cm × 308 cm appears in the first board of the 
film, which is then reduced to 304 × 308.
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135 Contract between Michel Parmentier and  
Herman J. Daled, May 25, 1996, concerning 15 mars 1994 
(March 15, 1994), 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [CONTRACT
 The undersigned, Herman J. DALED, 60, rue A. Renard, 1050 Brussels
 recipient (hereafter named THE RECIPIENT) of the following work 

(hereafter named the WORK) by Mr. Michel PARMENTIER (hereafter 
named the ARTIST):

 Title 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994), both the date of exe-
cution and signature: stamped lower right side of each panel. 
Description: vertical marks with titanium white oil bar on Herculène 
tracing paper (4 series of 77 × 304 cm, arranged adjacently)

 Total dimension 308 I × 304  L 
 declares to undertake the following contractual agreements with 

the ARTIST:
 1.  THE RECIPIENT will never exhibit, nor allow to be exhibited, the  

WORK in public without prior and express written authorization of 
the ARTIST. 

  The undersigned recognizes the right to refuse his authoriza-
tion without need of justification, or to arrange all the material con-
ditions of the exhibition at his convenience, other than financial.

  This contract binds the RECIPIENT and all inheritors inter vivos 
or mortis causa for a length of 21 years from the date at which 
the artist is deceased.

 2.   THE RECIPIENT agrees not to alter or modify the WORK and 
is prohibited in particular from mounting the work on a stretcher 
frame.  

  Bound to the moral rights of the ARTIST, this last agreement is 
valid indefinitely.

 3.   THE RECIPIENT agrees to make the WORK’s cession condition-
al upon the transferee’s identical contractual agreement with the 
ARTIST and takes responsibility for sending the transferee the orig-
inal contract. 

 4. In no case can cession of the WORK be the object of financial 
compensation and must be made exclusively for the benefit of a 
cultural institution.

  While the ARTIST is living, cession will be made with the ARTIST’s 
consent, other than the choice of cultural institution, which is left to 
the RECIPIENT’s discretion.

  signed in Brussels, 05/25/96, in two original copies, of which 
one is conserved by the recipient, Michel Parmentier, Herman J. 
Daled, THE RECIPIENT]

 This “Contract” followed reception of the work 15 mars 1994 
(March 15, 1994).

  In 2012, Herman J. Daled donated the work to the per-
manent collection of The Museum of Modern Art in New York  
(inv.: 1185.2012.a-d).

  Note: 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994) appears in Bernard 
Bloch’s film 304 × 308 (Presque le silence) (Almost silence). This 
film follows the progression and realization of this work, from the 
cutting of the strips to the final date-stamping by Parmentier 
both on the work and in his notebook (see fig. 14, p. 28 and 
pp. 196-197).

135
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136 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Guy Massaux, February 
18, 1997, recto and verso, 3 pages, 14.8 × 21 cm each.

 [Guy,
 Of all the tests that displease me the least, there remains the 1  

and 3. Look back at my Berryer catalogue (see p. 146) and take 
the piece from ’67… it’s that same gray but a little lighter. It’s neutral, 
just as I was looking for. 

  I’m going to get the date stamp thing back from Agnès  
[Drouin]; it is from ’66 (April 15) and I’ll bring it to Bénédict’s. 

  Either way, I’ll call you. With my love
  Michel
 Here’s (in pastel) the gray value that we can try with the oil bar. 

If possible, I would like it cooler, less brown, but no doubt also 
lighter]

 Attached to the letter, tests on paper of different gray pastels.  
Parmentier uses the words “le truc à tampon” (the stamp thing) 
to refer to 15 avril 1966 (April 15, 1966). This work was originally 
meant to feature in the exhibition “Michel Parmentier (15 mars 
1994, 5 juillet 1995, 26 mai 1996)” on April 19, 1997, at 123, rue 
Marconi, Forest, Brussels (Belgium).
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137 Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,  
(304 × 308 cm) (076 × 308 cm) (304 × 308 cm) (15 mars 
1994, 5 juillet 1995, 26 mai 1996)” at Guy Massaux’s 
studio, 123, rue Marconi, Forest, Brussels (Belgium),  
April 19 1997, recto and verso and insert, edition of 100,  
21 × 16 cm (folded) and 20.1 × 14.9 cm.

 The exhibition “Michel Parmentier (15 mars 1994, 5 juillet 1995,  
26 mai 1996)” was organized and realized at the initiative of 
collector Bruno van Lierde and Guy Massaux, assisted by Jean-
François Fontaine. Three works by Parmentier were exhibited on 
April 19, 1997, for seven hours: 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994), 
5 juillet 1995 (July 5, 1995), and 26 mai 1996 (May 26, 1996) 
in its three-strip version (228 × 308 cm and not 304 × 308 cm as 
indicated on the invitation).

  At the same time, a VHS video of the film 304 × 308 (Pres- 
que le silence) (Almost silence), made by Bernard Bloch in the 
same space two years earlier, was screened continuously. The 
exhibition was discreet, with invitations being sent to a carefully  
chosen public.
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138 [Michel Parmentier: A Voice of Fine Silence.1
 In 1967, several young artists claimed that painting “began with 

them.” They exhibited together. They were called Daniel Buren, 
Olivier Mosset, Michel Parmentier, Niele Toroni. Their position—like 
their way of creating an affirmation through a practice reduced 
to what is essential—was controversial. The works of Buren, Mosset, 
and Toroni either evolved or endured over time. Parmentier stop-
ped painting for fifteen years, starting again a few years ago. The 
structural principal of his work hasn’t changed and the work remains 
firmly in place, solitary, almost silent. The more recent works no longer 
include the bands of lacquered monochrome, replaced by scrib-
bles and erasures that are barely visible. In retrospect, one might 
consider this cessation as claiming an active critical position.

  What does painting signify for the person who is practically ef-
faced in the act of painting?

  What is the meaning of this almost nothing when confronted 
with an ambient pictorial excess?

  What does this approach mean which continually doubts and 
which each day seeks to disappear a little more?

  Agnès Foiret
1 The title misquotes the phrase that Nuridsany uses (taken from Roger 

Laporte) for the title of his interview with Parmentier in art press from 
1988 (see p. 150). Translator’s note.]

 Insert included with the invitation to the exhibition, an excerpt from 
Michel Parmentier: une voix de fin silence (Michel Parmentier: 
A voice of fine silence), the title of Parmentier’s interview with  
Michel Nuridsany (not mentioned here) (see pp. 150-151), and 
quotations by Agnès Foiret (recto: French version, verso: Dutch  
version, translated by Marijse Hovens).

 Views of the exhibition “Michel Parmentier, (304 × 308 cm) 
(076 × 308 cm) (304 × 308 cm) 15 March 1994, 5 July 1995, 
26 mai 1996,” Guy Massaux’s studio, 123, rue Marconi, 
Forest (Brussels, Belgium), color photographs, black-and-
white reproduction from transparencies, 6 × 6 cm each.

 In order of appearance: 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994),  
5 juillet 1995 (July 5, 1995), 26 mai 1996 (May 26, 1996)

142 26 mai 1996 (May 26, 1996) comprises 4 strips but is presented 
here in its 3-strip version.

143  Left: 5 juillet 1995 (July 5, 1995); right: video monitor continuously 
showing 304 × 308 (Presque le silence) (Almost silence) by  
Bernard Bloch.

138

139-141
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144 Letter from Michel Parmentier to Guy Massaux,  
June 22, 1997, pp. 2-3, 27.9 × 21.5 cm.

 [… my project is 3 panels only and only 3 bands worked on.
 (next to top left sketch) 228 × 231 
  Bruno (van Lierde) has indicated to me that, in effect, the di-

mensions of the pieces pose a problem for some people, so I’m 
reducing it (without enthusiasm, practically).

 Project:
 1   3 panels not folded
 2   3 panels with prepared folds
 3   piece folded and stapled
 4   piece folded and stapled and painted
 5   half-band folded from the top
 6   the two half-bands unfolded
 7   same thing + a 38 cm band unfolded
 8   everything unfolded (thus, final stage)
 1, 2, and 3 will be made on site, so it’s not urgent: normally, I only 

have to make 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. But…(see over), To summarize:
  (please take into account, incorrect proportions)
 B.  But one can imagine that the (quite didactic) exhibition as a 

whole might be interesting for a museum. In that case, we should 
envisage several more stage 8s for sale at…]

 In the course of 1997, Parmentier made several trips to Canada 
(Montreal).

  In this letter, Parmentier considers reducing the size of his 
works and, for a projected exhibition in Switzerland (which does 
not happen), envisages exhibiting his working process in succes-
sive phases, in “stages” from 1 to 8, with one work for each stage, 
and all of them in the same exhibition space.

145 Sketches numbered 1 to 8, 27.9 × 21.5 cm each. 
 Sequencing of a work in eight “stages” for an unrealized project.
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146 “Vous avez dit ‘éthique’?,” typewritten with notes by 
Michel Parmentier, 1999, English version, “Did You Say 
‘Ethics’?,” in Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, and Stephen 
W. Melville, As Painting: Division and Displacement, exh. 
cat. Columbus (USA), Wexner Center for the Arts, The 
Ohio State University, May 12 – August 12, 2001, Cam-
bridge (Mass.) and London, The MIT Press, translated by  
Anthony Allen, May 2001, pp. 231-232, 29.7 × 21 cm.

 [Did You Say “Ethics”?
 “I speak of an art turning from it in disgust, weary of its puny exploits, 

weary of pretending to be able, weary of being able… of going a 
little further along a dreary road” — Samuel Beckett1

 “In girum imus nocte et consumimur igni” — Guy Debord2

 One may be dispossessed of words, ideas, or approaches (in-
cluding the most unconditionally important, the most serious) by 
people who least understand them, who are least familiar with 
them. These words and attitudes are tossed at sea like so many 
messages in a bottle and come back in a hundred different guises, 
lavishly labeled, trivialized, only to keep critics and journalists 
afloat for several years, so long as they take care to make these 
things fit every possible occasion. So it is with “ethics,” a word that, in 
the realm of painting, can be used only rarely with any pertinence, 
and not without rhyme or reason; likewise, a reference to a writer or 
a philosopher is emptied of any meaning when it is taken over and 
worn out by media exposure. Blanchot's The Writing of the Di-
saster cannot pop up just anywhere without losing some of its sub-
stance, and “ethics” cannot emerge from the pen of a journalist3 

addressing the use of new materials and new technologies with- 
out provoking outbursts of laughter. Is Nam June Paik supported by 
an ethical position? Then so is a hamburger.4

  This is offered by way of precaution. Another caution: if there 
is a moral dimension — or even merely a moral approach — in 
this or that work in the plastic arts, it can only be revealed in prax-
is, can only be brought to light by praxis. One may think that I am 
stating the obvious here (and it is a commonplace, but not one I 
share with many people except for Daniel Buren and Simon Hantaï 
in France, in different ways of course). This seems to me to be a di-
alectical, or perhaps Marxist, thought5 — simple good sense. This 
inseparability of ethics and praxis (reflected/made) is opposed 
equally to idealism, determinism, and art for art's sake; with a little 
luck, it should even preserve us from the spectacular and, with more 
luck still, from the beautiful. The notion of beautiful being evidently 
subjective, it is better not to dream.

  Despair is never better expressed than as humor (Why did I 
like Kierkegaard's The Concept of Anxiety so much? Why am I so 
moved — to tears — by a Jewish joke?): laughter is shock therapy.

  The word “despair” is no doubt excessive here. In this context, 
it should be left to others, elsewhere, yesterday, today, and likely 
enough tomorrow, to the victims of genocide, of massacres, of 
earthquakes, or of AIDS. I withdraw it immediately: more humbly, let's 
say “doubt” or “continual dread” — this should suffice. 

  Doubt, which is partially — but fortunately never entirely — re-
solved in praxis, has the particularity of always being reborn. It is 
a fatal disease. Only the supposedly politically committed artists 

escape it — let us leave them to their torpor, their illusions, their par-
asitical opportunism.

  It is time to do away with that overlong history of servile break-
throughs (déhiscente), as well as with the now entirely obsolete 
concepts of modernity and the avant-garde; some have already 
claimed that there is no progress in art, but rather, in a recurring 
fashion, always pauses of stagnation, even of regression. Today, 
one can see that, symptomatically, the avant-gardes are for the 
most part as reactionary as the academicisms: the dozens of art-
ists who work on “installations” today feed on a new (for how long?) 
logic of regressive “dehiscence,”6 sidestepping the real problem 
of the void, just as the supporters of the return to the image, rep-
resentation, or craft have done and continue to do; the “installa-
tionists” either prudently borrow  from  the new technologies (which 
are essentially exogenous to ethics), or they repeat a Duchampian 
posture. Picasso himself, for all his talent, did nothing else in the end 
when he reappropriated and updated Las Meninas; the move is 
brilliant, but a little daft too, because it relies exclusively on talent 
and ignores all doubt.

  The new problematic was already opening up in Pollock's 
drip painting, even before the previous vista was gloriously closed 
with Matisse. Pollock's disorder and excess (which one might call  
Sadian) returns us to Bataille, and to Blanchot in the realm of writing. 
Matisse gives us his sumptuous Blue Nudes ... but sumptuous in the 
way Racine's writing is, and that's where the shoe pinches.

  Still, everything remains to be lost, again.
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 It is not iconoclastic to claim that we must absolutely forget every- 
thing in the act of painting; we must amputate ourselves. This claim 
does not imply that self-taught artists are better disposed than 
those who have learned and who have worn out their shoes in the 
museums; quite to the contrary — a single lightning bolt, a single 
epiphany can lead them to lazily engineer a whole career, and 
examples abound.

  Nonculture is never equal to the rejection of culture.7

  The “I would prefer not to” of Melville's Bartleby, and its more 
radical variant “I prefer not,” should give us much food for thought.

  Perhaps doubt, brought forth as it is by and through certain 
gestures (and above all, never dissolved in them) provides a basis 
for questioning, whereas other painted gestures (sometimes sub-
lime ones) offer answers. It is within this opposition — or, at the very 
least, this alterity — that the fracture between ethics and aesthetics, 
between fear and pleasure, is revealed; in the best of cases, aes-
thetics and pleasure are not a rupture in, but a continuation of, his-
torical legitimacy and the logic of the breakthrough (déhiscence).

  “I relapse… into my dream of an art unresentful of its insu-
perable indigence and too proud for the farce of giving and 
receiving.”8

  Beckett wrote this as early as 1949, echoing, while lamenting 
it, da Vinci's disfazione from the Notebooks. What is there to add? 
Perhaps something still less, again. But still.

  October 1999

 Translated from the French by Anthony Allen.

 1  ''Three Dialogues," in Disjecta: Miscellaneous Writings and 
a Dramatic Fragment (New York: Grove Press, 1984), p. 139. 
Translator’s note.

 2  “We go round and round in the night and are consumed by fire.” 
This palindrome is the title of Debord's 1978 film. The script has been 
published in translation in Guy Debord, In girum imus nocte et 
consumimur igni (London: Pelagian Press, 1991). Translator’s note. 
3  In the French weekly Figaro Magazine, a stupid right-wing 
publication (pardon the pleonasm).

 4  I only speak for the present moment and do not prejudge the 
future of technologies. In a few years, who knows? These technolo-
gies will perhaps be our keys out of the old territory, as long as their 
users are able to transform the gadgets that currently fascinate 
them into tools of reflection, as long as they stop playing around 
and get tired of bluffing.

 5  Those who still confuse Marxism and the Gulag are generally 
the same people who consider Warhol's work as the manifestation 
of a moral sense.

 6  I use this word in the very particular meaning that Beckett gives 
it: open to receive in order to give back (the “giving and receiving”).

 7  The former is a (miserable) predicament, the latter is an ac-
tion (imprudent maybe, impudent no doubt, but which may allow 
us to catch a glimpse of a hypothetical new point of departure).

 8  “Three Dialogues,” p. 141. Translator’s note].

 This essay was commissioned by Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, 
and Stephen W. Melville, the curators of the exhibition, who invited  
Parmentier to take part (see fig. 150, p. 232).



 21031 mars 1993 (March 31, 1993)



 2111 avril 1993 (April 1, 1993)
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20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999) (see p. 25) 

is the work that closes but, we could also say, 
opens the first major retrospective of the work of  
Michel Parmentier since his death. 20 novembre 
1999 (November 20, 1999) was made for “JARS IV, 
‘Tegenvleug/à rebrousse-poil,’” an exhibition at 
the Sittard Kunstcentrum in Limburg (The Nether-
lands) at the request of Guy Massaux (see pp. 26-27). 
Massaux chose to have it dialogue visually across 
a partition with a painting by Simon Hantaï 1  
(see p. 26) that Parmentier had helped secure for 
the exhibition.
 The work is described as follows: “White oil  
bar, randomly spread over tracing paper/film 
polyester, 7 alternating horizontal bands 38 cm 
wide (4+3) and, at the top and bottom, two incom-
plete blank bands 19 cm wide.” It was acquired 
by the Centre Pompidou – Musée national d’art 
moderne, Paris shortly after the artist’s death. 
 Does the technical description say everything 
about what there is to see, or does it merely open 
up indicative modes of access?
 The work is in fact made up of four panels 
whose edges do not visually impinge on one an- 
other during the work of covering the surface. They 
are partially revealed by slight variations in the 
folding or, rather, in the flattening of the fold. The 
application of the colored material comes from 
filling the surface. It is produced by the repetition 
of irregular gestures made in a circling movement.
 The alternation of blank bands and those 
covered using an oil bar belongs to a series bor-
dered at top and bottom by two blank half-
bands (incomplete blank bands 19 cm wide), 
which, to put it another way, center the succession 
of bands and inscribe them in a potentially verti-
cal extension.
 The support is punctuated by dry folds that 
very visibly recall the actions of the folding and 
unfolding. They are not smoothed by the ten-
sion from its weight. Indeed, Parmentier recom-
mends that such works are preserved by being 
hung from the unfolded support. 2 The interior 
fold at the center of the blank zones is the most 
marked surface event, whereas the marks on the 

zones covered with colored material are highly 
attenuated. The cold white of the support differs 
subtly from the milkier white of the covered zones, 
but this very weak contrast seems reversed in other 
similar works that were made using the same 
materials but kept in different conditions. Linseed 
oil — and this is something that painters had long 
known, and that Parmentier cannot have failed  
to know — yellows when removed from light, 
whereas white recovers all its brightness and purity 
when exposed to light. This reverses the contrasts 
within the works. In the pieces exhibited in full 
daylight, the tracing paper seems grayer than 
the bright white applied in alternating bands. 
Works kept in storerooms or hung in accordance 
with the strictest museological norms — in this 
instance, at the MNAM, Paris — appear duller than 
those that have just left collectors’ walls exposed 
to the direct light from windows.
 Writing to Guy Massaux on October 7, 1999, 
Parmentier briefly alluded to this work which he 
was about to execute: “I would like you to specify 
the dates because I have to go and do a piece 
on-site and we have to allow for a drying time 
of about ten days.” The detail is secondary, but 
another letter mentions that he does not plan to 
make any other pieces at the end of the year: “I 
have a superb studio with four windows giving 
onto the Seine and the Île St-Louis but, as you 
know, I have ruled out even the simple possibil-
ity of working there: making another piece in ’99 
puts back recharging my batteries to December 
2000 (unless the Sittard thing miraculously gets 
sold and the exhibition moves, in which case I’ll 
have to get back to it again).”3 20 novembre 1999 
(November 20, 1999) was thus his last work.
 To go back to the technical description above, 
our attention to the work is guided by reading 
what the artist gives us directly or indirectly (the 
systematic descriptions explicitly provided with 
the work, at least since January 1967 and adjusted 
since). We note the characteristic traits or the vari-
ants inscribed in the production, depending on the 
supports, the covering materials, and the formats. 
And finally, we take into account the circumstanc-
es of the work’s production and its destination and 
we ask if all this is of help in relating to what we see 
before us, and if we can hope to perceive what 
 the artist “discovered in and through the pictorial 
gesture.”
 In what we have learned, some elements are 
alien to the simple visual reality, as they are to the 
artist’s explicit intention to communicate them to 
us. This is true of the circumstances of production. 
In the selection of Parmentier’s letters and texts 
published in 2000 by Massaux, the latter does not 
share his own correspondence with Parmentier, 
and notably the indications he provided the artist 
along with the invitation to feature in the Sittard 
exhibition. We may however note that on this 
occasion, as on others too, Parmentier’s attitude 
consisted in producing only sparingly for exhi-
bitions, 4  or possibly for the market. As we shall 
see below, we also know that the sale contract 
he imposed on his collectors was hardly going 
to create a run on the market (see p. 199). The link 
between the circumstances in which the work was 

produced and those of its exhibition is therefore 
more important than the one between the work 
and the real or potential market. 
 Is one of the features of this relation manifest  
in the format? This itself was not a particularly 
original element in 1999, when a work measuring 
304 by 300 cm was in keeping with the sizes found 
in a public exhibition. However, if we look back 
over the dimensions chosen by Parmentier, it  
is fairly clear that they soon moved away from 
formats designed for private collectors, and 
probably did so faster than was the case for the 
painter friends of his early career. 5 It is also fairly 
clear that, when he could, Parmentier was always 
ready to widen what he offered to the gaze. In 
other words, the extension of the pictorial sur-
face is a significant factor that beholders must 
take into account insofar as it demands a gaze 
that moves freely from being close-up to more 
distant in order to grasp both particularities and 
overall effects of the work. Parmentier seemed 
to find this extension of the format more easily 
practical when he started working on supports 
made up of multiple strips, themselves brought 
together in sometimes fragmented presenta-
tions over several walls. He began work on his first 
piece like this in April 1986, on rolls of ordinary 
printer’s paper obtained by his partner Bénédicte 
Victor-Pujebet. The piece was exploratory and 
was presented as such in the version he gave 
to Hantaï, who later donated it to the MNAM 
(Étude 1987-1990 (Study 1987-1990), graphite 
on printing paper). It was only shortly after this that 
Parmentier became fully aware of the possibilities 
afforded by using strips of material. 6 One detail 
that one is likely to miss, except at the moment 
when the work is being hung, is the date/signa-
ture that Parmentier marked at the bottom of 
each panel of material. These were numbered to 
ensure correct positioning on the wall: a discrep-
ancy in the sequence might break the effect of hor-
izontal surface continuity, in contrast with the ver-
tical breaks implied by the folding of the support. 
It is interesting to note that 20 novembre 1999 
(November 20, 1999) presents a fairly strong 
contrast between the effects of horizontal conti-
nuity and vertical discontinuity. Unlike the space 
of Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings, in which the  
continuity extends in every direction of the paint-
ing’s two dimensions, the extension favored by 
Parmentier is “realistic” in that it allows for the dif-
ferent experiences of the two dimensions of the 
support that viewers or the artist himself might 
have when working on the wall and not on the 
floor. The non-differentiated, floating space 
introduced by the Russian avant-garde (Kazimir 
Malevich or El Lissitzky) and implicitly taken up 
by Pollock did not interest Parmentier. Not that 
he was happy to stick with easel painting. This 
gravitational apprehension of dimensions is 
more  evident in 1999 than in December 1965 
and it comes across clearly in the film by Bernard 
Bloch (see pp. 194-198) where we see the folds open 
when the stapled parts fall. The two dimensions 
are therefore not equivalent and the absence of 
major variations in the height of the pieces sug-
gests, in the experience of looking, that the height 

20 novembre 1999
 (November 20, 1999): 
The Designated 
and the Illegible
Jean-Marc Poinsot
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of the walls and the invitation to do something 
monumental were of no great importance. As 
we all know, monumentality changes our experi-
ence of forms, whereas it is easy to experience a 
homogenous horizontal development simply by 
moving. Indexing the work to a dimension external 
to painting can occur only when it does not struc-
turally change the viewer’s experience. Yes to long 
walls, no to high walls. In large-format works there 
is nothing but the relation between the viewer 
and the surface of the painting. And the former is  
nearly always at an equal distance from the top 
and bottom of the painting. There is no obstacle or 
constraint that might lead to a different perception 
of this or that part of the surface offered to the 
gaze. That is why, in 20 novembre 1999 (Novem-
ber 20, 1999), Parmentier privileges a square or 
almost-square format, as in many other works.
 The use of white oil bar on the tracing paper,7 

itself suffused with the white of the exhibition wall 
by virtue of its transparency, produces a surface 
on which it is difficult to perceive even its most 
structural events. If the light is strong, blurring 
or, more exactly, attenuating the alternation of 
bands, the viewer approaching the work sees only 
a covered surface without any accidents allowing 
them to grasp a form, even a minimal one, but 
without the uniformity of a colorfully rendered 
flat patch. As the viewer continues to examine 
the surface, they peruse it but recognize nothing 
more than the procedures given in the state-
ments on the label beside it, explaining the way 
the work was made but not explicitly saying 
what should be grasped, without bringing forth 
any form or event other than the programmed 
experience that is irreducible to the nonpictorial. 
In terms of what it shows, the surface of the paint-
ing affirms itself and disappears in the same gaze, 
and whatever we look at in 20 novembre 1999 
(November 20, 1999), it is impossible to take it in 
while at the same time grasping all the acts of 
which this part or the whole are the outcome. This 
transparency at work in the work that does not 
assume its result deters any kind of projection 
or sublimation, although this certainly does not 
mean there is no seduction or pleasure involved.
 No verbal formulation concerning an artwork 
is neutral or objective, but it may be useful to get 
away from the anachronism of the literary and 
theoretical references invoked by Parmentier well 
after they were relevant in his work or thought, as 
is indirectly conveyed by the letter quoted earlier:

 “I am working at the moment on a text for 
Columbus and am in a good position to know 
that words are always too much or too little 
when it comes to conveying what we have dis-
covered in and through the pictorial gesture. 
It’s an exhausting exercise even when you 
have clear ideas and strong convictions (if no 
certitudes).” 8

In this case, it would seem that the inadequ- 
acy of words has to do with the actual events 
surrounding 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 
1999), which is so far both from Hantaï and from 
Maurice Blanchot in the particular way it acts on 
the beholder. The fold (pli) of this work is not an 
event in the sense that it is for Hantaï, detaching 

the form from whatever intention the painter may 
have, except perhaps in a sense so generic and 
general that it is overlooked as a distinctive or 
defining element. Nor is it a process whereby the 
painter’s work can be reduced to a single plane, 
removing any interest in an archaeology of succes- 
sive acts of laying down materials and surfaces 
that marks the very brutal rupture made at the 
end of 1965 and 1966. Parmentier had erased the 
painter’s presence and impoverished his painting 
long before. 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 
1999) is at once full and impossible to grasp, it 
is topical in relation to what was being painted 
in that penultimate year of the twentieth century  
and it goes beyond the variations on the mono-
chrome that triumphed at the time. It is not an 
end in itself, nor a key phase in the final develop-
ments of painting. In short, it is present and avail-
able to history without being its indicator, mark, or 
objective. An event, but not a sign.
 In this sense, by hanging 20 novembre 1999 
(November 20, 1999) and Décembre 1965 
(December 1965)(see p. 24) facing each other, 
Massaux was underscoring both the features 
shared and the great distance between the two 
works. If, in late 1965, Parmentier had chosen 
to make the application of color and the parti-
tioning of the surface depend on the practice of 
folding, the questions that arose then were very  
different from the ones he would have to face  
in 1999.
 In December 1965, the canvas bearing that 
date as its title had been through many differ-
ent phases before acquiring the appearance 
with which we are familiar. The canvas prepared 
in white was, it seems, originally covered in pink 
paint with a folding that was still approximate 
and mounted on a stretcher. It was then repainted 
white and blue and trimmed so as to remove the 
marks from fastening it to the stretcher, this hav-
ing been detached upon completion of the work. 
The use of folding, of presenting the work without 
a stretcher to make the process of folding and  
the application of the paint intelligible, and the 
question of the “arbitrary” choice of color, but also 
the relative practice of Hard-edge painting — of 
clean edges which do not develop a narrative of 
coverings as voluble as was sometimes the case 
in earlier paintings — all mark a major break and 
constitute the problematics that informed his work 
up to 1968. The features shared with 20 novem-
bre 1999 (November 20, 1999) are folding and 
the almost square format, but apart from that 
the two works raise a host of different questions. 
 Regarding the format, it should not be consid-
ered in terms of dimensions, but of their ratio. The 
height tends towards large format for a collector’s 
interior. As for the color, it is clear that the modern-
ist theories developed since the nineteenth centu-
ry strike no chord with Parmentier. After a number 
of inconclusive experiments, he chose blue, the 
commonest color, with none of the symbolism 
assigned to it by Yves Klein. To choose gray (Kry-
lon dark dove gray and Lefranc cellulose white)9 
in 1967 (see p. 63) — which, thanks to the exhibitions 
as a foursome with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, 
was also the year of his work’s greatest visibility — 

was to explicitly place himself within a register 
that did not totally evacuate the work on values, 
and that was mindful of the fact that many classi-
cal painters began work with a gray, rather than a 
white, ground. In a way, to choose gray on canvas 
prepared with an application of white paint was 
to bring together two registers of painting: the 
gray used in classical painting, and the white of 
modernity. In this sense, the choice of gray on 
a white ground was a kind of nonevent, but at 
the same time a sign of attachment to the his-
tory of painting. In 1981, Jacques Vallet credit-
ed Parmentier with saying the he would give “All 
Delacroix for Philippe de Champaigne,” 10 there-
by clearly indicating his readiness to dismiss 
the practice of simultaneous contrasts initiat-
ed by Eugène Delacroix, and later taken up by 
Georges Seurat and Paul Signac. His admiration 
for artists such as Pollock, Nicolas Poussin, Paolo 
Uccello, Nicolas de Staël, Pierre Bonnard, Bram 
van Velde, and one or two others manifested 
the very particular interest in painting that would 
lead to this notion of non-choice of which, in late 
1967, he considered himself the only exponent: 

“without prior awareness, each of us had… with 
simple painting, arrived at a trace that we had  
recognized as acceptable, devoid of messages or 
images, empty of that communication which usual-
ly renders artists and viewers accomplices; a trace 
 that only speaks of itself, without digressions.” 11

 Having confirmed the point of agreement 
reached by the four painters, he continues with 
what he considers an impassable limit: “From 
the moment that this painted trace is recognized, 
one no longer seeks something else, one repeats. I 
make bands that represent bands and then other 
bands that signify: bands and then again bands 
that are only bands, etc. I no longer choose.” 12

 In this regard, he considers that the other three 
have abandoned strict repetition and “have 
taken a regressive stance with regard to this moral 
position.” 13

 The choice of painting expressed in Décem-
bre 1965 (December 1965) whose title, we may 
note in passing, does not mention the precise 
day of its execution, as would subsequently be 
the case, 14 thus translates December 6, 1967, 
the date Parmentier wrote the tract mentioned 
above, into a moral position. This moral position 
ordained that he stop painting and marked the 
end of his accomplishment of a radical pictorial 
program. 
 Décembre 1965 (December 1965) is proba-
bly, as Massaux has shown, the painting that ini-
tiated the model he would repeat subsequently, 
but it is not involved in the “strategic” work (to 
use Parmentier’s term) that was begun in Janu-
ary 1967 with three other artists. It initiates, no 
doubt, because it covers the past work, but it was 
too freighted with its own history to be part of the 
history of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni. 
 The interest of comparing these two works, 
one foundational and the other final, can be 
highlighted by the words Parmentier wrote in 
March 1986, barely two years after he had taken 
up painting again:
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“What happened not elsewhere but inside 
me, over these fifteen years, has made two or 
three things clear to me: 1) my work from 1965 
to 68 was satisfactory — better, unsurpass-
able; 2) maybe it no longer signified, for me, 
what it seemed to signify; 3) I absolutely had 
to continue since, in the new situation in which I 
find myself, it silences something ‘new.’ Hence 
the current work, which is somewhat poor and 
imperiously null, but also a-historical.” 15

In between this self-denigration and assertion of 
the novelty of his work as a painter, Parmentier 
measured the rupture that he had instigated 
from late 1965 to some time in 1968, and co-insti-
gated in the exhibition as a foursome in 1967. But, 
beyond that, he was also affirming that there was 
still something to be said with painting, and that 
it would not be of the same order. This something 
was not simply given and, after the transitional 
works that were the paintings with black bands, 
he would, starting in 1988, need to construct the 

“somewhat poor and imperiously null, but also 
a-historical” practice with the works on paper. 
When he refers to this interview in his text for the 
catalogue of his exhibition at the Centre national 
des arts plastiques in that same year of 1988 
(see p. 146 and pp. 152-155), he implies that the poverty 
of his pencilings is probably more marked than 
what he was asserting two years earlier.
 While it is fairly clear that the general mode of 
production of his works through folding remains 
a constant from late 1965 to late 1999, history 
shows that many artists have worked with repe-
tition and produced an oeuvre. But where some 
programmed the minimal variations in repetition 
within a sustained and often serial production, 
the intermittent basis of Parmentier at work gave 
him access to more displacements and more new 
questions than his confreres. 
 In the series of works on paper, 20 novembre 
1999 (November 20, 1999) marks the end of a 
gesture that is explicitly legible in its very banality. 
There is, in a sense, a synthesis between the cov-
ering of the surface and the undefined or banally 
repetitive act of inscription, of the designated and 
the illegible within the same gaze. Finally, the sup-
port itself, in its diaphanous transparency, adds to 
the uncertainty of its position in space, which only 
the marked folds reposition at regular intervals.

Translated by Charles Penwarden

1 A view of the exhibition presented in a vitrine at Villa Tamaris shows 
“his last painted work, Tabula 1982-1986.”
2  In contrast, the painted canvases must be folded up before being 
exhibited in order to make the folds visible again. Despite these pre-
cautions, the respective folding of the support of the paintings on can-
vas and of the works on paper produce very different impressions of the  
sequencing of the surface.
3  Parmentier’s relation to the place of the work was complex. When he 
needed to produce for exhibitions, he benefited from studios that were 
made available to him and used those of his friends, but he seems to 
have found it too difficult to work in them on a daily basis or to use them 
to store past work, especially after the hiatus in 1968. See “Post-scriptum 
à une lettre du 16 janvier 2000,” M. P. à G. M., Lettres et textes de 
Michel Parmentier, 1991-2000, edited by Guy Massaux, Brussels  
(Belgium): Éditions Small Noise, 2001, vol. 8, n. p.
4  Parmentier does not mention the exhibition of recent works eventu-
ally programmed by Jean Fournier in late 2000 in any of the published 
documents. The gallerist’s acquisition of Parmentier’s corpus had prob-
ably not been envisioned in February 2000, and may not have been until 
after the artist’s death.
5  Even if Parmentier’s more or less square formats are not monumen-
tal, they are bigger than those used by his colleagues at the time, inclu- 
ding by a little those of Buren, who at the time was more interested in 

varying his formats in order to test the capacity of his chosen stripes to 
be unaffected by variations in the dimensions of his canvases.
6  Among the possibilities envisaged by the artist, the fragmentation 
of a set of panels produced by a single action was tried in the hanging 
of an exhibition at Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, where the  
division into subsets was determined by the dimensions of the walls avail-
able for the hanging. In the conditions of sale the artist did however stip-
ulate that the purchased work should comprise at least three panels.
7  Here I forget to mention the way the white and its medium adhere 
to the accidents of the flat surface of the wall supporting the work (min-
imal, insignificant accidents that are forgotten in the exhibition space) 
or are deposited in keeping with the uneven wear of the oil bar. All these 
comprehensible and imperceptible micro-events of what is grasped by 
the senses, points of sensorial and significant attraction for the gaze.
8  See “Letter to Guy Massaux, [The “text for Columbus” mentioned 
here is “Did You Say ‘Ethics’?” (see pp. 208-209)]
9  As mentioned in the leaflet “Manifestation 3” for the exhibition at the 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs de Paris (see p. 61).
10  In “Michel Parmentier: Profession Non-Painter” 
(see pp. 110-111, translated p. 120).
11  Michel Parmentier, “The Group Buren Mosset Parmentier Toroni No 
Longer Exists” (see pp. 76-77).
12  Ibid.
13  Ibid.
14  This detail corroborates Massaux’s hypothesis that Décembre 
1965 (December 1965) is a palimpsest, that is to say, a painting 
made over another that was erased beforehand, an operation that  
implies a certain duration. This extension over time would later be mean-
ingless insofar as the making of a painting was now no more than a 
technical action, and not a long operation of gestation, with its hesi-
tations and iterations.
15  See “Interview with Bernard Blistène” (see pp. 132-134).
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147 Invitation to the exhibition “présentation de l’œuvre  
20 11 99,” Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris (France), 
November 21 – December 16, 2000, 3.5 × 21 cm (folded).

 Parmentier and Jean Fournier had agreed to program an exhibi-
tion in the latter’s gallery for 2001. After Parmentier’s death, in June 
2000, Fournier, who had acquired the artist’s last work, 20 novem-
bre 1999 (November 20, 1999), made for the exhibition “JARS IV. 
‘tegenvleug / à rebrousse-poil,” (Sittard, Netherlands), decided to 
display it in his gallery from November 21 to December 16, 2000.

  20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999) was hung in 
the exact spot where, thirty-five years earlier, Décembre 1965  
(December 1965) was hung. We still do not know for sure which can-
vas was hung beside Décembre 1965 (December 1965) in the 
exhibition “Pour une exposition en forme de triptyque,” from July to 
September 1966 (see fig. 27, pp. 42-43).

148 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999), exhibition 
“présentation de l’œuvre 20 11 99,” Galerie Jean Fournier, 
Paris (France), color photograph, black and white repro-
duction from transparency, 6 × 6 cm.
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Michel Parmentier
Laura Lisbon

First published in Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, 
and Stephen Melville, As Painting: Division and 
Displacement (Cambridge and London: MIT 
Press; Columbus: Wexner Center for the Arts, 
2001), pp. 137-141 (see pp. 208-209 and fig. 150, p. 232)

“The genesis, asceticism, and foundations of his 
work reveal both a comprehensive knowledge of 
the artists he admires, such as Bram van Velde 
and Hantaï, and a desire to explore in depth what 
Blanchot called ‘the literary space,’ the space to 
be painted and that of painting. Parmentier’s 
genuine familiarity with the writings of Louis-René 
des Forêts, Blanchot, and Levinas has also greatly 
influenced his approach. Nevertheless, Parmentier 
is by no means a ‘literary painter’; I know of few 
other works less likely to fit such a category. None-
theless, his ‘way of being’ in the world has always 
been shaped by the philosophical and intellectual 
debates that arose during that time.” (pp. 132-134)

Bernard Blistène

In this comment from 1992, Blistène empha-
sizes a crucial aspect for any understanding of  
Parmentier’s work: his “approach” or “way of  being” 
an artist. 1 Informed by this philosophical back-
ground, Parmentier’s deep interest in Blanchot’s 
concept of “literary space” encompasses the com-
plexity of a space that includes its own absence, 
reserve, and necessary silence. Such a space 
sets itself apart from the author in order to pro-
duce an experience that requires a turning away 
in order to see or apprehend it. 2 If Parmentier is 
not a “literary” painter, it is precisely because the 
challenge of his work is to approach this “literary 
space,” not to represent it.  His approach to mak-
ing work, which includes decisive moments of in- 
activity or refusal to work, is indissociable from 
a reflection on the experience of “literary space,” 
but also from the notions of reserve, restraint, and 
silence that suggests an ethics of painting as an 
approach to painting.  
 Looking at the trajectory of Parmentier’s 
career, we see that he exhibited in 1966, 1967, 
and 1968, then not again until fifteen years later. 
In a letter in 1972, he explained why he ceased 
working: “The trace-limit should cease being pro-
duced; ceasing, it denounces and avows its limit 
situation (it denounces and avows its limits where 
it is situated), preserving (as much as possible) its 
subversive quality 3 (pp. 99 and 120).

This comment reflects the provocative position 
Parmentier has maintained since 1967 when he 
worked with Daniel Buren, Olivier Mosset, and Niele 
Toroni. The group staged four “Manifestations,” 
each meant to demonstrate their collective posi-
tion against both lyrical and gestural painting in 
France at the time, as well as against the art es- 
tablishment. Later in 1967, rejecting the proposal 
that the group members make each other’s paint-
ings, Parmentier defected, claiming that a dis-
tinction should be made between the strategy of 
depersonalizing painting and making a deper-
sonalized painting. This suggests his commitment 
to painting as a “praxis,” in which the concept does 
not preceed language but is formed through its 
practice. In his essay for the As Painting catalogue, 

“Did You Say ‘Ethics’?” (see pp. 208-209 and fig.150, p.. 232) 

he argues for the “inseparability of ethics and 
praxis,” which includes both an essential doubt 
and incessant reflection on painting’s limits.
 The works Parmentier began making in 1966 
reflect his earlier interest in hiding and revealing 
the surface of the painting through the use of mask-
ing adhesives and stencils. He folded the canvases 
in such a way as to enfold alternating horizontal 
bands (38 cm in width) that remain shielded from 
the paint that he later applies to the exposed 
surfaces. He created an apparent monochrome 
by spraying lacquer in a mechanical and imper-
sonal manner, thereby effacing any sense of ges-
ture. The folded, monochromatic canvas was then 
unfolded to reveal 38 cm of unpainted stripes of 
white canvas alternating with the lacquered stripes. 
Residual traces of the staples that were used to 
hold the folds in place are evident along the edg-
es of the painted bands; also visible is the faint 
crease of the supplementary 19 cm fold, a struc-
tural necessity for making the original 38 cm folds.
 This method of folding in order to produce a 
reserve in the surface is consistent throughout  
Parmentier’s work. One might argue that he 
begins painting by folding, that his work is con-
structed in relation to a surface that he under-
stands as containing a depth, a reserve, and a tem-
porality that is invisible during much of the process 
of making the work. For Parmentier, to continue 
painting was to continue to address this reserve, 
a void that must be acknowledged as a part 
of all substantial philosophical and visual experi-
ence. His approach to painting was driven funda- 
mentally by an interest in the limit-experience of 
the invisible.
 After ceasing in 1968, Parmentier returned to 
painting in 1983 by making black stripes. Earlier, 
each successive year was signified by a different 
color — blue in 1966, gray in 1967, red in 1968 —
as well as by the date Parmentier stamped on the 
back of each piece to mark the date of the work’s 
completion and serve as its title. In conversation, 
he claimed that 1988 was the “beginning of the 
disappearance.” That “disappearance” is most 
dramatically apparent in the change of materials 
and overall effect, which might be summarized as 
much more recessive than the earlier work. He 
began working with semitransparent paper and 
crayon, which allowed the folds to be more visible 
as crisp edges and made the marking or filling of 

the exposed faces less pronounced than the lac-
quered surfaces. The hatching of the black crayon 
and, later, white oil pastel appears diffused and 
recedes on the surfaces of the folds as opposed 
to the visual demand of the colored stripes in the 
earlier work.  
 The stripes covered with hatching are filled 
in a completely banal manner, with the type of 
marks one makes while talking on the phone or 
simply passing time. They achieve a kind of tem-
poral duration not evident in the stilled sense of 
the earlier sprayed works. What appears as an 
additional supplement on this thinner support is 
the interruption that the crease from the folded 
edges underneath the surface makes in the mark-
ing system. In this way, evidence of a surface within 
a surface and a set of internal divisions appear. As 
in the earlier work, the final mark made was the 
stamping of the date of the work’s termination.
 Parmentier’s critical approach to painting 
maintains an interest in limits, including an inter-
est in the “bête” — what in English might be trans-
lated as both a dumbness and muteness — the 

“impoverished” mark, and the necessary doubt 
(despair) that is essential to making any work at 
all. Likewise, the works themselves, their broken 
pattern over time as “limit-traces,” face us with 
the desperate question that so absorbs and inter-
ests Parmentier in Blanchot’s Space of Literature: 

“What would be at stake in the fact that some-
thing like art or literature exists?” As Parmentier’s 
late work proceeded toward literal invisibility, that 
question pressed even harder.

1 Interview with Bernard Blistène” (see pp. 132-134) Although they 
participated in this exhibition, Parmentier and Daniel Buren wrote an 
artist's statement that attacked its premise and thus renewed the of-
ten militant stance that characterized much of their earlier work. For a 
thorough selection of historical and critical texts on Parmentier, see Al-
fred Pacquement, Michel Parmentier (Paris: Centre national des arts 
plastiques, Paris, 1988).
2  Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature, trans. Ann Smock  
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982).
3  The open letter was written to François Mathey (pp. 98-99, trans-
lated p. 120).
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First published in French as “Michel Parmentier: 
Peindre pour rien,” trans. Catherine Vasseur, in 
Les Cahiers du Musée national d’art moderne 
132 (Summer 2015): pp. 18-39. Subsequently 
published in English in Journal of Contemporary 
Painting 2:2 (November 2016): pp. 237-60. All  
references are to the Works Cited at the end of the 
essay. Where relevant, references to texts included 
in the catalogue have also been included.

Early in the morning of September 22, 1992 (“Tues-
day 3.43 am”), the French artist Michel Parmentier 
added a lengthy note to a previously completed 
letter to his longtime friend and fellow painter, 
Simon Hantaï. “To work without producing is un- 
doubtedly one of the finest ideas there is,” the 
younger man begins, “not to work at all is another.”
He continues:

“Detachment from everything is a third. Being 
interested in everything without actively draw-
ing any conclusions — simply doing, rather —  
seems to me very good. To love for nothing is an 
attitude, an essential stance (others would say: 
‘love without expectation of return’ — this is not 
quite Levinas who, for his part, would undoubt-
edly say: ‘love one’s opposite for our commu-
nity to be discovered’ (or something like that). 
But working in loss is (at least for me) primordi-
al — this is not quite what Bataille has in mind, 
but it’s not far off, I don’t think”  (Parmentier 
2015: 43, emphasis in the original). 1

At first glance, this talk of love and community 
appears hard to reconcile with the public persona 
of an artist generally seen as a “man of ruptures,” 
a reputation that goes back at least as early as 
1967 (Vallet 1981: 60 (see pp. 110-111 and 120-121)). 
Over the course of that pivotal year, Parmentier 
participated in four collaborative “Manifestations” 
with his generational peers Daniel Buren, Olivier 
Mosset, and Niele Toroni, at some of the French 
capital’s most venerable institutions and exhibi-
tions of contemporary creation. Their attacks on 
painterly subjectivity and traditional modes of 
authorship have come to be seen as among the 
most radical in postwar practice; and Parmentier, 
for his part, has appeared the most intransigent of 
the four participants. Indeed, it was he who broke 
with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, in December 1967, 
on the grounds that the group had taken a reac-
tionary turn. A little less than one year later, in 
October or November 1968, Parmentier ceased 
to paint altogether. 

Following the painter’s lead, critics have tended 
to frame that cessation as the logical, if not inev-
itable, extension of Parmentier’s best-known 
work: the impassive-seeming, horizontally striped 
canvases that he began making in an earlier 
moment of his friendship with Hantaï, in late 1965 
(Parmentier [1972] 2014: 51-52 (see p. 98-99 and 120)). 
Produced first on a stretcher and then through a 
process of folding that derived from the pliage 
method Hantaï had been developing since 1960 —  
essentially, the crumpling or knotting of a canvas 
that was then brushed with paint — these paint-
ings refused what Parmentier saw as the visually 
seductive nature of the older man’s famously vari-
able results, thereby rendering the practice wholly 
routine, the markings relentlessly standardized. 
By the time he began showing with Buren, Mosset, 
and Toroni, Parmentier had limited his paintings 
to a single color per year — blue in 1966, gray 
in 1967, and red in 1968 — with perfectly even, 
just-under-15-inch-wide bands of sprayed on 
paint alternating exactly with equal expanses of 
white canvas (though partial bands of varying 
width often appear at the top and bottom). These 
works remain the central statement of a corpus 
pledged to what Parmentier described as “the 
neutral”— iterations, as the painter wrote in 1967, 
of “a trace […] empty of messages, of images, 
empty of that communication that, typically, cre-
ates complicity between artists and spectators; a 
trace that speaks only of itself, without digressions” 
(Parmentier 1967 2014: 45 (see p. 76)).
 Yet Parmentier’s letter to Hantaï illuminates 
a different, less familiar moment in the former’s 
practice. In 1983, Parmentier began working 
again; and by 1992, he had settled into a distinctly 
altered practice that saw him substituting paper or 
polyester film for canvas, and freehand marking 
in graphite, charcoal, pastel, or oil bar for sprayed 
lacquer. Despite a clear shift in register, however, 
the artist presented the newer work as essentially 
continuous with his earlier striped canvases – im- 
plicated, as it were, in one ongoing “palimpsest”: 

“I would practice the palimpsest to rewrite the 
same thing,” notes the painter in a 1986 interview 
with Bernard Blistène, taking care to specify that 
he is referring not just to his exactly contempora-
neous work but, indeed, to his practice as a whole 
(Parmentier [1986] 2014: 83, emphasis in the orig-
inal (see pp. 132-134)). Undergirding this character-
ization is Parmentier’s profound commitment to 
repetition. Where most palimpsests, in the paint-
er’s estimation, overwrite earlier texts in order to 
say something more important, his work would 
eschew hierarchy and progress alike — perpetu-
ally reworking but one proposition. 
 The same might be said of the formulations 
on community with which we began. For in many 
respects, Parmentier’s work, even and perhaps 
especially in its refusal of “complicity,” had always 
been about the possibility of some other way of 
being, and being together. This investigation 
draws actively upon developments in other areas 
of thought: the painter’s deep and enduring ori-
entation to “the neutral” derives impetus from 
his decades-long engagement with the work of  
Maurice Blanchot; while the later, importantly 

twinned commitments to “loving for nothing” and 
“working in loss” inevitably conjure — as Parmentier 
himself acknowledges in his letter to Hantaï — close- 
ly related emphases in the writings of Blanchot’s 
friends and interlocutors Georges Bataille and 
Emmanuel Levinas, among others. Yet the artist’s 
formulations also are bound in a highly specific 
pictorial practice, responsive to — and ultimately 
inseparable from — a certain experience of paint-
ing. Such, at any rate, is the argument I wish to put 
forward here.

I

A black-and-white photograph taken at the 
Cinquième Biennale de Paris in September 1967 
shows some aspects of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
and Toroni’s fourth, final, and most complex man-
ifestation (see fig. 46, p. 66). The space is a heavily 
trafficked passageway near the bar, though this 
is not immediately apparent, and the staging is 
divided between two main elements. Four paint-
ings of equal dimensions — each slightly under 
79” square — hang on the wall, their formats 
arranged to form a larger square. Like Parmentier, 
each of his three collaborators had by this point 
adopted a highly reduced mark, repeating it from 
one work to the next; and all refused the notion 
that those traces were in any way illustrative of 
interior states. Arranged alphabetically from left 
to right, top to bottom, there appear Buren’s ver-
tically striped fabric, its outermost bands paint-
ed white; Mosset’s circle; Parmentier’s horizontal 
stripes; and Toroni’s regularly spaced impressions 
of a no. 50 brush. Care has been taken, it seems, to 
leave slight but significant gaps: negative axes, as 
it were, separating the four quadrants.
 On the near side of the corridor, facing the 
camera, stands an open parallelepiped, its visible 
surfaces plastered entirely with repeating posters 
featuring passport-style photographs of the four 
participants’ faces. The photographs, too, are 
arranged in a grid, if not quite a square, and each 
is accompanied by that individual’s proper name 
in capital letters. Another, similarly repeating line, 

“MANIFESTATION 4,” gives the participants a 
reason to be together; but the faces themselves, 
like the paintings behind them, remain rigorous-
ly frontal and separated throughout by interstic-
es — as if redoubling the canvases’ own frontality 
and discreteness. Strengthening the parallel, the 
near-allover repetition of posters reads as struc-
turally analogous to the repeating patterns of 
the paintings, Mosset’s singleness and centering 
apart. What we are presented with, in other words, 
is a set of complex and mutually entangled relays 
among paintings and faces, “neutral” traces and 
proper names. To what extent, one might ask, are 
these individuals showing paintings, and to what 
extent are they showing themselves? 
 Further complicating this question are some 
aspects of the set-up that do not show in the  
photograph: a cyclically repeating soundtrack 
and synchronized lighting (Buren 2012; Gatellier 
1967: 81; and Lovin 1967: 27-28). The audio exco-
riates art as “illusion” (variously: of “displacement,” 

“liberty,” “presence,” “the dream,” “the sacred,” “the 
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marvelous,” “escape,” or “nature”), as a “distrac-
tion,” and as “false,” and presents the painting of 
Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni as turning 
away from such lures (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni [1967e] 2014: 42 (see p. 66)). (For example: 
“Art is the illusion of liberty/not the painting of Buren, 
Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni.”) The deliberate and 
repeated shift from art “as such” to painting in par-
ticular emphasizes the four men’s shared attach-
ment to that specific medium; while the successive 
listing of names, coupled with what would have 
been the isolated spotlighting of that painter’s 
canvas, underscores that each takes up that com-
mitment differently. It is by virtue of what each 
does singly that common action becomes possible: 

“Painting begins with Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni” is the final, cyclically repeated line — at 
which point all four paintings are illuminated 
simultaneously, for the first and last time in the 
entire sequence.
 As this description makes clear, there is an 
importantly temporal dimension to this display. 
What is more, this turns out to be true of all the 
collaborative actions, each of which has a specif-
ic temporal framing. Consider, to begin with, two 
events assigned specific durations by the group. 

“Manifestation 1” took place the day of the opening 
of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture at the Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris (see pp. 54-58). 

A letter of invitation dated 23 December 1966 had 
announced “the first in a series of manifestations 
aimed, not simply at presenting the trace of our 
activity, but above all, at making visible the mech-
anism from which it proceeds” (Buren, Mosset,  
Parmentier, Toroni [1966] 2014: 35; emphasis in 
original (see fig. 33, p. 55)); and for the duration of 
the event itself — a period of some eight hours, 
beginning at noon, and carried out continuously 
before the eyes of the public — the four partici- 
pants simply painted canvases with their indi-
vidual traces, hanging completed results on the 
wall as the day progressed. A looped soundtrack 
accompanied the demonstration, repeating the 
single phrase “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni 
advise you to become intelligent” in French, 
English, and Spanish (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni [1967b] 2014 : 37 (see fig. 36, p. 56)). 
 To this explicit dramatization of the act of 
painting — the “mechanism” from which the four 
painters’ traces proceed — one might then con-
trast the much shorter “Manifestation 3,” which 
took place in the Centre Expérimental du Spectacle 
of the Musée des Art Décoratifs between 9:00 
and 10:15 p.m. on 2 June 1967 (see pp. 61-64). In  
contrast to the inaugural collaboration, Manifes-
tation 3 was entirely static, consisting uniquely of 
the display of four paintings of equal dimensions —  
one by each of the four participants — within 
a larger square nearly 16½ feet a side above the 
stage. This demonstration, too, addresses a specific 
act, but now, as will emerge, it is the act of looking — 
a shift in emphasis that opens immediately onto 
larger questions concerning the work’s conditions 
of publicness, the very terms of its visibility. 
 Further strengthening the sense of relationship 
between these two events, both Manifestations 1 
and 3 involved the distribution of tracts whose 

structures appear importantly analogous to those 
of the demonstrations as a whole. That for Man-
ifestation 1 was both circulated in advance and 
distributed continuously throughout the event. 
Integral to its form is the repetition of the phrase 

“Since painting…,” followed by a definition of or 
received idea about the medium (“Since paint-
ing is a game”; or, “Since painting serves some-
thing”), the whole list culminating, famously, in 
the boldly capitalized declaration “WE ARE NOT 
PAINTERS” (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni 
[1967a] 2014: 36 (see fig. 34, p. 54)). The nondevel-
opmental enchainment of clauses registers as 
keyed in part to the repetitive acts performed 
simultaneously by the painters, the former elab-
orating upon painting as they refuse to practice 
it, the latter showing what painting might look 
like outside those frameworks. An even closer 
relationship might be said to exist between the 
acts and the soundtrack, with its continuously 
repeated but variously translated phrase — as 
if the multiple languages were on some level 
analogous to the painters’ equally neutral but im- 
portantly plural marks.
 The tract for Manifestation 3, by contrast, 
served to bring that event to a close. It begins: “It 
evidently consisted of nothing other than to look 
at the canvases of BUREN, MOSSET, PARMENTIER, 
TORONI,” and proceeds to provide short, strictly 
literal descriptions of each of the works in ques-
tion (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni [1967d] 
2014: 41 (see fig. 42, p. 63)). The unembellished lan-
guage is clearly meant as a verbal equivalent  
to the nondescript marks “to be seen there”: for 
example, “A canvas 2.5 × 2.5 meters divided 
among 29 equal, vertical, red and white bands, 
of which the two outermost stripes are covered 
in white (BUREN)” (see fig. 42, p. 63). Each descrip-
tion is offset from the others, just as the paint-
ings retain a slight distance, each one from the 
next. In this instance, the tract appears to have 
had (and been intended to have) a deflationary 
effect, essentially pointing up the gap between 
the audience’s expectations and the peculiarly 
boring spectacle that had in fact greeted them. 
 Between these two events, indeed immedi-
ately subsequent to Manifestation 1, there lies 

“Manifestation 2.” Weaker than Manifestations 
1 and 3 in its temporal framing, Manifestation 2 
began with the four painters’ withdrawal of their 
freshly completed works from the Salon de la 
Jeune Peinture and ended only with the closing 
of that exhibition. Throughout that period, there 
remained uniquely banners — “BUREN, MOSSET, 
PARMENTIER, TORONI,” a holdover from the first 
manifestation, and “ARE NOT SHOWING” (see 

fig. 37, p. 58), a new addition specific to the second— 
in place of painters and paintings alike. Signifi-
cantly, the latter banner (notably unlike the timed 
past of the tract of Manifestation 3) is in the pres-
ent tense, such that “not showing” appears a con-
tinuously willed stance, maintained throughout the 
entire duration of the exhibition. No tract accom-
panied this manifestation, though it did find a rep-
etition of sorts in a “Lettre ouverte”/“open letter” 
(see fig. 38, p. 59) published that evening — a text 
highlighting, among other points, what the four 

painters detail as the retrograde nature of all 
salons, insofar as they “exacerbate the laziness of 
the public”: “Each is a site of pilgrimage where a 
very specific public comes to reassure itself: on a 
specific date, one is scandalized and swoons; the 
culture-gadget serves its purpose at least once a 
year.” (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni [1967c] 
2014: 39 (see fig. 38, p. 59)). That this characteriza-
tion can sound like a degraded version of tragic 
catharsis perhaps helps explain the explicitly the-
atrical set-up of Manifestation 3 six months later. 
 “Manifestation 4” is likewise keyed to the dura-
tion of an exhibition, but its temporal structure is 
the most complex of all. Indeed, as we are now in 
a position to grasp, its intricate staging appears 
substantially as a repetition-with-difference (one 
might even say: a palimpsest) of the earlier collab-
orations — and in that sense, it registers this collec-
tive enterprise as something that has, or is begin-
ning to have, a kind of history. This is most evident 
in terms of its relationship to Manifestation 3, from 
which it takes over the square-within-a-square 
installation of paintings, as it also inherits the post-
ers with the four painters’ faces: an earlier version 
of that placard had functioned as advance public-
ity for the June event. But there are additional bor-
rowings. The soundtrack, for example, recalls the 
similar use of audio in Manifestation 1, while the 
three-minute-long darkness that follows the ter-
minal phrase “Painting begins with Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier, Toroni” could be seen as reprising 
the collective withdrawal of Manifestation 2 — a 
gesture that is now brought explicitly into a larg-
er temporality. The cyclical repetition of the whole 
might then be taken as a figure for the four men’s 
repeated coming-together across the various 
manifestations.
 If we return now to my opening question — 
what are these individuals showing, their painting 
or themselves — the answer would appear to be: 
both, inseparably. Support for that view comes 
from a film produced on site for the French nation-
al broadcasting service, showing each of the 
four painters in turn standing in front of his can-
vas, in synch with the listing of proper names in 
the soundtrack (Chaboud 1967). And it comes, 
as well, from the critic Michel Claura, whose 
essay on Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni 
for their official entry in the biennale catalogue 
attends nearly equally, and at times interchange-
ably, to the four men’s painting and to the 
four men as painters — as when he claims that 

“Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni deliberately 
abandon the sensibility that has always driv-
en — and drawn us to — the artist and the work 
of art.” (Claura 1967a: 175 (see fig. 48, p. 67)).Their 
seeming neutrality, to use Parmentier’s preferred 
term again, breaks with a long tradition in which 
artist and artwork alike would be the purveyors 
of “illusion, distraction, communication” (Claura 
1967a: 175 (see fig. 48, p. 67)). These claims are con-
gruent with those we have seen advanced in the 
soundtrack. What I want particularly to highlight 
now is the way in which the four painters’ stance, 
in Claura’s account, seems to involve a clear 
consciousness of separation, indeed existential 
aloneness, as when the critic writes:
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“Neither comfort nor discomfort is to be sought 
in their painting. There is no communication. 
The contact with the ‘work of art’ has lost its pri-
mary ‘quality’: its emollient property” (Claura 
1967a: 175; emphasis in the original).

Or again:
“The painting of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni, is not trying to ‘disturb’ the public. But it 
is not what art has always been: a distraction. 
[…] It is no longer a blindfold used to cover the 
eyes of the spectator, offering him relief from 
reality — his reality against that of the world 
and that of the world against his own. The pain- 
ting of Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni sim-
ply exists” (Claura 1967a: 175 (see fig. 48, p. 67)).

At stake here is a fundamental transformation of 
the terms of what we might as well call our mutual 
facing. Against what Parmentier decries elsewhere 
as the habitual “complicity” of artist and specta-
tor, this work would throw the beholder back on 
himself, deny him his “blindfold,” and insist instead 
on the autonomy of paintings and persons alike,2 
their shared refusal to accommodate the usual 
workings of the “culture-gadget” 3  (see fig. 38, p. 59). 
The installation does not simply present, but rather 
actively stages, the unflinching acceptance of dis-
creteness at the heart of that repudiation. Indeed, 
the parallelepiped in particular registers as a 
stand-in for the spectator “left alone with himself,” 
its singleness and verticality clearly scaled to the 
standing human form. As if modeling — making 
manifest — the existential stance in which one 
might, at last, “become intelligent.” 4  

II

Manifestation 4 offers a surprisingly complex 
vision of a plurality that precisely does not resolve 
itself in a fixed group identity but is made, unmade, 
and remade in time. 5 Integral to that figuration, I 
have suggested, are individual and specific acts 
of painting that allow each participant to become 
neutral on something like his own terms. Yet the 
very premise of that achievement proved remark-
ably volatile. In December 1967, on the occasion 
of an exhibition at the former Galerie J (later 
denoted “Manifestation 5”), in Paris, Parmentier’s 
three collaborators made a proposition he con-
sidered fundamentally regressive: that each 
painter might also sign the others’ works, on the 
understanding that these notionally inexpressive 
marks existed apart from any originating subject 
and were, therefore, equally appropriable by all 
(Claura [1967b] 1991: 152 (see fig. 55, p. 76)). In his 
immediately contemporaneous letter of rupture, 

“Le Groupe Buren – Mosset – Parmentier – Toroni 
N”Existe Plus”/“The Group Buren – Mosset –  
Parmentier – Toroni No Longer Exists,” Parmentier 
objected that the group was valorizing a certain 
idea of impersonality at the expense of the actu-
al act of painting; insofar as the latter inevitably 
is performed by a specific being, the resulting 
traces may be “equivalent” in their neutrality, but 
they will not be exchangeable (Parmentier [1967] 
2014: 45 (see fig. 55, p. 76)).
 At stake here was Parmentier’s enduring sense 
of the self as individual, if also, on some level, 

opaque and other — including, he would later 
suggest, in its initial choice of mark, an election he 
conceived as no less determined by “unconscious 
and semi-conscious motivations” than by histori-
cally situated reflection (Parmentier 2004-05: 68 
(see fig. 59, p. 91)). One might even see the materi-
al reserves of Parmentier’s pliage, like Hantaï’s 
before it, as essentially keyed to — the painterly 
analogue of — that conception of the self: unlike 
his compatriots’ marks, Parmentier’s trace derives 
from the folding and unfolding of an opaque 
support, one that is not fully available during the 
painting process yet does not quite enclose an 
interiority. At once less than fully knowable and 
insuperable, that self could not simply be set aside 
but only, as it were, worked through in time — 

“neutralized” through a rigorously repetitive pro-
cess of painting. (Another work from just before 
the collaborations with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, 
this one a sheet of paper covered with repeating 
stamps of the date of its making — the titular 15 
avril 1966 (April 15, 1966) — might be said to reg-
ister this commitment otherwise.) By contrast, sim-
ple substitutions merely smuggled in subjectivism 
through the back door: where each painter had 
three traces at his disposition, no clear rationale 
obtained for opting for one rather than another 
in any circumstance (Parmentier [1967] 2014: 
44-45 (see fig. 55, p. 76)). The choice for Parmentier, 
therefore, was not between one trace and another, 
but between strict repetition of the mark and no 
production whatsoever. As we know, he chose the 
second option.  
 I shall not presume here to pin down the “rea-
son” for that withdrawal. Parmentier said vari-
ous things about this at different times, pointing 
to, among other issues, the voraciousness of a cul-
tural context that could render any- and every-
thing “consumable,” as in his oft-cited 1972 letter 
to curator François Mathey (Parmentier [1972] 
2014: 54 (see pp. 98-99 and 120)); or the perhaps daunt-
ingly self-sufficient nature of his own painting, as 
in a 1990 conversation with Anne Baldassari and 
Daniel Buren (Buren and Parmentier [1991] 2014: 
201-02). Doubtless his motivations were complex 
and multiple. Rather, I want to look instead at the 
terms Parmentier used to frame his practice from 
within his eventual return — terms that can, I think, 
help us to make out more fully the fundamental 
stakes of his late “palimpsest,” in its simultaneous 
continuity with and difference from the earlier 
striped canvases.
 Once again, my source is a previously unpub-
lished letter to Hantaï, this one dated December 2 
1986. By this point, the older man had himself 
withdrawn from public life, having ceased to show 
his work late in 1982. Parmentier’s letter begins 
with some reflections specific to the two men’s 
shared resistance to the contemporary art world 
and moves rapidly toward broader consider-
ations. It is necessary to quote at length:

“I understand perfectly, as you might expect, 
the irritation (or worse) that you feel at the 
uses to which one puts your former work. You 
can’t do much about it, except fall deaf (and 
even blind, if necessary). Invent a means? (I 
don’t know which one, only that if there is one, 

it can’t be lukewarm.) Produce anew, I suppose. 
[…] Neither Fournier [Jean Fournier, Hantaï’s 
gallerist — M.W.] (despite the respect one can 
have for him) nor the museums are essential, 
nor what happens there. Solitude, the senti-
ment of our death (and God, perhaps) are the 
only essential problems — friendship and love 
must enter + or – in these categories.
 Rest assured that I can’t help but smile at 
the tone I’m taking here: I am hardly wise and 
so uneasily a ‘believer.’ We don’t give a damn 
about painting, here’s what I want to say. But 
one has to do this something (too bad if the 
others, for as little as they see this ‘something,’ 
call that ‘painting,’ too bad). Something silent, 
gray, transparent, the + ineffable possible. 
You haven’t finished. Me neither. Others have 
finished: they paint splendidly, too bad for 
them; they’ve missed the essential. Being poor, 
if this word still means anything.
 One can, of course, go see the stained 
glass windows at Chartres. The Pietà at the 
Louvre. Or one can just go out in the street or 
to look at the sea. One must nonetheless go 
back home to inscribe some silence on can-
vas or paper. The more derisory it is, the more 
essential it is” (Parmentier 2015: 41; emphasis 
in original). 

One notes a certain repetition-with-difference of 
an earlier theme: Parmentier’s emphasis on solitude 
recalls Claura’s earlier reference to a spectator 

“left alone with himself.” Yet the very quality of 
that aloneness seems to have changed; “solitude” 
has duration built into it in a way that simply 
being “left alone” does not. So, too, does the word  
Parmentier now prefers to “painting,” a category for 
which he professes to have no use: “to inscribe” (in- 
scrire) is in the infinitive form, as if to privilege a no- 
tionally open-ended act. And just as Parmentier’s 
solitude appears qualitatively different from the 
earlier aloneness, so this new inscription seems to 
be of a fundamentally other sort than the ear-
lier painting: “silent,” “gray,” and “transparent,” 
indeed, as “ineffable” as possible — as opposed 
to graphically striking, even peremptory. 6

 This letter coincides with a moment of deep 
transformation in Parmentier’s practice. Over the 
course of the three preceding years, between 
1983 and 1986, Parmentier had produced a suite 
of new paintings in lacquer on canvas, now with 
uniformly black bands as opposed to the annual 
color shifts of the earlier work. The canvases cor-
responded to his perceived need to resume his 
painting where he had left it fifteen years earlier, 
but they also came quickly to strike him as inade-
quate — or rather, as all too adequate, as if that 
work “enunciated silence rather than being silent” 
(Buren and Parmentier [1991] 2014: 202; empha-
sis in original). It was not a solution Parmentier 
could trust. 
 A handful of studies in graphite on paper 
from the year 1986 7 show Parmentier rethinking 
his practice fundamentally, by introducing the 
painter’s hand. In so doing, they foreground the 
finite self as at once the starting point for, and the 
continued stake of, the artist’s practice as a whole. 
Yet this is no straightforward return to subjective 
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expression. Rather, the Études/Studies show the 
artist struggling to “impoverish” self and mark 
alike. He keeps the traits short, as if willfully inter-
rupting their élan; he forces himself to alternate 
among differently oriented axes, as if checking 
his manual habits; he turns his implement on its 
side, as if deliberately dissipating his own impe-
tus. These discontinuous traces also betray a tem-
poral dimension absent from the earlier sprayed 
surfaces. There are discernible differences in pres-
sure and inflection from one point to another; one 
imagines the painter repeatedly lifting his hand 
and recommencing. In a December 9, 1987 let-
ter to Hantaï, to whom he gave these works (and 
who donated them to the Musée national d’art 
moderne in Paris after the younger man’s death),  
Parmentier writes of trying to “break the hand,” and 

“make ‘lyricism’ give way to ‘neutrality’”; further on, 
he declares the need to “break the automatisms, 
the ‘releases’ of the hand that would still be all too 
pleasant” (Parmentier 2015: 41-42). Such com-
ments call attention to the sustained nature of the 
effort as a whole: lyricism, they suggest, catches 
one unawares, whereas “neutrality” can only be 
approached with time, effort, and vigilance. (The 
way has, precisely, to be “studied.”) The requisite 

“breaking” is manifest in the strenuously enforced 
intermittency of his marking. 
 With the Études, Parmentier shifts his practice 
decisively onto different ground, one where 
inscription appears a process of dispropriation —  
the very means or medium of what he will soon 
call working “in loss” or (what appears a version of 
the same thing) loving “for nothing.” This stance 
would be keyed to what the painter presents as 
the “only essential problems” in any life: “solitude 
and the sentiment of one’s death.” Yet as the 
broader field of Parmentier’s folded and unfolded 
work makes clear, this fundamental reorientation 
enabled a number of intimately related devel-
opments: “palimpsestic” alterations of his earlier 
striped canvases that also show him thinking 
through, and implicitly “correcting,” aspects of his 
1967 collaborations with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni. 
It is to those further modifications that I shall de- 
vote the remainder of this essay. 

1. There is, to begin with, the question of format. 
As we have seen, the last two manifestations pro- 
minently involved the display of square paintings, 
their equal dimensions at once insisting on a 
shared stake in “neutrality” and emphasizing the 
fundamental equivalence of the different marks. 
Yet Parmentier’s striped paintings both before 
and after his collaborations with Buren, Mosset, 
and Toroni typically retain a slightly vertical orien-
tation, a feature that strengthens what I have pre-
sented as a deep analogy between these folded 
and unfolded supports and an individual self that 
is always, in Parmentier’s estimation, structured by 
reserve. That the roughly square format should 
return in his late work is therefore significant, but 
it does so only after a struggle that transforms it. 
 Integral to these negotiations is a major pro-
cedural shift. Parmentier’s earliest folded and 
unfolded works with freehand marking use the 

same cheap printing paper as the roughly contem-
poraneous Études. But rather than confine himself 
to one continuous area, as in those relatively small 
works, the artist, from as early as 1986, multiplies 
vertical segments of equal length, folding and sta-
pling each one individually and enchaining them 
laterally on the wall prior to the marking process. 
Where each upright strip revives, indeed exacer-
bates, something of the earlier paintings’ vertical-
ity (or indeed, that of the 1967 parallelepiped), 
each appears equally as given over in advance 
to a plurality: it is one band among others. Indeed, 
the “neutrality”of the strips emerges only within 
the context of that multiplicity, as an effect of such 
matters as the constant width, equivalent length, 
regular plumb lines, and uniform pliage of all the 
bands — that is, of a whole range of repetition 
effects that only become salient within a larger, 
lateral field. To put this another way, each work 
now takes up actively something of Parmentier’s 
earlier repetition across works: each is at once sin-
gular and irreducibly plural. 
 Initially at least, Parmentier’s formats are quite 
variable. Numerically, the bands might range 
from as few as three to as many as twenty-five, 
the overall orientation shifting accordingly from 
strikingly vertical to exaggeratedly horizontal. In 
the latter instance, as in the work 16 juillet 1988 
(July 16, 1988), the confrontation of extremes 
can appear residually agonistic, the relentless 
enchainment of units suggesting a kind of ruthless- 
ness — an outsize continuation of the Études’ 
attempt to break down or humiliate individuality 
as such, as analogized now through the individ-
ual vertical band. On this view, the monotonous 
yet physically extenuating nature of the largest  
works — what one might even call their “inintel-
ligence” (unintelligence), a word that enters the 
painter’s writing around this time (Parmentier 
[1988] 2014: 99 (see p. 146 and pp. 152-155)) — also 
appears bound in their maker’s ongoing attempt 
to exhaust his individuality. “Agreed on the pas-
sage from ‘I’ to ‘one’ and all that that might, per-
haps, signify,” Parmentier writes to Hantaï on 
December 9, 1987 (Parmentier 2015: 42). The 
more determinedly lateral fields dramatize that 

“neutralization” in part as an irresolvable dialectic 
between upright segment and horizontal drift. 
 At the same time, in a further mark of the 
unsettled nature of Parmentier’s practice in this 
moment, the total formats of many 1988 works 
are not fixed, but contingent: according to Guy 
Massaux, president of the Association Michel  
Parmentier, larger instances could be broken up 
for exhibition or even sale, provided one maintain 
a minimum of three bands at a time (personal com-
munication). The number is significant: if one is an 
individual, and two is a dyad, three is the threshold 
from which there is something like community. But 
the variability itself is no less telling, insisting as it 
does on the literal separateness of the bands at 
the very moment of their appearance, while simul-
taneously eroding from within whatever sense of 
monumentality might otherwise accrue to the 
work as a whole. These groupings, like the earlier 
collaborations with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, 
are made and unmade in time. 

Against this backdrop, the squares that populate 
Parmentier’s practice after 1989 appear deeply 
earned. Precisely balancing the verticality of the 
individual unit by the pressure of the lateral, they 
suggest a view of selfhood in which one’s insuper-
able finitude is caught up in, but in no way simply 
undone by, a broader field of adjacent relations. 
Further reinforcing the point, Parmentier soon 
takes to stamping and at times numbering each 
vertical band individually, on its very face. The 
dating underscores the discreteness — the literal 

“solitude” — of each constituent element, while the 
numbering assigns that strip a distinctive place 
within the inherently plural format. (It might be 
taken equally as making temporality explicitly 
a part of our mutual facing, further reinforcing the 
idea that one is never transparently present to 
another.) Correcting the error of Manifestation 5, 
Parmentier reminds us yet again that equivalence 
is not exchangeability. 

2. Analogous negotiations take place on the 
level of Parmentier’s freehand marking. By later 
1988, Parmentier’s traits in the folded and unfold-
ed works appear far more regularized than those 
of the Études: nearer to the graphic equivalent of 
his fully routinized pliage. Yet they also register a 
continued tension between the claims of the self 
and a set of notionally “impersonal” limits. On one 
hand, the short, vertical marks read as deduced 
from the larger-scale “traits” of the vertical bands; 
on the other, they appear no less actively keyed 
to Parmentier’s individuality before those bands. 
For they inevitably reveal variations in width and 
length, pressure and inflection — local divergen- 
ces set off all the more powerfully by the wholly 
regular lines of the paper segments whose form 
the drawn traces so imperfectly echo. (In some cas-
es, one may want to say these marks also recall the 
inevitably irregular drips that appear in the ear-
liest stripe paintings on canvas, which Parmentier 
similarly had executed on a vertical axis — with the 
crucial difference that the painter now produces 
these events deliberately, indeed painstakingly.) 
These repeating traits refigure the uniformly 
monochromatic zones of the earlier paintings as a 
site of repeated, but never self-identical, iteration. 
They do not build to any particular climax or con-
clusion; they are, as Parmentier might say, there 

“for nothing.” 
 In the work after 1989, by contrast, those dis-
crete traces give way to various forms of frottage, 
or rubbing. In 19 avril 1991 (April 19, 1991) and 
20 janvier 1994 (January 20, 1994), two works on 
tracing paper, rubbed but still regularized traits 
(in gray pastel and oil bar, respectively) traverse 
each marked band in what appear to be two ver-
tically stacked tiers divided horizontally by the 
trace of a fold. Recalling those earlier traces made 
in the Études by turning the implement on its side, 
each mark is an internally variegated plane, con-
taining a range of inflections. Elsewhere, as in 12 
octobre 1989 (October 12, 1989), Parmentier 
eschews traits altogether in favor of more allover 
rubbing within bands, a choice that more closely 
recalls the earlier painted stripes. 
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Yet there is a crucial difference between the ear-
lier spraying and the later frottage. A rubbed 
mark is not deposited or projected upon a surface, 
but produced through a more or less sustained 
encounter with that surface, conditioned by the 
material specificity and resistance of the latter. 
Where the implied eroticism of the process has 
been integral to the technique since surrealism, 
it offers a new context in which to understand  
Parmentier’s emphasis on loving “for nothing.” For, 
in a clear departure from surrealist thinking, this 
marking would do no more — but also no less —  
than re-mark the finitude and mutual exteriority on 
which this relation depends. That this way of work-
ing does not fuse or obscure, but in fact tends to 
highlight, the edges between immediately adja-
cent vertical bands, also is to the point. 

3. And then, of course, there is the question of  
color. Between 1966 and 1968, as we have seen, 
Parmentier had changed the hue of his stripes 
annually, so as to avoid the suggestion of personal 
preference or symbolic significance. Roughly in 
keeping with the broader refusal of interiority 
on the parts of Buren, Mosset, and Toroni, this 
approach nonetheless was undone by the reduc-
tion to black and white stripes in 1983. 
 Parmentier’s late work “rewrites” all of this. The 
minimally contrastive gray and white bands that 
appear throughout his work of the early 1990s in 
particular take over the graphic axis of his final 
works on canvas, even as they deny those paint-
ings’ peremptory quality: they are meaningfully 
after that mode of address, a visibly “impoverished” 
version of it. Yet in reintroducing some degree 
of alternation among values — in abandoning 
uniform repetition, as he previously had aban-
doned the yearly color shifts — Parmentier might 
be said to foreground the ineradicable problem 
of choice itself, the fact that there is no way to 
neutrality but through an irreducibly subjective 
decision, however minimal. (To put this another 
way: these grays and whites may be “equivalent” 
in their neutrality, as Parmentier previously had 
said of the four painters’ marks, but one nonethe-
less takes up one in particular.) This switching from 
gray to white and back again parallels the con- 
temporary recourse to different modes of marking. 
 Indeed, the two movements are of a piece, 
for both contribute to the seemingly “a-historical” 
quality Parmentier held up as a defining feature 
of his work in this period. Already in the black 
paintings, the severing of the chromatic link to 
the calendar was one way of framing the work as 

“less acted upon by history,” and in that sense un- 
derscoring the extent to which these paintings are 
instead borne by, and carry forward, a certain 
labor upon the self (Parmentier [1986] 2014: 83 (see 

pp. 132-134)). The late works inherit that reduction, 
but resist the allure of the absolute: if the multiple 
works in white-on-white are as close as Parmentier 
will come to the monochrome — a limit endlessly 
begged — the return to or of grayness just as insis-
tently defers that eventuality. “The more derisory it  
is, the more essential it is,” Parmentier had written 
to Hantaï; what is “essential,” here, is precisely the 
refusal to dominate or be done with it. 

4. A final set of considerations turns upon the 
relation of Parmentier’s work to the time and place 
of its appearance. As we have seen, each of the 
manifestations with Buren, Mosset, and Toroni 
sets up a certain kind of situation; and in so doing, 
Manifestations 1 and 3 in particular explicitly tem-
poralized the acts of making and looking at paint-
ings, respectively. That their paintings are to be 
looked at, and nothing more — that they have no 
 “emollient property,” and “simply exist” — is the 
group’s central claim; yet the four men also are 
concerned to stage that existence within highly 
specific temporal and spatial conditions. 
 Parmentier’s late work extends that interest in 
the time and place of the work’s appearance, as 
it also prolongs the group’s emphasis on the liter-
al existence of the support. But in changing the 
nature of the latter, he transforms the entire mode 
of address. For as we have seen, Parmentier does 
not just exchange the spray can for graphite, pastel, 
charcoal, and oil bar; he also exchanges canvas 
for comparatively lightweight supports: printing 
paper, tracing paper, polyester film. 8 As Laura 
Lisbon has noted, he adopted these materials in 
part to preserve the traces of folding more clearly 
(Lisbon 2001: 139 (see p. 221)); but their translucency 
and diaphanous nature also open the works to 
their surroundings: the delicate bands appear 
traversed, inflected, by any number of situat- 
ional effects.
 Parmentier’s preferred mode of display height-
ens this sense of permeability. Already in 1966-68, 
the artist had opted to affix his paintings to the 
wall uniquely along their upper edges, leaving 
the unstretched canvas hanging freely. Indeed, he 
had adopted the stretcher only for moments of 
collective statement, to bring his painting in line 
with those by Buren, Mosset, and Toroni. The later 
paintings reprise this decision, even as their sup-
ports prove considerably more reactive to fluctu-
ations of air and, of course, the movement of other 
bodies in the surrounding space. Further, the min-
imally contrastive yet importantly mutable nature 
of Parmentier’s work — including the tendency  
of the differently inflected facets to engage the 
ambient light in subtly varied ways — actively en- 
courages physical displacement on the part of 
the beholder. One is led to shift from side to side, 
to stoop and stand again by turns, before these 
near-weightless and highly reactive supports. 
 If we want to say these works “leave the spec-
tator alone with himself,” and “simply exist,” they 
nonetheless do so rather differently than the work 
Claura had in mind in 1967. In Parmentier’s final 
period, the work ceases to read as a sovereign 
insertion within a space and appears instead as 
meaningfully exposed, “acted upon” as well as 

“acting.” Never simply present to self, they figure 
existence as inherently aspectual, folding and 
unfolding through temporalities beyond the indi-
vidual. They offer us finitude (theirs, our own), which 
cannot be imposed; they are there for nothing 
and ask nothing in return.

1 Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 
2 My reading here differs from that put forward recently by art histo-
rian Sami Siegelbaum, who presents “Buren and his co-conspirators”as 
taking aim at “the modernist ideologies of aesthetic autonomy and  
individual expression” (Siegelbaum 2012: 61); “aesthetic autonomy” and 

“individual expression” are quite distinct ideas, and where Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier, and Toroni clearly refuse the latter (as they refuse expression 
tout court), I take them to be calling for a more radical version of the 
former. Siegelbaum seems to be folding Buren’s later encoding of art 
as a “visual tool” back on the earlier, arguably very different under-
standing of painting as an end in itself. Parmentier has criticized this shift  
(Parmentier [1988] 2014: 104-05 (see  pp. 146 and 152-155).
3 In the four-way interview included in the ORTF film, Buren reprises 
some of the language of the group’s first tract, declaring: “What we are 
doing is of no use [ne sert à rien]. And it is the opposite of all the pain- 
ting that is of use [qui sert à quelque chose]” (Chabaud 1967).
4 Here one might begin to parse the relationship of these mani-
festations to the more straightforwardly political demonstrations 
they inevitably conjure. As Siegelbaum has made clear, the Salon 
de la Jeune Peinture was in 1967 a relatively politicized space, where a 
certain form of politically engaged art not only survived but flourished 
(Siegelbaum 2012). Yet Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni’s manifes-
tations clearly do not fit the latter model — even or perhaps precisely 
where, as Buren has noted, they incorporate techniques of address lifted 
directly from contemporary protest culture, including banners, tracts, 
and soundtrack (Buren and Parmentier [1991] 2014: 165. Rather, as 
I have been suggesting, they figure the four men’s activity — indeed, 
the sheer “existence” of the results — as profoundly recalcitrant to in-
strumentalization. This very resistance, too, has political implications; 
but the latter do not map without remainder onto any organized party 
platform or militant program. Also see in this connection Parmentier’s 
distinction between “citizen” and “painter”: “It’s not the painter Buren who 
marches in the street, it’s the citizen Buren. […] Furthermore, in the street we 
demonstrated like any other left-leaning citizens. We didn’t want to con-
found the citizen and the painter” (ibid).
5 The four painters’ well-known repudiation of the group designa-
tion “BMPT” (a label first used by critic Otto Hahn) is germane here. A  
related, foundational point: The first document co-signed by Buren, 
Mosset, Parmentier, and Toroni, in December 1966, significantly does not 
announce the founding of a group — but rather, the first in an unspeci-
fied number of manifestations in which the signatories intend to partici-
pate, further suggesting the open-ended and contingent nature of the 
enterprise as a whole (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni [1966], 2014: 35  
(see fig. 33, p. 55).
6 I do not ignore perhaps the most surprising, if parenthetical, ref-
erence in the letter, Parmentier’s “(and God, perhaps).” While a fuller 
analysis of this remark lies beyond the scope of the present paper, 
one wants to note the extent to which God appears here precisely as 
a problem, indeed an essential problem—one that Parmentier is, as 
it were, willing to assume. One would also have to read this seeming 
aside against the opening of a slightly later text, originally published on 
the occasion of Parmentier’s 1988 exhibition at the Centre national des 
arts plastiques, in which the artist refers to “the gaping void left behind by 
the supposed death of God” (Parmentier [1988] 2014: 91; (see p. 146 
and 152-155). In the latter instance, Parmentier is professing his admi-
ration for Bram van Velde (another recurrent touchstone) as a rare art-
ist who, in his view, does not try to fill this hole, who on the contrary refuses 
to resuscitate “the mystifying pirouette-art,” and who resigns himself in-
stead to a “vain” or “stupid questioning,” an interrogation that “is not 
only without a response but does not expect one” (emphasis in origi-
nal). With these and related formulations (e.g., “appalled stammering”), 
we are very close indeed to the terms in which Parmentier describes his 
own attempts to “work in loss” and “love for nothing”; close, as well, to his 
central commitment to doubt, a point to which the 1988 text returns (with 
help from Levinas) (pp. 146 and 152-155). Finally, I note simply that it is 
no coincidence that this “problem” should surface in a letter to Hantaï; 
for more on the latter’s sustained reckoning with the Christian past of 
painting, see Warnock 2012 and Warnock 2014; the latter deals with 
Hantaï’s late work and thought contemporaneously with this period of 
Parmentier’s practice.
7 According to new dating suggested by the Association Michel  
Parmentier. My thanks to Guy Massaux for this clarification (personal 
communication).
8 Initially at least, Parmentier appears to have construed the printing 
paper of the Études and other works as a momentary choice. “Blacken 
some paper to arrive at grayness,” reads the December 9,  1987  
letter to Hantaï: “then I’ll doubtless try on canvas” (Parmentier 2015: 42; 
emphasis in original). That he never did return to canvas suggests that 
other supports came to count for him in ways that he had yet to appro-
priate fully at the time of writing these words.
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d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, December 14 – January 5, 
1964, with Aillaud, Alechinsky, Appel, Arroyo, Buraglio, Matta,  
Poliakoff, Rebeyrolle, Recalcati.

1964 •  20th Salon de Mai, Paris (France), Musée d’Art moderne de 
la Ville de Paris, May 16 – June 7. Among the artists: Adami,  
Aillaud, Alechinsky, Appel, Arman, Arnal, Arroyo, Bacon, Bertrand,  
Bishop, Bury, Caro, Corneille, Dine, Dmitrienko, Dufour, Ernst,  
Fautrier, Fromanger, Giacometti, Grinberg, Hausner, Johns,  
Jousselin, LeWitt, Lichtenstein, Lindstrom, Man Ray, Masson, Matta,  
Mendelson, Messagier, Mihailovitch, Miró, Monory, Mucha, Nam, 
Peverelli, Picasso, Poliakoff, Rancillac, Rauschenberg, Ravel,  
Rebeyrolle, Recalcati, Revel, Rosenquist, Saint Phalle, Shimizu, Silva, 
Smith, Soulages, Spoerri, Tàpies, Télémaque, Tisserand, Tobey, 
 Trouille, Bram van Velde, Geer van Velde, Voss, Warhol, Zao.

 •  6th Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui, Paris (France), Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, October 5 – November 2, with 
Aillaud, Adilon, Andreou, Arnal, Arroyo, Aubert, Baboulène, Bryen, 
Corneille, Fautrier, Hayden, Lanskoy, Lesieur, Piaubert, Romathier, 
Sarthou, van Velde.

1965 •  “Gouaches et papiers collés,” Yverdon (Switzerland), Galerie  
Le Couloir, June 27 – August 31, with Bodek, Buraglio, Buren,  
Dupuis, Gouillard, Touilly, Vionnet.

 •  IVe Biennale de Paris, Paris (France), Musée d’Art moderne de la 
Ville de Paris, September 29 – November 3, with Blake, Boltanski, 
Buren, Dietman, Raynaud, Stämpfli, Titus-Carmel, Toroni, Venet.

 •  “Exposition inaugurale [50 artistes/50 œuvres],” Paris (France), 
Galerie Lutèce, November 9 – December, with Brustlein, Dmitrienko, 
Man Ray, Meurice, Rouan.

1966 •  7th Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui, Paris (France), Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 9-31. Among the 
painters: Arnal, Bolin, Bores, Brauner, Brô, Bryen, Buraglio, Buren, 
Corneille, Debré, Dmitrienko, Dufour, Dumitresco, Duvillier, Ernst, 
Fernandez, Ferrer, Gafgen, Germain, Gouillard, Grinberg,  
Kermarrec, Lam, Lanskoy, Lebenstein, Magritte, Matta, Messagier, 
Miró, Poli, Poliakoff, Prosi, Rouan, Saint Phalle, Saura, Segui, 
Seuphor, Tal-Coat, Ubac, Van Velde, Vionnet.

 •  17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris (France), Musée d’Art 
moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 9 – February 1. Among 
the painters: Adami, Aillaud, Alleyn, Arroyo, Bioules, Bodek,  
Buraglio, Buren, Buri, Cueco, Dufo, Gasiorowski, Kermarrec,  
Latil, Masi, Meurice, Miralda, Mosset, Parre, Peraro, Poli, Prosi,  
Rabascall, Recalcati, Rancillac, Raynaud, Rietti, Robles, Roldan, 
Romero, Sarkis, Schlosser, Sellier, Stämpfli, Tisserand, Topor,  
Toroni, Vaiano, Velickovic, Venet, Voss.

 •  “Pour une exposition en forme de triptyque,” Paris (France), Gal-
erie Jean Fournier, July – September, with Buraglio, Buren, Hantaï, 
Meurice, Riopelle, Tàpies.

 •  “Impact,” Musée de Céret, Céret (France), July 15 – Septem-
ber 25, with Argimon, Arman, Ben, Bioulès, Biras, Buraglio, Buren,  
Chubac, Dufo, Eppele, Farhi, Gali-Camprubi, Gette, Gili,  
Kermarrec, Malaval, Miralda, Parre, Pericot, Prosi, Rabascall, 
Rouan, Salvado, Stotzky, Tissinier, Toroni, Valles, Venet, Viallat. 
Curators: Jacques Lepage and Claude Viallat. 

1967  Group Exhibitions (with Buren, Mosset, Toroni)
 •  Manifestation 1, 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris (France), 

Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris (January 3-25), 
  January 3, with Buren, Mosset, Toroni.
 •  Manifestation 2, 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris (France), 

Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris (January 3-25), 
  January 3, with Buren, Mosset, Toroni.

 •  Manifestation 3, Paris (France), Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Centre 
Expérimental du Spectacle (théâtre), June 2, with Buren, 

  Mosset, Toroni.
 •  Manifestation 4, Ve Biennale de Paris, Paris (France), Musée d’Art 

moderne de la Ville de Paris, September 30 – November 5, with 
Buren, Mosset, Toroni.

1970  “De l’unité à la détérioration. Exposition information N° 1,” Nice 
(France), Galerie Ben doute de tout, February 27 – March 12.  
Exhibition organized without the artist's knowledge, with Alocco,  
Bioulès, Buren, Cane, Charvolen, Dezeuze, Dolla, Mosset, Osti,  
Pincemin, Saytour, Toroni, Viallat. Curator: Ben Vautier.

1972  “Douze ans d’art contemporain en France 1960-1972,” 
  Paris (France), Grand Palais, May 7 – September 18, with Agam,  

Alechinsky, Arman, Aubertin, Ben, Bennett, Bettencourt, Boltanski, 
Buri, Bury, César, Christo, Courmes, Courtin, Coopérative des 
Malassis, Cruz-Diez, Cueco, Dado, Degottex, Deschamps,  
Dewasne, Dolla, Dufrêne, Dupuy, Erró, Étienne-Martin, Fleury, 
Folon, Gäfgen, Garcia-Rossi, Gasiorowski, Hains, Hantaï, Hicks, 
Honegger, Jaccard, Kalinowski, Kermarrec, Klein, Kowalski, Kudo, 
Le Gac, Latil, Malaval, Messagier, Monory, Morellet, Müller,  
Olivier, Parré, Raynaud, Reinhoud, Requichot, Rotella, Rouan, 
Saint Phalle, Sanejouand, Sobrino, Soto, Spoerri, Stämpfli, Stein, 
Szafran, Takis, Télémaque, Tinguely, Tisserand, Titus-Carmel, 
Topor, Velickovic, Venet, Viallat, Villeglé, Yvaral, Zeimert. 

  Curator: François Mathey.
1979  “Quelques acquisitions du Musée de Grenoble 1968-1978,” 

Grenoble (France), Musée de Peinture et de Sculpture, Sep-
tember 12 – December 17, with Adami, Agam, Aillaud, Barrere,  
Bertholin, Bill, Bishop, Brauner, Cane, Cruz-Diez, Degottex,  
Dibbets, Doesburg, Francis, Gabo, Gorin, Gris, Heizer, Honneger,  
Huebler, Kelly, Kermarrec, Klasen, LeWitt, Long, Messager,  
Moholy-Nagy, Monory, Nevelson, Noland, Oppenheim, Pages, 
Paolozzi, Raysse, Reigl, Takis, Twombly, Viallat, Wesselman. 

  Curators: Christine Breton, Thierry Raspail, and Hélène Vincent.
1980  “Quelques acquisitions du Musée de Grenoble 1968-1978,” 

Chalon-sur-Saône (France), Maison de la Culture, May 2 – June 30. 
Curators: Christine Breton, Thierry Raspail, and Hélène Vincent. 

1982  “Sans titre – 4 années d’acquisition au Musée de Toulon,” Toulon 
(France), Musée d’Art, July 16 – September 30. Curators: François 
Bazzoli and Marie-Claude Beaud.

1983  “Art en France 1960-1980,” Coutances (France), Centre 
d’Animation Les Unelles, July 13 – September 16, with Adami,  
Arman, Arroyo, Ayme, Ben, Boutibonnes, Buren, Bury, Devade,  
Cadere, Cane, César, Dezeuze, Dolla, Hantaï, Klein, Meurice, 
Mosset, Monory, Pane, Parant, Raynaud, Rutault, Titus-Carmel, 
Toroni, Viallat. 

1987   “Voies diverses,” Paris (France), Centre Pompidou/Musée  national 
 d’art moderne, July 1 – August 30. Curator: Fabrice Hergott.

1989 •  “L’art politique en France, de la Renaissance à nos jours,” Ville-
franche-sur-Saône (France), Centre d’Arts Plastiques, April  
21 – June 10. Exhibition organized without the artist’s knowledge. 

 •  “Liberté & Egalité. Freiheit und Gleichheit, Wiederholung 
und Abweichung in der neueren französischen Kunst,” Essen  
(Germany), Museum Folkwang, June 4 – August 27, with Barré,  
Bertrand, Bourget, Buraglio, Buren, Cadere, Dubuffet, Filliou, 
Gette, Grand, Hains, Hantaï, Lavier, Le Gac, Morellet, Pages,  
Perrodin, Rutault, Toroni, Verjux, Viallat, Vieille. Curators: Erich Franz 
and Dieter Schwarz. 

 •  “Choix d’œuvres de la collection du Frac Bourgogne,” La 
Chaux-de-Fonds (Switzerland), Musée des Beaux-Arts, June 17–
August 17. Exhibition organised without the artist knowing it.

 •  “Liberté & Egalité. Freiheit und Gleichheit, Wiederholung und 
Abweichung in der neueren französischen Kunst,” Winterthur  
(Switzerland), Kunstmuseum, September 24 – November 12. 

  Curators: Erich Franz and Dieter Schwarz.
1990  “Um 1968 konkrete utopien in kunst und gesellschaft,” Düsseldorf 

(Germany), Städtische Kunsthalle, May 27 – July 8, with Adami,  
Aillaud, Andre, Arman, Arroyo, Beuys, Bioulès, Broodthaers, 
Brouwn, Buraglio, Buren, Cage, Cane, César, Cueco, Dezeuze,  
Duchamp, Erró, Fahlström, Filliou, Flanagan, Gerz, Grand, Haacke, 
Hains, Immendorff, Jorn, Kounellis, Lichtenstein, Manzoni, Merz,  
Morris, Mosset, Newman, Pagès, Paik, Pane, Pistoletto, Polke,  
Rainer, Rancillac, Recalcati, Reinhardt, Saytour, Sorge, Stella,  
Toroni, Viallat, Villeglé, Vostell, Warhol. 

  Curators: Marie Luise Syring and Karin Thomas.
1991 •  “Individualités: 14 Contemporary Artists from France,” Toronto 

(Canada), Art Gallery of Ontario, January 25 – April 7, with  
Alberola, Baquié, Beaugrand, Bertrand, Blocher, Boltanski, Buren, 
Calle, Garouste, Kuntzel, Lavier, Messager, Toroni. 

  Curators: Marie-Claude Jeune and Roald Nasgaard.
1992 •  “Manifeste, 30 ans de création en perspective, 1960-1990 

Manifeste 9/Manifeste 10,” Paris (France), Musée national 
d’art moderne - Centre de création industrielle, June 18 – Sep-
tember 28. Exhibition organized without the artist's knowledge.

 •  “Das offene Bild I, Aspekte der Moderne in Europa nach 1945,” 
Münster (Germany), Westfälisches Landesmuseum für Kunst 
und Kulturgeschichte, November 15 – February 7, 1993, with  
Armleder, Barré, Bertrand, Beuys, Buraglio, Buren, Cane, Darboven,  
Dezeuze, Fautrier, Filliou, Fontana, Frize, Hains, Hantaï, Klein,  
Krasinski, Lavier, Manzoni, Morellet, Mosset, Perrodin, Polke,  
Richter, Rutault, Saytour, Schiess, Spoerri, Tápies, Toroni, Vautier, 
Villeglé. Curators: Erich Franz and Eva Schmidt.

1993  “Das offene Bild II, Aspekte der Moderne in Europa nach 1945,” 
Leipzig (Germany), Museum der bildenden Kunst, April 8 – May 31, 
with Armleder, Barré, Bertrand, Beuys, Buraglio, Buren, Cane, Dar-
boven, Dezeuze, Fautrier, Filliou, Fontana, Frize, Hains, Hantaï, 
Klein, Krasinski, Lavier, Manzoni, Morellet, Mosset, Perrodin, Polke, 
Richter, Rutault, Saytour, Schiess, Spoerri, Tàpies, Toroni, Vautier, 
Villeglé. Curators: Erich Franz and Eva Schmidt.

1997  “Les Péchés capitaux – 4/L’Avarice,” Paris (France), Musée na-
tional d’art moderne - Centre de création industrielle, May 28 –  
June 30. With Bell, Charlton, Judd, Klein, Malevich, Manzoni, Martin, 
McCollum, Mosset, Perrodin, Picabia, Richter, Rothko, Stella. 
Curator: Didier Ottinger. Exhibition organized without the artist's 
knowledge.

1999  •  “Rayures tradition et modernité: Acte II,” Mantes-la-Jolie 
(France), Musée de l’Hôtel Dieu, June 20 – September 20. Exhi-
bition organised without the artist knowing it, with Ackling, Asse,  
Barré, Bertrand, Bioulès, Dezeuze, Flavin. Exhibition organized 
without the artist's knowledge.

 •  “JARS IV tegenvleug/à rebrousse-poil,” Sittard (The Nether-
lands), Kunstcentrum, December 19 – February 20, with Goosse,  
Hantaï, Krebber, Lisbon, Mees, Meskens, Oorebeek, Trafeli, Van 
Snick, Welling. Curators: Luk Lambrecht and Guy Massaux.

Solo Exhibitions 
(posthumous)
2000   “Michel Parmentier: Presentation of the work 20 11 99,” Paris 

(France), Galerie Jean Fournier, November 20 – December 16. 
2001   “Simon Hantaï/Michel Parmentier,” Paris (France), Centre Pompi-

dou/Musée national d’art moderne, Galerie du Musée, January 
17 – March 19. Curator: Nadine Pouillon. Adviser: Guy Massaux.

2002   “Michel Parmentier, Rétrospective, 1965-1991,” Paris (France), 
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 8 –  
November 16.

2007  “Michel Parmentier, Peintures 1962-1994,” Paris (France),  
Galerie Jean Fournier, March 15 – April 21. 

2010   “Michel Parmentier, Peintures 1961-1968,” Paris (France),  
Galerie Jean Fournier, November 25 – January 8, 2011.

2014 •  “Michel Parmentier,” Paris (France), Galerie Loevenbruck,  
April 4 – May 25. 

 •  “Avant les bandes, 1962-1965,” Paris (France), Galerie Jean 
Fournier, May 22 – June 21.

 •  “Michel Parmentier, déc. 1965 – 20 nov. 1999, une rétrospec-
tive,” La Seyne-sur-Mer (France), Villa Tamaris, June 7 – Septem-
ber 14. Director: Robert Bonaccorsi. Curator: Guy Massaux.

2016  “Michel Parmentier, 17 juillet 1989 (July 17, 1989)–20 février 
1990 (February 20, 1990),” Paris (France), Galerie Loevenbruck, 
June 3 – July 16. 

2018 •  “Michel Parmentier: Paintings & Works on Paper,” New York (USA), 
Ortuzar Projects, February 16 – April 7. 

  “Michel Parmentier,” East Lansing (USA), Eli and Edythe Broad Art 
Museum, April 28 – October 7.

 

Group Exhibitions 
(posthumous)
2001   “As Painting: Division and Displacement,” Columbus (USA), Wexner 

Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, May 12 – August 12, 
with Apfelbaum, Barré, Bishop, Bochner, Bonnefoi, Buren, Cadere, 
Degottex, Dezeuze, Dryer, Dufrêne, Hantaï, Judd, Knoebel, Levine, 
Martin, Richter, Rouan, Ryman, Smithson, Truitt, Valensi, Viallat, Vil-
leglé, Welling. Curators: Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, and Ste-
phen Melville. 

2002          •  “Les Années 70: l’art en cause,” Bordeaux (France), CAPC musée 
d’art contemporain, October 18 – January 19, 2003, with 
Abramović, Acconci, Andre, Anselmo, Arakawa, Art & Language, 
Baldessari, Barry, Baselitz, Bertrand, Beuys, Bioulès, Bishop,  
Boltanski, Broodthaers, Buraglio, Burden, Buren, Cadere, Cane, 
Lygia Clark, Darboven, Devade, Dezeuze, Dibbets, Dietman, Dolla, 
Fabro, Graham, Grand, Haacke, Hantaï, Huebler, Jaccard, Jonas, 
Journiac, Kawara, Knoebel, Le Gac, Malassis, McCarthy, Mangold, 
Merz, Messager, Meurice, Monory, Morris, Mosset, Opalka, Paik, 
Penck, Penone, Pincemin, Pistoletto, Polke, Raynaud, Richter, 
Rouan, Rusha,  Sandback, Sanejouand, Sarkis, Saytour, Serra, 
Smithson, Snow, Stella, Toroni, Tremlett, Turrel, Tuttle, Valensi, Venet, 
Viallat, Viola, Vostell, Wegman, Weiner, Wilson, Zorio. Curator:  
Maurice Fréchuret. 

 •  “Repères 1960-1990: Les collections du Musée de Greno-
ble,” Grenoble (France), Musée de Grenoble, November 1 –   
February 5, 2003.

2003 • “Trésors publics/Un tableau dans le décor–Peinture 1970/2000,” 
Nantes (France), Musée du Château des Ducs de Bretagne, 
June 28 – October 12, with Andre, Barré, Ben, Bertrand, Bioulès,  
Boltanski, Buraglio, Buren, Cadere, Cane, Debré, Degottex, Dezeuze, 
Dolla, Dufrêne, Flavin, Frize, Haacke, Hains, Hantaï, Journiac, Judd, 
Lavier, Lawler, LeWitt, Martin, Masson, Michaux, Mosset, Kawara, 
Opalka, Parrino, Penone, Richter, Riopelle, Rouan, Smithson,  
Soulages, Tal-Coat, Tàpies, Télémaque, Titus-Carmel, Toroni, 
Verjux, Villeglé, Weiner, Welling.

 •  “Le diable évidemment: un ensemble d’œuvres du FRAC 
Bretagne et un choix de peintures des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles 
du Musée des Beaux-Arts de Brest,” Brest (France), Musée des 
Beaux-Arts, July 2 – October 15, with Amigoni, Aubry, Ballet,  
Bassano, Batoni, Bauduin, Beaumont, Beinashi, Blais, Blum,  
Bonnefoi, Bourdon, Brassaï, Brélivet, Canaletto, Carré, Casanova, 
Cavalier d’Arpin, Collin-Thiébaut,  Collyer, Courtois, Coypel, 
Crespi, Di Mura, Dinahet,  Dolci, Dolla, Duncan, Ehrmann, Erhard, 
Fanchon, Fridfinnsson, Friedmann, Genée, Giordano, Hains, 
Houasse, Huber, Jie Chang, Joseph, Kauffmann, Knifer, Knoebel,  
La Fosse, Lamandé, Langlands & Bell, Le Guerchin, Lemée,  
Le Quernec, Luti, Maurige, Miller, Morin, Mosset, Museum in  
Progress, Nicola, Perrodin, Pinaud, Recco, Régnault, Rosa, Rosi, 
Roux, Ruff, Sablet, Salerno, Saraceni, Seekatz, Shrigley, Snow,  
Spoerri, Tesson, Trémorin, Van Loo, Villeglé, Volaire, Zérah.

  Curator: Jean-Pierre Bertrand. 
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2004   “L’art au futur antérieur. Liliane et Michel Durand-Dessert, l’en-
gagement d’une galerie, 1975-2004,” Grenoble (France), 
Musée de Grenoble, July 10 – October 4, with Anselmo, Beuys, 
Boetti, Boltanski, Broodthaers, Brouwn, Buraglio, Burgin, Burkhard, 
Cadere, Charlton, Collin-Thiébaut, Darboven, Fabro, Federle, 
Feldmann, Flanagan, Garouste, Graham, Haacke, Honegger, 
Kosuth, Kounellis, Lavier, Lautréamont, Manzoni, Merz, Morellet, 
Oppenheim, Panamarenko, Paolini, Parmiggiani, Pei-Ming, 
Penone, Pistoletto, Richter, Rousse, Rückriem, Rutault, Sandback, 
Tatah, Tosani, Tremlett, Ufan, Vercruysse, Verjux, Visser, Warhol,  
Zorio. Curator: Guy Tosatto. 

2005   “Big Bang–Destruction et création dans l’art du 20e siècle,” Par-
is (France), Centre Pompidou/Musée national d’art moderne, 
June 15 – April 3, 2006, with Artschwager, Brauner, Broodthaers, 
Currin, Duchamp, Lawler, Magritte, Oldenburg, Picabia, Raysse, 
Rutault, Schutte. Curator: Catherine Grenier.

2006  “Couleur en série,” Pontivy (France), Church of Saint-Joseph, 
July 1 – September 10, with Bertrand, Dilasser, Fédorenko, Jaffe,  
Mahéo, Mencoboni, Molnar, Thurnauer.

2007  “La couleur toujours recommencée, Hommage à Jean Fournier, 
marchand à Paris (1922-2006),” Montpellier (France), Musée 
Fabre, February 2 – May 5, with Bishop, Bordarier, Buraglio, Buren, 
Clément, Degottex, Demozay, Fauchier, Gardair, Jaffe, Lebelle, 
Leroy-Fiévée, Lucien, Maurige, Piffaretti, Ravel, Soriano, Viallat.

2008  “Color Chart: Reinventing Color, 1950 to Today,” New York (USA), 
Museum of Modern Art, March 2 – May 12, with Ader, Arcangel, 
Baldessari, Bartlett, Batchelor, Boetti, Bulloch, Buren, Cadere, 
Chamberlain, Deschenes, Dine, Dibbets, Duchamp, Flavin, Fritsch, 
Graham, Hirst, Johns, Judd, Kawara, Kelley, Kelly, Kim, Klein, 
Lambie, Levine, LeWitt, Morellet, Nauman, Palermo, Paolini, Raad,  
Rauschenberg, Richter, Ruscha, Serra, Stella, Toroni, Warhol, Weems, 
Weiner, Williams. Curator: Ann Temkin.

2009 •  “Colour Chart: Reinventing Colour, 1950 to Today,” Tate Liver-
pool (UK), May 29 – September 13, with Ader, Arcangel, Baldessari, 
Bartlett, Batchelor, Boetti, Bulloch, Buren, Cadere, Chamberlain, 
Deschenes, Dine, Dibbets, Duchamp, Flavin, Fritsch, Graham, Hirst, 
Johns, Judd, Kawara, Kelley, Kelly, Kim, Klein, Lambie, Levine, LeWitt, 
Morellet, Nauman, Palermo, Paolini, Raad, Rauschenberg, Richter, 
Ruscha, Serra, Stella, Toroni, Warhol, Weems, Weiner, Williams. 
Curators: Christoph Grunenberg and Sook-Kyung Lee.

 •  “Locus Oculi,” Saint-Étienne-Le-Molard (France), Château 
de la Bâtie d’Urfé, June 21 – October 4, with Anselmo, Baldus, 
Beato, Blanc and Demilly, Carpeaux, Courbet, Cragg, Evans, 
Fabro, Faigenbaum, Filliou, Lucio Fontana, Prospero Fontana, 
Gerdes, Giraudon, Grand, Hausmann, Janssens, Judd, Kawara, 
Kuhn, Lafont, Leccia, Léger, Lhomme, Malich, Maurin, Merz, Millet, 
Milovanoff, Moro, Morris, Mosset, Mucha, Peruzzini and Magnasco, 
Rüdiger, Sander, Schütte, Sommer, Stratmann, Thiollier, Vermeiren, 
Zorio, and anonymous artists. Curator: Bernhard Rüdiger, with the 
collections of the Institut d’art contemporain de Villeurbanne 
and the Musée d’art moderne de Saint-Étienne Métropole.

2010 •  Untitled, Brussels (Belgium), Marie-Puck Broodthaers Gallery,  
April 21 –June 30, with Alÿs, Broodthaers, Byars, Cadere, Graham, 
Huyghe, Janssens, Orozco, Penone, Struth, Weiner.

 •  “Points de fuite: perspectives de et dans l’art moderne et con-
temporain,” Saint-Étienne-Le-Molard (France), Château de la 
Bâtie d’Urfé, June 12 – October 3,  with Buraglio, Buren, Dolla, 
Gerdes, Mosset, Piranèse, Toroni, Valensi.

 •  “Almeria,” Paris (France), Galerie Chantal Crousel, June 26 – 
August 28, with Bisch, Chardon, Goldstein, Guyton, Hirschhorn, 
Moulène, Mosset, Palermo, Price, Rodriguez, Rodzielski, Spaulings, 
Van Golden, Zobernig. Curators: Nicolas Chardon, Julien 
Fronsacq and Niklas Svennung. 

2011  •  Untitled, Brussels (Belgium), Marie-Puck Broodthaers Gallery, April, 
with Alÿs, Broodthaers, Bru, Byars, Cadere, Duchamp, Janssens, 
Salkin, Santos Brasil, Stevenart, Swennen, Vergara. 

 •  “Singulier(s)/Pluriel. Le CNAP au LaM,” Villeneuve-d’Ascq (France), 
works loaned to the Centre national des arts plastiques, Ville-
neuve-d’Ascq, LaM–Lille Métropole Musée d’art moderne, d’art 
contemporain et d’art brut, October 3 – May 15, 2012, with 
Art & Language, Baldessari, Baya, Buren, Bourgeois, Chaissac,  
Collins, Hatoum, Masson, McCollum, Mosset, Smith, Van Genk. 

2012   “Déplacer, déplier, découvrir: La peinture en actes, 1960-
1999,” Villeneuve-d’Ascq (France), LaM–Lille Métropole Musée 
d’art moderne, d’art contemporain et d’art brut, March 3 – May 
27, with Barré, Degottex, Devade, Hantaï. Curators: Marc Donn-
adieu and Marie-Amélie Senot. 

2013  •  “Steven Parrino,” Paris (France), Gagosian Gallery, March 21 – 
May 25, with Armleder, Barré, Buren, Hantaï, Mosset, Toroni.

 •  “Presque noire et blanche,” Paris (France), Galerie Jean  
Fournier, October 10 – November 16, with Bordarier, Buraglio, 
Demozay, Elemento, Francis, Gelzer, Hantaï, Jaffe, Jézéquel, Lucien, 
Mabille, Maurige, Smith, Rouan, Tétot, Viallat. Curator: Émilie 
Ovaere-Corthay. 

2014  • “10 ans!,” new hanging of the Albers-Honegger collection, 
Mouans-Sartoux (France), Espace de l’Art Concret, permanent 
collection from June 21, 2014, with Aubertin, Bertrand, Bill, Buren, 
Cahn, Charlton, Sonia Delaunay, Herman de Vries, Honegger, 
McCracken, Morellet, Mosset, Perrodin, Nemours, Schiess, Toroni, 
Venet. Curator: Fabienne Fulchéri.

 •  “(Im)matériel,” Paris (France), Galerie Jean Fournier, Decem-
ber 4 – January 17, 2015, with Buraglio, Hantaï, Legrand,  
Nanni, Vescovi.

 •  “Collection. Un rêve d’éternité,” Rennes (France), Frac Bretagne, 
December 13 – April 26, 2015, with Burgin, Cottencin, Bruno Di Rosa, 
Doll, E Il Topo, Filliou, Fridfinnsson, Horn, Knifer, Lavier, L’Hermitte, 
Mirra, Orozco, Anne and Patrick Poirier, Pressager, Raffray, Sarkis, 
Sturtevant, Zaugg. Curator: Catherine Elkar.

2016 •  “Daniel Buren: A Tiger Cannot Change Its Stripes - een triptiek,” 
Strombeek (Belgium), Cultuurcentrum, January 9 – February 
10, with Buren, Hantaï, Ioannou, De Kooning, Villeglé, including  
Rompre la couleur unique, Simon Hantaï and Michel Parmentier.

  Directors: Luk Lambrecht and Lieze Eneman. 
  Guest curator: Guy Massaux.

 •  “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni n’exposent pas,” New York 
(USA), Hunter College Art Galleries, February 11 – April 10, with 
Buren, Mosset, and Toroni.

 •  “Tales of Ratiocination,” London (UK), Campoli Presti, Febru-
ary 20 – April 9, with Polly Apfelbaum, Christian Bonnefoi, André  
Cadere, R. H. Quaytman, Cheney Thompson, and Amy Sillman.

 •  “Accrochage,” Venice (Italy), Punta della Dogana, April 17 – No-
vember 20, with Absalon, Calzolari, Canell, Dean, Dreher, Gomes, 
Huyghe, Kawara, Krasinski, Lawler, Leblon, LeWitt, Lohaus, Macuga, 
Mauri, Meppayil, Moulène, Olesen, Parreno, Pumhösl, Ray, Schütte, 
Sehgal, Steinbach, Toroni, Uecker, Valentine, West, and Wyn Evans. 
Curator: Caroline Bourgeois. 

 •  “L’Œil du collectionneur – Neuf collections particulières stras-
bourgeoises,” September 17, 2016 – March 26, 2017 (Focus 
2, “Collectionner les forms,” December 10, 2016 – March 26, 
2017), Strasbourg (France), Musée d’art moderne et con-
temporain, with Armleder, Balula, Barry, Bobrow, Boyce, Bulloch, 
Charlton, Czerlitzki, Dafflon, Elrod, Felton, Fischer, Flood, Förg,  
Gillick, Halley, Hildebrandt, Höfer, Knoebel, Lavier, Mccollum,  
Morellet, Morris, Mosset, Moulène, Mullican, Pimentao, Price, Renggli, 
Ruff, Steinbach, Wallace, Walsch, Zarka, Curator: Estelle Pietrzyk.

 •  “Tant de Temps! 50 Artistes contemporains,” Rodez (France), 
Musée Soulages, December 3 – April 30, 2017, with  Jean Michel 
Alberola, Arman, Laurette Atrux-Tallau, Philippe Bazin, Michel  
Blazy, Mel Bochner, Christian Boltanski, Marcel Broodthaers, 
Philippe Cognée, Henri Cueco, Dado, Marie Denis, Herman de 
Vries, François Dilasser, Renaud-Auguste Dormeuil, Erró, Jean  
Fautrier, Robert Filliou, Peter Fischli, Lucio Fontana, Gérard  
Fromanger, Gérard Gasiorowski, Gilgian Gelzer, Laurent Grasso, 
On Kawara, Bertrand Lavier, Guillaume Lemarchal, Eugène  
Leroy, Etienne Martin, André Masson, Joachim Mogarra, Roman 
Opalka, Dennis Oppenheim, Gina Pane, Ernest Pignon-Ernest, 
Claudio Parmiggiani, François Poivret, Anton Prinner, Gerhard 
Richter, Sophie Ristelhueber, Daniel Spoerri, Hiroshi Sugimoto, 
Patrick Tosani, Maria- Elena Vieira da Silva, Jacques Villeglé,  
Bill Viola, David Weiss. Curator: Aurore Méchain. 

 •  “Daniel Buren. Une fresque,” Brussels (Belgium), BOZAR, Feb- 
ruary 16  –  May 22. 

 •  “From the Collection: 1960 – 1969,” New York (USA), The Museum 
of Modern Art (MOMA), March 26 – March 19.

2017 •  “Le Geste et la Matière, une abstraction ‘autre,’ Paris 1945-
1965,” Le François (Martinique-France), Collection of the Pom-
pidou, Fondation Clément, January 22 – April 16, with François 
Arnal,  Geneviève Asse, Jean Atlan, Martin Barré, Jean Bazaine, 
Claude Bellegarde, Frédéric Benrath, Roger Bissière, Albert 
Bitran, Camille Bryen, Olivier Debré, Jean Degottex, Jean 
Dubuffet, René Duvillier, Maurice Estève, Simon Hantaï, Hans  
Hartung, Zoltán Kemény, René Laubiès,  Alfred Manessier, Georges 
Mathieu, Joan Mitchell, Georges Noël, Serge Poliakoff, Judit  
Reigl, Gérard Schneider,  Joseph Sima, Pierre Soulages, Nicolas 
de Staël, Arpád Szenes, Tal-Coat, Bram van Velde, Geer van  
Velde, Maria Helena Vieira Da Silva, Wols, Léon Zack, Zao Wou-Ki.

  Curator: Christian Briend. Curatorial assistant: Nathalie Ernoult. 
 •  “Iconostase,” Paris (France), Galerie Loevenbruck, February 10 – 

April 22, with Gilles Aillaud, John Baldessari, Key Hiraga, Arnaud 
Labelle-Rojoux, Philippe Mayaux, Frédéric Pardo, Steven Parrino, 
Nobuo Sekine, Alina Szapocznikow, Hannah Wilke.

 • “L’esprit français, Contre-cultures, 1969-1989,” Paris (France) 
la maison rouge, fondation Antoine de Galbert, February 24 –  
May 21, with Lea Lublin, Pierre Molinier, Pierre Klossowski, Michel 
Journiac. Curators: Guillaume Désanges and François Piron.

 •  “From the Collection: 1960-1969,” New York (USA), The Museum 
of Modern Art (MOMA), March 26 – March 19.

2018 • “Philippe Decrauzat - Michel Parmentier,” Madrid (Spain), Parra 
& Romero, November 25 – February 3, with Decrauzat.

149 M. P. à G. M. (lettres & textes de Michel Parmentier  
1991-2000) (Brussels, Belgium: Éditions small noise, no. 8, 
January 2001), edition of 500, cover, 25 × 17.5 cm.

 This publication brought together the letters and texts that Parmentier 
sent to Guy Massaux from September 3, 1991 to January 16, 2000.  
Another volume was planned but Parmentier’s death changed the  
position of publisher Francis Mary at Éditions small noise, Brussels.

150 Catalogue of the exhibition “As Painting: Division and  
Displacement,” Philip Armstrong, Laura Lisbon, and  
Stephen W. Melville (eds.), Columbus (USA), Wexner Center 
for the Arts, The Ohio State University, May 12 – August 12, 
2001 (Cambridge (Mass.) and London, The MIT Press, 2001),  
cover, 23.4 × 20.8 cm.

 Parmentier planned to travel to Columbus with Guy Massaux to pro-
duce several pieces for the exhibition. The trip did not take place. Oth-
er works were exhibited, including 20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 
1999), reproduced on the catalogue cover. Laura Lisbon wrote the text 
presenting Parmentier’s work (see pp. 208-209, translated p. 221).

Michel Parmentier – Exhibitions

149

150
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Michel Parmentier – Bibliography
  Publisher’s note:
  For the twenty-eight texts (1966-1999) and the four interviews 

(1981-1991) published during Michel Parmentier’s lifetime, we 
use the titles published on the contents page of Aristide Bianchi 
(ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes et entretiens (Paris: Black-
jack Éditions, 2014).

   To this bibliography we have added the “Droit de réponse 
à Hervé Gauville” (Right of reply to Hervé Gauville), the “Lettre 
à Niele Toroni” (Letter to Niele Toroni), and the “Text for the  
Columbus Catalogue–‘Did You Say “Ethics”’?,” in English.
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Manifestation 1
1966   “Il se passe quelque chose” (Something is happening), letters- 
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1971): 40-47.

 •  Reprinted [December 24, 1966] in Daniel Buren and Michel  
Parmentier, Propos délibérés, Daniel Buren Michel  
Parmentier, entretiens réalisés par Anne Baldassari les 11, 
23 et 28 janvier 1990 (Lyon: Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, 1991), p. 153.

 •  Catalogue raisonné: 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.daniel-
buren.com), updated in 2011.

 •  Reprinted [December 23, 1966] in Aristide Bianchi (ed.),  
Michel Parmentier, Textes et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack  
Éditions, 2014), p. 35.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 55.

Tract, Manifestation 1
1967   Manifestation 1, tract cosigned by Buren, Mosset, Toroni, Paris, 

January 1, 1967.
 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris Commentary,” Studio Inter-

national, vol. 177, no. 907 (January 1969): 47 (English).
 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Actualité,” VH101, no. 5 (Spring 

1971): 40-47.
 •  Reprinted in “Gemeinschaftsaktion von Buren, Mosset, Parmentier 

und Toroni,” in Laszlo Glozer, WestKunst (Cologne, DuMont  
Buchverlag, 1981), p. 317 (German).

 •  Reprinted in Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.), Daniel Buren, Les écrits 
(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976 (Bordeaux, CAPC musée 
d’art contemporain, 1991), p. 21.

 •  Reprinted in Daniel Buren and Michel Parmentier, Propos 
délibérés, Daniel Buren Michel Parmentier, entretiens réal-
isés par Anne Baldassari les 11, 23 et 28 janvier 1990 (Lyon: 
Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), p. 154.

 •  Reprinted in “Because painting is…,” Theories and Documents 
of Contemporary Art (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1996), p. 71 (English).

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris Commentary,” in Alexander  
Alberro and Blake Stimson (eds.), Conceptual Art: A Critical 
Anthology (Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2000), 
p. 84 (English).

 •  Reprinted in “Puisque peindre c’est un jeu,” in Daniel Buren, Mot 
à Mot (Paris: Éditions Centre Pompidou, Éditions Xavier Barral 
and Éditions de La Martinière, 2002), p. M05.

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Actualité–1971,” La Part de l’Œil 
(dossier “Ouvrir le support”), no. 20 (2004-2005): 99.

 •  Reprinted in “Puisque peindre c’est…,” Le funzioni del museo. Arte, 
museo, pubblico nella contemporaneità” (Florence: Le Lettere, 
2009), p. 210.

 •  Catalogue raisonné 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.daniel-
buren.com), updated in 2011.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 36.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965-20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
 Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 55.
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1967  “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni vous conseillent de devenir intel-

ligent,” Manifestation 1, text of the soundtrack played during the 
public production of their canvases (Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni), during the opening of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Pein-
ture (January 3, 1967); these words were spoken by Lucie Scheler 
in English, Spanish, and French. 

 •  Catalogue raisonné 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.daniel-
buren.com), updated in 2011.

 •  Reprinted and described in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel  
Parmentier, Textes et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 
2014), p. 37.

 •  Reprinted with description in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel  
Parmentier, décembre 1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une 
rétrospective (Paris, Éditions Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 54.

Banner, Manifestation 2
1967   “Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni n’exposent pas,” Manifesta-

tion 2, text for the banner substituted at 20h15 for the canvas-
es made in public during the six hours of the opening of the 18th 

Salon de la Jeune Peinture at the Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville 
de Paris, January 3, 1967.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 38.

   Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
 Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 58. Lettre ouverte, Manifestation 2.

Open Letter, Manifestation 2
1967   Manifestation 2, typewritten open letter cosigned by Buren,  

Mosset, Toroni, Paris, January 3, 1967.
 •  Reprinted in Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.), Daniel Buren, Les écrits 

(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976 (Bordeaux: CAPC Musée 
d’Art Contemporain, 1991), pp. 23-24.

 •  Reprinted in Daniel Buren and Michel Parmentier, Propos 
délibérés, Daniel Buren Michel Parmentier, entretiens réal-
isés par Anne Baldassari les 11, 23 et 28 janvier 1990 (Lyon: 
Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), p. 155.

 •  Reprinted in Daniel Buren, Mot à Mot (Paris: Éditions Centre 
Pompidou, Éditions Xavier Barral and Éditions de La Martinière, 
2002), p. M07.

 •  Reprinted and reproduced in Daniel Buren online Catalogue 
raisonné 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.danielburen.com), 
updated in 2011.
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et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 39.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 59.

Tract, Manifestation 3
1967   Manifestation 3, tract cosigned by Buren, Mosset, Toroni, distrib-

uted after Manifestation 3, Paris, auditorium of the Musée des 
Arts Décoratifs, June 2, 1967.

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris commentary,” Studio Inter-
national, vol. 177, no. 907 (January 1969): 48 (English).

 •  Reprinted in Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.), Daniel Buren, Les écrits 
(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976 (Bordeaux: CAPC Musée d’Art 
Contemporain, 1991), p. 25.

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris commentary,” in Alexander  
Alberro and Blake Stimson (eds.), Conceptual Art: A Critical  
Anthology (Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2000), 
p. 84 (English).

 •  Reprinted in Daniel Buren, Mot à Mot (Paris: Éditions Centre 
Pompidou, Éditions Xavier Barral and Éditions de La Martinière, 
2002), p. M10.

 •  Reprinted with description and reproduction in Daniel Buren on-
line Catalogue raisonné 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.dan-
ielburen.com), updated in 2011.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 41.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 63.

Answer to Ben
1967   “À Ben, pour son ‘Fourre-tout,’” letter/tract cosigned by Buren, 

Mosset, Toroni, in Fourre-tout, no. 2, Nice, Ben Vautier (May 2, 
1967).

 •  Reprinted in Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.), Daniel Buren, Les écrits 
(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976 (Bordeaux: CAPC Musée 
d’Art Contemporain, 1991), p. 27.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 40.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 65.

Soundtrack, Manifestation 4
1967   Manifestation 4, soundtrack played during Manifestation 4, 5th 

Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, Sep-
tember 30 – November 5 1967, synchronized with the projec-
tion of slides on the ceiling and with the lighting of the canvases 
corresponding with the moment when each of the four names 
was spoken.

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris commentary,” Studio Inter-
national vol. 177, no. 907 (January 1969) :48 (English).

 •  Reprinted in Michel Claura, “Paris commentary,” in Alexander  
Alberro and Blake Stimson (eds.), Conceptual Art: A Critical 
Anthology (Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2000), 
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 •  Reprinted with description and reproductions in Daniel Buren 
online Catalogue raisonné 1967-1972 (http://catalogue.
danielburen.com), updated in 2011.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 42.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), pp. 66 and 68.

Tract, “le groupe Buren, Mosset, 
Parmentier,Toroni n’existe plus” 
(“The Group Buren, Mosset,  
Parmentier, Toroni No Longer 
Exists”)
1967  “Le Groupe Buren–Mosset–Parmentier–Toroni n’existe plus,” tract 

by Michel Parmentier declaring the disbanding of the group  
Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, Paris, December 6, 1967.

 •  Reprinted in Daniel Buren, Mot à Mot (Paris: Éditions Centre 
Pompidou, Éditions Xavier Barral and Éditions de La Martinière, 
2002), p. M14.
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Centre national des arts plastiques, 1988, “Documents,” p. I.
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et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 43.
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1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
 Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 76.

Open Letter to 
François Mathey
1972   “Lettre ouverte à François Mathey,” published in the exhibition 

catalogue Douze ans d’art contemporain en France 1960 – 
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Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), p. 141.
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1991, pp. 132-135 (French), pp. 166-169 (English).

 •  Reprinted in Galeries Magazine, no. 41, Paris (February-March 
1991): 5.

 •  Reprinted in “Extrait de l’intervention de Daniel Buren à propos 
de l’exposition ‘Individualités: 14 Contemporary Artists from 
France’,” Quand les artistes font école / Vingt-quatre 
Journées de l’Institut des hautes études en Arts Plastiques 
1988-1990, vol. I (Paris: Éditions du Centre Pompidou–Amis de 
l’IHEAP and Marseille: Musées de Marseille, 2004), pp. 439-469.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), pp. 131-132.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 153.

“Droit de réponse à Hervé 
Gauville” (Right of reply to  
Hervé Gauville)
1991   “Droit de réponse,” letter from Buren cosigned by Parmentier, ad-

dressed to Hervé Gauville after his article in Libération, no. 3068 
(April 2, 1991), previously unpublished, see Daniel Buren online 
Catalogue raisonné: 1967-1972

  (http://catalogue.danielburen.com), updated in 2011.

Propos délibérés  
(Deliberate remarks)
1991   Propos délibérés, Daniel Buren Michel Parmentier, entre- 

tiens réalisés par Anne Baldassari les 11, 23 et 28 janvier 
1990 (Lyon: Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 
1991), pp. 9-122.

 •  Reprinted and edited in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel  
Parmentier, Textes et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 
2014), pp. 133-259.

Letter to Niele Toroni
1991   “Mon pauvre Chéri,” letter written by Michel Parmentier (on the 

same day Buren wrote a letter starting “Dear Niele”) addressed 
to Niele Toroni on June 17, 1991, in response to his open  
letter “D’UNE PICHENETTE IL REPOUSSA LES FAUX JETONS: DEUX  
ROULERENT SOUS LA TABLE,” June 10, 1991, in Guy Massaux (ed.), M. 
P. à G. M. (lettres & textes de Michel Parmentier, 1991-2000 
(Brussels: Éditions small noise, no 8, 2001),n. p. Editorial note: We 
have chosen not to include this letter or its translation since  
Parmentier (like Buren) never made his response to Toroni public.

Open Letter to  
Michel Durand-Dessert
1991   “Quand des questions que nous voulons sérieuses sont 

éludées entre poire et cigare dans les dîners en ville” (When the 
questions we want taken seriously are eluded between brandy 
and cigars in fancy dinners in town), open letter to Michel Durand- 
Dessert, November 1, 1991.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), M. P. à G. M. (lettres & textes 
de Michel Parmentier, 1991-2000) (Brussels: Éditions small 
noise, no 8, 2001), n. p.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), pp. 260-261.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions

  Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 160.

Text for Pierrette Bloch– 
“sans doute” (No doubt)
1992   “Sans doute,” June 15, 1992, published in Pierrette Bloch,  

Dessins de crin, Paris, Galerie de France, 1992, n. p.
 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), M. P. à G. M. (lettres & textes 

de Michel Parmentier, 1991-2000) (Brussels: Éditions small 
noise, no 8, 2001), n. p.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014, pp. 262-263.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), pp. 162-163.

Text for the Carré des Arts  
Catalogue
1994   Catalogue text for Carré des Arts, dated January 26, 1994, 

published in Michel Parmentier, Paris, Carré des Arts, March 
1994, n. p.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), M. P. à G. M. (lettres & textes de 
Michel Parmentier, 1991-2000) (Brussels: Éditions small noise, 
no 8, 2001), n. p.

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes et 
entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), pp. 264-265.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), p. 180.

Text for the Columbus Catalogue, 
“Vous avez dit ‘éthique’?” 
(Did you say ‘Ethics’?)
1999   “Vous avez dit ‘éthique’?,” October 1999, published in Guy  

Massaux (ed.), M. P. à G. M. (lettres & textes de Michel  
Parmentier, 1991-2000) (Brussels: Éditions small noise, no 8, 
2001), n. p. (written in French for publication in English).

 •  Reprinted in Aristide Bianchi (ed.), Michel Parmentier, Textes 
et entretiens (Paris: Blackjack Éditions, 2014), p. 266-269.

 •  Reprinted in Guy Massaux (ed.), Michel Parmentier, décembre 
1965 – 20 novembre 1999, une rétrospective (Paris, Éditions 
Loevenbruck, 2016), pp. 196-197. 

Columbus Catalogue Text,  
“Did you say ‘Ethics’?”
1999   “Did You Say ‘Ethics’?,” trans. Anthony Allen in Philip Armstrong,  

Laura Lisbon, and Stephen W. Melville (eds.), As Painting: Divi-
sion and Displacement (Columbus (Ohio): Wexner Center for 
the Arts and Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2001),

  pp. 231-232.

Michel Parmentier – Bibliography
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Michel Parmentier – Works  

p. 38     Peinture – oct. 65 (Painting – Oct. 65), 1965
  Glycero paint on Lana Docelles watermarked paper 
  73 × 52.3 cm
  Private Collection
  AMP inventory: MP651000N00

p. 36     Peinture N° 10 – 1965 (Painting N° 10 – 1965),
  October-November (?) 1965
  Glycero paint on canvas on stretcher
  240 × 170 cm
  Paris (France), collection Galerie Jean Fournier
  AMP inventory: MP650000N10

p. 37     Peinture N° 13 – 1965 (Painting N° 13 – 1965),
  October-November (?) 1965 
  Glycero paint on canvas on stretcher
  236 × 205 cm
  Paris (France), collection Lucie Scheler, courtesy Galerie 
  Jean Fournier
  AMP inventory: MP650000N13

p. 39     Peinture N° 39 – nov. 65 (Painting N° 39 – Nov. 65), 1965
  Glycero paint on Lana Docelles watermarked paper 
  74.5 × 52 cm
  Paris (France), courtesy Galerie Natalie Seroussi
  AMP inventory: MP651100N39

p. 40     Peinture N° 42 – nov. 65 (Painting N° 42 – Nov. 65), 1965
  Glycero paint on Lana Docelles watermarked paper 
  74 × 51 cm
  Paris (France), courtesy Galerie Natalie Seroussi
  AMP inventory: MP651100N42

p. 24     Décembre 1965 (December 1965) 
  [- Déc. 1965 (- Dec. 1965)], 1965
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 4 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating Lefranc medium blue and white gloss, 44 cm wide (2+2); 
at the top, 1 partial white band, 17.5 cm; at the bottom; 

  1 partial blue band, 17.5 cm
  234.5 × 211 cm
  Villeneuve-d’Ascq (France), LaM Lille Métropole Musée d’art 

moderne, d’art contemporain et d’art brut, inventory: 
2007.1.27, purchased by the state in 1968; attribution to Lille 
Métropole Communauté urbaine in 2008

  AMP inventory: MP651200

p. 50     5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966), 1966
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating laque Lefranc medium blue and white, 38 cm wide (3+4) 
and, at the top and the bottom, 2 partial blue bands 5 cm and 
10 cm wide

  281 × 245 cm
  Paris (France) courtesy galerie Loevenbruck and New York (USA) 

Ortuzar Projects
  AMP inventory: MP660405

p. 48     15 avril 1966 (April 15, 1966), 1966
  Date stamp on Ingres Fabriano watermarked paper 
  109 × 76 cm
  Rennes (France), collection Frac Bretagne
  AMP inventory: MP660415TD

p. 72     3 janvier 1967 (a) (January 3, 1967 (a)), 1967
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 5 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating dove gray Krylon gloss and white, 38 cm wide (3+2) and, 
at the top and bottom, 2 partial white bands 5 cm wide

  198 × 195.5 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP670103a

p. 73    3 janvier 1967 (b) (January 3, 1967 (b)), 1967
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 5 painted horizontal bands, dove 

gray Krylon gloss and white, 38 cm wide (3+2) and, at the bot-
tom, 1 partial white band 12 cm wide

  200 × 195.5 cm
  Paris (France), collection Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris 

AMP inventory: MP670103b

p. 78     20 mars 1967 (March 20, 1967), 1967
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating dove gray Krylon gloss and white, 38 cm wide (4+3) and, 
at the top and bottom, 2 partial white bands 8 cm wide

  282 × 239.4 cm
  Paris (France), collection Chantal and Daniel Buren
  AMP inventory: MP670320

p. 84     18 février 1968 (February 18, 1968), 1968
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter- 

nating Ripolin poppy red gloss and white 38 cm wide (4+3) 
and, at the bottom, 1 partial white band 13 cm wide

  279 × 245 cm
  Paris (France), Caza Collection
  AMP inventory: MP680218

p. 136     13 janvier 1984 (January 13, 1984), 1984
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating black and white 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the bottom, 1 
partial white band 15.5 cm wide

  281.5 × 243 cm
  Paris (France) , Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP840113

p. 137     15 février 1984 (February 15, 1984), 1984
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating black and white 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the bottom, 1 
partial white band 11 cm wide

  279 × 244 cm
  Private Collection, courtesy of Ales Ortuzar
  AMP inventory: MP840215

p. 138     22 juillet 1985 (July 22, 1985), 1985
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands,
  alternating black and white 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top 

and bottom,
  2 partial white bands and 9 cm and 7 cm wide
  282.5 × 253 cm
  Paris (France), Sorbac Collection
  AMP inventory: MP850722

p. 139     12 août 1985 (August 12, 1985), 1985
  Paint on unstretched canvas, 7 painted horizontal bands, alter-

nating black and white 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 partial white bands 9 cm and 7.5 cm wide

  282.5 × 252 cm
  Paris (France), Caza Collection
  AMP inventory: MP850812

pp. 158-  16 juillet 1988 (July 16, 1988), 1988
         159     Graphite pencil on paper, 9 horizontal bands
  alternating de 33 cm wide (4+5) and, at the top and bottom,
  2 partial graphite pencil bands of 6 and 5 cm
  307.5 × 687.5 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP880716

p. 160     17 juillet 1989 (July 17, 1989), 1989
  Graphite rubbed on paper, 7 horizontal alternating bands, 

38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and bottom, 2 blank partial 
bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 302.5 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP890717

p. 161     5 août 1989 (August 5, 1989), 1989
  Graphite rubbed on paper, 7 alternating horizontal bands 

38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and bottom, 2 blank partial 
bands of 19 cm

  304 × 302.5 cm
  Paris (France), courtesy Loevenbruck
  AMP inventory: MP890805

p. 176     24 décembre 1989 (December 24, 1989), 1989
  Fusain rubbed on tracing paper, 7 horizontal bands
  alternating 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and bottom,
  2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide
  304 × 300 cm
  Private Collection
  AMP inventory: MP891224

p. 177     5 janvier 1990 (January 5, 1990), 1990
  White pastel applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, 7 alter-

nating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3), and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), Sorbac Collection
  AMP inventory: MP900105

p. 178     6 mars 1991 (March 6, 1991), 1991
  White pastel applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, 7 alter-

nating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3), and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Private Collection
  AMP inventory: MP910306

p. 179     5 avril 1991 (April 5, 1991), 1991
  White pastel applied flat, vertically, on tracingpaper, 7 alter-

nating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3), and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Private Collection
  AMP inventory: MP910405

p. 180     19 avril 1991 (April 19, 1991), 1991
  Gray pastel applied flat, vertically, on calque paper, 7 horizon-

tal bands alternating 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), courtesy Loevenbruck
  AMP inventory: MP910419

p. 181     25 avril 1991 (April 25, 1991), 1991
  Gray pastel applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, 7 horizon-

tal bands alternating 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), courtesy Loevenbruck
  AMP inventory: MP910425

p. 182     5 mai 1991 II (May 5, 1991 II), 1991
  White oil bar applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, 7 alter-

nating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP910505B

p. 183     5 mai 1991 IV (May 5, 1991 IV), 1991
  Oil bar blanc applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, alter-

nating 7 horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top 
and bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP910505D

p. 184     4 juin 1991 II (June 4, 1991 II), 1991
  Gray pastel applied flat, vertically, on tracing paper, 7 horizon-

tal bands alternating 38 cm wide (4+3) and, at the top and 
bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), Pinault Collection
  AMP inventory: MP910604B

p. 210     31 mars 1993 (March 31, 1993), 1993
  Oil bar blanc applied flat, vertically, on Herculene transpar-

ent polyester, 7 alternating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3) 
and, at the top and bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 308 cm
  (France), Pinault Collection 
  AMP inventory: MP930331

p. 211     1 avril 1993 (April 1, 1993), 1993
  Oil bar blanc applied flat, vertically, on Herculene transpar-

ent polyester, 7 alternating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3) 
and, at the top and bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 308 cm
  Private Collection
  AMP inventory: MP930401

p. 25     20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999), 1999
  White oil bar applied randomly on Canson transparent  

polyester, 7 alternating horizontal bands 38 cm wide (4+3) 
and, at the top and bottom, 2 blank partial bands 19 cm wide

  304 × 300 cm
  Paris (France), Centre Pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne/ 

Centre de création industrielle, Inventory: AM 2002–114,  
purchased in 2002

  AMP inventory: MP991120

Reproduced
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Reproduced Documents
The numbers given in brackets refer to the figures in the catalogue

p. 11 (1)  Michel Parmentier in Guy Massaux’s studio, 123, rue Marconi, 
Forest (Brussels), 16 photographs (15 black and white and 
1color), black-and-white reproduction from negatives and 
transparency, 6 × 6 cm each, Paris, Philippe Simon archives, 
AMP inv.: 10178 à 10193

p. 15 (2)  Poster for exhibition “Michel Parmentier, Déc. 1965 – 20 Nov. 
1999, une rétrospective.,” 2014, La Seyne-sur-Mer, Villa  
Tamaris centre d’art, June 7 – September 14, 2014, Brussels, 
graphic design: ÜBERKNACKIG, Vincent Carlier, Atelier Vertical, silk-
screen prints, edition of 70 for each color (blue, gray, red, black), 
including 10 not for sale and 10 numbered I to X, 100 × 70 cm 
each, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03158

December 1965 –
November 20, 1999:
A Retrospective
pp. 20-28
(3)   Peinture N° 15–1965 (Painting N° 15–1965), Daniel Buren’s 

studio, color photograph, reproduced from transparency,  
6 × 6 cm, Brussels, AMP–Fonds Michel Parmentier, AMP inv.: 10101

(4)  Décembre 1965 (December 1965), Daniel Buren’s studio, pho-
tographic print dated January 1966, black-and-white, 22 × 18 
cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10102

(5)   Digital photomontage, 2014, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier 
Archives, AMP inv.: 10165

(6)   Recto and verso of Peinture N° 15–1965 (Painting N° 15–
1965), October-November (?) 1965, glycerophtalic paint on 
canvas, 231 × 196 cm (partial size of the canvas mounted on 
stretcher), 251 × 238.5 cm (with the parts of the canvas folded 
down at the back), signed on the back with the indication  

“245 × 205 cm” written in felt pen by Parmentier, Switzerland,  
private collection, AMP inv.: 10166 and 10167

(7)   Estimate no. 779 for restoration of the work Décembre 1965 
(December 1965), Paris, Centre national des arts plastiques, 
Documentation department, file on works by Michel Parmentier,

   no. 29341, AMP inv.: 03018
(8)   A4 sheet folded/unfolded, model for folding and conser-

vation of the work 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]), Paris, Centre  
Pompidou, Mnam-Cci, collection of files on works, visual arts 
documentation service, AMP inv.: 05013

(9)   20 novembre 1999 (November 20, 1999), exhibition “JARS 
IV. Tegenvleug / à rebrousse-poil,” Sittard (The Netherlands),  
Kunstcentrum, December 19, 1999-February 20, 2000, color 
photograph, 11.5 × 18 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 10163

(10)   Simon Hantaï, Tabula, 1982-1986, Acrylic paint on canvas, 
300 × 482 cm, private collection, AMP inv.: 10176

(11)   Loan certificate concerning 20 novembre 1999 (November 
20, 1999), signed by Michel Parmentier December 4, 1999, for 
the exhibition “JARS IV. tegenvleug / à rebrousse-poil,” Sittard 
(Netherlands), Kunstcentrum, 29.7 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel  
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03052M

(12)  Invitation to the exhibition “JARS IV. tegenvleug / à rebrousse-poil,” 
Sittard (The Netherlands), Kunstcentrum, December 19, 1999- 
February 20, 2000, recto and verso, 11 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03350–1, 03350–2

(13)   Exhibition leaflet in French, English and Dutch for “JARS IV.  
tegenvleug / à rebrousse-poil,” Sittard (The Netherlands), Kunst- 
centrum, December 19, 1999-February 20, 2000, recto and  
verso, 21 × 15 cm (closed), Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 03351–1, 03351–2

(14)  Michel Parmentier’s personal notebook, 21 × 16 cm (folded), 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 05048

Antichamber
(October–November, 1965)
pp. 30-35
(15)   Poster for the 4th Biennale de Paris, 1965, Manifestation Biennale 

et Internationale des Jeunes Artistes, Paris, Musée d’Art mod-
erne de la Ville de Paris, September 29 – November 3, 1965, 
lithographic print, 80 × 40 cm, Paris, Imprimerie du Lion, Atelier 
Pierre Faucheux, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 03118

(16)   Catalogue for the 4th Biennale de Paris, 1965, Manifestation 
Biennale et Internationale des Jeunes Artistes, Paris, Musée d’Art 
moderne de la Ville de Paris, September 29 – November 3, 
1965, Paris, Les Presses Artistiques, 1965, cover and pp. 134-
135, 21 × 10.5 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 15410

(17)   Receipt from Galerie Lutèce, Paris, for seven works on loan by  
Michel Parmentier, December 4, 1965, 26.9 × 21 cm, Brussels, 
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03002

(18)   Invitation and insert for the “Exposition inaugurale (50 artistes/ 
50 oeuvres),” Galerie Lutèce, Paris, November 9 and 23, 1965, 
10.7 × 13.9 cm (folded) and 10.4 × 13.7 cm, Brussels, AMP –  
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03312–1 and 03312–2

(19)  Invitation to the 7th Salon Grands et Jeunes d’aujourd’hui, Paris, 
Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 9-31, 1966, 
10.6 × 14.1 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 03314

(20)   Invitation to the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 9 – February 1, 1966, 
8.9 × 13.9 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP  
inv.: 03315

(21)   Catalogue of the 17th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 9 – February 1, 1966, 
Paris, Édition La Jeune Peinture, Imprimerie Michel Brient, 1966, 
unpaginated, cover and flyleaf, 18.4 × 13 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15414

(22)   Letter from Michel Parmentier to Marc Netter, February 5, 1966, 
29.7 × 21 cm, AMP inv.: 03904

(23)   Letter from Marc Netter to Michel Parmentier, February 19, 1966, 
29.7 × 21 cm, AMP inv.: 03906

(24)   Letter from Michel Parmentier to Marc Netter, February 23, 1966, 
29.7 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
03907

1966
[blue]
pp. 42-47
(25)   Unstretched blue canvas, Daniel Buren’s studio, color photo-

graph, reproduced from transparency, 6 × 6 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10177

(26)   Invitation to the exhibition “Pour une exposition en forme de 
triptyque,” with Buraglio, Buren, Hantaï, Meurice, Riopelle, Tàpies, 
Paris, Jean Fournier & Cie, July-September 1966, December 
1966 – January 1967, July-September 1967, recto and verso, 
10 × 7.5 cm (folded), Brussels, Michel Parmentier Archives, 
AMP inv.: 03316

(27)   Photo-souvenir: Daniel Buren Peinture aux formes indéfinies 
(Painting with Indefinite Forms) and Peinture N° 9 (Painting N° 9) 
Michel Parmentier Décembre 1965 (December 1965), view of 
the exhibition “Pour une exposition en forme de triptyque,” Paris, 
Galerie Jean Fournier & Cie, July-September 1966, detail, Dan-
iel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10103

(28)   Photos-souvenirs, in Annick Boisnard and Daniel Buren (eds.), 
Daniel Buren. Catalogue raisonné chronologique Tome 
II–1964/1966 (Villeneuve-d’Ascq: Musée d’art moderne Lille 
Métropole and Le Bourget: Éditions 11/28/48, 2000), cover 
and pp. 134-135, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 15467

(29)   Letter from Jacques Lepage to Michel Parmentier, February 5, 
1966, organization of the exhibition “Impact” at the Musée de 
Céret, signed mimeographed letter, with “Mongolfier S.M.”  
watermark, 27 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 03905

(30)   Catalogue of the exhibition “Impact,” Céret, Musée de Céret, 
July 15 – September 25, 1966, Céret, Musée de Céret/PO 
[Pyrénées-Orientales], 1966, unpaginated, cover and double 
page, 27.5 × 11 cm, archives of the Musée de Céret, AMP inv.: 
15416

(31)   Poster for Impact, “Sur une idée de Viallat, une affiche d’Arman” 
(“After an idea by Viallat, a poster by Arman”). Exhibition Musée 
de Céret, July 15 – September 25, 1966, 55.5 × 59.8 cm, archives 
of the Musée de Céret, AMP inv.: 03119

1967
[gray]
Manifestation 1-4
pp. 54-71
(32)   Catalogue of the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, Paris, Musée 

d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 3-25, 1967, without 
place or date, cover and double page, unpaginated, 18.5 × 
13 cm, Pierre Restany collection, INHA-collection Archives de la 
Critique d’Art, AMP inv.: 15419

(33)   Open letter signed by Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, “Il se 
passe quelque chose pour la première fois, le 3 Janvier 1967, 
au Salon de la Jeune Peinture” (“Something is happening for the 
first time on January 3, 1967, at the Salon of Young Painters”),  
December 23, 1966, reproduced typed pamphlet, 500 copies,  
29.7 × 21 cm, Paris, Centre Pompidou, Mnam-Cci, Kandinsky  
Library, General Archives, AMP inv.: 05001

(34)   Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni,” view of the exhibition at the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, 
 Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 3, 1967, 
detail, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10104

(35)   Printed tract “Nous ne sommes pas peintres” (“We are not paint-
ers”), January 1, 1967, 21 × 13.5 cm, Paris, Galerie Loevenbruck, 
AMP inv.: 05002

(36)   Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni,” view of the exhibition at the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, 
Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 3, 1967, 
details, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10105 to 10113

(37)   Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 1: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni,” view of the exhibition at the 18th Salon de la Jeune Peinture, 
 Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, January 3, 1967, 
details, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10115, 10114, 10116

(38)   Open letter signed by Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, “Aujour- 
d’hui à 20 h 15 précises nous avons quitté le Salon de la Jeune 
Peinture…” (“Today at 8.15 pm precisely we left the Salon 
de la Jeune Peinture…”), “Manifestation 2”, January 3, 1967,  
mimeographed leaflet with handwritten time and signatures,  
27 × 21 cm, Paris, Centre Pompidou, Mnam-Cci, Kandinsky Library,  
General Archives, AMP inv.: 05006

(39)   Photo-souvenir: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, rue de Rennes, 
Paris, 1967, contact sheet: Paris, Bernard Boyer, 30.3 × 19.8 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10117

(40)   Poster for “Manifestation 3”, Paris, Musée des arts décoratifs, 
Centre Expérimental du Spectacle (théâtre), June 2, 1967, 59. 
7 × 40.1 cm, Paris, Galerie Loevenbruck, AMP inv.: 03135

(41)   Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 3: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, 
Toroni,” Paris, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Centre Expérimental 
du Spectacle (théâtre), June 2, 1967, contact sheet: Paris,  
Bernard Boyer, 30.3 × 19.8 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier 
Archives, AMP inv.: 10120

(42)   Tract, “Il ne s’agissait évidemment que de regarder…” (Obvi-
ously, it was simply a question of looking…”), June 2, 1967, dis-
tributed at the end of “Manifestation 3”, 21 × 13.5 cm, Paris,  
Galerie Loevenbruck, AMP inv.: 05003

(43)   Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 3: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni,” Paris, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Centre Expérimental du 
Spectacle (théâtre), June 2, 1967, details, Daniel Buren archives, 
AMP inv.: 10118, 10119b

(44)  •  Photo-souvenir: Cover of Daniel Buren Les Écrits (1965-1990), 
Tome I: 1965-1976, Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.) (Bordeaux, CAPC 
Musée d’Art Contemporain, 1991), Daniel Buren archives, AMP 
inv.: 15444

 •  Photo-souvenir: Letter/tract, “À Ben pour son ‘Fourre-tout’” (“To 
Ben for His ‘Fourre-Tout’”), June 1967, in Daniel Buren Les écrits 
(1965-1990), Tome I: 1965-1976, Jean-Marc Poinsot (ed.) 
(Bordeaux, CAPC Musée d’Art Contemporain, 1991), p. 27,  
Daniel Buren archives AMP inv.: 05004

(45)   Invitation to the 5th Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art moderne de 
la Ville de Paris, September 29, 1967, 9 × 20.7 cm

  (folded), Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
03320

(46)   Photo-souvenir: “Manifestation 4: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,
  Toroni,” exhibition view at the 5th Biennale de Paris, Musée d’Art
  moderne de la Ville de Paris, September 30 – November 5, 1967, 

detail, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10121
(47)   Photo-souvenir: poster for “Manifestation 4,” 5th Biennale de Paris, 

September 1967, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 03121
(48)   Catalogue for the 5th Biennale de Paris, 288 pages, 21 ×  

10.5 cm, cover and pp.  175-177, text by Michel Claura, “Groupe 
Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni,” including titles of works given 
by the artists, pp. 175-176, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier 
Archives

(49)   Photos-souvenirs: “Manifestation 4: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier,  
Toroni,” view of the exhibition at the 5th Biennale de Paris, Musée 
d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, September 1967, Daniel Buren 
archives, AMP inv.: 10122 à 10129

(50)   Photo-souvenir: Buren, Mosset, Parmentier, Toroni, Paris, Septem-
ber 1967, Daniel Buren archives, AMP inv.: 10130

(51)   Raoul-Jean Moulin, “La Ve Biennale de Paris. Anthologie des
  groupes,” Opus International, no. 3, October 1967, cover 

and pp. 70-71, 27 × 18 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 16019

(52)   Jeanine Warnod, “Les jeunes peintres de la biennale” (The Young 
Painters at the Biennale), Le Figaro, October 3, 1967, “Les arts 
au jour le jour” (“The Arts from Day to Day”) section, press cutting, 
16.3 × 14.5 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
16026

(53)   Marc Albert-Levin, “Le journal de la Biennale de Paris. Au Luna- 
Park de l’art contemporain,” Les Lettres françaises, no. 1203,  
October 11, 1967, “Les Arts” section, p. 27, press cutting, 43.5 × 
14.8 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
16029

(54)   Marc Albert-Levin, “Le journal de la Biennale de Paris. Au Luna- 
Park de l’art contemporain,” Les Lettres françaises, no. 1205, 
October 25, 1967, press cutting, 26.9 × 15.6 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16016

1967
[gray]
December 6  “The Buren – 
Mosset – Parmentier – Toroni 
Group no longer exists”
pp. 76-77
(55)   Pamphlet by Michel Parmentier, “Le Groupe Buren – Mosset –  

Parmentier – Toroni n’existe plus” (“The Buren – Mosset –  
Parmentier – Toroni Group no longer exists”), December 6, 
1967, 48 × 22 cm, Paris, Galerie Loevenbruck, AMP inv.: 05005

(56)   Michel Claura, “Buren, Mosset Toroni,” Les Lettres françaises, 
no 1211, December 6 – 12, 1967, cover and “Les Arts” section, 
p. 33, 43 × 30 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 16018

1968
[red]
p. 80
(57)   Michel Claura, “Structures primaires et art minimal” (“Primary  

Strcutures and Minimal Art”), Les Lettres françaises, no. 1222, 
February 21, 1968, “Les Arts” section, pp. 29-30, handwritten  
annotations by Michel Parmentier, 43 × 30 cm, Brussels, AMP –  
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16034
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1968–1983 “A cessé  
définitivement de peindre  
en 1968” (“Ceased painting  
definitively in 1968”)
pp. 91-119
(58)   Invitation to the exhibition “De l’unité à la détérioration” (“From 

Unity to Deterioration”), Nice, Galerie Ben doute de tout, Febru-
ary 27 – March 12, 1970, 14 × 10.5 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel  
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03321–1

(59)   Handwritten texts by Michel Parmentier, “Point limite…,” “La 
démonstration de Claura…,” “VH 101…,” late 1971 – early 1972, 
spiral-bound orange-yellow notebook, 22 × 17 cm (closed), 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 05050

(60)   Letter from Michel Parmentier to Jean Fournier, March 2, 1971, 
recto and verso, 29.7 × 21 cm, Paris, Centre Pompidou, Mnam-
CCI, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Galerie Jean Fournier collection, 
AMP inv.: 03909

(61)   Letter from Jean Fournier replying to Michel Parmentier, March 16, 
1971, 21 × 15 cm, Paris, Centre Pompidou, Mnam-Cci, Biblio-
thèque Kandinsky, fonds Galerie Jean Fournier, AMP inv.: 03910

(62)   Michel Claura, “Actualité,” VH101, no. 5, 1971, cover and pp. 
40-47, 25 × 19 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 16035

(63)   Catalogue of the exhibition “Douze ans d’art contemporain 
en France 1960-1972,” Paris, Grand Palais, May 7 – Septem-
ber 18, 1972, Paris, Éditions des Musées Nationaux, cover and 
pp. 292-296, 32 × 23 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 15423–1, 15423-2, 15423–3, 15423–4

(64)   Jean Clair, “Art en France. Une nouvelle génération,” Paris,  
Éditions du Chêne, 1972, cover and pp. 96-97, 27 × 20.4 cm,  
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15422

(65)   Transparency with 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]), photograph by 
Jacqueline Hyde, Paris, Centre Pompidou, Mnam-CCI, collection 
of files on works, visual arts documentation service, Galerie Jean 
Fournier, AMP inv.: 10139

(66)   Excerpt from “Lettre ouverte à François Mathey” (“Open Letter 
to François Mathey”), March 16, 1972, instructions for hanging 
and conservation of the work 1968 [rouge] (1968 [red]), Paris, 
Centre Pompidou, Mnam-CCI, collection of files on on works,  
visual arts documentation service, AMP inv.: 05013–1

(67)   Otto Hahn, “Le groupe BMPT la mort supposée de l’art” (“The 
BMPT Group and the Purported Death of Art”), art press, no. 12, 
June-August 1974, cover and p. 14, 32.5 × 25 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16037

(68)   Open letter from Michel Parmentier cosigned by Buren and  
Toroni, “Lettre ouverte à Machin…” (“Open Letter to “what’s-his-
name”), addressed to Otto Hahn, July 10, 1974, typewritten, 
with “Duplalfa” watermark 29.7 × 21 cm, Paris, Centre Pompidou, 
Mnam-CCI, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Galerie Jean Fournier col-
lection, AMP inv.: 05016

(69)   Copy of an excerpt from the transcription of Michel Parmentier’s 
interview with Sylvain Roumette, two typewritten pages, one of 
them annotated, 29.7 × 21 cm each, Paris, Sylvain Roumette 
archives, AMP inv.: 05017–1,05017 

(70)   Invitation to the exhibition “Parmentier* (3 toiles de 1966, 1967, 
1968),” Paris, Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Febru-
ary 11 – March 16 1978, 10.5 × 14.9 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel  
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03324

(71)   Tract “Démenti […] Allégation” (“Refutation […] Allegation”),  accom- 
panying the invitation to the exhibition “Parmentier* (3 toiles de 
1966, 1967, 1968).” With “Extra Strong” watermark, 27 × 21 cm, 
Paris, Galerie Loevenbruck, AMP inv.: 05018

(72)   Three canvases from 1966, 1967 and 1968, Paris, Galerie  
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, print from original black-and-
white photograph, 24 × 18 cm, Paris, Christine Fleurent archives, 
AMP inv.: 10131

(73)   Contract between Michel Parmentier and Michel Durand- 
Dessert for 5 avril 1966 (April 5, 1966) and 15 février 1978,  
(February 15, 1978) 29.7 × 21 cm,Brussels, AMP – Michel 
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03009

(74)   Catalogue 1968-78: Catalogue 1968-78: Quelques…  
Acquistions Musée de Grenoble, Musée de Grenoble, 
Grenoble (France), 1979-1980 unpaginated, 21 × 30 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel  Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15444

(75)   Letter from Michel Durand-Dessert to Christian Besson, June 26, 
1980, 2 typewritten pages with “Extra Strong” watermark and 1 
photocopy, stapled, 29.7 × 21 cm each, Brussels, AMP – Michel 
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03914–1M, 03914-2M,  03914–3M

(76)   Open letter signed by Buren Parmentier Toroni, “Mettez-m’en 
trois belles tranches, dit-elle, on a Ginette à dîner ce soir” (“Give 
me three nice slices, she said, Ginette’s coming round for dinner 
tonight”), addressed to Claude Viallat, September 1980, 
typewritten with “Extra Strong” watermark, 29.7 × 21 cm, Paris, 
Galerie Loevenbruck, AMP inv.: 05019

(77)   Jacques Vallet, “Michel Parmentier profession non-peintre”  
(“Michel Parmentier, Profession Non-Painter”), Le Fou parle: 
revue d’art et d’humeur, no. 16, March 1981, cover and pp. 
25-28, 27.7 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives,  
AMP inv.: 16041

(78)   Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “B.M.T. Moi et les autres” (“B.M.T., 
Me, and the Others”), January 1967/January 1981, Artistes:  
revue bimestrielle d’art contemporain, no. 11, June- 
July 1982, cover and pp. 26-30, 30 × 22 cm, Brussels, Michel  
Parmentier archives, AMP inv.: 16042

(79)   Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “Pour un erratum, avec deux r 
et désenchantement” (“For an erratum, with two r’s and disen- 
chantment”), June 10, 1982, in reaction to Artistes: revue  
bimestrielle d’art contemporain, no. 11, June-July 1982, 2 
pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 03915M

(80)   Text-article by Michel Parmentier, “Pour un erratum, avec deux r 
et désenchantement” (“For an erratum, with two r’s and disen- 
chantment”), June 10, 1982, in Artistes: revue bimestrielle d’art 
contemporain, no. 12, August-September 1982, 30 × 22 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16043–2

(81)   Catalogue of the exhibition “Art en France: 1960–1980,” 
Coutances, Les Unelles, July 13 – September 16, 1983, Coutances, 
Les Unelles, 1983, unpaginated, 20 × 23 cm, Brussels, AMP –  
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15429

(82)   View of the exhibition “Art en France: 1960-1980,” Coutances, 
Les Unelles, black-and-white silver gelatin print, 12.6 × 16 cm, 
not attributed, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMPinv.: 
10132

(83)   Mimeographed letter from Michel Parmentier to Gérard Houssin, 
September 27, 1983, 3 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each, Brussels, 
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03917–1M, 03917–
2M, 03917–3M

1983 January 25 –
1985 August 12
[black]
pp. 124-141
(84)   Handwritten résumé by Michel Parmentier, 29.7 × 21 cm, Brusels, 

AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 05023
(85)   Michel Parmentier and Michel Durand-Dessert at the exhibi-

tion “Parmentier 1983–1984,” Paris, Galerie Liliane & Michel  
Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 1984, print from 
original black-and-white photograph, 12 × 18 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10133

(86)   Hanging of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris, Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 
 1984, black-and-white contact sheet no. 844-2, 30.5 × 24 cm, 
Paris, Christine Fleurent archives, AMP inv.: 10134

(87)   Exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris, Galerie Liliane &  
Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 1984, black- 
and-white contact sheet no. 844–1, 24.2 × 30.8 cm, Paris,  
Christine Fleurent archives, AMP inv.: 10135

(88)   Invitation to the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris,  
Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 –   
October 9, 1984, 15 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier  
Archives, AMP inv.: 03329

(89)   View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris, Galerie  
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 1984, 
black-and-white photograph, reproduction from negative, 
10.2 × 12.7 cm, Paris, Adam Rzepka archives, AMP inv.: 10138

(90)   View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris, Galerie 
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 
1984, black-and-white photographic print, 24 × 17.8 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10136

(91)   View of the exhibition “Parmentier 1983-1984,” Paris, Galerie  
Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 15 – October 9, 
1984, black-and-white photograph, reproduction from nega-
tive, 10.2 × 12.7 cm, Paris, Adam Rzepka archives, AMP inv.: 10137

(92)   Typed résumé by Michel Parmentier, 2 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 05024–1, 
05024–2

(93)   Michel Nuridsany, “Parmentier donne le ton” (“Parmentier Sets 
the Tone”), Le Figaro, “La vie culturelle” section, September 21, 
1984, 53.6 × 38.7 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, 
AMP inv.: 16046

(94)   Interview with Bernard Blistène, “Michel Parmentier,” Flash Art, no. 
10, March 1986, pp. 19-21, 27 × 20.4 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel 
Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16052–1M

(95)   Portrait of Michel Parmentier, black-and-white photograph, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10170

1986 April 22 –
1989 December 18
[papers]
pp. 144-151
(96)   Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Galerie  

Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, September 10 – October 11, 
1988, 12 × 18 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, 
AMP inv.: 03331

(97)   Exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Galerie Liliane & Michel  
Durand-Dessert, color photograph, black-and-white reproduc-
tion from transparency, 10.2 × 12.7 cm, Paris, Adam Rzepka  
archives, AMP inv.: 10140

(98)   J-M Baillieu, in l’hercule des arts, Paris, Hercule de Paris, October 
1988, cover and double page, 21 × 14.9 cm (folded), Brussels, 
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16068

(99)   Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Centre na-
tional des arts plastiques, September 20 – October 31, 1988, 
21 × 10 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
03332

(100)   Catalogue of the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Centre na-
tional des arts plastiques, September 20 – October 31, 1988, 
cover and p. 57, 27.8 × 20.5 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier 
Archives, AMP inv.: 15435

(101)   Exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Centre national des arts 
plastiques, September 20 – October 31, 1988, black-and-
white photographic prints, 11.5 ×  18 cm each, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10141 and 10142

(102)   Michel Parmentier in Max Wechsler’s studio, black-and-white pho-
tographic prints, 18 × 11.5 cm and 11.5 × 18 cm, Brussels, AMP – 
Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 10172 et 10174

(103)   25 mai 1988 (May 25, 1988), black-and-white photographic 
print, 24 ×  18 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP 
inv.: 10171

(104)   Exhibition catalogue (cover and appendix) “Liberté & Egalité. 
Freiheit und Gleichheit. Wiederholung und Abweichungcin der 
neueren franzsischen Kunst,” Erich Franz and Dieter Schwarz (eds.), 
Essen, Museum Folkwang, June 4 – August 27, 1989, Winterthur, 
Kunstmuseum, September 24– November 12, 1989, Essen and 
Winterthur, Museum Folkwang and Kunstmuseum, cover, pp. 40-
41 and unpaginated double page, 27 × 21.1 cm, Brussels, 
AMP–Fonds Michel Parmentier, AMP inv.: 15437 and 15438

(105)   Interview with Michel Nuridsany, “Michel Parmentier: une voix de fin 
silence” (“Michel Parmentier: A Voice of Fine Silence”), art press, 
no. 128, September 1988, cover and pp. 31-34, 28.4 × 22.2 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 16056

1989 October 12 –
1991 June 14
[tracing papers]
pp. 164-175
(106)   The two covers of the exhibition catalogue “Um 1968 konkrete 

utopien in kunst und gesellschaft,” Marie Luise Syring (ed.), Düssel- 
dorf, Städtische Kunsthalle, May 27 – July 8, 1990, Cologne,  
DuMont, 1990 (soft and hard cover), 25.1 × 20 cm, Brussels,  
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15442

(107)   Text by Michel Parmentier and Daniel Buren, “Il faut sérieusement 
douter…” (“It is highly doubtful…”), in exhibition catalogue “Indi-
vidualités: 14 Contemporary Artists from France,” Toronto, Art 
Gallery of Ontario, January 25 – April 7, 1991, pp. 166-167  
(English) and cover, pp. 167-169 (French), 25.4 × 18.7 cm,  
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15447

(108)  •  Photo-souvenir: Propos délibérés, Daniel Buren-Michel  
Parmentier, entretiens avec Anne Baldassari, Villeurbanne 
and Brussels, Art Édition and Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991, cover, 
Brussels, AMP–Fonds Michel Parmentier, AMP inv.: 15448, 15449

 •  Photo-souvenir: Bewuste uitspraken: Daniel Buren-Michel 
Parmentier, interviews with Anne Baldassari (Villeurbanne: 
Art Édition and Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1991), cover,  
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 15449

(109)   “Buren Parmentier” poster, June 7 –  July 20, 1991, Brussels, Palais  
des Beaux-Arts, 60 × 40 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier 
Archives, AMP inv.: 03136

(110)   Invitation to the exhibition “Buren Parmentier,” Brussels, Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, June 7 – July 20, 1991, recto and verso, 19 × 13 cm, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03339

(111)   Photo-souvenir: Michel Parmentier and Daniel Buren, Brussels,  
Palais des Beaux-Arts, June 1991, black-and-white photo-
graph from negative, 24 × 36 mm, Brussels, Philippe De Gobert 
archives, AMP inv.: 10143

(112-117)  Photos-souvenirs: Exhibition “Buren Parmentier,” Brussels, Palais 
des Beaux-Arts, black-and-white and color photographs, black-
and-white reproduction from negatives and transparencies, 
6 × 6 cm each, Brussels, Philippe De Gobert archives, AMP inv.: 
10144, 10145, 10146, 10148.10147 and 10149

(118)   Open letter from Michel Parmentier, “Quand des questions 
que nous voulons sérieuses sont éludées entre poire et cig-
are dans les dîners en ville” (“When the questions we want taken  
seriously are eluded between brandy and cigars at fancy din-
ners in town”), November 1, 1991, photocopy, recto and verso,  
29.7 × 21 cm, Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 
05029–1M

(119)   Table for cutting and pre-folding the strips in Guy Massaux’s stu-
dio, 123 rue Marconi, Forest (Brussels), black-and-white photo-
graph, reproduction from negative, 6 × 6 cm, Paris, Philippe  
Simon archives, AMP inv.: 10152

(120)   Handwritten letter from Michel Parmentier to Guy Massaux, March 
25, 1992, letter paper with “Jeand’heurf Extra Strong” watermark 
and sketch/diagram of a strip, 4 pages, 29.7 × 21 cm each, 
Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03935–1, 
03935–2, 03935–3, 03935–4

(121)   Invitation to the exhibition by Pierrette Bloch “Dessins de crin” 
(“Hair Drawings”), Paris, Galerie de France, 1992, text by Michel 
Parmentier, “Sans doute” (“No Doubt”), June 15, 1992, 15 × 30 cm 
(folded), Brussels, AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03341 

1993 March 31 –
1999 November 20
[polyester calque]
pp. 186-217
(122)   View of the exhibition “Das offene Bild, Aspekte der Moderne 

in Europa nach 1945,” Münster, Westfälisches Landesmuseum 
für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, November 15, 1992-February 7, 
1993, color photograph, black-and-white reproduction from 
color slide, Münster-Roxel, Erich Franz archives, AMP inv.: 10150

(123)   Invitation to the exhibition “Das offene Bild Aspekte der Mod-
erne in Europa nach 1945,” Münster, Westfälisches Landesmu-
seum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, November 15, 1992-Feb-
ruary 7, 1993, recto and verso, 21 × 14.9 cm (folded), Brussels, 
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03342

(124)   Catalogue Das offene Bild, Aspekte der Moderne in Europa 
nach 1945, Stuttgart, Cantz Verlag, 1992, cover and pp. 218-
219, 26 × 21 cm, Brussels, Michel Parmentier archives, AMP inv.: 
15450

Reproduced Documents
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(125)   View of the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Galerie Christine 
et Isy Brachot, April 29 – May 30, 1992, black-and-white photo-
graph, reproduction from black-and-white negative, 6 × 6 cm, 
Paris, Philippe Simon archives, AMP inv.: 10151

(126)   Invitation to the exhibition “Michel Parmentier,” Paris, Galerie 
Christine et Isy Brachot, April 29 – May 30, 1992, 24 × 16 cm, Paris, 
Centre Pompidou, Mnam-CCI, Kandinsky Library, General  
Archives AMP inv.: 03340

(127)   Contract with Isy Brachot, dated April 21, 1993, concerning the 
work 31 mai 1991 I (May 31, 1991 I), 29.6 × 20.9 cm, Brussels, 
AMP – Michel Parmentier Archives, AMP inv.: 03048

(128)   Catalogue Michel Parmentier, Paris, Carré des Arts, March 
17 – May 15, 1994, Paris, Carré des Arts, 1994, unpaginated, 
cover and double page, 28 × 23 cm, Brussels, AMP – Kandinsky  
Library, General Archives, AMP inv.: 15456

(129)   Michel Parmentier in Guy Massaux’s studio, 123 rue Marconi, 
Forest (Brussels), black-and-white photograph, reproduction 
from negative, 6 × 6 cm, Paris, Philippe Simon archives, AMP inv.: 
10175

(130)   Screenplay co-written by Bernard Bloch and Agnès Foiret,  
Michel Parmentier. Presque le silence (Michel Parmentier:  
Almost silence), documentary project, 26 minutes, format 
35mm, 1995, Gentilly, Les Productions de l’Œil Sauvage, Gentilly,  
Bernard Bloch archives, AMP inv.: 05039

(131)   Production schedule drawn up by Bernard Bloch for Michel  
Parmentier. Presque le silence (Michel Parmentier: Almost 
silence), 29.7 × 21 cm, Gentilly, Bernard Bloch archives, AMP inv.: 
05040

(132)   Story-board by Bernard Bloch for Michel Parmentier. Presque 
le silence (Michel Parmentier: Almost silence), Gentilly, Les 
Productions de l’Œil Sauvage, cover, 21 × 29.7 cm (closed), 
Gentilly, Bernard Bloch archives, AMP inv.: 05041

(133)   Shooting the film 304 × 308 (Presque le silence) (Michel 
Parmentier: Almost silence), in Guy Massaux’s studio, 123 rue 
Marconi, Forest (Brussels), four black-and-white photographs, 
reproduction from color negatives, 24 × 36 mm each, Paris, 
Philippe Simon archives, AMP inv.: 10153, 10154, 10155, 10156, 
10157

(134)   Handwritten letters by Michel Parmentier to Bernard Bloch, Sep-
tember 5, 1995 and September 12, 1995, 29.7 × 21 cm each, 
Gentilly, Bernard Bloch archives, AMP inv.: 03954 and 03955

(135)   Contract between Michel Parmentier and Herman J. Daled, 
May 25, 1996, concerning 15 mars 1994 (March 15, 1994), 
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151 Exhibition view, “Michel Parmentier, Déc. 1965-Nov. 
1999, une rétrospective.” La Seyne-sur-Mer (France), 
Villa Tamaris centre d’art, June 7 – September 14, 
2014. Digital color photograph.
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